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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to determine the effects
of a public community college on American Indian students in
terms of their goals, aspirations, and persistence.

These

effects are fundamental to understanding attrition and the
low transfer and completion rates of American Indians and
other minorities in community colleges.
The study was conducted as a case study in an urban
community college in the Southwest.

Seven individual case

studies were embedcled in the larger study.
or.t~i~ed

Data were

through weekly interviews and followup of students

,,/ho dropped-out.

Goodenough's cognitive theory of culture

served as the theoretical basis for the study.

Spradley's

typology of question format, which is intended tc generate
the categories into which individuals divide their cultural
knowledge, was used to determine cultural perceptions and
related changes that occurred over time.
None of the students completed the programs in which
they had enrolled.

A main finding was that the students

perceived the community college as a way to disassociate
themselves from social problems that marginalize Indian
people and engender stereotypes.

However, the culture that
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was produced at the college discounted the students' sense
of competence and reinforced a sense of marginalization they
were attempting to overcome.
The students possessed a wide variety of background
experiences, but maintained a deep structure of internal
values and expectations associated with their unique Indian
heritage and experience.

These combined over time with the

patterns and meanings of the institution, creating
situational arrhythmia which frustrated the students'
~ectations,

aspirations, and life tasks.

issues that arose included:

(1) The

Significant

a~quisition

of

meaningful experience; (2) a lack of a sense of a supportive
environment; (3) preferred ways of learning,

(4) conflicts

between institutional and personal priorities and (5)
negative and regressive effects of the "deficit model" in
remedial education.
Community colleges are unaware of the actual effects
that they have on culturally diverse students. They should
become "culturally literate" and adopt policies and
practices policies which will allow them to extend beyond
the inherent ethnocentrism they now embody.
In matching equal access with equality of outcomes,
this study suggests that community colleges must consider
significant changes and innovations.
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SECTION 1
FOREWORD
This case study focused on the subjective realities of
seven American Indian students who attended a community
college in the Southwest.

It is divided into two sections.

section 1, which consists of

th~

first three chapters,

provides an orientation to the background, methodology, and
literature related to the study.

Chapter 1 introduces the

study, the conceptual framework and the research questions.
Chapter 2 provides a review of

~~e

literature concerning

minorities in higher education; theories of student
development; attrition and retention research; culture,
students and institutions; anthropology and education; and
American Indian college students.

Chapter 3 defines and

elaborates the research methods used in the study.
In section 2, the findings of this research are
organized into seven chapters (4-10) detailing the
individual case studies.

Chapter 11 synthesizes and

analyzes the aggregate characteristics of the case studies.
Chapter 12 discusses and analyzes in case study form the
environment of a community college.

Finally, Chapter 13

discusses the implications and summarizes the study.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
"The term community should be defined not only as
a region to be served, but also a climate to be
created." (commissio~ :::;;l ~he Future of Community
Colleges 1988)
Enrollments of ethnic minorities in American postsecondary institutions are at an all time high (Center for
Educational statistics 1988).

But low rates of retention

and graduation relative to that of Anglo students are of
major concern to educators and minority groups alike.

As

impending demographic shifts threaten to create even further
imbalances in wealth and educational levels in the nation,
this concern is stimulating a search for solutions.
In 1980, one-third of the total population of the
Southwestern united States consisted of minorities, a figure
projected to rise to 40 percent in 1990, and again to 50
percent in succeeding decades.

School-age populations of

minorities in the Southwest now represent 40 percent of all
school-age youth (Western Interstate Commission on Higher
Education (1987).

In order to achieve a ratio equal to the

number of Anglo college graduates and to match future job
opportunities, the proportion of minority college graduates
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will have to be doubled.

So far, however, there has been an

overall lack of success " .•• in providing a sound and equal
education for minority youth; or in melding those minority
groups into a rapidly changing society and economy" (Western
Interstate Commission for Higher Education 1987, p. 2).
American minorities have a long-standing, unmet claim
on education (Astin 1982). The attrition rate for all
college students is 41 percent.

Among ethnic minorities,

the rate of departure is 64.6 percent for Blacks and 64.5
percent for Hispanics (Tinto 1987, p. 26).

Dropout rates

among American Indian college students have been estimated
from 75 to 93 percent (McNamara 1981, p. 157).
Fanning the concern over minvrity completion rates is
controversy over the role of community colleges.

CUrrently,

two-year institutions enroll only 37 percent of all college
students, but almost half of all ethnic minorL:.y students
(Center for Educational Statistics 1988, p. 1).

At the same

time, two-year colleges have an estimated institutional
attri tion rate' of 73 percent of their entering students.
About 33 percent of an entering cohort who drop out and

'Tinto (1987) distinguishes institutional departure from
system departure. Tinto I s figure is based on an entering twoyear cohort of which 27 percent can be expected to complete
their degree in the institution in which they first enrolled.
The remainder will leave the institution but not necessarily
depart the post-secondary system altogether. Tinto estimates
that 58 percent of an entering two-year cohort will eventually
depart the system altogether without earning a degree.
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subsequently re-enroll in community colleges eventually earn
two-year degrees (Tinto 1987, p. 19).
Some critics contend that community colleges train and
socialize students for work in a capitalistic society, and
channel students into the social class position of their
parents (Bowles and Gintis 1976; Karabel 1972).
Functionalist scholars claim that community cclleges serve
society by supplying technical skills needed by a complex
industrial economy, and that they offer social mobility
(Cohen and Brawer 1982, p. 1).

Wh~tever

the interpretation,

data suggest2 that some students lessen their chances of
attaining a bachelor's degree if they start in a community
college (Astin 1982; Velez 1985).
The ethnic minority population that has benefitted
least from the educational system is American Indians.

They

have the lowest college entry rates and the highest
attrition rates of all students.

They are concentrated in

the least prestigious sector of American higher education:
60 percent of Native Americans attending

collag~

are

enrolled in private and public two-year colleges, a higher
percentage than any other minority group (Center for
Educational statistics 1987, p. 10).

2velez (1985, p. 197) calculated the difference as 48
percent based on his analysis of national longitudinal data
collected between 1973 and 1979. Thirty-one percent of
baccalaureate aspirants who enrolled in academic programs in
a community college eventually earned degrees compared to 79
percent who first entered four-year colleges.
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American Indians possess marked cultural differences
which have often placed them at odds with institutions of
the dominant society.

These differences are exacerbated by

the fact that they have been less committed to participate
in the dominant culture than ether minority populations
(Fuchs and Havighurst 1972).

In all aspects of their

participation in American society, especially in education t
Cabrera has remarked, " ••• the American Indian today is at
the bottom of the pecking order in terms of benefits and
e~~itable ~et~~ns

from the society in which he lives;;

(Cabrera 1978, p. 158).
The Problem
During the 19605 many states made policy decisions
which placed reliance on community colleges as the primary
point of access for minorities (Richardson and Bender 1987).
As community colleges proliferated and adapted to new roles,
their philosophy shifted from a collegiate function to
greater emphasis on compensatory work (Cohen and Brawer
1982).

In trying to accommodate the needs of diverse
populations, community colleges lay claim to flexibility and
community orientation.

Ostensibly, they should

p~ovide

an

environment or "cultural" milieu which favors the reduction
and elimination of barriers, conflicts and stresses that
would otherwise cause students to fail or drop out of other
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types of institutions.

They should offer education that is

sensitive to diverse cultures, learning styles, and
linguistic differences.
High attrition rates of minority students from
community colleges suggest a lack of success in mediating
the transition of ethnic minorities into educational
experiences which lead to more prestigious occupations.
Little is known about the actual effects of contact between
minority multicultures and the institutional environments of
community colleges.

Few, if any, studies have

actu~lly

delved into the individual perceptions of minority students
who attend community colleges.

Such studies would offer

some assessment of the effectiveness and degree of
sensitivity community colleges demonstrate in responding to
the needs of ethnic minority populations.

Studies about

American Indians in public community colleges are
particularly neglected.

Moreover, little is known about the

effects of current student development practices in
community colleges and how these relate to the specific
needs of ethnic minorities.

This study will illuminate some

of these concerns by providing an in-depth view of American
Indians' experiences in a community college setting.
The Literature
This section provides a brief overview of the larger
contextual and conceptual issues related to minority access
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and opportunity in American post-secondary education.

These

issues are outlined in a more comprehensive manner in
Chapter 2.
Although members of ethnic minority groups have enjoyed
greater access to higher education, research indicates that
these groups possess cultural characteristics which
ultimately affect retention and completion in adverse ways.
Among Hispanics, the prevailing differences appear to be
represented in their linguistic background (Chacon 1986;
Duran 1983j and among differences in values (Ramirez and
Castaneda 1973).

Asian-Americans in higher education, often

dubbed the "model minority," are reported to sublimate their
psychological needs in favor of behavior and performance
which will reflect favorably on their families (Sue 1981;
Sue and Zane 1985).

Blacks are greatly affected by

historical factors, namely their forced segregation
(Griffith 1979).

Black and Anglo cultural differences often

tend to be recreated and perpetuated on Anglo dominated
college campuses (Blackburn 1978).

Studies of American

Indians often characterize them as being caught between two
worlds which pull them in entirely different directions
(Bryde 1971).
These findings suggest that minority students often
experience difficulties in higher education because of
background influences--social and cultural characteristics
which students bring to college with them.

Students who
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share similar backgrounds tend to have similar experiences
in college (Griffith 1979; Ross 1979; Weis 1985). Moreover,
higher education institutions also possess distinctive
cultures which interact with student subgroups (Tinto 1987).
Student and institutional cultures have not been
acknowledged to any significant extent in contemporary
psychological theories or research on student development
nor are they specifically referenced in theories related to
attrition and retention.

These theories, however, are used

extensively as conceptual bases for student services and as
frameworks for attrition and retention studies involving
minorities.
Most contemporary student devclopillent theories are
based on a

s~~ctural/adaptive

conceptualization, a model of

psychological theory which says that the manner in

whi~h

individuals interact with the environment will determine how
they will behave.

Neither personal nor situational

dimensions are perceived as being a primary influence over
the other in this approach (Drum 1980).

The works of

Chickering (1972), Erikson (1968) and Loevinger (1976) are
most influential in this

c~nceptualization

of student

development.
Attrition and retention theory follows a similar
track.

The attrition process is explained as a mismatch, or

lack of congruence, between the background characteristics
of students and the influences and demands of the
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institution.

Experiences which integrate the individual

into the social and academic systems of the institution are
thought to reinforce persistence (Tintc 1975).
These theories fail to consider the social and culturespecific contexts of human development and
interaction.

enviro~ent

social environments are complex and diverse.

Social role and position may limit the potential to acquire
subsequent positions.

Social knowledge and individual or

group intentionality may mediate development in unexpected
ways.

The interaction of culture

s~ecific

environment and

the continuous structuring of the individual must be taken
into account (Dannefer 1984).
Theorists interested in organizational culture in
higher education have recently suggested new ways to
conceptualize the "reality" of a college environment.

One

such theory views organizational environments as "enacted"
(Tierney 1987).

This view treats culture as a cognitive

phenomenon, a view that defies the functionalist paradigm
which treats organizations as rational, objective, and
composed of a finite number of elements which can be
manipUlated in response to different needs and demands. The
underlying thesis of the "enacted environment" perspective
is that organizational culture is socially constructed.
Perceptions about organizations are guided by historical
context, individual perceptions, and current situational
contexts.

Reality is constituted through social interchange
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in which " ••• perceptions are affirmed, modified, or replaced
according to their apparent congruence with the perceptions
of others" (Tierney 1987 p. 64).
Previous studies of community colleges suggest that
institutional culture is a re-enactment of the larger social
system (London 1982; Weis 1985).

These studies construct an

explanatory thesis that "cultural politics" dominate
educational processes and outcomes.

This is a perspective

that may be complementary to the notion of an "enacted
environment. II

BOLh of these perspective could be enriched

by further in-depth studies of the subjective perceptions of
minority students as they negotiate

coll~ge

environments.

There also needs to be a more in-depth understanding of
the role of student culture in the attrition or persistence
process.

Previous studies have been limited to assessing

group characteristics and have not delved into the processes
and behaviors that occur among individuals.

Moreover,

theories of student development and attrition need to be
enriched, and possibly even supplanted, by a body of theory
which is based on a substantive understanding of the
influences cf social and cultural background, particularly
in instances where they stem from home and community
cultures which vary considerably from
of the dominant, middle-class culture.

~nose

representative

Although such

cultural differences are in evidence among all ethnic
minority populations, they appear to be most distinctive and
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resistant to change among American Indians.

They share many

of the background characteristics found among the other
ethnic minority population--a unique linguistic background
similar to Hispanics; the pervasive influence of family and
community like that of Asian-Americans; and a distinctive
pattern of historical influences not unlike that of blacks.
Cultural dissonance is frequently offered as a reason
why American Indians fail to benefit from the educational
system (McGrath et al 1962).

They are thought to maintain a

world view that is often opposed to that of the dominant
culture (Toelken 1975).

In order to

a~cept

many of the

moral and philosophical precepts underlying post-secondary
curriculum, American Indian students are often compelled to
grapple with stark challenges to their traditional beliefs.
Community colleges share many similarities with other
forms of higher education, but are also touted for their
ability to respond to the needs of higher education's "new
students."

COll".munity colleges have developed institutional

cultures about which little is known.

Minority students,

such as American Indians, have been drawn to community
colleges in large numbers
tuition.

bp~",,-,_~~,:, ~f ;:'~~'i a.~\,;ess

ana l-OW

But the manner in which the institutions affect

minority students has not been gauged.
Little is known concerning why American Indians enroll
in community college or what influence their tribal and peer
subgroups have on their behavior.

Even less is known about
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the effects of community college attendance on their
motivation, career aspirations, persistence,
ability and willingness to
~o

ac~~ire ~~e

o~

on their

ccmpetelicies needed

compete within the dominant society.
Published research on American Indians in public

community colleges is virtually nonexistent. Previous
studies have focused on cultural conflict or dissonance and
have not provided insight into student adaptation to the
college environment. Nor have they attempted to determine
the cultural effects of the institution on the student.
Purpose of the study
The purpose of this research is to identify and
illuminate cultural perspectives that influence the
motivation and persistence of minority students attending
public community colleges.

This study will illustrate the

nature of the adaptational response of American Indian
students to a community college setting from an individual
perspective.

Since the study will be based on the insights

of seven members of a single tribal population, their shared
perspectives will also be used to illustrate the nature or
subgroup adaptational response.
Research about student culture needs to progress from
studies of subcultures or groups where only a limited number
of variables and theories have been identified and tested.

An "emic" point of view of individuals and their experience
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allows a deeper understanding of the role of cultural
influences in education.
students subculture

Previous conceptualizations of

li~ited

research to the identification

of generalized group characteristics.

They did not seek the

deeper dimensions of the inner psychological and cultural
experience of subgroup members.

These and other studies of

minority subgroups have been framed in an netic" point of
view which relies on external criteria for analysis and
interpretation.

As an "emic" inquiry, the present study

will be based on the direct experiences and perceptions of
the participants in an educational setting. Illuminating the
holistic perspective of individuals will generate fresh
variables and theoretical knowledge upon which future
research may be based.
This study will also illuminate the nature of college
e~vironment-student

interaction.

An examination of the role

of community colleges in fostering and expanding the
cultural competence and behavioral repertoire of students
will help educators understand the contextual influences of
j~s~i.~"'-i.:.ional

environments on the development of culturally

diverse students.

This knowledge will foster insight into

the manner in which programs, curriculum, and college
environments can be better conceptualized and organized to
meet student needs.
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conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework for this study is formulated
from a theory proposed by Goodenough (1981) which views
culture as a cognitive phenomenon.

Accordingly, the view

that culture is ideational focuses the investigation on
individuals and their subjective interpretations of reality.
Thj~

theory also provides a way to investigate

acquisition.

multi~ultural

As st.udents enter college, they express

culture each in their own unique way, affecting their
individual responses and perceptions.

Education that is

effective will foster multiculturalism, enabling students to
acquire an expanded cultural repertoire which exceeds the
normative boundaries of the cultures they bring with them.
This focus is particularly relevant to the increasing
participation of ethnic minority participation in higher
education, and the role of community colleges in responding
to the needs of "new students."
Goodenough's Theory of CUlture is rooted in the field
of Cognitive Anthropology which views the individual as the
locus and basic unit of culture.

The theory focuses upon

variation within groups, comparing culture-sharing with
biological speciation: both consist of series of
individuals, "such that no two are identical and yet the
variance among them is all contained within limits"
(Goodenough 1981 p. 104).
CUlture is based in individual perception.

CUlture-
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sharing consists of a mutually apprehensible range of these
"subjective realities."

The behavior patterns of

individuals will vary widely within flexible, overlapping,
group parameters.

Accordingly, "culture" is regarded as

both a set of mutually-held beliefs, routines and customs as
well as each individual's personal expression of them.
CUlture is not shared by all members of the group in the
same way--each individual member expresses his/her own
unique version of it.
The view that culture is psychic and subjective departs
from theories that ultimately reflect culture as an
objective reality, or a product of the carriers of the
culture.

The latter view of culture consists of such

theories as Symbolic Interactionism which views culture as
possessing certain features such as symbols, rituals, and
social dramas; Structuralism, which relies on observed
phenomena to interpret underlying principles of relationship
or structure; CUltural Ecology which perceives various
factors and ideologies as mechanisms used by humans to adapt
to the environment (Chilcott 1987); and structural
Functionalism which assumes that culture is an adaptive
mechanism that serves as a component of an integrated social
system.

This system includes a social structure component

which maintains an orderly social life, and mechanisms of
adaptation which maintain the equilibrium of society with
the physical environment (Allaire and Firsirotu 1984).
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Goodenough compares the totality of a society with a
language.

Languages are composed of many dialects and

subdialects which Goodenough likens to the groups and
subcultures which exist in a defined society or culture.
CUlture "with a capital C," or Society's Cn:tture, according
to Goodenough, is a society comprised of "an overall system
of mutually ordered public cultures pertaining to activities
within the society."

Using a linguistic analogy, Public

Cultures are "dialects" which, as a set, are
!! • • •

functionally equivalent and mutually apprehensible II

(Goodenough 1981, p 111). Goodenough's concept of public
culture approximates the external aspects of culture around
which Tinto (1987) and Clark and Trow (1966) conceptualize
student subcultures.

Goodenough, however, emphasizes

individual perception as the locus of culture, defining
culture in general as "systems of standards for perceiving,
believing, evaluating, and acting (Goodenough 1981, p. 110.)
Since society's culture is composed of an ordering of
public cultures, "culture" is never entirely homogeneous.
Participants may perceive themselves to be, with some
variance in their perceptions, members of one or several
culture-sharing groups (public cultures).

A public culture

exists by virtue of all the individual versions of it.

The

variance of the perceived versions will lie within certain
parameters which define the public culture. Goodenough
refers to the limits within which variance occurs as
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normative selection. variance may be shared with other
public cultures, allowing individuals to be members of
several public cultures simultaneously.

Normative

boundaries may be spanned by individuals who are able to
share in several defined systems of standards (Goodenough
1981, p. 105).
Goodenough describes the Propriospect, the personal
outlook of individuals or "their private, subjective view of
the world and its contents."

The propriospect of

individuals allows them to attribute standards of behavior,
beliefs, perceptions, and evaluations of others in order to
make sense of their own behavior.

If different sets of

standards must be attributed to sets of others, and
individuals are able to retain their own standards, they are
considered to possess a propriospect which contains several
different cultures.

If individuals can move beyond

perceptions alone, they may also possess "operational
competence" in the several cultures whose standards they
comprehend. The possession of multiple operating CUltures is
the ability to act and behave appropriately in accordance
with different and alternative sets of standards.

The

individual propriospect may accommodate a repertory of
operating cultures, a characteristic that allows the
individual to become multicultural (Goodenough 1981, p. 99).
The ability to demonstrate competence in more than one
set of standards or to engage multiple "operating cultures"
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constitutes a wider field of shared CUltural competence.
Membership in cultural groups is determined by the extent to
which individuals reveal themselves as competent
standards of the group.

.....

the

The greater the variety of

activities and beliefs shared with others, the more expanded
become the areas of shared competence in the same standards
of behavior.

This shared competence is the basis upon which

individuals identify one another as being the same kind of
persons (Goodenough 1981, p. 101).
An individual's propriospect is a powerful mediator in

the potential acquisition of expanded cultural competence.
Minority students will come to college with their
propriospects, the nature of which will either limit or
enhance their ability to acquire additional forms of
cultural competence.

The manner in which the educational

institution treats or engages students will greatly affect
their propriospects, or their ability and willingne3s to
acquire additional operating behaviors.
Social contact has the greatest affect on individual
propriospect and is a key determinant of access to multiple
public cultures (Goodenough 1981, p. 101).

During intense

contact, such as in an educational setting, individuals must
be more than observers.

They must also participate, accept,

and be accepted in the standards and behaviors of others.
Competence is acquired through interaction with persons who
are already competent in their own public cultures.
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Model of Society's CUlture Pool
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Each of the individuals enumerated (1-9) possess
culture A in a society.
The contents of each
individual's priopriospect (p) is represented after each
number.
Each individual's version of CUlture A and of
the various traditions within it of which he has
knowledge (a!b!c,d,e)
is represented in the first
parentheses. The second parentheses contains individuals
versions of other cultures in which they have acquired
competence (K,L,M).
The letter ~ represents private
experience in the propriospect which is not attributed
to other people.
According to this model, each member of society is
competent in traditions a and b of CUlture A.
Only a
few individuals are competent in tradition e which is a
restricted specialty. The ninth individual has the most
limited range of competence.
The fourth individual
possesses the most competence in culture A and is
competent in two additional cultures as well.
Adapted from Goodenough 1981, p. 112
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Physical boundaries, such as isolation, or social boundaries
that are imposed by groups and society, will affect the
aC~Jisition

of cultural competence.

Such factors as age,

sex and race tend to limit the individual's access to
additional operating cultures.

These limitations, in turn,

restrict access to, and the ability to acquire, more
outwardly concentric public cultures.
CUltural change and adaptation occurs under conditions
of sustained contact.

Goodenough notes: " ••• peop1e's

eva1uatiol1 of what they see as their own and as alien
traditions change." People continually add new elements to
their culture pools.

Traditions of different cultures can

compete during contact.

Competition can be resolved in

several ways: both traditions may continue with one
preferred and the other maintained as an alternative; one
tradition may displace the other entirely; or they may come
to be seen as appropriate to different conditions and become
complementary rather than competing.

As new elements are

shared between culture pools, they provide referents for
reevaluating ideas, values and attitudes.

These

reevaluations may weaken or strengthen the commitment to
existing cultural principles (Goodenough 1981, p. 116).
CUlture that is shared by a group--sucn as American
Indian college students--consists of a mutually
apprehensible range of standards for perceiving, believing,
evaluating and acting.

While these students share a
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culture, they are all potential members of multiple culturesharing groups.

The ability to acquire additional

~ultural

competencies is determined by the extent and quality of
their interaction with members of different public cultures.
The individual who has learned to employ various systems of
standards and behaviors appropriate to different cultural
settings is considered to possess multiple operating
cultures,

In terms of education, the ideal environment will

foster this process by stimulating the acquisitional
properties of the propriospect.

This would mean mediating

the nature and form of cultural contact.
The key to understanding the effects of environment and
institutional culture on student culture is through
subjective interpretation.

Although perceptions of various

members of a culture-sharing group will not be identical,
the overarching values, standards and norms of the group's
public culture will emerge through individual perceptions.
During cultural contact, instances of competition or
conflict may result in several outcomes including outright
avoidance, or the strengthening or weakening of cultural
principles.

The major determinant of cultural change is the

manner in which individuals make conscious decisions.

This

is guided by the propriospect--the standards that
individuals attribute to others based on their experience of
their actions and admonitions.
A cognitive theory of culture provides an appropriate
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perspective from which to analyze aspects of an "enacted
environment." Treating culture as subjective reality
grounded in individual experience reveals essential dynamics
needed to understand educational processes--the manner in
which students cope with change, deal with conflict and
competition, negotiate the educational system r and acquire
multicultural competencies.
This conceptual framework was used to guide a study of
selected American Indian students within the environment of
an urban, public community college.

American Indians share

a distinct background that is continually reinforced by
strong ethnic cultural values and traditions.

As competent

members of their respective, tribally-influenced cultures,
they had contact with different operating cultures at the
community college. The individual propriospects of students,
as they reflected the orientations of their Indian public
culture, helped determine the students' willingness and
ability to acquire wider cultural perspectives and
competencies.

Similarly, the patterns and meanings

represented in the institution's operating culture also
helped determine the manner in which the Indian students and
their peers responded to the choices presented them, and the
decisions they made.
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Methods
This research is a case study of selected American
Indian students who attended an urban, public community
college during the 1987-88 and 1988-89 academic years. Seven
Indian students were chosen as "cultural exemplars" and
interviewed in depth during the period in which they
attended the college.

Interviews continued for those

students who dropped out of college during the study.
Through ethnographic interviewing techniques, the study
exa:i~ed

both ilidividual and shared aspects of world view as

it related to the students' experiences in a community
college.

Conversational narrative collected at the college

site served as the source of data.

Analysis of this

dat~

concentrated on identifying cultural themes that bore a
relationship to the process of education.

The students

represented a range of background influences, including
residence on and off the reservation, gender, and type of
high school attended.

with the assistance of a Tohono

D'odham counselor employed by the college, the stUdents were
purposely selected to represent as full a range as possible
of educational and environmental influences that affect
Indian stUdents.

However, the study was limited to recent

high school graduates who had not previously attended
college. Interview data was collected and analyzed in
accordance with a model provided by Spradley (1979).

This

model determines world view by focusing on cultural themes.
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Research ouestions
The following questions provided guidance and focus for
this study:
1)

What are the influences that affect the motivation,

aspirations and perceptions of American Indian students as
they enter a public community college?
2)

How do these influences interact and combine over

time with institutional patterns and meanings, as perceived
by the students?
3)

now did this interaction,

~s

it was perceived by

the students, affect their desire and willingness to revise
their attitudes and accept new and/or additional attitudes,
norms or rules for behavior?
4.

To what extent and in what ways do variations in

student perceptions affect the manner in which they
negotiate the educational system and resolve conflicts and
problems?
organization of the study
Chapter 2 provides a review of the literature
concerning: minority college students: theories of student
development; attrition and retention research: culture,
students and institutions: anthropology and education; and
American Indian college students.

Chapter 3 defines and

elaborates the research methods used in this study.
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In section 2, the findings of this research are
organized into seven chapters (4-10) detailing the
individual case studies.

Chapter 11 synthesizes and

analyzes the aggregate characteristics of the case studies.
Chapter 12 discusses and analyzes in case study form the
environment of a community college.

Finally, Chapter 13

discusses the implications and summarizes the study.
Limitations of the study
This study was not intended to produce a definitive
description of student multicultures nor was it intended to
describe the culture of a public community college.

Rather

the study focused on selected cultural exemplars of an
Indian tribal population who shared experiences in common
while attending an urban community college.

The students

chosen for the study may represent only a small sample of
multicultures originating in the tribal population in which
they all shared common membership.

Similarly, findings

related to their collective perspectives are not intended to
produce a definitive description of the tribal group, since
their shared perceptions represent only one sample from a
larger universe.
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CHAPTER 2
SURVEY OF REIATED LITERATURE

Minorities continue to graduate from high school and
enroll in post-secondary education in

~arger

numbers than

ever before, but attrition rates of minorities at all levels
of post-secondary education remain higher than those of
Anglo, non-Hispanic students.

Minorities are poorly

represented in academic majors and professional programs
which are associated with higher incomes and greater
mobility.

soc~al

As college students, they express feelings of

dissatisfaction and alienation. These difficulties often
arise from differences between the cultural background and
value systems of minority students and those represented in
the institutions they attend.
This survey of the literature will focus on
institutions, ethnic minority students, and theoretical and
methodological considerations for investigating the interaction between them.
will be reviewed.

The literature related to six areas

They include: (1) current theories and

issues related to student development: (2) college student
retention and attrition: (3) culture, students and the
college environment, (4) anthropology and education, and (5)
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minorities in higher education.

Since the dissertation

study will ultimately concern itself with an American Indian
subgroup. the survey will also include (6) a review of
literature about American Indian college students.
student Development Perspectives
Student development theories have recently focused on
students' interaction with the college environment. These
theories, and the practices associated with them, have been
applied primarily at four-year institutions, but community
colleges have attempted to mirror them.

Some critics have

argued the inapplicability of student development theories
to the growing number of minority students attending college
because they are rooted in the middle-class values system
(Page 1987; Wright 1986).

For similar reasons, they also

argue that the theories are inappropriate for community
colleges.
The literature on student development in community
colleges indicates the lack of a coherent rationale or
models for student development.

The historical emphasis on

the counseling function excludes many students who participate in non-traditional offerings.

Student services in

community colleges are guided by practical concerns rather
than holistic human development concerns.

A recent recon-

ceptualization of student services for community colleges
suggests that traditional institutional services be
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augmented with programs that respond to students' special
interests and developmental needs.
There are four basic perspectives which describe the
relationship of students and the college environment. The
first, the unenlightened perspective, does not recognize the
need to change student-environment relationships except by
terminating the relationship if it is unsuccessful.

The

second, the counseling or adjustive perspective, indicates
that students can be adjusted to the environment if there is
poor interaction and bad fit.

The third perspective, the

developmental perspective, also places the burden of change
on the student,

students are viewed as being in various

stages of growth, and they need to acquire new skills in
order to adjust to the environment.

The ecological

perspective emphasizes the need for environmental change,
where the focus is on the transactional relationship between
the student and the environment.

Most of the current

literature on student development incorporates the latter
three perspectives which assume that an alterable state of
psychosocial engagement between the student and the
institution exists (Banning 1980).
Psychological theories about human development have
been extrapolated to the sphere of higher education and are
used to explain relationships between the individual and the
environment--an explanation used, presumably, to set the
tone for student services and programs.

Application of
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these theories to student development serves a heuristic
purpose, allowing practitioners to make predictions about
h~an

behavior (Walsh 1973).

Several taxonomies of student development theories have
been organized.

widick et al (1980) identify five theory

clusters: psychosocial, cognitive development, maturity
models, typology models, and person-environment interaction
models.

Creamer (1980) identifies five families of

theories: cognitive development, psychosocial, personinteraction, humanistic-existential and human development
process models.
four basic

type~:

Drum (1980) organizes the theories into
behavioral, descriptive, psychosocial-

psychoanalytic, and structural/adaptive.

He identifies

structural/adaptive theory as the most influential in
student development theory and practice today (Drum 1980).
The typologies include psychosocial theory which
characterizes development as occurring in stages. Each
hypothesized stage of development has its own set of
psychological characteristics and requirements, and
development is enhanced by resolution of conflicts and
crises.

Developmental tasks are believed to be encoded

within the individual according to a timetable (Drum 1980).

Eric H. Erikson postulated an "epigenetic principle I!
which states that anything that grows has a groundplan, and
out of this plan, the parts rise, " ••• each part having its
own special ascendancy, until all parts have risen to form a
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functional whole" (Erikson 1968, p. 92).
Maturation is a key concept in psychosocial theories.
The concept of maturation requires a less proactive role on
the part of the institution or practitioner (Drum 1980).
A second category of theories are those classified
under Drum's "descriptive" theories, Creamer's human
development process models, and the maturity models of
Widick et ale

These theories classify and describe

development according to key issues or themes that dominate
a particular segment of the lifespan. Unlike the psychosocial theories, the descriptive theories do not view
individuals as having to resolve previous conflicts.

They

simply face new issues during a particular period of time.
Drum's first category, behavioral theories, are built
on the principles of stimulus-response theories which say
the individual is reactive rather than proactive.

Theorists

working from a behavioral viewpoint search for antecedents
of a specific action and study the consequences of a given
behavior (Drum 1980).

These theories do not presently have

much influence on student development practices.
In Drum's structural/adaptive category of theories,
Cognitive Development Theory is the most influential.
According to this theory, the individual is considered to
play " ••• a significant role in structuring, selecting, and
organizing stimulus perception and in formulating adaptive
responses to perceived demands."

The individual develops
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through stages during which his/her perceptions influence
the manner in which development tasks are met, and each
developmental task requires new or

adaptation (Drum 1980, p. 17).

~ore

co:plex

~cdes

of

Major theorists include

Arthur Chickering (1972) and Jane Loevinger (1976).
Basic ego development is built on a metaphor of
organisms, using "structures" as a key concept.

Development

leads to acquisition of a new system or structure, or of the
change from an old structure to a new one (Loevinger 1976).
Chickering proposes two main principles of development:
(1) development occurs through cycles of differentiation and
integration and (2) the impact of an experience depends upon
the characteristics of the person who encounters it.

A sig-

nificant theoretical position in Chickering's writing is
that the impact of curriculum, teachers and courses will
vary in accordance to the characteristics of students
(Chickering 1972).
Chickering and Loevinger are examples of contemporary
influences that affect most student development efforts at
four-year institutions.

The structural/adaptive theories

describe development in terms of the emergence of self as a
frame of reference in dealing with the world. The manner in
which the individual interacts with the environment will
determine how the individual will behave (Drum 1980). This
notion has given rise to the environment-interaction or
"student ecology" models which propose that:
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Entering students will affect and change the
environment as well. Generally speaking, when
there is congruence between the individual and
campus environment, that student will be happier,
better adjusted! and more likely to achieve perssonal and educational goals (Upcraft 1984, p. 10).
CUrrent models called "student ecology," "environmental
interaction," and "systems change agentry," are perceived as
ways to manipulate the way students interact with the
environment in order to facilitate their development. The
environment is always mediated by personal attributes, and
the physical world can only affect individuals through their
perception of it. "Environments impinge upon people--people
with widely differing abilities, goals, perceptions and
attitudes" (Huebner 1980, p. 120).
The environment-interaction approach is exemplified by
a theoretical position proposed by stern (1970).

He stated

that the college community may be regarded as a system of
pressures, practices and profiles that come to bear in the
phenomenological world of the individual (stern 1970).
Holland proposed a theory of personality types and
model environments that determine human behavior as a
function of personality and environment.

A matched person-

ality-environment will greatly enhance personal development
while a mismatch will produce inconsistency (Drum 1980).
Human development among students must be purposely
triggered and carefully nurtured by the environment if full
growth and development is to be reached (Banning 1980b).
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"Environmental assessment" is a way to identify mismatch and
areas of incompatibility between students and environment
(Corazzini 1980).
Student development theory and practices are not
without their critics.

page (1987) claims that the

literature on college student development is largely
monocultural, focusing on upper and middle-class students at
large research institutions.

Although the research is

abundant, it does little to inform student development
p~ofessionals

about the multicultural populations that are

growing on American campuses.

The literature about

development is not synthesized with the literature on
attrition and outcomes, creating two separate spheres of
knowledge that should be closely linked (Page 1987).
The most current developmental theories are based on
Western notions of human behavior.

Accordingly, they do not

permit complete understanding of minority students, and
there are no adequate descriptions of how minority students'
social climate influences their overall development.
Specifically, the theories are limiting because: they fail
to acknowledge the oppressive living conditions of
minorities; fail to acknowledge the relationship of culturespecific

wo~ld

view to development; do not understand the

mind-body assumption of non-western view; and fail to define
development in an historical context (Wright 1986).

An "ontogenetic fallacy" exists in adult development
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and social theories (Dannefer 1984).

Environments are

socially structured and human development needs to be
conceptualized and

~~derstood

as socially organized.

"The

long term effects of immediate context come into focus when
we consider incumbency in a role or position that organizes
not only the activity of the incumbent, but also constrains
access to subsequent positions, varying different amounts
and kinds of opportunity" (Dannefer 1984, p. 108).
Human development theorists must consider the
iimalleability of human organisms in relation to
environments, the structural complexity and diversity of
social environment, and the role of social knowledge and
human intentionality as factors mediating development."
Human development theory and practice may not be taking into
account the interactive relationship of the culture-specific
environment and the continuous structuring of the stUdent
(Dannefer 1984, p. 105).
student Development in community Colleges
In comparison to four-year institutions, the literature
on stUdent development in community college is sparse.
There have been some efforts to apply the human development
model of four-year institutions to community colleges.

Some

critics have argued that the human development model should
replace the prevailing "service and maintenance" model of
student services in community colleges (O'Banion and
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Thurston 1972 p. 200).
Matson and Deegan (1985) noted that educators began to
"hear more about student

develop~ent"

in the 1960s and 70s,

but the concept remains " ••• vague, undefined in practice and
largely unimportant in

~ommunity

colleges" (Matson and

Deegan 1985, p. 131).
Two-year colleges have been criticized for mirroring
four-year college operations while the evidence is
substantial that different and better services are needed.
An

ethical dilemma

als~ ~Y-i~~s

for student affairs

personnel: " ••• rooted in a knowledge of unequal results in
promoting student development when

co~pared

to four-year

college efforts •••• the forces which promote student
development in senior institutions ••• simply do not have the
same consequences in two-year institutions" (Creamer and
Dassance 1986, p. vii).
"A model for change eludes most leaders." Consensus
does not exist about the nature and direction of community
college student services programs.

The concept of "campus

ecology management" is "promising but impractical" (Elsner
and Ames 1983, p. 139-141).
The earliest acknowledged need for student services
manifested itself as a commitment to guidance services.
Most support within the two-year college has remained
centered in the guidance function, providing information
about

t~ansfer

requirements and academics, and guiding
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students into appropriate career choices (Dassance 1986).
The role of the community or junior college is to serve
as a "distributing center"

~here

emphasis lies on approp-

priate testing and counseling activities which assist
students in making educational and vocational choices
(Medsker 1972, p. 4).
Two-year college counseling services tend to be
pragmatic, focusing on career counseling, coping skills and
vocational areas rather than on broader, developmental
counseling (Miller 1979).
Developmental purposes are desired but subordinate to
the basic career planning type services in community colleges.

"Clearly, chief student affairs officers in community

colleges, regardless of type or size, place higher priority
on provision of basic services for student career planning
than they do on developmentally oriented purposes" (Creamer
1985, p. 29).
Phoenix at al (1986) have observed that " ••• 'out of
sight, out of mind,' seems to shape the prevailing
commitments to community college student populations."

They

add that community colleges are " ••• too limited in their
description of and commitment to their total student
populations" (Phoenix et al 1986, p. 37).
Even in instances where human development theory is
applied to community college populations, empirical findings
suggest that the theories may be misleading.

Chickering's
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developmental theory was tested on traditional and nontraditional students in a community college setting and no
clear patterns of development between the two groups were
found. Basing decisions on such factors as the age of
community college students should be made with caution
(Phillipe 1987).
The most pressing needs expressed by 10,000 community
college students in twenty widely-scattered and varied
studies ware: The need for more help in defining their
purposes, exploring options, finding programs that will
serve their

purpos~s,

and negotiating the educational system

(Warren 1985).
In summary, the literature pertaining to college
student development reflects current theory which may have
limited applicability to minority students.

Community

colleges place high priority on basic services for career
development.

The status of student development theory in

community colleges has been generally vague and undefined.
When community colleges do attempt to incorporate human
development theory into student services programs, they tend
to reflect models used in four-year institutions.

Recent

research suggests the limited applicability of such models

in community colleges.
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College Student Attrition and Retention
Theories and studies of student retention and attrition
follow a path similar to student development.

They focus en

the interaction or "best fit" of student background characteristics with the social and academic environment of the
institution. These theories and studies are unlike earlier
versions which viewed students in terms of psychological
maturity.
Some researchers suggest that non-cognitive background
qualities and characteristics are important determinants of
college success, more so than academic and social variables
(Sedlacek and Tracey 1985).

Direct and significant involve-

ment of the student in the mainstream of academic and social
life of the campus is a recurrent need expressed in the
literature, especially in relationship to minority students
(Tinto 1987).
Several theorists argue that student success in college
is a feature of class and social status.

Attrition is

highest where poor and minority students enroll, and society
reproduces itself in education by providing a system of
failure for the lower socioeconomic groups (Karabel 1972).
Research on minorities on Anglo campuses suggests that
minorities are highly vulnerable to class, racial and
cultural differences, and that minority students often lead
a "marginal" existence on campus (Fleming 1985).
Earlier research on attrition and retention did not
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take into account racial, cultural and ethnic differences.
until recently, most research was directed toward blacks on
Anglo campuses.

Although some of the contemporary theories

and models of college student retention/attrition may be
applicable, few studies have involved other minority groups.
The earliest attempts to explain student departure
focused on "personality and maturity models," empirical
research which

~

••• depicts dropouts as individuals who lack

at least some of the attributes commonly associated with
psychological :aturity"

(Sp~dy

1970, p. 73).

These types of studies tested a variety of
psychological attributes, suggesting that attrition could be
reduced by taking greater care to admit students who possess
the requisite personality traits and characteristics for
college success.

Freshmen who voluntarily withdrew were

found to be more hostile, maladjusted, and less interested

in scholarly activities than their persisting peers (Rose
and Elton 1966).

Examining the attitudes, personality

characteristics, and abilities of college persisters
compared to non-persisters, continuers were found to be more
pragmatically oriented, and non-persisters tended to seek
more independence (Rossman and Kirk 1970).

Non-persisters

lack the seriousness and dependability of persisters and,
generally, non-persisters were found to be less mature than
persisters (Heilbrun 1965).
In a review of the literature, Pantages and Creedon
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(1978) criticized the personality and maturity models, and

urged continued research using "college fit ll theory.

This

theory emphasizes the interaction between the student and
institutional characteristics and its effects on persistence
or attrition (Pantages and Creedon 1978).

Recent research

on student attrition has followed this direction.
Spady (1970) proposed an "explanatory sociological
model" which explained dropping out as an interaction
betw8en the student and environment. This model incorporated
two principle systems--academic and social.

It is based on

Durkheim's Theory of Suicide which provides alternative
explanations for malintegration (Spady 1970).
Proceeding from Spady's paradigm, Tinto (1975) built a
"predictive" rather than
behavior.

"d~scriptive"

theory of dropout

He recently restated his model:

••• it argues that individual departure from
institutions can be viewed as arising out of
a longitudinal process of interactions between
an individual with given attributes, skills,
and dispositions (intentions and commitment)
and other members of the academic and social
systems of the institution. (Tinto, 1987, p.
114)
Tinto's model has been applied in subsequent research
settings. The model was found to possess predictive ability
in determining which students would persist and those who
would withdraw (Pascarella and Terenzini 1980).
Applying Tintors theoretical framework to a study of
non-traditional and minority post-secondary students
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provided

n •••

appropriate points of departure for

understanding retention among non-traditional, adult
students" (Weid:an 1985, p. 8).
Re~ent

studies have been less conclusive.

Application

of the model to a large university population found a weak
and negative path between social integration and persistence
(Terenzini et al 1985).

variation between genders was also

found (Pascarella and Smart 1986).
Only partial support for Tinto's theory was found in
an application of Tinto's model to the dropout process
involving a national sample of both two and four-year
students.

Student background characteristics may be more

influential than institutional characteristics in explaining
the long-term persistence of students (Williamson 1986).
While Tinto's model has remained preeminent in the
field of attrition research, several other theories have
emerged but have not been extensively tested. Bean (1979),
proposes that college attrition studies should use a theory
that is applied to turnover in work places (Bean 1979).
Sedlacek and Tracey (1984) tested eight "noncognitive
variables" which they claim bear a relationship to college
persistence.

They have found that noncognitive dimensions

were more reliable predictors of persistence than both GPA
or SAT scores (Sedlacek and Tracey 1985).
A recent attrition-retention theory has been proposed
by Alexander Astin (1985). The amount of learning and
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student development is directly proportional to the quantity
and quality of student involvement in the educational
program (Astin 1985).
Most of the attrition studies related to minority
students have been conducted in Anglo-dominated
institutions. until recently, most have concentrated almost
entirely on black and Anglo students (Tinto 1987).
Summarizing results of national evaluations of Special
Services Programs for minority students, Tinto notes that
winority college student success hinges on the degree to
which students perceive themselves as central rather than
marginal to the daily life of the institution:
••• minority students generally are less likely
than white students to see themselves as being
integrated within the mainstream of life in
largely white colleges. A sense of marginality
is regrettably more common. And where a sense
of marginality exists, departure is more likely
(Tinto, 1987, p. 71-72).
A

~ecent,

observations.

representative study supports Tinto's
Researchers found that minority students at a

predominantly Anglo institution suffered "sociocultural
alienation" that " ••• was significantly greater than that of
white students" (Loo and Rolison 1987, p. 64).
Previous studies of blacks in Anglo institutions
suggest that the psychological factors involved in "goodness
of fit" impinge on minority success in college.

Minority

students face problems particular to their minority status
(Fleming 1981).
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Black students are more alienated than Anglo students
on Anglo-dominated campuses and there is a " •.• significantly
higher level of social

estrange~ent"

(Suen 1983, p. 120).

The 85 percent attrition rate of Yakima Indians from
colleges in Washington state is due to "sociocultural
traits" which conflict with institutional demands and
characteristics, thus leading to attrition.

A "new category

of variables" may have more explanatory and predictive power
in attrition research than the disappointingly weak
predictors and variables identified thus far in the study of
higher education dropouts (Ross 1979, p. 42).
Attrition and Retention Studies in Community Colleges
Attrition and retention research has not been widely
applied in community colleges. Almost all attrition and
retention research has taken place in four-year institutions
and such research in community colleges exists in only a
"primitive state" (Dougherty 1987, p. 87).
The few community college attrition studies that could
be located indicate that social factors and membership in a
peer support system were most critical to retention and
completion.

Persisters and non-persisters were found to be

similar in terms of their personal characteristics, but the
persisters were found to have joined informal

pt~r

support

groups and developed close informal personal relationships
with one or more college faculty (Neumann 1985).
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Hispanic students in California community colleges who
succeeded were more likely to have a strong network of peer
group support.

Students who came

fro~ fa~ilies

with a

~ore

traditional/authoritarian structure also tended to complete
college (Hurtado 1985).
In summary, the literature on college student attrition
and retention appears to have focused primarily on Anglo,
middie-class populations and on a spectrum of variables that
may have only limited applicability to ethnic minority
populations.

Recent literature suggests that "goodness of

fit" between minority students and college environments may
be complicated by social, historical and cultural dimensions
which are now only beginning to emerge as dominant factors
in attrition and retention.

Recent research suggests that

sociocultural traits and variables are important to
understanding attrition and retention and that these need to
be more fully represented in attrition research.
CUlture. Students. and the College Environment
The literature on organizational culture has converged
on student-related issues from several sources.

In the

literature on organizational management, emphasis is now
placed on conceptualization of organizations as cultures and
social systems.

A body of literature about college student

culture exists.

One view treats students as homogeneous

groups--or stibcultures--that interact negatively or
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positively with the environment (Tinto 1987).

Another view

is that culture is produced relationally in college
environments (London 1979; Weis 1985).
In the organizational theory literature, culture has
often been treated as a "contingency factor" with a vaguely
defined incidence on the fw,ctioning of institutions.
Emphasis was placed on defining the impact of society's
culture on organizations rather than on the cultural
properties of organizations themselves (Allaire and
Firsirotu 1984).
Conceptualizations of organizations have focused
increasingly on organizations as cultures.

Deal and Kennedy

(1982) espouse new conceptions of the workplace, emphasizing
the " ••• positive effects of culture-building." Successful
organizations " ••• have cultivated their individual
identities by shaping values, making herces, spelling out
rites and rituals, and acknowledging the cultural network"
(Deal and Kennedy 1982, p. 19).
Inherent in the application of the cultural paradigm to
organizations is the view that the culture of and
organization and the external social environment exist in a
state of harmonious, sociocultural isomorphism.

Behavior is

a product of this system (Allaire and Firsirotu (1984).
In this view, the organization is focused outward,
constantly adjusting to maintain its equilibrium with the
environment.

The organization is an objective "real"
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entity, composed of a finite number of elements that adjust
and change, "thereby creating organizational needs and
demands."

These changes and adjustments exact changes

~u

the organization's culture (Tierney 1987, p. 62).
A recent conceptualization of organizational
environments suggests that an organization's culture and
society are separate but interrelated domains. There is no
"objective reality."

Organizations are socially constructed

and enacted through the perceptions and interpretations of
the participants.

They are " ••• less social fact and more

on-going social definition."

Subjective interpretation

"focuses the participants' comprehension of the environment"
(Tierney 1987, p. 65).
These views of organizational culture have influenced
attempts to analyze the culture of colleges and universities
and have instigated new concepts and metaphors.

Cohen and

March (1974) refer to colleges and universities as
"organized anarchies" (Cohen and March 1974, p. 92). Weik
(1976) says that colleges and universities are not "rational
and efficient" organizations but are rather "loosely coupled
systems" (Weik 1976, p. 7).
Speaking of community colleges, Richardson and Bender
(1987) note that an accumulation of a history and stability
has allowed "cultures to be established" in community
colleges.

They view community college culture as a product

of world view:

--------- -

---
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Organizational culture is thus the product of
shared experiences that lead to a view of the
world and the organization's place in it. CUlture
not only involves technology and visible behavior
pa~~erns but extends the values and basic ass"~p
tions about human nature, human relationships and
human activity as well ••• institutional structure
and attitudes are artifacts of culture (Richardson
and Bender 1987, p 20).
Tierney (1987) extends the

organiza~ional

culture

metaphor to the view that institutions are made up of
complex, highly-related collections of people who "make
sense of their situation by engaging in an interpretive
process that forms the basis of their organizational
behavior" (Tierney 1987, p. 68).
"participant reality" is defined through a process of
social interchange in which perceptions are .....

affi~ed,

modified or replaced according to their apparent congruence
with the perceptions of others" (Tierney 1987, p. 64).
The view that student "subcultures" are part of the
larger organizational context of colleges and universities
began to surface about twenty-five years ago.

Snyder (1971)

distinguished between the formal and informal aspects of
educational environments, identifying a "hidden curriculum."
The student's central task in responding to the hidden
curriculum is to learn to distinguish the various patterns
of "tribally and/or institutionally sanctioned" behavior on
campus as well as their psychological effect on peers and
faculty (Snyder 1971, p. 126).
Clark and Trow (1966) distinguished between college and
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student cultures.

A college has an "official culture,

historically derived and reflected in the present beliefs
and practices of the paid staff."

Student cultures were

affected by the nature of "institutional ethos" (Clark and
Trow 1966, p. 33)
Clark and Trow also identified two broad sets of
factors which

fI • • •

shape the nature of orientation and

relationships of students in collegefl--the background and
characteristics of the students and the organizational
influences of the college (Clark and Trow 1966, p. 18).
Based on Clark and Trow's theory, attempts were made to
identify and evalu.ate student subcultures.

The Clark and

Trow Subculture Model was based on four types of student
orientation: academic, collegiate, nonconformist and vocational.

A similar

model, the Newcomb Subculture Model, was

based on stUdent types and subcultures earlier identified at
Bennington College in the 1940s.

A major limitation in

evaluating the research based on these subculture models was
their focus on group characteristics (Walsh 1973).
Discussing student subculture more recently, Tinto
(1987) proposed that colleges are multiple community systems
or "subcultures."

Using the analogy of the solar system,

Tinto says that colleges consist of subcultures " ••• which,
like planets, revolve about the center of institutional life
and which have their own satellite system of affiliated
groups and individuals" (Tinto 1987, p. 118-121).
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Those at the center of institutional life are the
"dominant subcultures."

Subordinate subcultures exist at

the periphery of the institution's social and intellectua1
life.

The position of students' subcultures determines the

presence or lack of congruity they will feel in relationship
to the institution.

Ideally, t..'lere is "congruence" or a

"match" between individuals and their subculture and the
institution as a whole (Tinto 1987, p. 58).
Tinto has conducted extensive research in college
student attrition.

He often alludes to student subcultures,

but has not operationalized a research model to

~tudy

them.

Of particular relevance is his emphasis on the individual
experience of members of subcultures.

He notes that the

subjective viewpoint of the stUdent is " ••• what matters •.•
when individuals perceive themselves as being incongruent
with the life of the institution" (Tinto 1987, p. 54).
These views of stUdent culture reflect an objectivist
or ecological viewpoint.

Student subcultures adjust and

change in relationship to one another and the college
environment, and stUdents are seen as an objective reality
that exists apart from the culture of an institution.
In some recent literature, student subculture is viewed
as being mediated by external social forces.

Social

reproductionists argue tilat society reproduces the class
structure of stUdents in educational institutions (Bates
1987: Bowles and Gintis 1976).
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Several recent ethnographic studies have combined the
view that culture is a process of mutual definition,
producing a lived culture.

Society reproduces its class

inequities in this way (London 1979; Weis 1985).
Weis (1985) found that black students attending a
community college shared an experience of ghetto poverty and
racism which combined with a distinctive "hidden curriculum"
of the institution.

Elements of culture were "produced"

relationally within the institutional environment as student
attitudes were formed in the context of meanings and patterns generated by the "hidden curriculum."

Weis contended

that elements of culture created within the institution help
reproduce broader race and class antagonisms:
In the final analysis, student lived culture at
Urban College strengthens the collectivity and
reinforce aspects of collective black experience,
ultimately reproducing and deepening class/race
antagonisms that lie at the very heart of
American society (Weis 1985, p. 82).
Studying working-class student culture in a community
college, London (1978) found that both students and
instructors placed great importance on finding an acceptable
social niche.

Students collectively defined and re-defined

themselves in response to the views and attitudes of their
instructors. This created a perspective which diminished the
possibility of success for the students (London 1978).
In a study of communicative interaction between Anglo
counselors and minority students in several community
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colleges, Erickson and Schultz (1982) also incorporate a
situational view of culture. Interaction between people of
different social classes and

et~~ic

backgrounds is

situationally emergent rather than normatively fixed.

While

"partially bounded encounters" were greatly influenced by
normative status and normative culture, according to
Erickson and Schultz, they also "seemed to have a life of
their own" (Erickson and Schultz 1982, p. 181).
Recent studies represent a range of views on the nature
of student culture. There is a need to focus on individuals
and their subjective experience (Tinto 1987; Walsh 1973).
Recent studies have not studied in any depth the detailed
background characteristics students bring with them which
contribute to the production of culture in institutional
settings.

Weis acknowledged the role of prior experience of

black students when she discussed their collective predisposition to "apartness" before entering the institution"
(Weis 1985, p. 50).
Past theories and models of student subcultures and
educational institutions have focused on

interac~ive,

geneous characteristics of "rational" collectives.

homo-

More

recent ethnographic studies focused on groups and environments from the dynamic standpoint of cultural "enactment."
However, even these studies provide little insight into the
orientation of individual members of groups in relation to
the environment.
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There has been increasing interest in the "cultural"
aspects of the interaction between students and institutions.

Until recently, most studies of student subcultures

and organizations have focused on broad, bounded group characteristics.

Student groups and organizations were both

viewed as "rational" or "objective."

Recent studies have

indicated a shift toward a dynamic view of student culture
as "lived," "situationally emergent," or "enacted. Ii

There

appears to be a need for studies that incorporate this view
of culture, thus allowing a conceptual orientation to
individuals and their unique perceptions of the college
environment.
Anthropological Perspectives and Education
The science of Anthropology has been successfully used
to study education as a cultural phenomenon.

sustained,

long-term observation or "participant observation" has
allowed anthropologists to determine the manner in which
institutions affect socialization, enculturation, and the
transmission of knowledge.
Noted anthropologists have contributed to the basic
theories and methods currently used to study education. Ruth
Benedict defined three traditional roles of education in
American culture: transmissive, transitional and tranformational.

Her concept of continuities and discontinuities in

the educational process has greatly influenced the
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anthropological study of education (Nash 1975).
Melville J. Herskovitz elaborated on the concept of
enculturation

~n

education. He submitted proof that

curriculum, as a form of enculturation, is implicitly
ethnocentric.

This, in turn, affects the attitudes of

teachers toward minority groups (Nash 1975).
Robert Redfield identified several "universals" in
education by comparing the educational systems of simple
folk societies with complex urban societies. He contended
that education should be an integrated element in the
culture of any community (Nash 1975).
Two major views of culture generate most
anthropological theory today.

One view holds that culture

is the sum product of the carriers of the culture.

The

other views culture as a psychic phenomenon where culture
resides in the minds of the participants (Chilcott 1987).
A critical distinction between these two views lies in
their treatment of culture and social systems.
treats culture as a sociocultural system.
c~ltural

The first

The social and

realms are integrated and isomorphic.

Manifest

behavior is the product of the sociocultural system.

The

second, culture as an ideational system, views culture and
social structure as possessing a wide range of modes of
integration with one another.

In the sociocultural system,

culture consists of observable behaviors and features.
the ideational system, culture is a cognitive system or

In
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pattern of ways of perceiving the world (Allaire and
Firsirotu 1984).
Both of these

vie~s

have generated theories which have

been applied to the study of education.

Two theories that

seem to prevail in many studies are functionalism, which
embodies the view that culture is a sociocultural system,
and symbolic interactionism which is based in the view that
culture is ideational.

Studies using the former theory have

examined the manifest function of schools in society (Bowles
and Gintis 1985). London (1979) incorporated the latter
theory in his study of the system of meanings and symbols
acquired and shared by students and faculty in a community
college setting.
One of the main contributions of anthropology to
education has been the notion of cultural relativism.

This

concept treats cultures as basically equally good in
themselves.

Values or norms associated with cultures

constitute reasonable ways to approach life as it is
perceived in a given social and environmental context.
Studies of forms of cultural conflict have been based on the
notion that schools represent a certain culture of reference
which can conflict with a minority culture of reference,
creating dissonance and discontinuity (Spindler 1963).
Through the lens of cultural relativism and its related
theoretical approaches, education has often been viewed as
an institution representative of a dominant society, but not
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aligned with the values and socialization patterns of the
communi ty it serves.
Another contribution of anthropology is the view that
schools are agents of culture and transmit complex sets of
values, behaviors and attitudes.

CUlture that is

transmitted in schools is often unintended, defeating many
of the professed aims of teachers.

There are hidden and

unintended consequences in cultural transmission when
educational processes are "at variance with the intended
goals of transmission" (Spindler 1963 p. 148).
In studying the effects of education on minorities, the
contributions from anthropology have been combined with
conceptualizations of culture to produce insights into the
deeper processes of education.

A view of the transmissive

aspects of education, combined with a sociocultural system
perspective, have been used to demonstrate the underlying
processes of social stratification in society.

Ogbu (1982)

describes groups in the united States such as blacks,
Hispanics and American Indians as "castelike minorities" who
perceive themselves as subordinate and controlled by
dominant groups.

In schools, "secondary discontinuities"

create an unwillingness among minorities to modify their
behavior and beliefs in the ways that recent immigrants and
non-Western people do (Ogbu 1982, p. 4).
McDermott (1975) combined the transmissive view of
education with cultural relativism, identifying cultures of
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opposition that arise from long-standing social stratification and conflict.

studying black students, McDermott

found classrooms divided into different worlds where Anglo
teachers and black students occupied two different
"ecologies of games." The ability to read became the focus
of intergroup conflict. McDermott concluded that" the high
rate of Black American illiteracy and pariah group membership is explained in this way" (McDermott 1975, p. 113).
Ross (1979) combined cultural relativism and cultural
transmission with an ideational view of culture in a study
of Yakima Indian college students attempting to exist in a
context of "two worlds."

Ross treats the culture of higher

education institutions, as it represents society, and the
culture of the students as conceptually separate systems.
The "cultural conflict" generated when Indian stUdents
matriculated in colleges was:
••. the result of situations in which behavior that
is perceived as unintelligible or misleading by
members of one culture group is at the same time
seen by members of another cultural group as
acceptable and expected behavior arising from a
coherent conceptualization of life (Ross 1979, p.
48).

Weis (1985) combined the notion of culture as a
ideational system with the cultural transmission model into
a theoretical perspective that culture is produced
situationally.

In this view, the culture of the institution

and the culture of the students are conceptually separate;
however, "cultural form" is created as a system of shared
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meanings produced through interaction between social actors.
The community college exists in relationship to society. In
turn, the dynamics within the institution

~ere

seen as

rooted in the larger structural reality (Weis 1985).
As in any other science, the anthropological study of
education continues to evolve.

Anthropologists originally

offered perspective from their experience with relatively
small and fixed societies.

They were not prepared at first

to delve into the complex relationships of a large and
diverse society (Spindler 1963).
The anthropological study of education has evolved into
and has stimulatad what Chilcott et al (1968) refer to as a
"science of culture."

This science allows educators to

become "culturally literate," enabling then to analyze
cultural dynamics in light of a rapidly-changing society
(Chilcott et al 1968).
Chilcott (1987) notes a trend in studies that focus on
cultural process rather than on cultural practices and
artifacts.

He suggests that research needs to answer the

question whether or not American education is reaching the
goals of society.

Studies need to be diachronic, focusing

on processes "within and outside of the school that create
the situations within the school" (Chilcott 1987, p. 209).
The holistic science of anthropology has provided useful
methods, theories and tools for studying education and
students.

Theories of culture suggest different approaches
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that may be used to study students and institutions.

The

most recent studies in education have assumed a less
hermetic view of schools, education and society.

CUlture in

education is now viewed less as an isomorphic phenomenon,
and increasingly as ideational and situationally emergent.
Future anthropo-logical studies need to continue

~n

the

direction of focusing on the processes of cultural
interaction and change rather than the behavioral and social
artifacts of culture.
Minorities in Higher Education
The literature indicates that many barriers continue to
inhibit equal educational opportunities for minorities
Minority students come from lower socioeconomic backgrounds,
and must contend with social-structural and historical
impediments to their success as well.

As college students,

they experience difficulty in balancing institutional
inflexibility with their need to maintain a sense of selfworth.

Attending predominantly Anglo institutions often

results in disillusionment.

Recent literature has focused

increasingly on the "cultural effects" of the interaction
between minority students and educational institutions.
Two major studies were funded by the Ford Foundation
during the past twenty years to examine the progress of
minorities in higher education.

The first of these was

published as Minority Access to College by Fred Crossland in
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1971.

He identified five major barriers to higher education

for minorities--testing, poor preparation, finances,
distance and racism (Crossland 1971).
The most recent of the comprehensive studies was
conducted by the Higher Education Research Institute (HERI)
which based its findings on several data bases including the
cooperative Institutional Research

Program (CIRP), The

National Longitudinal Study (NLS) and
Rights Reports.

U.S. Office of Civil

The research effort concentrated on two

major areas: a description of the current and recent
situation of the minority groups with respect to their rates
of educational access and attainment, and an analysis of the
factors that influence the access and attainment of these
minority groups (Astin 1982, p. 12).

Alexander Astin

subsequently published Minorities in Education (1982) as a
result of this study.
Astin (1982, p. 1) notes that racial and ethnic
minorities in the U.S. remain "grossly underrepresented in
higher education and in all occupational field that require
a college education."

Among the factors affecting progress,

previous preparation, socioeconomic status, self-esteem in
terms of academic ability, and finances were found to be
substantial (Astin 1982, p. 110).
Studies of minorities in higher education have
identified several key issues and themes.

Some are more

focused for certain minority populations than others. Racism
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and historical factors are perceived to dominate the
dynamics affecting blacks in higher education (Griffith
1979), linguistic and

socioecono~ic

factors have the

greatest affect on Hispanics (Chacon 1986i Duran 1986)i
psychological issues are prominent in the literature about
Asian-Americans (Sue 1981; Sue and Zane 1985); and cultural
differences greatly affect American Indians (McNamara 1982:
Ross 1979).
The dominant factors respective to each minority
population are embedded in the research issues and themes
discussed below:
socioeconomic status
A major barrier to higher education entry and success
for minorities stems from the socioeconomic background of
students (Chacon et al 1986; Hurtado 1985; Lopez et aI,
1976; Maguire 1988: Munoz 1986). Poverty is a major

characteristic of minority students enrolling in higher
education (Cabrera 1978) and this appears to have greater
impact on participation than race or ethnicity (Preer 1981).
Educational attainment at all levels among Hispanics in
the United States lags far behind the general population as
a whole because of background factors such as educational
attainment of parents and family income (Duran 1983).
Students from lower socioeconomic backgrounds are
becoming more common in higher education. In a major
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California study, it was found that the typical Hispanic
student came from a family where the highest educational
level of

ei~er

parent was 6 to 9 years of schooling.

Most

parents of these students were born and educated in Mexico
and worked at unskilled laborer jobs (Munoz 1986).
College attendance and attainment among minorities
correlates with family income and family educational
achievement (American Council on Education 1985; Preer
1981).

However, when variables are controlled, dropping out

of college is "primarily a phenomenon of low socioeconomic
class status and poor elementary-secondary education rather
than a function of race" (American Council on Education
1985, p. 20).
The effects of socioeconomic status on persistence is
difficult to disentangle from academic performance.
studies conclude that

n •••

Recent

socioeconomic background has an

indirect effect on persistence that is mediated by academic
performance.

Students who enter colleges from lower SES

backgrounds have lower GPAs in both high school and college"
(Chacon et al 1986, p. 300).
clarifying the issue of socioeconomic status,

Maguire,

(1988) observes that it is the circumstances of economic
deprivation and the attitudes the dominant society has
toward those circumstances that "shapes the destiny of young
minority group individuals and makes their getting into and
through college so difficult" (Maguire 1988).
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Academic Preparation
High secondary school attrition affects the number of
~inority

students who subsequently enroll in college

(American council on Education 1985; Astin 1982).

Minority

high school graduates often come from schools with high
minority enrollments and differential resources compared to
schools with lower percentages of minorities (Cabrera 1978;
Maguire 1988). As a result, entering minority students are
often inadequately prepared (Exum 1985; Loo and Rolison
1986: Saufley et al 1983).
American Indian college student persistence is most
strongly related to precollegiate educational preparation.
The level of the student's involvement in high school
education is also especially important in explaining
subsequent educational attainment (McNamara 1982).

Academic

preparation and study skills have been found to be
significant to college success for American Indian college
students (Falk and Aitken 1984).
Inadequate academic preparation is frequently cited as
a cause of attrition among Hispanic students (Chacon et al
1986). cumulative research findings show that Hispanics,
" ••• regardless of subgroup identity, received lower high
school grades and scored lower on achievement tests than
Anglos in all content areas" (Duran 1983, p. 107).
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Language
The effects of language dominance and variance have
been found to be significant in the success or failure of
minority students (Cabrera 1978).

Language background and

opportunity for bilingualism are among the most
distinguishing characteristics of Hispanic college students
(Duran 1983) and American Indians (Ross 1979).

These

characteristics are often studied in the context of academic
achievement and college success.

Chacon et al (1986) found

;; abundant evidence n that Hispanic stUdents " ••• score more
poorly on English achievement tests than their Anglo
counterparts" (Chacon et al 1986, p. 300).
Significant language variation exists among monolingual
English speakers.

Style of language has a powerful effect

on success or failure in college (Maguire 1988).
Miscommunication was found to occur between black students
and Anglo college counselors which had a detrimental affect
on students (Erickson and Schultz 1982).
College Board data have shown that Hispanics are more
likely than Anglos to indicate that English is not their
best language.

This suggests that many Hispanic students

face the prospect of trying to obtain a college education in
their less familiar language (Duran 1983).
In comparing the problems of the less acculturated
versus the more acculturated (monolingual versus bilingual)
American Indian studants, Artichoker and Palmer (1959, found

II
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more similarities between non-Indian students and
monolingual Indian students than non-Indian and bilingual
Indian students.

On this basis, Artichoker and Palmer

formulated an "implicit hypothesis" which proposed that the
"monolingual English Indian student stands between the
bilingual and non-Indian college students in terms of the
types of problems they experience as being troublesome"
(Artichoker and Palmer 1959, p. 25)
In a study of American Indian students attending 52
colleges and universities in the Southwest, it was found
that facility with the English language was the single most
important element related to college success (McGrath et al
1962). Subsequent research also found knowledge of oral and
written English to be among the most significant

fa~Tors

related to academic su=cess among American Indian college
students (Bass 1969; Quimby 1963).
Sociolinguistic research indicates that many Hispanics
would " ••• maintain that they were more familiar with English
than spanish and still manifest limited familiarity with
English in academic settings.

Many "subtle a.ld important

features of English language familiarity are not reflected

in language information gathering" (Duran 1983, p. 229).
The proportion of language minority youth entering
colleges reporting weak skills in English is
" ••• documentation of miseducation."

A large proportion of

Hispanic students who report difficulties with English have
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been born in the united states (Chacon et al 1986. p. 319).
Sociolinguistic studies suggest that all minorities,
even

=onolin~~al

speakers of English, possess language

differences that affect their progress through college
(Duran 1983; Erickson and Schultz 1982; Leap 1977).
Difficulty with standard English also tends to earn the
minority student a "lower track" and the label
"educa'tionally disadvantaged" (Maguire 1988, p. 29).
Marginality
Social isolation and marginalization are by-products of
minority participation in higher education environments
dominated by Anglos, according to many research studies
(Fleming 1985; Saufley et al 1983).
surveying black undergraduates attending state
universities, Allen et al (1984) found that even though most
of the sample consisted of students from stable, welleducated; middle-class families, most shared ambivalent
feelings about their relationships with Anglo staff and had
considered leaving the institution for various reasons.
Fifty-nine percent of their sample felt very little
involvement in campus life (Allen et al 1984).
When absolute numbers of minorities are small, social
isolation creates oppressive relationships, limits the range
of accessible personalities, and affects the academic lives
of students.

The racial mistrust that is engendered creates
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feelings among black students that they are being ignored,
thus affecting academic areas (Fleming, 1985).
Several researcher attribute social marginalization to
a lack of "cultural and social fit" between institutions and
students.

Hispanics entering the post-secondary system " .••

do so in a peripheral, non-threatening manner; more radical
participation is extremely rare and is unlikely to generate
its own resources or continuation (Olivas 1986, p. 25).
Marginalization often occurs because class and ethnic
barriers are exacerbated by distinct value differences
between Hispanics and members of the dominant culture. This
leads to the discouragement, failure and withdrawal of the
Hispanic student (Olivas 1986; OVando 1977).
Asian-Americans often view themselves as "marginal
people" when cultural conflicts arise. This isolating
condition involves the identity, often creating even more
conflicts and tensions (Sue 1981).
In terms of their relationships with the dominant
society, the hard-work characteristics and diligence of
Asian-Americans creates difficulties for them in education.
"Their hard work ethic and high achievement levels turn off
their fellow students and make social adjustment for them
difficult" (National Education Association 1988, p. 14).
American Indians must deal with the problem of crossidentities; one that matches the home sociocultural environment, and another that responds to the non-Indian world.
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A state of cultural marginality may emerge where the indi-

vidual comes to exist on the fringes of both cultures
(LaCotl..'"'lte 1987).
Minority students often internalize a feeling that
"they do not belong" in the college environment.

The

accruing sense of marginality is especially "devastating to
younger students."

However, among older minority students,

marginality often produces a "creative tension" that allows
them to succeed (Saufley et al 1983 p. 14).
Campus Climate
Upon investigating the experience of minority students
on Anglo-dominated college campuses, researchers often conclude that there is an overall lack of sensitivity to the
social and cultural background of minority students (Blackburn 1978; Cortese and Duncan 1978; Fontelle 1979; Pugh and
Pisano 1980; Ramirez and Soriano 1982; Saufley et al 1983).
Campus climate can impart subtle messages.

Minority

students often feel conspicuous but isolated from the mainstream of institutional activity.

Absence of minority

faculty and administrators is perceived as institutional
indifference to minority issues.

Diversity is perceived as

devalued when minority focus in the curriculum is absent
(Green 1988).
Although minority students choose to attend college
for the same reasons as Anglo students, they show greater
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dissatisfaction with the college experience.

Blacks are

more likely to be aware of their minority status on campus
and are especially aware of the difference

bet~een ~_~glo

and

black perceptions of the racial environment (Blackburn
1978).
Black students' experiences attending Anglo
institutions are disillusioning.

The expectations of black

students are not fulfilled, resulting in hostility,
isolation, frustration and mistrust. "Black students'
backgrounds of expectations are likely to make them aware of
and sensitive to injustice, frustrated by the Anglo
university's unresponsiveness, and willing to act on such
feelings to produce change" (Exum 1985, p. 175).
Black students enter Anglo institutions expecting more
social integration and less prejudice.
what they find,

stude~ts

Dissatisfied with

withdraw, seeking mutual validation

and social life among themselves (Fleming 1984).
Compared to black students of the 1960s, today's
students are more inclined to deny racial identity and
accept the dominant culture. However, black students
continue to experience difficulties with self-concept,
racism, and perceiving a sense of community (Smith et al
1986; Taylor 1987).
The problems of black students on Anglo campuses are
attributable to the inherent inflexibility of the
institutions involved.

Smith et al (1986) identified the
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"five most important problems" facing black students: the
refusal of personnel to understand the uniqueness of black
students' experience: employing rigid institutional
practices based on a European model; the need for students
to subjugate their own racial and ethnic identity in order
to succeed; scarcity of black role models accompanied by a
perception by faculty that black students are not as capable
as Anglo students; systems and programs designed for blacks
in which students are viewed in a negative light; and a
stigma is attached to those who seek remedial and counseling
help (smith et al 1986, p. 58).
Hispanic researchers view student success or failure as
reflective of larger social relationships. Formal
institutional characteristics inhibit access for Hispanics
because there is a fundamental lack of regard for students'
backgrounds (Fontelle 1979).

The educational experience

fails to help Hispanic stUdents find their own identity and
to see their relationship to the rest of society.

The

background and culture of Hispanic stUdents must be taken
into account. "A good teacher is not a training machine for
Anglo, middle-class values" (Cabrera 1978 p. 27).
Higher education institutions themselves serve as major
sources of problems for Hispanic students.

Institutions

fail to tailor themselves to the needs of the learning
populations they serve (Pugh and Pisano 1980).
The existing patterns of subordination-domination
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result in Hispanic students becoming little involved in
mainstrea~

activities on campus, contributing to high

attrition rates.

So~e

students :ust

sh~~

their

e~~nic

identity and involvement in order to become more involved in
college activities (Olivas 1986).
Qualitative differences in the responses of college
faculty and staff to minority and Anglo students have been
noted in the literature.

The majority of faculty members at

predominantly Anglo institutions were found to have made no
special response to the dramatic increase in minority
enrollments in "time allocation, manner of teaching, or
curriculum, and most admit that they interact less with
their black students than white students" (American Council
on Education 1985, p. 18).
The social mobility of minority students was found to
be restricted by the style and substance of interaction with
Anglo counselors (Erickson and Schultz 1982). Large numbers
of minority students are disproportionately counseled into
vocational and occupational areas (Maguire 1988).
The role of the educational counselor is alien to
blacks, and many blacks have come to regard this role with
considerable suspicion.

"Black people view counselors as

instruments of oppression and as stumbling blocks around
which they must somehow mCO'11euver if their ambitions and
aspirations do not coincide with those their counselors
consider appropriate for them" (Sue 1981, p. 165.)
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Most of the literature about minority students in
higher education is related to their adaptation to
predominantly

~_~glo

institutions.

A few studies have

compared minority with Anglo institutions and invariably
show greater satisfaction and success among minority
students when they attend minority colleges.
American Indian graduates of a tribal community college
expressed satisfaction about their experience and viewed the
college as a valuable agent in their lives (Katus 1980).
Fleming (1985) conducted a four-year study in four states,
comparing black stUdents attending black colleges with
blacks attending Anglo colleges.

She concluded: "patterns

of intellectual development are consistently more positive
for students in the black schools" and that " .•• students in
the black colleges seem to have a virtual corner on
intellectual satisfactions and outcomes during the college
years (Fleming 1985, p. 166).
Psychological Functioning
Some researchers have investigated the psychological
processes affecting minority college students.

Most of

these studies conclude that the college experience often
creates stress and dysfunction for minority students.
The literature on Asian-American college stUdents is
especially permeated with psychological themes.

The most

common theme suggests that strong cultural motivators for
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educational achievement among Asians often have an adverse
impact on the student's psychological functioning (Sue and
Zane 1985).
It is often assumed that because Asian-American
students are performing and achieving academically, they
have adjusted and adapted well; however, Asian students'
psychological needs are often overshadowed by their
performance, creating a " ••• paradox of psychological
dysphoria and confusion in the face of educational success"
(Sue and Zane 1985, p. 578).
The family structure and cultural values of Asian
students inhibit their utilization of psychological
counseling, a situation found to be particularly problematic
in view of a finding that the typical Chinese-American
student " ••• experiences greater emotional stress than other
students" (Sue and Kirk 1972, p. 477).
There is a strong association of personal behavior with
family honor among Asian-Americans. The family emphasizes
conformity, respect for authority, and submergence of
individuality, making the individual less autonomous.

The

quilt and shame that Asian Americans use to control behavior
is related to the discomfort felt by students when relating
to those outside of the family (Sue and Kirk 1981).
CUltural emphasis on family honor demands high academic
perfo:auance.

Seeking help for stress and psychological

disturbances is avoided because acknowledgement of such
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conditions brings question on family honor. Emphasis upon
restraint of feeling and the shame and disgrace associated
with psychological proble:s also result in

~cre

somatic

complaints among Asian students (Sue, 1981).
Psychological studies of black college students tend to
focus on their reaction to Anglo-dominated environments. In
a study of black males attending predominantly Anglo
institutions, Fleming (1985) found a disturbing effect:
Black males, initially competitive and career-oriented were
found to have undergone " ••• excessively frustrating
experiences that thwart virtually all evidence of academic
drive," and other evidence "symbolic of their psychological
withdrawal" (Fleming 1985, p. 169).
The predominant coping patterns used by black students
in a study of a major university was withdrawal. This
research also identified a mode of separation wherein
contempt for Anglo, middle-class values and behavior
patterns emerged, often becoming active protest against
Anglo institutions and customs (Gibbs 1974).
Personalities of Indian and non-Indian college students
have been found to differ in some studies (Ryan 1975).
Psychological stress among American Indians attending
college is often associated with acculturation.

Edgewater

(1981) found that Navajo Indian students entering college
"get caught in a wave of social acculturation."

The

educational system stresses mastery over nature, working to
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get ahead, planning for the future, the value of time,
rushing to meet deadlines, competition, striving to win, and
aggression--all of which compete

~ith

Navajo values

(Edgewater 1981, p. 25).
Bryde (1971) researched extensively in an area he
called "acculturation psychology," a study of cultural and
value differences and their effects on psychological wellbeing.

The inevitable conflicts arising from living in two

worlds result in the modern Indian being pulled in opposite
directions of the same strength.

This leads to frustration,

conflicting motives, and stress (Bryde 1971. p. 118).
Carroll (1978) researched "educational anomie" and
marginality among Indian college students and found
psychologically marginal students " ••• who tended to exist in
a ••• limbo between two cultures."

Carroll contended that

this marginality coexisted with "psychological maladjustment
and a high suicide rate" (Carroll 1978, p. 11).
Psychological studies involving Hispanics are usually
related to locus of control.

Mexican-American students have

been found to be less inten1ally oriented that Anglo
students. "Hispanics tend to see themselves as victims of
circumstances beyond their control, a belief not yet
modified by their post-high school experience" (Fontelle
1979, p. 8).
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Racism
Researchers agree that racism is a powerful factor
underlying

m~ny

of the problems minorities experience in the

educational system.

Racism exists as part of a "caste-like"

system that permeates the educational and occupational
structures of society (Ogbu 1978).

In colleges and

universities, minority students are adversely affected by
racism that is "institutionalized" in the processes,
programs and structures of the environment (Maguire 1988).
A~d,

most receutly, there has been a :: ••• disturbing increase

of racially and ethnically motivated violence and conflict
on campuses across the country (Green, 1988, p. 113).
Individual bias and institutional racism on college
campuses exist in less overt but often more pernicious forms
than in the past (Maguire 1988; Saufley et al 1983). Present
day forms of racism are ofter. expressed in the attitude that
the "system now coddles their kind" and that preferential
treatment is afforded minorities (Saufley et al 1985).
Minorities are obliged to deal with racism if they are
to succeed in college.

Prejudice and discrimination are

common to the experience of all minorities (Cabrera 1978).
Among his research variables Sedlacek counts "ability to
deal wittl racism" as a primary non-cognitive variable
related to college success among blacks (Sedlacek 1987).
Minority students are often hypersensitive to racism
and feel a constant pressure to deal with it.

Majority
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students are unaware of the experiences and feelings of
minorities.

In a recent survey, 76 percent of black

students, but only 36 percent of Anglo students considered
racism a problem on campus (Green 1988).
Minority students experience racism in all quarters.
Anglo student "hate stares" are commonly reported (Saufley
et al 1983). Short sightedness and insensitivity on the part
of faculty and administrators contribute to
institutionalized racism.

This insensitivity now remains

::the principal on-campus impediment to the enrollment and
success of minority students" (Maguire 1988, p. 31).
On a college campus, racism creates a climate of
inhospitability that "can be overt and conspicuous or quite
subtle" (Green 1988, p. 113). In the curriculum, absence of
minority perspectives causes minority stUdents to feel "the
curriculum is sound and thev don't measure up" (Maguire
1988). Increases in the presence of minority faculty and
administrators on college campuses have been minimal
(American Council on Education 1985).
Compared to other minority populations, Asian-Americans
may be more aware of racism and its implications but in a
less overt and direct manner (Sue and Sue 1973). These
perceptions do not seem to evoke a strong sense of urgency
as they do with other minority groups (Minatoya and Sedlacek
1981; Webster et al 1979).
Racism remains, in the eyes of many researchers, a
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potent force that inhibits minority student success.
embedded in campus demographics,

It is

lack of minority staff and

faculty representation, and in the curriculum.

It is a

shared experience of all minorities, most of whom continue
to report discrimination as a significant problem on Anglodominated college campuses (Allen et al 1984).
Culture
Cultural and value differences are also cited as
reasons why minority students have difficulty in the
dominant society educational system (Berry 1969; Ramirez and
Castaneda 1974; Ross 1979; Sue 1981).
Ramirez and Castaneda (1974) identified four value
clusters which are specific to Mexican Americans.

These

represent " ••• contrasts between traditional Mexican-American
values and those usually represented in the school" (Ramirez
and Castaneda 1974, p. 41).

The first of these value

clusters, Identification with family and community group,
differs from the Anglo sense of separate identity which is
fostered in the culture of the school.

The second value

cluster, Personalization of interpersonal relationships, is
the most important characteristics of interpersonal
relationships in Mexican-American communities, and is
enacted as a commitment to mutual help that results in
cooperative achievement.

This value is at odds with the

Anglo value of individual, competitive achievement which is
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also encouraged in the culture of the school (Ramirez and
castaneda 1974).
The remaining clusters give "social education" priority
over hacademic education" and reinforce identity within the
community through religion.
value conflicts to

~~ree

Ramirez and Castaneda attribute

causative areas: communications

styles, human relational styles, and incentive-motivational
styles (Ramirez and castaneda 1973, p. 41-48).
Historical factors strongly influence black cultural
perceptions and differences. A distinct part of a black
student's role is to reconcile the discontinuities that
exist between black culture and the dominant American
culture.

These discontinuities are exacerbated when blacks

enter racially different environments such as colleges or
universities (Griffith 1979).
Many of the problems inherent during interactions
between blacks and Anglos result from the "forces that have
historically estranged blacks and whites."

These forces

include lack of trust, the prejudices surrounding cultural
differences, and the subtle and not-so-subtle forms of
racial discrimination which have infiltrated black-Anglo
interaction (Sue 1981, p. 141).

Not the least of the

discontinuities is the history associated with slavery.
"From slavery came a host of structured interpersonal
dynamics between blacks and Anglos and among blacks
themselves" (Sue 1981, p. 143).
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Elements of black culture remain embedded in social
relationships with Anglos.

Although black students enroll

in college with the desire to escape

~~e

ghetto,

~~ey

create

a collective "student cultural form" within the institution
that ensures that the majority of them will actually return
to the ghetto (Weis 1985).
Although they are considered the "model minority," and
the American "meltingpot prototype" the literature suggests
that Asian-Alnerican

s·~.udents

are driven by underlying

cultural values which create great conflict for them in the
individualistic, competitive environment of the college
(Minatoya and Sedlacek 1981).
Asian students are very different from Anglo students
in spite of their achievement orientation.

Although there

are many variations among persons classified as "Asian,"-making generalizations difficult--the literature indicates
some characteristics generally shared by Asian college
students.

They are more externally-oriented in locus of

control, higher in social anxiety and discomfort, and less
toler&nt of ambiguity (Leong 1985). Chinese students are
more conforming, less socially extroverted, and prefer
concrete, tangible approaches to life (Sue and Kirk 1981).
While Asian-Alnericans share perceptions common to most other
students, they tend to be " ••• nonvocal and unassertive about
their problems and concerns, although they exist" (Minatoya
and Sedlacek (1981, p. 336).
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There is a high value for restraint of strong feelings
in Asian culture (Sue 1981).

Non Asian-Americans typically

view this trait as passive and inhibited; a perception which
has negative connotations placed on it.

This condition

leads to Asian-Americans' becoming confused about how they
should behave. "Spontaneity" is considered desirable in
dominant culture terms, but is construed in Chinese culture
as indicating bad manners (Sue and Kirk 1972).
Asian-American college students often appear to have
adjusted adequately in relationship to the college environment, but may be experiencing considerable cultural conflict
that is misread and misinterpreted (Asamen and Berry 1987).
CUltural differences and cultural conflict are most
frequently used to explain attrition among American Indians.
They are considered key factors in their success or failure
in college (Berry 1969; McGrath et al 1962; Ross 1979).
Research about the social, psychological or emotional
adjustment of American Indians to college life has only
superficially described the nature of cultural conflict and
does not substantively address the personality response of
living in "two worlds" (McNamara 1982).
American Indian students are found to place a higher
relative value on culture and religion in comparison to the
high ranking of curriculum and teaching procedures for nonIndian stUdents (Artichoker and Palmer 1959, p. 25).
Ross (1979) identified 14 sociocultural behavior traits
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of Yakima Indians which she found relevant to the college
setting but distinctive from dominant culture behavior
traits prevalent in higher education settings.

These

generally fell into five categories: linguistic
characteristics of Yakima English, speech patterns denoting
role assignments and social relationships, behavior
expectations in academic settings, motivations for
succeeding, and preferences in cognitive skills and style
(Ross 1979).
structured Social and Political Inequality
Some studies of minorities in higher education have
examined minority experience in education in the context of
power and political relationships.

They have concluded that

the inequities of society are reproduced and perpetuated in
education (Bowles and Gintis 1985; Karabel 1981).
Minorities possess a "castel ike pariah status" and are
not rewarded equally for equivalent training and education
to Anglos.

This " ••• contributes significantly to their

academic retardation and lower educational attainment" (Ogbu
1978, p. 346).
Alternative structures will emerge when there is lack
of access to the dominant political framework: "A racially
defined opposition, both outward and inward, away from the
public sphere, influences student cultural forms, thus
educational outcomes, in spite of the expressed role and
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function of the educational institution" (Weis 1985, p.
132).
The historical

"m~~

of incompetence" relegates blacks

to inferior roles in society. Lower performance on certain
types of tests is supposed to indicate lesser levels of
ability in professional or skilled tasks.

This myth

permeates not only educational settings but job structures
in society as well (Griffith 1979).
College major is an important stratification variable.
The greater majority of black students have been
concentrated in education, humanities, and the social
sciences.

The ascriptive status of sex, based on sex-role

socialization, coupled with childhood and high school career
interests, and subsequent occupational expectations
expressed by black students, are the most important factors
influencing college major (Thomas 1985).
Ramirez and Soriano (1982) conclude that Hispanics
receive differential encouragement to participate and
succeed in higher education. Applying a study of the Unequal
Social Power Influence System (USPI), to 56 Hispanic
undergraduates at a midwestern university, they found
Hispanics were treated differently then Anglos in the
educational system (Ramirez and Soriano 1982).
Hispanics are forced to assimilate in order to achieve
in a meritocracy.

This is made difficult for them because

of a "caste-like" status which assumes importance over their
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existing language and cultural differences (Cortese and
Duncan 1978).
Identifying differences in

st~~ctural

position, OVando

(1977) agrees that Hispanic students who are less likely to
lend importance to social class and ethnicity seem to be
" ••• using the best strategy for acceptance within the nonLatino oriented educational system" (OVando 1977, p. 76).
Lopez et al (1976) agree that

n ••• well

known structural

limitations of educational institutions is a primary source
of attrition for Hispanics" (Lopez et al 1976, p. 25).
American society practices "Academic Colonialism"
which affects educational achievement and attainment.

The

underlying framework for this is " •.• the selective
importance of intellectual premises, concepts, methods,
institutions and related organizations to the subordinate
group."

The subordinate group must adapt and imitate in

order to succeed.

Even when accommodation among individuals

occurs, the dominant group provides

n •••

only limited and

controlled access to these resources to the subordinate
minority" (Olivas 1986, p. 12).
Minorities and Community Colleges
Concern has been expressed about the concentration of
minorities in community colleges (Astin 1982; Institute for
the study of Education Policy 1980; Preer 1981).

Any

arrangement that channels minority students into certain
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types of institutions is suspect as an instrument for
addressing traditional inequities (Astin 1982).
Hispanic researchers have noted that the greater
percentage of Hispanic college students "re enrolled in
community colleges (Fontelle 1979), and point out the low
success rate of community colleges, even among students who
enter the liberal arts curriculum (Chacon et al 1986).
Community colleges are part of a hierarchical system
which receive the least amount of resources compared to
other levels (Institute for the study of Education Policy
1980).

Bachelor's degree attainment is reduced by initial

attendance at a community college (Astin 1982; Velez 1985).
Social reproductionists claim that community colleges
are part of a class-based tracking system where the lowest
degree of access to the

ec~nomic

rewards and statuses of

society are offered (Bowles and Gintis 1976; Karabel 1972).
Community colleges may possess hidden barriers to
finishing college.

Different kinds of students enter two-

year colleges in comparison to those who enter four-year
institutions, but there may be "some contextual effect" or
"hidden curriculum" which inhibits minority student progress
(Chacon et al 1986; Weis 1985).
The effectiveness of community colleges in promoting
literacy among minority students has been attenuated because
of an acquired pedagogical format which is responsive to the
learning characteristics of a "modal" student.

This lessens
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opportunities to learn for three types of students who are
not "modal" (Richardson et al 1983).
Minorities are concentrated

~!!

a distinctive subset of

community colleges located in urban areas, producing a form
of de facto segregation.

This subset often enrolls the most

underprepared students and operates with less resources than
their suburban counterparts (Richardson and Bender 1987).
In response to surges in underprepared minority
populations, the collegiate function of the community
college has gradually shifted to a compensatory function
(Cohen and Brawer 1982) Some researchers contend that
developmental courses seldom increase remediation (Fontelle
1979). There is continuing need to research the effects of
community colleges on minorities (Institute for the Study of
Education Policy 1980).
The American Indian College Student
The literature on American Indian college students is
not abundant.

Many early studies examined the

characteristics of successful and unsuccessful Indian
students, often culminating in a "profile" of the successful
student or dropout.

Another type examined the psychosocial

adjustment of Indian students, sometimes comparing Indian
students with their Anglo, black or Hispanic counterparts.
All of the studies suggest that cultural differences bear a
relationship to college success.

Only one study was located

which investigated this area in any significant depth.
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Characteristics that contribute to Success or Failure
Artichoker and Palmer (1959) observed that much had
been _Litten about American Indians

a~d

their problems in

secondary and elementary education, but noted: " ••• there has
been no systematic investigation of the problems of the
India~

college student."

Although their research was

limited to 72 mostly Sioux Indian students attending four
year institutions in South Dakota, their work established a
model for a number of succeeding studies about Indian
college students (Artichoker and Palmer 1959, p. 6).
Artichoker and Palmer concluded that the Indian student
has more problems that are troublesome and serious than do
non-Indian students.

They listed the reasons they found to

be of the greatest significance:
1) Poor academic training for college, especially in
the areas of mathematics and science, but also in
social studies and English:
2) Insufficient monetary funds, especially for clothing
and "spending money";
3) Inability to relate himself to the future,
particularly as this involves his educational and
vocational objectives.
4) Concern about moral and religious questions: and
5) Concern about family members (Artichoker and Palmer
1959, p. 33).
McGrath et al (1962) also created a list of variables
they found significant to attrition.

comparing Indian

students who had persisted and those who dropped out, they
found that dropouts:
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1) Were likely to be born on the reservation.
2) Spent all their years in elementary and high school
on the reservation.
3) Came from a large family.
4) Father was older

an~

~~ss

educated.

5) Took one and one-half to three units of vocational
subjects in high school.
6) Inclined to discuss only academic problems with
instructors.
7) Rated by instructors as less neat and indifferent to
personal appearance.
8) Studied less and spent less time in the library
(McGrath et al 1962, p. 26).
McGrath et al also noted that Indian stUdents were more
dependent on scholarships than other students and that 89
percent were receiving scholarships compared to 20 percent
of the general student population.

Of the 402 students

included in his study, 26 had GPAs higher than 2.75 while 35
of the students were maintaining less than nCR averages.
They also noted that Indians of mixed blood were more
successful in college than full-blooded Indians.

Age and

marital status were also found to be positively related to
grade point average, the older, married students tending to
persist and earn higher grades (McGrath et al 1962, p. 11).
Bass (1969) found high school attrition rates among
American Indians to be extraordinarily high.

High school

graduates were already a "select group" who had
considerable odds.

overcome

Out of the 101 high school graduates who
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had enrolled in academic programs in college, 18 dropped out
the first year; 23 the second year; 21 the third, and 26
finally graduatec.
was 2.5.

The average number of years completed

Most of the students who continued into post-

secondary education rated their parents first as being the
most encouraging, followed by teachers and cow.selors.

The

continuers mentioned attainment of goals, development of
skills and abilities, and contributing to society as their
personal measures of success.

Non-continuers viewed success

in terms of obtaining a good job and having personal
independence (Bass 1969, p. 29-33).
In a study of non-persisting and persisting American
Indian students in two New Mexico universities, Patton
(1972) found that students who had attended small, nonpublic high schools were less apt to persist than American
Indians who had attended large, public high schools.

He

also found that the Indian students, compared to nonIndians, were represented by a larger percentage who had
attended small, non-public high schools and were also
receiving financial assistance (Patton 1972).
Patton also found that Indians were far more dependent
on financial aid than non-Indians; over twice as likely to
have attended a non-public high school; tended to reside on
campus, and were female.

Pueblo Indians were more likely to

persist than Navajos and other Indian students as were those
students who chose professional fields of study over other
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fields (Patton 1972).
Wilson (1983) surveyed 850 Wisconsin Indian college
students and graduates, and identified "pri!nary factors"
related to college success.

These included: adequate

financial aid, support from the family, having personal
goals, determination, and intelligence (Wilson IS83).
Wilson also identified potential "encouragers" which
she found were also important to college success: precollege programs, encouragement and support from the tribes,
overt support from the colleges and universities attended,
and the age of the student (older students tend to persist).
She also identified seven commonalities shared by seven
successful Wisconsin American Indian college graduates.
These included: their parents understood the value of a
college education; they had no perception of discrimination
before entering high school, and were more able to deal with
racism when they encountered it; discovered that college was
more difficult than high school; had a sense of purpose;

~nd

maintained pride in being an Indian (Wilson 1983).
Falk and Aitken (1984) surveyed Indian college students
and dropouts, finding that students who completed more years
of school were more likely to have entered college with a
career goal; attended Indian student organization meetings;
were supported by their parents financially when they needed
funds; and that years of education were positively related
to years of education completed by the mother.

Among
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students who left college, 85 percent of those surveyed
indicated that lack of adequate financial support hindered
them the most, 35 percent by taking a job, and 35 percent
for lack of study skills (Falk and Aitken 1984, p. 26-28).
Only one recent study examined the relationship of
student characteristics and institutional factors in
attrition.

Suina (1987) found that besides higher grade

point averages before and after entry, Pueblo Indian
students in New Mexico did not differ significantly in
matters of ACT scores or

sccicecc~c=ic

status.

rn'-_
.... "'.,,;:

persisters felt more integrated into the academic and social
systems of the institution (suina 1987).
In summary, studies about characteristics that
contribute to college success and failure have produced both
similar and contradictory findings.

There appear to be some

findings, however, that are recurrent and fairly consistent.
These include:

1)

The American Indian student is much more dependent

upon financial aid and is more concerned about financial
matters than non-Indians (Falk and Aitken 1984; McGrath et
al 1962; Wilson 1983).
Knowledge of English, both oral and written, is a

2)

universal success variable highlighted in most of the
studies (Artichoker and Palmer 1959; Bass 1969; McGrath et
aI, 1962).
3)

CUltural differences are evident in a variety of
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forms in the studies.

When comparing Indian and non-Indian

students, these differences suggest that persisters are more
like non-Indian students than

ncn-pe~siste~s

(Artichoker and

Palmer 1959; Bass 1969; McGrath et aI, 1962).
4.

Previous academic preparation is an important

variable related to success or failure (Falk and Aitken
1984; McGrath et al 1962; McNamara 1981; Suina, 1987).
5)

American Indian high school graduates are already a

select group who have overcome many obstacles in progressing
through the educational system (Bass 1969; McNamara 1981).
6)

Larger public high schools produce larger

percentages of continuers and persisters.

Smaller federal

schools produce the smallest percentages (Bass 1969; Patton
1972).
7)

Age and marital status are both related to

persistence (McGrath et al 1962; Quimby 1963).
8.

Support and encouragement from the immediate family

are strongly related to persistence (Bass 1969; Falk and
Aitken 1984; Wilson 1983).
9)

Most American Indian persisters maintain an average

grade point average while lower averages lead to attrition
(Patton 1972; Suina 1987).
10) Entering college with personal and career goals is
related to persistence in college (Falk and Aitken 1984;
Wilson 1983).
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Psychosocial Adjustment
A few studies have focused upon the psychological and
social adjustment problems of American Indian students in
college.

Most of the adjustment studies focus upon American

Indians' feelings about themselves as members of society or
as students (Carroll 1978; Edgewater 1981).

Others

attempted, by comparing Indian and non-Indian students, co
determine the presence or absence of certain personality
characteristics and values commonly held to be associated
with persistence and academic success (Ryan 1975). One
researcher worked extensively in the area of "acculturation
psychology," as a way to help Indian students bridge the
psychological gaps between "two worlds" (Bryde (1971).
In a landmark study, The National study of Indian
Education (1970), the authors, Fuchs and Havighurst, found
that Indian people did not feel inferior, depressed and
powerless even though this was a common assumption.

They

did find that Indian college students demonstrated a lower
degree of self-esteem than did other well-defined groups,
but concluded that Indians maintained a poorer perception of
themselves in the non-Indian world but perceived themselves
as adequate individuals within their own social world
(National Study of Indian Education Reports 1970).
Indian student self-esteem otherwise has not been
widely studied. Several recent studies indicate significant
relationships between college entrance, academic
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achievement, and self-esteem (Fox 1982).

American Indians

have also been found to enter post high school education
with low self-esteem and that continued formal education
emphasizes rather than minimizes differences reinforcing
students' low regard for themselves (Hathorn 1971).
Cultural Traits
While all the studies about American Indian college
students recognize the significance of rtcultural traits and
differences rt in college success or failure, only one study
was located which investigated the nature and effects of
cultural traits in any depth.
Ross'

(1979) study of Yakima Indian students attending

Washington state University was based on the assumption that
cultural conflict is an important causal factor in
attrition. She identified 24 Yakima behavior traits relevant
to the college setting but distinctive from dominant culture
behavior. She concluded that there were a number of specific
factors of cultural conflict that contributed to the 84
percent attrition rate of Yakima students (Ross 1979).
American Indians in

Co~tlnity

Colleges

The few studies that exist pertaining to American
Indians in community colleges appeared in the 1970s during
the period when enrollments of American Indians were
expanding rapidly. The overall theme of the stUdies was
positive: community colleges were perceived as possessing
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unprecedented potential for providing educational access and
opportunity for American Indians (Cohen 1973; Pace 1976)
These studies also noted that the needs of

~merican

!ndia~s

were unique compared to other minority groups, and that
community colleges faced a challenge in meeting them.
Pace (1976) noted that the community college lends
itself well to the needs of American Indians.

He wrote:

"The role of the community and junior college in the Indian
community should be limited only by imagination.

There is

hardly an area where they could not playa vital role" (Pace
1976, pg. 37).
Cohen (1973) identified factors related to the choice
made by urban Indians to attend Santa Monica Community
College in California.

Chief among these factors was a

combination of structural conditions, individual motivation,
and encouragement by others to continue into higher
education (Cohen 1973)
The most influential encouragement to continue in
higher education came from a "webwork of primary
relationships," such as family members. Participants in the
"wider network," counselors and teachers, were far less
influential in student choices.

When in cities, American

Indians are isolated from a "clearly recognized reference
group with shared goals."

Therefore, according to Cohen,

personal circumstances are more critical than the structural
conditions of membership in a cohesive minority group.
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Motivation is less likely to be a group characteristic than
an individual one (Cohen 1973, p. 8).
Cohen viewed

t~e

utilization of community colleges by

urban Indians as a link between tribal cultures and urban
society.

She noted, " ••• there is increasing participation

in the larger society yet, as this study shows, there is
often confusion about the way to maintain identity as an
Indian.

Urban Indians are loathe to sever ties with

reservation traditions, yet are desirous of utilizing local
resources such as community colleges" (Cohen 1973, pg. 86).
When Indians migrate to urban areas, a close network of
resources is used initially.

As adjustment proceeds, more

distant agencies are incorporated into the network.
American Indians, especially those raised on reservations,
have to overcome years of dependent relationships with the
federal government (Cohen 1973).
American Indians often view participating in education
as a "wary entanglement with an alien institution. It
remains to be seen whether Indians will utilize the colleges
in the same way as other minorities and whether the goals of
higher education are the same" (Cohen 1973, p. 86).
Two studies indicate that public community colleges
have been less than successful in meeting the needs of
American Indians.

The heritage and culture of Indian

students attending a community college in Minneapolis
created unique needs which were not being met in the college
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setting (Canine 1979).

In Canada only one community college

out of the five studied were responding to the needs of
their American Indian students (Harrison 1977).
Two studies reported favorable effects of predominantly
Indian community and junior colleges.

Students who

completed two years of college at Haskell Indian Junior
College before transferring tended to believe they possessed
many of the desirable traits and attributes related to
achievement in college (Burgess 1976).

Katus found that

graduates of standing Rock Community College viewed the
college as a valuable agent in their lives.

She attributed

this to "some obvious differences ••• most students are
Indian, Lakota Studies Courses are offered, as well as other
programs designed for the betterment of quality of life on
the reservation" (Katus 1980, p. 60).
In summary, the literature about American Indian
college students suggests that there are many obstacles to
success.

Specific factors such as finances and linguistic

differences recur in the literature.
are most frequently cited.

CUltural differences

Recent studies indicate that

mediating the sociocultural differences between Indian
students and those represented in the college environment
might enhance college success rates for Indian students.
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S~aIT

This chapter provided an overview of the literature
related to American ethnic minorities in higher education,
and areas relevant to their access and progress in postsecondary education: student development; attrition and
retention; culture, students and institutions; and the
anthropological study of education.

Since this study

ultimately concerns itself with American Indian students,
the literature on American Indian college students was also
surveyed.
The literature on minorities reveals beth differences
and commonalities among them that are relevant to education.
CUltural and value orientations differ from those existing
in many institutions of higher education, resulting in
stress and alienation for minority students.

All groups

experience difficulties overcoming social and historical
forces which isolate and marginalize minorities on campus.
In order to be successful, minority students often feel
pressured to abandon their cultural and ethnic identity.
CUrrent theories underlying student development
practices and attrition and retention research focus on the
interaction or "fit" of the student with the college
environment.

These theories are predicated on developmental

patterns and the value systems of the Anglo middle class.
Theories of student development specific to ethnic
minorities have not been developed.

The few studies
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applying these theories to minorities students have produced
weak and inconclusive results
Student development practices,

~hen

they are e:plcyed

in community colleges, mirror those of four-year
institutions.

Theories or models of student development

specific to minorities in two-year colleges are nonexistent.
Retention and attrition studies have focused on a
limited selection of variables which appear to be
inconclusive where minority populations are concerned.
Studies involving minorities concentrate on those attending
predominantly Anglo institutions.

Research on minorities in

minority institutions invariably suggests fewer retention
problems and

grea~er

satisfaction.

Tintors Student Departure Model focuses on student
integration into the social and academic systems of the
college environment.

It has been the most often applied

framework in attrition-retention research.

This model has

demonstrated some predictive applicability to minority
students in a few instances.

However, the work of other

researchers has suggested the potential efficacy of "noncognitive variables" for predicting minority student success
or failure, or focusing on sociocultural traits as
variables.
The literature about organizational culture and students
suggests promising areas for research.

Previous research
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models which focused on student "subcultures" provide little
guidance for studying minority experience in education.
However, Tinto has suggested that further study of student
subcultures would serve to highlight the particular
experience of minorities.

He indicates that research

emphasis needs to be placed on the experience and point-ofview of minority students.
Recent literature about organizations suggests that a
paradigm shift is occurring. Environments such as colleges
and

~niversities

aTe

"enacted~

rather than "rationa1."

and ::socially constructed"

This view invites a research

emphasis on organizational participants' view of reality.
This is a promising approach in terms of minority student
experience.
Several major questions arise from the literature.
Developmental needs of minority students are very unclear.
Lack of clarity is further complicated by the dearth of
research about student multicultures.

Previous research has

only examined student subcultures from the perspective of
homogeneous "sets" of characteristics and behaviors.

They

have failed to focus on the depth of cultural experience.
Studies of minority subjective experience are virtually nonexistent.
Assumptions are made about ethnic minority students on
the basis of middle-class paradigms.

Attrition and reten-

tion research has relied on a narrow range of theory and has
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focused only on a narrow selection of predictor variables.
Sources of new variables for future research are needed.
The methodology of

~~thropology

suggests useful ways to

study students and their interaction with educational
environments.

Some theories of culture focus the study of

education on the "insider's perspective," revealing the
ongoing dynamics and processes of cultural contact.
Qualitative research is particularly appropriate to the
growing conceptualization that culture is produced or
iilived lt and that envirornnents are socially "enacted."
Most American Indians enroll in public two-year
institutions.

Researchers claim that community colleges can

provide potentially invaluable assistance to American
Indians adapting to the demands of urban living.

Little is

known about two-year institutions in this regard or whether
or not they are responding adequately to the needs of Indian
students trying to find their place in society.
Several studies have indicated that American Indians are
affected by social and historical influences similar to
other American minorities, but also in ways that are unique.
Little is known as to how Indian people themselves perceive
the purposes of education or how they view community
colleges as meeting their needs.
The literature, as it relates to American ethnic
minorities, indicates that more needs to be learned about
the aspirations, purposes for education, and educational
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ideals that minorities hold in their quest for their share
of the benefits of society.

Information about the effects

of institutional environments on the motivation, decisicnmaking, and career aspirations of minority students is very
limited.

Assumptions are made about minority peoples

without considering their unique status, world view, and
social history.
The lack of knowledge rings especially true for
~~e~ican

Indians, a population that remains only a partial

beneficiary of educational opportunity.

The American Indian

has resisted assimilation into a dominant culture but still
seeks a place within the fabric of American society.

An

emerging multicultural paradigm suggests that American
Indians and other ethnic populations can acquire a sound,
competitive education without forsaking their cultural
identity and belief systems.

The community college, which

has offered the greatest promise, faces the greatest
challenge in meeting the needs of ethnic minorities-especially America's first people.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODS

This study concerned itself with the perceptions of
seven Tohono O'odham students who attended a multi-campus,
Their

urban community college in the American Southwest.
SUbjective reality provided a

windo~ t~=o~gh

which

the dynamics of culture in the college setting.

~-

,-v

--.! - - -

V...Lt:::w

A case

study approach was be used, lending depth and detail to the
description that follows in section 2.
The study was intended to reveal how culturally
different students react to the environment of a community
college, and how cultural influences affect their
perceptions and behaviors.

Secondarily, the study attempted

to determine if the institution changed or supported the
students' goals and aspirations, or their ability to
assimilate new cultural learning.

Ethnographic interviewing

was the data collection method used in this investigation.
Rationale for Methods Used
Qualitative data collection and analysis methods were
used because of the nature of the inquiry.

Since this study

sought the subjective cultural reality of American Indian
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students, a quantitative approach would not have permitted
the depth of elicitation and analysis necessary.
This study was bound to time and context, but the
students participating were undergoing a continual state of
change because of their ongoing experiences.

Multiple

senses of reality contributed to the cultural setting.
Qualitative methods of inquiry allowed analytic descriptions
and reconstruction of these realities in the context of
ongoing change and negotiation.
Ideographic interpretations negotiated with
knowledgeable informants can provide the information and
insights needed about contexts (Lincoln and Guba 1985).

In

this view: a social situation is explored and described in
depth rather than an attempt made to search for cause and
effect.

A process of analytical induction is used to

demonstrate how general principles of a theoretical
orientation manifest themselves in a social situation (Ellen
1984).

In this study analysis induced patterns and meanings

from the students' mental categories.

These categories

served as the mental framework which generated the cultural
recipes used by the students to negotiate their experiences.
Goetz and LeCompte (1984) suggest further efficacies of
a case study design and ethnographic interviewing.

They

refer to these as generative, constructive and subjective
processes.

Generative research is concerned with the

discovery of constructs and propositions.

This is
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facilitated by the depth and intensity of the case study.
Constructive strategies, as suggested by both ethnographic
interviewing techniques and the conceptual framework for
this study, allow analytic constructs and categories to be
elicited.

This process allowed units of analysis to emerge

from the stream of behavior.

Subjectivity fosters the goal

of reconstructing the categories that participants used to
conceptualize their personal experience and interpret their
own and others' behavior (Goetz and LeCompte 1984, p. 6).
The study focused on individuals as exemplars of
culture.

The notion of the exemplar is borrowed from

Prototype Theory which says that the world is organized
around exemplars rather than features (Hudson 1980).
The notion that culture consists of features is central
to stUdent subcultures as they have been described by Tinto
(1987), and Clark and Trow (1966). Clark and Trow suggested
that four types of student subcultures exist, each with its
own set of characteristics and features. Concentrating on
the features of culture results in studies that dwell on the
immediate and externalized aspects of culture--"artifacts"
that appear to be shared in common by a group.
The "exemplar" constitutes a fundamental cognitive
principle in the field of sociolinguistics which treats
language variation as a fuzzy, gradient phenomenon.

A

linguistic system, as in a social system, begins with
individuals, or "exemplars."

No two individuals speak the
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same, just as no two individuals will express or enact their
culture identically. Individuals are strategic, conceptforming beings who array other people in multidimensional
space and then locate themselves within it (Hudson, 1980).
The concept that individuals are "exemplars" of culture is
fundamental to Goodenough's Theory of CUlture.

He compares

an individual's culture to an idiolect " ••• because each
person, through learning, must develop for himself his own
understanding of the content and structure of that language,
no two individuals have exactly the same understanding of it
in all respects" (Goodenough 1981, p. 97).

This theory

focused the study on exemplars or "idiolects" of culture
rather than "features" or artifacts of culture.
Beyond

eliciting the reality of individuals as

"exemplars" of their culture-sharing networks, this study
also served the purpose of eliciting perceptions held in
common by them which can be attributed to the depth and
strength of collective cultural experience.
The conceptual framework for this study, Goodenough's
(1981) Theory of CUlture, prompted methodological
applications which reflect the conception that culture is
ideational.

The influences of culture on students were

subjectively defined and constructed from their testimony.
Some general units of analysis had been formulated apriori,
but did not preclude the addition of further units as the
study progressed.
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Case study Methods
An emic approach to the study of student culture was
chosen because of the subjective nature of the inquiry.

It

was the intent of the study to explore the manner in which
students react to their experience in a college setting.

An

emic approach produced data from the internal perceptions of
the study participants, rather than imposing a set of
classification categories for data collection beforehand.
The case study method is the most suitable vehicle for such
an inquiry (Ellen 1984; Lincoln and Guba 1985).
Case study analysis allows detail and particularity of
the account.

It is appropriate for an in-depth examination

of a few instances of a phenomenon (Ellen 1984; Goetz and
LeCompte 1984).

In keeping with the research questions, the

case study approach was used to collect and present events,
attitudes, values, and norms which were linked to one
another.

Consistent with the intent of this research, the

case study provides a configuration, rather than simply a
summary or "average" account of culture (Ellen 1984).
This study utilized a Type 2, single-case, embedded
(multiple units of analysis) case study design (yin 1984 p.
41).

The single case approach was applied to the collective

experience of

~~e

Tohono Q'odham students in the

institutional setting. The embedded units of analysis
consisted of each of the seven stUdents as distinct
contributors to collective experience.

Each stUdent was an
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embedded unit of analysis, or an individual case study
within the central case study.

This was consistent with

Goodenough's theory (1981) that no two versions of culture
will be alike, yet there will be shared perspectives and
characteristics within a certain range of variance.
Using the sociolinguistic analogy suggested by Hudson
(1980), the case study approach allowed each student as an
embedded unit to be treated as a cultural "idio1ect," or
exemplar while allowing the larger case study to focus on
the "dialect" of student culture--the aggregate: collective;
and overlapping aspects of student culture which were shared
or experienced collectively.
Ethnographic Interviewing
Goodenough's (1981) Theory of CUlture, postulates that
cultural behavior is cognitively driven by perceptions,
standards and recipes. An emie approach to data gathering
allowed these to be identified.

An etic approach would have

required the researcher to impose external propositions and
categories on data collection and analysis.

The emic

approach draws on the "subjective process" (Goetz and
LeCompte 1984).

Local discourse or "native language"

becomes data for description rather
gathering.

~~an

a tool for data

Analytical interpretive categories are

superimposed on it only during analysis (Chilcott 1987).
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The cultural responses of the study participants were
constructed from their verbalized ideations, a direct
application of Goodenough's Theory of CUlture.

This method

has been termed, "newetrmography" (Chilcott 1987, p. 207).
Data is collected through intensive interviewing of the
informants.

A description of culture is then based on the

ideations, constructs, and descriptions elicited from the
informants.

This

me~~od

may be used in lieu of the direct

behavioral observations associated with traditional
ethnographic research.

The emic approach is dependent upon the investigator
acquiring competence in the meaning construction of the
members of the cultural group being studied (Ellen 1984).
Ethnographic interviewing focuses upon aspects of culture
and their relationships as the informants themselves
conceptualize them (Spradley 1979).

Although such

interviewing is open-ended and assumes a conversational
manner, the interview may be focused, using some predesigned questions (Yin 1984).

For purposes of this

inquiry, formulation of questions, other than those posed
during introductory interview sessions, was based only on
information provided by informants during previous
interviews. This was done in accordance with the interview
conduct and analysis methods prescribed by Spradley (1979).
Ethnographic interviews are characterized by
informality and open-endedness, but are purposely designed
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to elicit a description of culture as it is reduced from
broad definitions and descriptions provided by the
informants.

These descriptions and definitions are

carefully elicited by the interviewer posing purposeful
guest i.ons :rel.ated to cuI tura~ domains and taxonomies which

were identified in transcriptions of earlier interviews. The
overall format for interview construction was guided by a
model developed by Spradley (1979).

The works of several

other methodologists had been consulted and some of their
suggestions selectively incorporated into the interview
plan.

These include: Ellen (1984); Goetz and LeCompte

(1984); Lincoln and Guba (1985); and Whyte (1984).
The purpose of the ethnographic interview is based on a
"relational theory of meaning" (Spradley 1979 p. 99).

The

categories and patterns of perception usually lie outside of
the informant's direct consciousness, but constitute the
informant's cultural knowledge. This tacit knowledge is
elicited through a process of having the informant identify
cultural symbols and their interrelatedness.

CUltural

meanings and perspectives are revealed through the
relationships that symbols have to one another, as well as
through the underlying coding rules.
Ellen (1984 p. 224-225) emphasizes interaction in
ethnographic interviewing. The investigator uses
conversations with informants to discover the appropriate
questions to ask.

The investigator is concerned with the
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elusive topics of perception, cognition, and expression of
reality. The primary medium of conveying information about
symbol systems that reveal cultural meaning is through
language, hence the efficacy of this type of interviewing.
since an analysis of the depth and complexity of a
phenomenon is sought in the amic inquiry, consistency in the
purpose of the overall case study was best facilitated by
focusing upon respondents who shared a common cultural
background.

This also allowed the investigation to produce

data which could be extrapolated and pooled

fro~ ~~e

embedded units of analysis, the study's participants.
Ethnographic interview produced two types of data consistent
with the theoretical framework--individual representations
and narrative indicating commonality in subgroup identity,
perceptions and experience.
units of Analysis
units of analysis in the single, embedded case study
design may be both propositions and study respondents.

In

this study, the propositions ascended from the specific
units of analysis, the study respondents, to progressively
more general units of analysis: the subgroup, Tohono O'odham
college students;
education.

comm~~ity

colleges; and American higher

The propositions served as broad, embedded units

of analysis and did not preclude the possibility that
additional or alternate units of analysis could emerge

1.23

during the course of the study.

The respondents in the

study, the Tohono O'odham students, served as individual
units of analysis embedded within the framework of the
larger units of analysis. In revelatory studies where units
of analysis are embedded in larger units of analysis, a case
study design is appropriate (Yin 1984, p. 45).
The efficacy of the unit relationship within this study
design lies in its inductive emphasis, relating data
collected via ethnographic interview from the student
informants to the larger units of analysis

~hich prc~ide

broad framework for the study.
setting and context
The case study was conducted during the 1987-88 and
1988-1989 academic years at a multi-campus public community
college located in a city of approximately 500,000 persons
in

~he

southern region of the state of Arizona.

For

purposes of description and discussion, this community
college will be referred to by a pseudonym, Desert community
College (DeC).
Two non-contiguous sections of the Tohono O'odham
Indian Reservation lie within the service area of the
community college district.

Approximately two and a half

percent of the total student population of the college
community was American Indian, a percentage that was lower
than the three percent presence of American Indians in the
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local population served by the college.
The students represented in the study were members of a
single tribe, the Tohono O'odham Nation (formerly Papago),
and lived on or near the reservation prior to their
enrollment at the community

coll~ge.

The Tohono O'odham

Reservation, the fourth largest in the united states, totals
2,865,000 acres.

The main reservation consists of 2,773,357

acres, on which 13,500 of the Tohono O'odham live in remote,
scattered settlements.

A smaller section lies close to the

metropolitan area where the community college is located.
This section, referred to as the San Xavier District,
consists of 71,065 acres and supports a population of 3,000
Tohono O'odham.
This study took place at the two largest campuses of
the College.

The majority of the approximately 500 American

Indians enrolled attended classes on these campuses.

One of

the campuses is the "flagship" campus where most college
programs were headquartered.

The second campus was an

outgrowth of the main campus and was situated at a downtown
location.

In addition to offering the full range of day and

evening courses offered by the College, this campus also
housed major vocational programs such as welding and machine
technology.

The College maintained two additional campuses,

but enrollments of American Indians at these campuses was
negligible.
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Sampling
since

~~e

study participants were all members of a

single tribe, this allowed the investigator to concentrate
simultaneously on individual variation and shared aspects of
student culture.

Study participants were chosen

purposively, the aim being not to suppress variety, but to
allow the fuller array of cultural realities of Tohono
Q'odham youth to be uncovered.
The study included four females and three males so that
gender differences might be represented.

with the

assistance of the Indian student adviser at Desert Community
College, students were selected to represent a balance of
students raised on and off the reservation.

Four of the

students were raised mostly on the reservation, the
remainder in towns and cities nearby.
As students were being selected and interviewed, it
also became apparent that they perceived different effects
of family income, material possessions, style of dress, and
types of social networks.

They perceived differences

between reservation and non-reservation residents, isolated
village dwellers and reservation town dwellers, and
wealthier and poorer Indians.

These perceived differences

also existed among the students selected, allowing a
balanced representation of these factors.
All of the participants had graduated from high school
within two years prior to the study and were 18 and 19 years
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of age.

Students had attended various types of high schools

available to Tonono O'odham students, including offreservation public high schools, public high schools located
on the reservation, sectarian boarding schools, and Bureau
of Indian Affairs boarding schools.

Students were chosen

from a list of entering freshmen for the fall semesters.
Care was exercised to select students who might represent a
range of influences and experiences that might be typical
for all Indian youth.
chosen

we~e

In most instances, the students

not acquainted with one another.

They had

varying degrees of contact with the reservation.

The

students raised on the reservation maintained extensive
contact and participated in ceremonies while others visited
only infrequently with family.
Sampling was consistent with the units of analysis
described below:

The individual units of analysis, the

student participants, were exemplars of their own individual
representations of culture. Each exemplar is also a "sample"
from among a universe of members who might share a similar
culture.

In linguistics, this would be comparable to a

study of seven idiolects existing within a dialect of
language.

Taken together, the "dialect"--the aggregate and

collective insights, perceptions, and recipes of the
students--was a sample from a range of variations that
presumably exists among people with a common tribal history
and heritage.
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Data Collection Procedures
Collection of data was accomplished primarily through
focused ethnographic interviewing of the seven student
respondents.

Focused interviewing has certain attributes

and advantages described by Yin (1984, p. 83)

Interviews

were designed to progress from broad questions to more
detailed, culture-specific questions.

The interviews were

short--usually an hour in length--and became increasingly
"focused" as the students' systems of mental categorization
began to materialize.
Spradley's (1979) typology of question format, intended
to generate the categories into which respondents divide
their cultural knowledge, provided the ethnographic
interviewing format for this inquiry.

The typology includes

the following progression of interview focuses:
1). Descriptive questions:

Five major types of these

questions are designed to encourage the informants to talk
about familiar cultural scenes in their own "native"
language.

The purpose of the descriptive questions is to

gain a verbal description of the significant features of the
cultural scene and to learn the local discourse or "native
language" of the respondents while they describe these
scenes.

Such learning by the researcher minimizes the

tendency of respondents to translate their perceptions and
insight into the language of the interviewer, a potential
pitfall which could defeat the purpose of the study •

_--------- -

.
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2).

structural questions:

After descriptive questions

have been analyzed, tentative folk domains can be
identified.

structural questions, which utilize the folk

categories previously identified by the respondent, can be
asked to verify terms, semantic relationships, language use,
and the existence of domains.

structural questions function

to explore the organization of the informant's cultural
knowledge and to verify the presence of cover terms and
included terms, as well as folk domains.
3)

Contrast questions:

The contrast question reveals

the meaning of a symbol by finding out how it is different
from other symbols.

These questions are designed to verify

information and to elicit comparisons.

They are phrased in

cultural and personal terms, and are asked with contextual
information provided by the interviewer (Spradley 1979).
General questions represented by the foregoing typology
were formulated prior to each interview session; however,
the posing of questions during the interview was
sufficiently flexible so as to allow the respondent maximum
freedom to introduce materials that were not anticipated.
conversational mode was preserved during interviews
sessions.

This was needed to elicit the trust, ease and

confidence necessary to yield subtle and valid data (Goetz
and LeCompte 1984).
Effective interviewing also depends on effective
probing.

Probes were used to elicit elaboration,

A

Figure 1. Focus in Ethnographic Research
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Interviewing begins with a wide focus, then with step seven
begins to narrow for intensive investigation of a few selected
domains.
The dotted lines inside the box represent this
change in focus; they suggest that both narrow and wide focus
occur simultaneously, but with more emphasis on one or the
other at various stages of research (Spradley 1979).
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clarification and explanation.

Effective probing within an

informal interview situation is also intended to produce
internal evidence for validation (Ellen 1984).
Participants were interviewed one hour weekly for 15
weeks with approximately 8 hours of follow-up interviewing
during the succeeding semester. Most interviewing took place
on campus either between classes or at the end of a day of
classes.

This kept the interview contextualized and focused

on experiences salient to the investigation.

Interviews

were conducted at off-site locations in instances where
study participants left school during the course of the
study.

All but the initial interviews were tape recorded.

The tape recorder was not introduced immediately so as to
reduce initial distractions and to facilitate rapport.
Analysis of Data
Data were collected and analyzed to examine the
cultural perceptions and responses to the community college
environment.

The data included considerable background

information and other tangential information elicited during
question probing.

The overall theme of data analysis was to

build a baseline of the cultures of the informants under
study, analyzing their experiences

C'T'.j

perceptions

independently, but also considering their aggregate
perceptions within the framework of the more global units of
analysis.

Generally, analysis of data proceeded in
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accordance with the models provided by Goetz and LeCompte
(1984) and Spradley {1979}.
Goetz and LeCompte (1984 p. 171) suggest that data
analysis be a process of "comparing, contrasting,
aggregating and ordering."

This process must involve a

typological analysis devised from a canon of disaggregation
of the phenomenon (Goetz and LeCompte 1984).

Spradley

(1979) provides a corresponding typology of data analysis
which meshes with his hierarchy of question-asking emphases.
This typology was used for data analysis in this study:
1).

Domain analysis:

From the information provided by

descriptive questions, the investigator conducts a
preliminary domain search by analyzing semantic
relationships.

This identifies cover and included terms

which, in turn, reveal the boundaries of domains.
Structural questions are then formulated about each
hypothesized domain in order to verify or further explore
relationships.
2).

Taxonomic analysis:

This may include a surface

analysis of many domains or an in-depth analysis of a
limited number of domains.

For purposes of this

investigation, taxonomic analysis became more specific to
the direct experiences of the student in the community
college setting and the cultural relationships embedded in
them.

The analysis, after selection of a domain, involves

the employment of methods of determining the internal
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structure of a domain in order to find subsets and
relationships among these subsets.

As

~~is

analysis is only

tentative, the researcher then formulates additional
structural questions in order to verify taxonomic
relationships and elicit new terms.

Alternating periods of

interview and analysis become necessary during this stage of
the research.

After interviews are concluded, a completed

taxonomy is constructed.
3). componential analysis: Componential Analysis is the
systematic search for the components of meaning (attributes)
associated with cultural symbols.

This analysis is based on

contrast questions which elicit nUEerous attributes.

The

analysis includes sorting and grouping contrasts,
determining their dimensions, and entering information on a
paradigm.

It also includes verifying this information and

seeking any missing information.
4). CUltural themes:

These are cognitive principles,

tacit or explicit, that recur in a number of domains and
serve as relationships among subsystems of cultural meaning.
Identifying cultural themes includes identifying and listing
domains; identifying organizing domains searching for
similarities among dimensions of contrast; and diagramming
the cultural scene.
described.

Finally, the cultural scene is

Spradley (1979 p. 200-201) suggests possible

universal themes that may emerge, some of which were found
in this research. These include:
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•

social conflict

•

cultural contradictions

•

informal techniques of social control

•

managing interpersonal social relationships

•

acquiring and maintaining status

•

solving problems

Data for the overall case study was triangulated
externally and internally.

Triangulation methods suggested

by Ellen (1984); Goetz and LeCompte (1984); and Lincoln and
Guba (1985) were employed during the course of; and at the
conclusion of data analysis.

using the analogy of a

surveyor, the researcher, according to Goetz and LeCompte,
(1984, p. 11) "triangulates" to pinpoint the accuracy of

conclusions drawn by triangulating with several sources of
data.

Besides preventing the too ready acceptance of

initial impressions, triangulation also assists in
correcting biases that occur.
Internal triangulation was used to verify subjective
data by eliciting the same data from the same informant in
different ways.

Internal triangulation is greatly enhanced

by sensitive probing, which produces additional information
for validation (Ellen 1984).
External triangulation was used to verify objective
data arising from the commonalities identified among the
student participants.

Triangulation included peer review

which increased the possibility that attributed meanings are
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examined rather than assumed (Goetz and LeCompte 1984).
Lincoln and Guba (1985, p. 373) also suggest both
formal and informal "member-checking" wherein findings and
conclusions are checked and rechecked by the informants and
other cultural participants.

An obvious advantage of

including seven separate informants in the study .as their
potential role in checking and re-checking information and
conclusions as they arose during data analysis.
Triangulation also included verifying conclusions with other
cultural participants

These included several professional

Q'odham educators who maintain close ties to the reservation
and with whom the researcher was personally acquainted.
Presentation of Data
Data and findings about each study participant are
presented in a multiple case report format.

This format

includes both individual case studies and cross-case
cilapters (Yin 1985).

Case reports, related respectively to

each of the students and the central case study, are
presented in narrative text.

Subsequent chapters report the

findings of the composite case study related to the
collective cultural characteristics of the students, the
community college, and American higher education.

This

section is followed by a discussion and summary of findings
in the final chapter.
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The case reports were prepared in accordance with
models suggested by Spradley (1979) and Yin (1984).

Yin

proposes six different structures of case study composition.
Of these, the linear-analytic model was utilized in structuring the study and reporting the results.

In this type of

structure, the sequence of subtopics involves the issue or
problem being studied, the methods used, the findings from
the data collected and analyzed, and the conclusions and
implications from the findings.

This is the approach used

in most journal articles and academic theses (Yin 1984).
Spradley (1979) proposes several levels of reporting:
(a) general statements about a society or group; (b)
specific statements about a cultural scene; (c) specific
statements about a cultural domain; and, (c) specific
incident statements (Spradley 1979, p. 206).

Nine steps of

writing the case report proposed by Spradley were employed
in constructing the case reports.

These steps include: (1)

selecting an audience, (2) selecting a thesis, (3) listing
topics and creating an outline, (4) writing rough drafts of
each section, (5) revising the outline and creating
subheads, (6) editing the rough draft, (7) writing the
introduction and conclusion, (8) rereading the manuscript
for examples, and (9) writing the final draft (Spradley
1979, p. 206).
Both authors emphasize composing the report with a
specific audience in mind.

In this case, the report was
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written for those persons with an interest in minority
multicultures in community colleges or American Indians in
higher education.
Limitations
This investigation is a case study of individuals and
their experiences in an urban community college.

It is not

intended as a study of more generalized aspects of Tohono
O'odham culture nor does it attempt to provide an
independent cultural description of a community college.
Although sampling procedures were employed which provide a
diverse range of cultural

insi~hts,

they are limited by the

age of the participants, type of college attended, length of
time since attending high school, and proximity to
reservation influences.

Such sampling is limited within the

range of cultural insights that might exist among the
universe of Tohono O'odham college students.
It must also be recognized that there is great
diversity in the American Indian population in the united
states.

While the Tohono O'odham share many cultural and

social similarities with other Indian people, they are
unique to themselves in many respects.

Accordingly, this

s'tudy is not meant to be generalized to all other American
Indian people.

Rather, the intent of the study is to focus

on an example of multicultural differences and their
influences in an educational setting.

-------

---

---_. - - - . -
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SECTION 2
SEVEN TOHONO O'ODHAM CASE STUDIES
In this study, the basic unit of culture has been
broadly conceived as the perceptions or world view of
individuals. Insofar as perceptions are shared within a
range of

v?~iance

among individuals! culture is then also a

collective phenomenon.
Prior to undertaking this study, I subscribed to a
functionalist view of culture, believing that culture
consisted of bounded systems of relatively homogenized
values, behaviors, and "products" of culture that related to
some larger system of interconnected parts.

Depending on

their "sets" of congruent values and behaviors, individuals
could be classified as participants in a particular culture
that existed outside of them.
From the cognitive view of culture, which views culture
as rules, plans and recipes residing in the minds of
individuals, I have been able to distinguish some of the
diachronic processes of culture as the participants of this
study took me on mental tours of their experience in a
community college.

This "insider" view of culture was more

valuable to me in terms of understanding how the students
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perceived their relationship to society, education and
change rather than attempting to understand these
relationships by examining the functions of their behaviors
and customs.

The emphasis of the functionalist perspective

on synchronic analysis of functions would not have allowed
this personally revealing form of cultural reality or view
of change to emerge.
Culture is much more contemporary social fact than
artifact.

CUlture is intertwined, connected and reactive to

the pattern of social relationships ongoing in society.
Culture is manifested in the way individuals perceive
themselves in relationship to other individuals and groups.
The reality of culture is constructed not only by its
insiders but is reactive over time to the perceptions of
others.

History, tradition and social relationships form

part of culture.

An individual's culture is created in

response to a plethora of social-environmental pressures and
influences.

These vary among individuals in every

conceivable combination.

No two will ever be identical.

Shared culture consists of perceptions based on similar
experience with elements of an environment--a shared sense
of reality.

Both the individual and the environmental

elements exist in a multidimensional space.

CUlture

consists of individuals' unique sets of perceptions and
experiences accruing to their location within this space.
Group culture coalesces when individuals' spatial locations
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are roughly comparable, as was generally foand to be the
case in

~~is

study.

The seven Tohono O'odham students shared a common
position in multidimensional space by virtue of the fact
that they existed as Indians in American society.

Although

many social-environmental .factors influenced their movement
and positioning within this space, their general orientation
to society was created for them by virtue of their race and
heritage.

Then, they had to function with their Indian

identity in society: further reinforcing their position in
multidimensional space.

They had to learn, adapt and cope

with society from a position that was distinct from the
positions shared by members of the dominant society or other
American ethnic groups.
The students had different kinds of socialization
experiences that created differences among them.

Some were

raised almost exclusively on the reservation and some were
products of urban life.

Others had survived interethnic

competition while being raised in cities and had developed
urban survival skills.

In some instances, many years of

boarding school life greatly influenced world view.

As

these influences merged with perceptions, they gradually
became part of the unique "culture" of each of the students.
For the urban students, their perceived position in
multidimensional space engendered greater advantages and
opportunities over reservation Indians.

Others viewed
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themselves to be more restricted in space and not able to
apprehend and negotiate the opportunities enjoyed by the
others.

At the same time, being a Tohono O'odham in close

proximity to reservation people and the tribal homeland
created a category of reference from which all of the
students had to construct a position for themselves in their
mental construct of "society."

Along with extended family

socialization, strong traditional t:".es, and peer social
patterns, this mental "vantage" was an important aspect of
the common culture of the students.
In a functionalist conceptualization of culture,
education is cast as a monolithic institution standing
separate from the culture of some individuals or groups.
Prior to undertaking this study, I presumed dissonance; that
problems arose for American Indian students because their
culture and the culture of the school are incongruent.

I

now believe that education is a fixed reality only insofar
as each individual will perceive and experience it.

The

interaction among people and social institutions will vary
in accordance with the individual interplay of perceptions
and experiences, and the significance and meaning of
education will vary in accordance with cOmbinations of
perceptual elements in an individual's cognitive-cultural
framework.

A perception of self in relationship to

education will certainly co-exist with perceptions about
self as a member of society's culture.

The manner in which
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individuals assimilate and negotiate education as part of a
cultural recipe will vary with the experiences and insights
that contribute to their perception of education in the
first place.
Even though much variety was found among the Tohono
O'odham students in terms of background and experience,
education was found to be an important aspect of their
individual expressions of culture. Although they were
pursuing education for ostensibly different purposes, they
shared many implicit reasons for attending college.
Unfortunately, in all but one case, the reality the
students anticipated in higher education was not the reality
that was enacted.

Although they all had extensive

experience with schools, they found themselves in a unique
environment where their cultural recipes--statements of sets
of conditions that must be fulfilled if an

objectiv~

or

purpose is to be met--did not operate effectively in the
environment of the community college.

This did not become

evident right away but came about through months of contact
and situational transactions.
The functionalist perspective regards the relationship
of activity and behavior to a process as a function. The
cultural recipes and formulas of the Tohono O'odham students
provided the meaning and value of experience which the
participants associated with their wants, concerns, and
total life situation.

Since they were mostly unaware of the
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effects of the practice of their recipes, the effects did
not have the meaning for them a functionalist would ascribe.
Tne value of this study--in spite of the fact that all
the students dropped out--is the meaning they ascribed to
their experiences.

While they were all consciously pursuing

adaptation and change, their areas of operational cultural
competence did not approach and subsume the range of
patterns and meanings represented in the institution.
Conversely, the institution did not represent a culture pool
sufficiently variant or diverse to co:ple:ent the

co~peteuce

and cultural recipes of the students.
The value of the approach used in this study was also
its ability to locate areas of competence that were not
shared respectively by the students and institution--those
cultural gaps or arrhythmias which hindered the outcomes the
students expected through exercise of their recipes.

This

approach differs from the deficit model of culture because
it focuses on differences and variance.

The students were

already competent in a culture when they arrived at Desert
Community College.

However, like

language, the students

possessed varying degrees of proficiency in the culture
represented in the institution.

Likewise the public culture

represented in the institution did not overlap sufficiently
with the students' individual versions of culture, creating
areas of mutual unintelligibility.
The research findings will proceed with an exposition
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about each of the students, the broad cultural categories
derived from a taxonomic analysis of the data, and their
individual experiences attending Desert community College.
The findings presented in the case studies respond to the
first research question which seeks to identify cultural
influences that affected the motivation, aspirations, and
perceptions of individual Tohono O'odham students. The case
studies also illuminate the third research question which
asks how the students' interaction with the community
college affected their desire or ability to expand their
cultural repertoire into multiple systems of standards
beyond the systems they brought with them.
Chapter 11 will examine variation and modal aspects of
the students' culture and provide a synthesis of the case
studies.

It will respond to the fourth research question

which asks to what extent and in what ways cultural
variation affected the students' ability to negotiate the
college environment.
Chapter 12 will examine cultural production as the
students interacted with patterns and meanings represented
in the college environment.

This chapter will respond to

the second research questions which asks how student culture
interacted and combined with institutional forces and
influences.

Chapter 13 will discuss the implications of the

study.
In analyzing the interview data, using Spradley's
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typology, a pattern of three overarching cultural themes
emerged for each of the students.

These themes are

represented as metaphors expressed in the students' own
words.

These themes were usually cover terms for the

underlying cultural domains and taxonomies they represented.
Although additional themes were embedded in these cover
terms, they are discussed in relationship to topics
suggested by the general themes.
The student case studies are presented in three general
grc~p~ngs

or "CCutextS" in .hich

themselves.

~~e

students viewed

The first two students discussed, Arlyn and

Juana, represent a "mixed-transitional" context; Renee and
Anita, a "close" context; and the final three students,
Henry, Cecelia and Daniel, an "open" context.

These

contexts will be discussed in detail in Chapter 11.
A brief biographical sketch of each of the students is
included.

Their names are pseudonyms.
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CHAPTER 4

ARLYN

In Arlyn's category of "self" his ideal was to secure
himself as a functioning member of "two worlds"--the
traditional Tohono O'odham and the modern, competitive
world.

He viewed life on the reservation as undergoing a

transition from "old fashioned" to "modern," and he felt it
was important to balance Indian identity through
preservation of tradition while learning to actively compete
in the dominant society.
While he sought experience with the world outside of
the reservation, Arlyn also enjoyed a sense of safety and
acceptance in his home community. His parents strongly
encouraged him to leave the reservation to acquire further
education, but his peers were not similarly supportive.
These conflicting pressures complicated Arlyn's attempts to
locate an identity focused in two worlds.
Arlyn rejected peer pressures and embraced the
competitive ideals of his parents.

He approached higher

education as a way to acquire the experience he needed to
cope with change, to find a role for himself on the
reservation, and to seek his place in the larger society.
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Arlyn was born in Sacaton on the Pima Indian
Reservation near Phoenix, and attended Tohono O'odham
Reservation mission and public schools most of his life.

He

spent some of his summers in Phoenix where he became
familiar with city life.

His father established a thriving

retail business in Sells and was in the process of expanding
it to other reservation towns and a small non-Indian
community just outside the reservation.

His mother, a Pima-

Apache Indian and university graduate, worked as a high
school teacher at the public high school in Sells, the
school from which Arlyn graduated before attending Desert
Community College.

He had two younger sisters.

Members of Arlyn's paternal family were committed to
p~ogress

and change, and were instrumental in establishing

several successful economic enterprises on the reservation.
While many Tohono O'odham left the reservation to work or
establish businesses, Arlyn's family believed the
reservation should develop its own commercial base.
The family had its roots in a small community located
near Sells. Arlyn's grandfather owned the first automobile
in the community, one of the first on the reservation at the
time. Arlyn's father left the reservation and attended a
university for several years.

His two paternal aunts

originally trained as nurses but went on to establish
successful businesses on portions of the reservation located
near the city.
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Arlyn's father was prominent in tribal politics and
spoke to his son often about the changing world of the
Indi2n.

He urged his son to "learn about people" and

prepare for change because "the white man is coming in and
we're living more like him."

His father also urged him to

retain his Indian traditions because "they let you know who
you are."
In high school, Arlyn was a popular trendsetter.

He

was quarterback of the school's varsity football team and
earned average to good grades in his classes.

'
..u.. ~s

in rock music and his simulation of the lifestyles of rock
musicians was emulated by many of his peers.

He was praised

by his teachers for his aptitude in the area of science and
he enthusiastically participated in the school science
clubs.

He submitted projects annually to a state university

competition for promising high school science students.
Arlyn was perceived by his peers as being "rich,"
mainly because of the visibility of his family's economic
enterprises, his access to motor vehicles, and because of
his style of dress.

To counter the perception of wealth,

Arlyn purposely wore old clothing to school.
Arlyn attended a private Catholic Indian boarding
school in New Mexico during the 9th and loth grades but was
expelled for disciplinary problems related to drinking.
completed his final two years of secondary school at the
public school on the reservation. After his return to the

He
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reservation, his parents chastised him for his continued
drinking with friends on weekends, but eventually they
accepted it when he agreed to IIstay out of trouble."
Unlike most of the Indian students at Desert Community
College, Arlyn did not qualify for need-based financial aid
because of his family's income.

He lived in an apartment

near the College his parents rented for him, and they
visited on weekends to purchase food and provide an
allowance.

Although he missed his reservation friends, he

felt reasonably comfortable living in the city, at first,
and enjoyed the more active social life.
Arlyn expressed shame at his inability to speak the
Q'odham language, often feeling IIleft out" at traditional
ceremonies where the language was used.

He indicated he had

similar feelings at the Indian boarding school he attended
because most other students could speak their tribal
language.

He acknowledged that most of his peers at Sells

rarely spoke the language even if they knew it.
Aspirations
When Arlyn first arrived to enroll at Desert Community
College he told the admissions adviser that he wanted to
major in pre-med so that he could eventually become a
doctor.

He based this choice on his aptitude for science

and his perception that doctors IIreally helped people. 1I
Later in the semester, Arlyn indicated he was also
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interested in business and music and that he could consider
careers in these, also.
Motivation and Perceptions
In response to the first research question, several
dominant themes converged, forming a dominant aspect of
Arlyn's world view.

These themes also reflected the

motivation and perceptions that led him to seek higher
education.

The themes revolved around perceived life tasks:

reconciling the image of the Indian in society, managing
change, and adapting to a modern world.

In Arlyn's words,

these themes were:
•

Be proud of who you are

•

Get into the flow

•

I want more out of life

Be Proud of Who You Are
Arlyn maintained two reference points in his mental
category, "Indians."

The first was the American Indian as a

character embodying Indian traditions, and the second was
the Indian as a legitimate participant in modern society.
Arlyn's ideal "self" was to locate himself at both points.
Generally, he viewed Indian traditions in four
subcategories: lifestyle, events, beliefs, and language.

He

considered all of these to be vanishing in relationship to
the degree that Indians are becoming more "modernized" and
"advanced."

Yet, Arlyn had abiding concerns that tradition
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would disappear altogether, that it would become parables or
"old stories," and that Indians would lose a vital link with
"who we are."

In expressing his ideal, Arlyn reflected on

the Zunis of New Mexico whom he felt had preserved a
linguistic and traditional lifestyle in balance with the
modern world:
They kept pretty well to their traditions. When
we drove through there too, my dad took me through
there--we heard little kids talking their language
--and how they lived too, still with their traditional ovens--mostly families have those ovens
outside--no matter if it was a trailer, they'd
have one outside.

In his lifetime, Arlyn had seen the last home in his
family's village connected to electricity and running water.
He recalled his grandmother as being the last in his family
to wear traditional dress.

He felt traditional feasts and

ceremonies were beginning to die out.

Reflecting on having

his own children one day, Arlyn feared that the last of the
medicine men would die, rendering unavailable an important
ceremony for newborn infants.

In this respect he also

commented on the diminution of the importance of a
traditional role:
There's this one ceremony when the kid is born.
They give him some kind of mud from the earth.
Something like to help them grow, protect them
from evil. There's only one medicine man who does
that on the reservation ••• he lives way out in the
back. It's just like the older people. They're
elderly and just on the verge of a few more years.
People hardly go to see them. Back in the old
days, a kid would go live with them and learn
their ways--to become a medicine man. But hardly
anyone does that any more.
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Among his reservation peers, Arlyn attributed the
disappearance of tradition to the failure of parents to
adequately teach their children:
There's still about seven villages that feed the
ghosts ••• there's some people that do that. They
would get into it [young people] but their parents
don't do it .•• It's just like they quit doing it,
but if there is tradition and they're asked to do
it, they'll do it. I would say most of them would,
but most of them are not introduced to it. They
never were taught it. They don't know anything
about it or their parents didn't teach them or
their parents never taught them what it was for,
or their grandparents never discussed it.
From the alternate point of
future of Indian people as

fI • • •

refere~ce,

Arly~

saw the

more modernization and

letting people into the reservation ••• doing a lot of stuff
on their own."

He envisioned more shopping centers, motels,

and other similar enterprises on the reservation.

Modern

Indians, in his view, must balance these points of
reference, establishing a frontier of two worlds, adapting
to the best of one while preserving the heritage of the
other.

Arlyn perceived a negative relationship of

modernization to the retention of traditions and values,
however, but conceded that the risk had to be faced.
It is perhaps symbolic that Arlyn saw his family
operating on physical frontiers analogous to the cultural.
His father and aunts established business enterprises
immediately outside of the reservation or at reservation
sites with greater contact with the outside world.

Arlyn

perceived this as his family's reach for progress--flbecoming
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part of it,"--and proving that the two worlds can operate
together if the Indian is aggressive and willing to adapt to
changing conditions.
In Arlyn's conceptualization of the Indian as a member
of two worlds, he was acutely aware of dominant society
perceptions of Indian people.

He was greatly concerned

about the "place" of Indian heritage in the overall social
fabric.

He described a typical response of people who had

no contact with Indians:
..• the people there had never seen real Indian
people They were asking them if they lived in
tepees, had TV's, had rest rooms and running
water. They asked questions like that.
Perhaps reference points of traditionalism and
modernism in his category of "Indian" are seen in their
starkest contrast when Arlyn recounted two incidents where
he overheard Anglos complaining about Indian dancing and
native arts and crafts sales in city shopping malls.

One

incident is especially poignant considering the religiousceremonial significance of traditional dancing to Indian
people:
.•. one time I was waiting and they had some Indian
dancers in there too and they were yelling and
stuff like that, singing and dancing--I think it
was the flute dancers--stuff like that. I guess
there were these people standing there and like
they said, "Is all that stuff really necessary?"
They said they should go have it outside. "What do
they think this is, a barroom?"
Arlyn was also sensitive to values and attitudes of his
reservation peers who were not favorable to the purposeful
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adaptation emphasized in his family.

While he shared his

family's vision, he could not entirely reject peer values
and attitudes.

He often described having to !'disguise" his

true self in his reservation community:
I dress different out there than I do here.
Everyone thought I was all rich and stuff like
that. I don't know why people thought that, but
whatever. I used to dress kind of like beat-up
and stuff. I don't know--just so they wouldn't
get on my back about that. I just wear jeans and
T-shirts ••. it's like they're not into styles.
Arlyn also perceived the differences in social class in
the dominant society and observed that "rich-type whites"
are "stuck up, too good to talk to." From his point of view,
Indians must not only compete on the basis of their Indian
background, but must also compete on the basis of social
class, as well.

This perception had greatly sensitized

Arlyn to the manner in which Indian people are regarded in
society and the way he felt he had to regard himself in
relationship to non-Indians.
To Arlyn, being an Indian in today's society demanded
balancing society's oftentimes unfavorable view of Indians,
with the attitudes of other Indians who do not view "getting
ahead" as a desirable life course.

He also faced the task

of reconciling his sense of self with what he viewed as the
rapid decline of traditional roles and the need to compete
within the dominant society's arena.
life task

He perceived a major

as trying to be equal in a social environment not

always favorably disposed to cultural differences:
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••. it's having a tradition different from anyone
else. Like I'm different, the only one here. I'd
be just about the same as everyone else ••. the only
things different are the ways, like ceremonies,
being Indian and having different beliefs that
other people would find kind of strange. I'm proud
to be who I am. Some people would think it strange
or foolish.
Get Into the Flow
Arlyn maintained a mental category in which he
distinguished between life on the reservation and the
advantages of living off the reservation.

In addition to

feelings that "he could be the way he wa!ltec to be" eff the
reservation, Arlyn perceived that there was "not much to do"
on the reservation except for the main source of
entertainment, "getting wasted" on drugs or alcohol.

His

family also reinforced a notion of "going out and making it"
which he took as an indication that an individual must be
able to compete in society off the reservation.

To Arlyn,

education was a way to get experience with the "reality" of
the outside world:
.•• going out and getting away from where they live
and just going on their own, trying to make it by
themselves, and experiencing how it is on the
outside. Experience helps you understand people
more. Because I had always lived on the reservation and I went out, I experiellced discrimination
--people talking about me and stuff like that
because I was out on the reservation.
Arlyn articulated a prescription for acquiring the
experience needed to succeed: do what you're interested in
no matter what it is, do something you want to do, make your
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own decisions, and learn about other people.

While he

viewed the consequences of staying on the reservation as
inimical to this prescription, Arlyn also confessed that the
reservation was a

~~safer!!

_-,

place than the outside ....
WWV.1...u..
~

The

consequence for remaining on the reservation and not
pursuing education was "having nothing to do."
The choice to attend Desert community College was based
on a list of reasons Arlyn created for and against being
away from the reservation. This list generally focused on
independence from family and peer influences, and
and experiencing other people.

~eeting

He had also considered two

other options: joining the Marine Corps, and taking a long,
solo motorcycle trip across the country.

His decision was

made independent of any consultation with his peers.

In

fact, he avoided discussing future plans with his peers.
As far as "entering the flow," Arlyn chose Desert
Community College because of its location in a city where he
could have his own apartment, enjoy more social
opportunities, and because of his parent's recommendation
that he start someplace where he "would blend in easier,"
and become accustomed to "people's attitudes."

His father,

who had attended classes at Desert Community College, had
told him that classes would be "smaller than the university"
and that he might "get more help than you would at the
university."
Arlyn enrolled the fall semester after graduating from
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high school, anticipating, especially on the basis of his
high school performance, that he would be taking courses for
transfer that his parents had recommended.
I Want Mere Out of Life
Models of family members as successful business people
reinforced Arlyn's expectation that education was a good way
to get out into the outside world to gain the experience
needed to succeed financially.

Earning potential was a

central aspect of this view of success and, to Arlyn,
ability to earn money was viewed as essential to not only
his own desire for independence but for the self-sufficiency
of all Indian people.
In Arlyn's mental category "adaptation," he viewed
Indian people on a continuum ranging from "old fashioned
traditional" to "modern."

The consequence of failing to

modernize was "being dependent on others" and unable to
compete in the economic arena.

From Arlyn's vantage,

successful adaptation was closely connected to the desire
for, and the ability to acquire economic independence.
Arlyn's family was a model of successful economic
competition, and he reflected on his father's feelings about
modernizing the reservation:
••• sometimes he'll just start talking about the
Indian people going against the white man's ways
and he'll say, "I don't understand these guys
sometimes. They get me so mad. I don't know
what's wrong with these people. They just don't
want to get higher in life--progress and stuff
like that--like letting them come in and build
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and help modernize--and they're against doing
stuff like that.!!
Arlyn's view of education was that it is a form of
experience that helps the learner cope with change.
Understanding people and how they live is part of this
experience, especially when it comes to understanding the
Anglo whose model of living Arlyn viewed as "the way we're
eventually going to live."

Arlyn explained the purposes of

education as he understood it in his family:
My dad told me that his grandfather always used to
tell him to go to school, no matter what--not just
hang around there because things are going to
change and stuff like that, he says. Like the
white man will come in a pretty soon we're not
going to be living like this all our lives .•• a
person who is educated is someone going out and
getting away from where they live, just going on
their own, trying to mak~ it by themselves, and
experiencing how it is on the outside world.
Arlyn did not equate financial independence with
personal independence, although both forms of independence
constituted significant dimensions of his mental category,
"survival." Financial independence was generally associated
with the things he felt Indian people needed to do in order
to compete in the modern world.

Personal independence was

associated with the need to physically, albeit temporarily,
leave family and peers in order to acquire experience to
cope with change.

In Arlyn's world view, neither form of

independence was tantamount to the same type of personal
individualism encouraged in the Anglo middle-class.

His

view was to learn to be another "self" in order to survive
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and adapt. His family, the reservation, and his peer group
remained primary frames of reference in terms of
relationships and future roles.
Gaining experience in preparation for a future role
was, in Arlyn's view, a purposeful venturing into an
"outside world."

Becoming a doctor was a way to be a helper

and be relatively free from financial worry.

He also felt

that such a role would be valued and highly regarded in any
segment of society regardless of his ethnic background.
To Arlyn; "getting !!lore out of life" was really a!1
ideal of venturing into the outside world to learn those
things necessary to improve life on the reservation.

Arlyn

faced the conflict of adapting to meet the needs of living
in the outside world without appearing to be "acting like a
big-shot" or forsaking the reservation Indian identity
greatly reinforced by his peers.
Arlyn and Desert community College
Arlyn's entrance into to "the flow" at Desert Community
College was his first experience in a non-Indian educational
environment.

His decision to attend "on my own" was also

articulated with his specific career choice.
Arlyn's introduction to Desert Community College was
through the Indian student adviser who directed him to start
enrollment procedures at the College's basic skills
assessment center.

After completing the battery of tests in
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writing, reading, and mathematics, he was given a printout
with the recommended levels in which he should enroll.
Arlyn was surprised to find that all of the courses
recommended were remedial.

His reaction:

I was kind of shocked. I didn't expect to do the
way I did because when I saw the result, It was
kind of like, I didn't make the average. I must be
dumb. I was like that because at school I did good
on tests. It's kind of disappointing.
At his parents' urging that he not "waste time" taking
non-transferable courses, Arlyn subsequently tried to enroll

in a course in the History of western Civilization.

He was

refused admittance by the instructor because he didn't meet
the recommended reading level. Arlyn finally enrolled in
remedial courses in algebra, reading, and writing, and took
courses in guitar and racquetball instead of history.
Arlyn's thinking about future occupations began to
shift as he observed the many choices being made by others
around him.

Also, the assessment test result had the effect

of dissipating his original goal of becoming a doctor.
Although he was disappointed in not "getting into pre-med,"
he began to weigh some of the alternatives he observed
around him.

Shortly after classes began, he said:

After that there were a bunch of things I didn't
ever really notice. Like when I talk to other
people and ask what they're majoring in, there a~e
a bunch of different answers. So now, it's just I
can do anything now. It's just like interesting-going into business and stuff like that. It's an
open field now.
While Arlyn viewed education as a useful way to "get
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into the flow," he arrived at this conclusion based on past
experience.

He often spoke of ilgood teachers" and the way

they were effective with students. In his mental
categorization of teachers, a good teacher had the ability
to make sure students understood before proceeding, and was
personally concerned enough al..:;ut students to help them "get
caught-up" with their work."

Conversely, a "bad teacher"

would chastise students and proceed through the curriculum
regardless of whether the students were learning or not.
Arlyn also articulated a preference for mutual problemsolving in learning situations.

A good teacher allowed

students to interact with other students, enabling them to
"help each other" comprehend the subject matter.

At DCC,

Arlyn did not perceive opportunities for this kind of
learning interaction and he often complained of feeling
"left behind" or "confused."
Disenchantment with Desert Community College emerged
initially as a sense of failure in his remedial coursework.
Besides "doing awful," he felt that two of the classes were
rigid and demanding, and that there was very little
interaction allowed with other students.
first series of tests in these classes.

He failed the
In explaining his

difficulties in these classes, he expressed feelings of
isolation and inability to reach out to instructors or otner
students.

His observations about his math class suggested

his preferred way to learn:
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••• he [math teacher] tries to explain it to me and
I get more confused. Sometimes he does explain it
and I get it right away but he starts telling us
all these other ways we can do it and it confuses
me all the more •.. The teacher just keeps going
whether students understand or not ••• [good teachers] make sure you understand and practice it
awhile before you go on ••• when there's something I
don't understand, I like to work with people,
preferably a small group.
&~tipathy

for his reading class grew especially

pronounced as the semester progressed.

He described this

class as highly structured with students bearing
responsibility for considerable record-keeping tasks as well
as doing the required work.

About a third of the way

through the semester, he began missing this class.

He

complained of the teacher's "nagging" and feeling
overwhelmed by the multiplicity of "boring and meaningless"
tasks:
I don't like that [reading] class. I think everyone has that feeling about that class. They're not
really into it. I think there's just too much we
got to keep for ourselves and stuff •.. I'd say it's
the way the class is structured ••. plus standing in
line--many standing in line ••• too many in our
class waiting to see her and they're standing in
line 5 minutes, ten minutes to see her ••• lt always
seems like she's yelling--in a not-so-happy mood.
That's why I guess I don't like that teacher] that
much--like the graphs and stuff, plus there's a
lot of people there and not much time to do
independent work."
Although tutoring was offered for students who had
difficulty in mathematics, Arlyn usually found "a long line
waiting" at the tutoring center.

The few times he attempted

to get help at the center, he felt rushed and unable to
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compete with the demands of the other students waiting for
help.

Eventually, he quit trying to seek help at the center

altogether.
His experiences in his writing class were more
favorable.

The class was small--less than 15 students--and

the teacher was attentive to individual needs.

When asked

to distinguish this class from the others, he responded:
She's pleasant. Good sense of humor. Keeps going
till everyone knows it. She's patient, friendly,
helps you. Keeps you up to date on your stuff.
Helps you do better like how to improve on sentences if you're having problems, or if yell need to
do better like putting details in your paper.
In spite of a positive feeling about the writing class,
Arlyn felt that Dee was "frustrating" and not providing the
experience and opportunities which he expected.

He was also

feeling increasingly disheartened by the fact that he was
getting low grades in subjects in which he used to get "A's"

in high school."
Midway through the semester Arlyn received word through
his parents that a member of his high school graduating
class attending a nearby university had attempted to commit
suicide in his dormitory room.

This had a profound effect

on Arlyn who explained that this individual "got so
frustrated that he OD'd."
Arlyn also explained that his parents recommended he
attend a community college to "get the feel of it" so as to
avoid similar frustrations.

The news of his classmate's
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of frustration and diminished sense of competence.
As the semester drew to a conclusion, Arlyn had already
begun to disengage from DCC; skipping classes because "I
didn't feel like going."

He had started to place more

emphasis on "getting rid of stress" by making friends and
"partying."

These activities also helped him cope with his

increasing homesickness:
Miss home? •. once in a while ••• I try to not let it
get in my way because it will get me more
depressed or something. But I try to go--but when
I start to feel that way, I'll call ••• like Julio,
like him and me--we both missed reading. He's an
exchange students from Mexico. He's in reading
with me.
Although he had been an athletic "star" in high school and
had earlier intended to pursue his interest in athletics at
the College, Arlyn never made the necessary inquiries.
By the end of the semester, Arlyn's sense of failure in
his remedial classes had begun to affect his outlook about
his future.

His interests and goals from the beginning of

the semester had evaporated.

This concerned him:

What worries me now is that I'm not interested in
anything. It's all different now because I was
interested in pre-med and stuff like that ••• That's
what they told me. Find something you'd enjoy
doing, not something you'll lose interest in.
Arlyn completed the semester and had enrolled in 13
units the following semester.

Before the semester began,

however, he dropped all of his courses except the guitar
class.

He returned to the reservation, commuting weekly for
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his single class.

He did not complete this class, however.

The following year he did not return at all.

In January of

1989, he joined the Marine Corps.
Conclusion
Arlyn's experience at Desert Community College was his
first significant, long-term engagement with a non-Indian
environment.

In his view of the world, a college education

was both a path to social and economic equality for Indian
people and a way to gain experience with the outside world.
His experience at Desert Community College, however, left
him with a lower self-evaluation of himself than when he
started.
The assessment process dealt Arlyn a blow from which he
never recovered in terms of his sense of ability to compete
academically with non-Indians.

This had further

implications with respect to his perceived ability to find a
suitable and "balanced" place for himself in the context of
two worlds.

His overall performance in high school-- and

especially his aptitude in science--proved to be
inconsistent with the feedback he received at DCC from
assessment tests and class examination results.

This

inconsistent feedback was further confounded by his
experience in remedial reading and math classes which forced
him to regard himself as a substandard learner.
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Remedial classes isolated him from meaningful
rigidity and "busy work." He

experience, subjecting him to

also felt the pressure of not being able to acquire mastery
of tasks in a way that was comfortable to him--working
cooperatively with other students.
The attempted suicide of this former classmate occurred
at a time when Arlyn was feeling the same kind of
frustration and pressure he described as the reasons for the
attempt.

After this occurrence, Arlyn began concentrating

more on social activities,

himself more positively

~hich

-

allOWed him ....'-\.I evaluate

He finally entered the military in

order to explore opportunities which he was unable to find
at Desert Community College.
Change and New Learning
In terms of the third research question--the effect of
the students' interaction with the institution on their
willingness to revise their attitudes and learn new
behaviors--Arlyn's experience at Desert Community College
reinforced the sense of marginality he associated with being
Indian.

His sense of competence and commitment to succeed

in the outside world via education could not be sustained.
As a student, he resented both his apparent status as a
"remedial student" and the "style" of the math and reading
remedial instruction.

He resisted the status and the

treatment associated with it.

Arlyn's decision to attend
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DCC was based on his goal of obtaining experience with the
outside world.

He did not feel that his goals were being

met, and he could not accept the alternative offered through
remediation.
The Western Civilization course in which Arlyn
attempted to enroll may have stimulated and challenged him
in a way he had anticipated. Although there were no
prerequisites for the Western civilization course at DCC,
Arlyn felt he "got the runaround" when he was denied entry
to the

co~rse.

In discussing this with his parents, they

told him that educators typically held stereotypes about the
abilities of Indians.

Arlyn sensed the possibility he had

been judged on the basis of being an Indian rather than his
actual ability to succeed in the course.
In sum, Arlyn felt devalued through his experience at
Desert Community College.

This sense of devaluation failed

to stimulate the acquisition of skills and behaviors that
would have allowed him to succeed.

Although his informal

socializing outside of school allowed him to explore new
cultural learning, his socializing was negatively induced by
his overall experience as a community college student.
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CHAPTER 5
JUANA

Juana's considered her foremost task in life as
creating a path through disparate realities so she could
survive and find a place for herself in society.

Central to

this task was obtaining control over change--rejecting
negative influences and acquiring the behaviors and
attitudes she associated with success and happiness.
Integral to Juana's world view was her drive to acquire
experience for survival and change. In her view, Indian
tradition provided the experience of the past, but was
inadequate to meet the demands of the future.

Education

offered the promise of experience for future roles and
potentially served as a forum in which an Indian person
could demonstrate intellectual competence on a par with nonIndians.

Primarily, education represented a positive and

constructive way to change and adapt.
Juana had never attended school with non-Indians before
enrolling at Desert community College.

She was born and

raised in a small village of 24 people on the reservation
and attended government schools during her elementary and
middle school years.

After two and a half years at Phoenix
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Indian High School, she left because of poor attendance.
She then enrolled in the public high school on the
reservation but dropped out during her junior year.
Concerned school personnel encouraged her to return and she
finally graduated as a fifth year senior.
When she was five years old, Juana lost her mother in
an automobile accident. Her father suffered a permanent
disability as a result of a beating and could not work.

Her

paternal aunt, now 82 years old, blind and feeble, had
helped raise the family.

The family also included two

brothers and two stepbrothers, all older than Juana.
Juana's father was the village leader and her aunt, the
village matriarch.

By virtue of her being the only female

offspring in the family, Juana bore many responsibilities to
her family and community.

In her village, she had certain

fixed duties and responsibilities.

After her mother died,

she learned and later assumed most of the household
responsibilities reserved for Q'odham women, especially as
her aunt became increasingly enfeebled.

While she was a

girl, Juana learned O'odham crafts from her aunt and was
proficient in making baskets and preparing traditional
foods.

She described her knowledge of the Q'odham language

as "very good," especially since she was raised in a
household where neither her father nor her aunt knew or used
much English.
Although she had experienced drinking problems and had
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dropped out of high school on two occasions, Juana had
succeeded in her studies and earned above-average grades
during her last two years of high school.

Compared to her

peers, she considered herself Usmart in school."

This

ability provided the impetus for her to consider further
education.

Her counselor in high school had also encouraged

her to think of attending college and recommended her for a
Presidential Recognition Scholarship from Desert Community
College.

The subsequent award of this scholarship led to

Juana's selecting Dec over her first choice, a private

t~·lC

year college in another Arizona city.
Although Juana's father strongly encouraged her to
leave the reservation to obtain an education, she received
mixed messages from her aunt.

While her aunt thought that

education was important, she also encouraged Juana to remain
in the village to maintain her responsibilities to community
and family.

The aunt articulated this position even more

frequently as she felt her own capacities diminishing.
When Juana arrived at Desert Community College, she had
never lived in a city nor been on her own before.

She

rented an apartment about five miles from the campus in
which she lived alone for the first semester.

She either

commuted to class on the bus, or walked. She had applied for
and received a Pell Grant, but had not received her BIA
scholarship money by the beginning of the first semester.
Her father helped her financially, sending her half of his
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During the first semester,

she enrolled in 12 units.
Aspirations
since her mother had worked as a nurse, and she was
herself interested in photography, Juana had initially
intended to pursue radiology.

However, her interest in

photography also stimulated an alternative interest in
television production.

Although she would never aspire to

appear before a camera, she indicated that she was
interested in the creativity and artistry involved with
behind-the-camera work.

She also felt this would blend with

her overall interest in art.

Juana eventually wanted to

transfer to a university to earn a bachelor's degree.
Motivation and Perceptions
In answer to the first research question which inquires
about the aspirations, perceptions and motivation of the
students as they entered the community college, Juana was
searching for a way to gain control of the processes of
change she felt occurring in her life.

She felt education

was the appropriate path for this search.
Juana felt that reservation life offered too few
options, and that many of her peers on the reservation dealt
with change negatively through substance abuse.

She felt

she needed to leave the reservation to gain a more adequate
mental perspective about herself, and the world around her.
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She felt she particularly needed to get away from the
disabling influences of drinking.
Juana was also grappling with the notion of "becoming
someone" in relationship to the rest of society.

The

centripetal force of community and family obligations
conflicted with this notion which, to Juana, meant acting on
her own behalf.

The need to find a significant position for

herself in society also stemmed from the way that society
views the American Indian.

Juana felt she had an obligation

to prove herself not only on her own terms but on behalf of
all other Indians as well. This proof required that she make
something of herself to show that "Indian people have a
rightful place in society."
Juana's world view also contained what she perceived as
elements of two different patterns of existence--Indian and
non-Indian--which she was trying to forge into a consistent
reality.

Education offered an avenue for her to gain the

experience she felt she needed to define herself.

She

looked to education for "facts" and experience which would
help her interpret the inconsistencies of her sense of
reality.
In describing her view of the world, Juana represented
these themes as:
•

I need to survive!

•

I want to be somebody

•

Sometimes I don't known what's real
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I Need to Survive!
In Juana's mental category, "survival," "change!! was a
dominant theme.

To her, the primary task was to gain

control of the change process, enabling her to escape the
detrimental forces over which she had not been able to
exercise control.
The ability or inability to change had certain
consequences.

To Juana, failure to control drinking

submitted her to involuntary change.

D~inking

was

particularly disruptive to family life and relationships.
She reasoned that "When you discover you've changed, it's
then too late to go back to the way you were before."
Death, suicide, disharmony, and broken families were the
consequences of this involuntary form of change.
To Juana, surviving involved proactive, voluntary
change.

This also had a locational aspect in her

categorization of "survival."

In Juana's view, the

reservation environment inhibited her ability to change
voluntarily. She felt she could not control that which she
perceived as negative forces--peers who exerted a bad
influence,

("It's hard to say no"), the fact that education

was not valued by her peer group, and the lack of options
and limited opportunities to find a positive role for
herself:
••• things weren't going well on the reservation. A
lot of bad stuff going on--the change--moving was
better. Mostly my friends coming over and partying
and stuff like that ••• it was drinking every
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weekend. I'd get blackouts •.• Being on the
reservation, they just put you down. They make
fun of people who are smart.
By changing location, Juana could gain control over
change, further guiding the process through the
instrumentality of education.

She felt she could enjoy a

certain anonymity which would allow her to "be more
intelligent," whereas on the reservation she felt "held
back."

To Juana, an important aspect of survivability was

getting experience--"find out if it's really that way or
not," "seeing things for yourself," or "finding out for
yourself."

The acquisition of meaningful and relevant

experience is paramount in the change process.

She

reflected on the differences off-reservation:
They just let you be yourself off the reservation,
They don't come to you and say you can't do this,
like the older generation •.• you can be more
intelligent. You can do what you want to do instead
of them holding you back ••• Being stuck on the
reservation and then seeing it on TV. and then
thinking to myself, is this what it really is? Is
that the way it looks? I wanted to find out myself.
In Juana's world view, there was also a gradient change
from traditional to modern.

In her category, "tradition,"

there was a range from full participation to minimal
participation.

From her own vantage in this category, she

considered her aunt to be fully traditional, her father to
be halfway inVOlved, and herself to be least involved.
To Juana, the essence of tradition was "learning about
the past," but it also entailed active involvement in the
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yearly cycle of Sonoran Catholic events and ceremonies.

It

also involved response to certain "callings," traditional
roles individuals were expected to assume at appropriate
times.
To survive, tradition was not rejected in Juana's world
view--"It's important to keep some of it."

However,

survival does entail opposition to tradition's emphasis on
the past:
••• I think we're out of that stage. We can't live
in the past. We've got to live for the future.
To continue the old ways, I don't think we can do
that ...
Similarly, another aspect to survival, in Juana's view,
was "learning about other people" and understanding the
traditions of others.

She defined this as the role of

education in her survival plan:
To me, to better themselves--help you understand other people, especially non-Indians. To
understand the history of non-Indians helps you
to learn about other people.
The important elements of Juana's category of
"survival" focused on change.

From her vantage, emphasis on

the future, acquiring meaningful experience off the
reservation, and learning about other people would allow her
to exercise some control over change occurring around her.
An important aspect of Juana's concept of education was

the experience it represented.

The social aspects were as

meaningful to her as the academic in terms of "learning
about other people."

Juana maintained an abiding sense of
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the value of experience in meeting life tasks.

She

described how she learned from her elders:
She [aunt] taught me how to make baskets and she
taught me how to make certain kinds of foods. She
made me learn from watching •.• She taught by
experience. She taught by doing things, not by
books or videos ••• You can learn from experience-even experiencing. It's like a carpenter. My dad
didn't know anything about what kind of wood or
anything--the differences ••• he went and
experienced it and he learned it.
I want to be Somebody
In her cognitive category "society," Juana viewed three
subcategories equivalent respectively to class, ethnic
background/race, and her immediate reference group, tribe
and peers.

Across these subcategories, she identified four

"types" of non-Indians: "those who feel sorry for us and
feel we're no good to society," "those who try to help,"
"middle-class and high-class intelligent" types, and "those
like us, kind of poor--they understand us better."

These

types correspond to the various types of teachers she had in
school.

She felt most uncomfortable with "high class" and

"those who feel we're no good" types.

She described the

behavior of the latter as teachers:
They think Indians are dumb. They tend to put us
down in a certain way ••• sort of get angry ••• the way
he says it or explains things. Tries to get us to do
better, but that's not the way we look at it ••• like,
if you can't do this, go back to another class where
they teach lower. The way I look at it, a put-down.
It's also embarrassing you in class to make you do
better.
From Juana's point of view, the other two types were
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approachable: those who help, and those from a background
similar to Indians. Juana was aware of class differences
among these types and how they affected behaviors and
attitudes.
In Juana's view, "becoming somebody" entailed the
ability to acquire certain desirable class-based behaviors,
but avoiding destructive values associated with emphasis on
materialism.

It was important to avoid a focus on "doing

things for yourself."

The values that she felt were most

important for any present or future role were "caring for
your family and other people," and "not being greedy,"

She

observed the differential effects of class and materialism
on the reservation:
Even on the reservation, people who have a lot of
cattle, in my opinion they're rich. And I still
feel uncomfortable because they have a lot of
things I don't. The people who have a lot of money
don't talk like us. I guess it's what they have.
However, Juana also identified certain desirable attributes
and behaviors of the middle and upper class she wanted to
emulate.

When asked if she ever imagined herself

someone else, she replied:
Yes, a person who is outgoing; someone with whom
I could have a good conversation, and someone who is
smart and intelligent.
In her category, "society,"

"becoming somebody" was a

way for an Indian to achieve equality, since society often
treats Indians unequally.

She viewed the behavior of "being

intelligent" as particularly significant:
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I guess I get it from a long time ago when Indians
didn't speak English and not now. I want to be as
intelligent as a white person. Then maybe lid be an
equal.
"Being intelligent as a white person," however,
represented a conflict for her in terms of how she would be
perceived on the reservation:
They think you lost your identity and that you'd
rather be white than Indian ••• the pressure is not
really from the older people, it's from the
teenagers--your friends.
There's a lot of pressure.
If you say you're going to school, no one will say
anything, but there's a subtle pressure. If you
say you're going to go to school, you can feel what
they're thinking. When I told a friend I was going
to school, she said "that's good," but you could
hear it in her voice.
To Juana, "becoming someone" was no easy matter in
terms of reconciling both the views of society about Indians
and those of her reservation peers.

A subdimension of "I

want to be somebody," "proving yourself," helped Juana
reconcile these disparities to some degree. In her view,
getting an education and "being as intelligent as a white
person," in spite of criticism from peers, ultimately became
the survival means for helping the family, the reservation
community, and other Indians.

By proving herself

individually by "becoming somebody," she perceived herself
as potentially helping all Indians by her example.

Since

Indian people are linked together by similar traditions and
history, Juana felt it was important for Indian people to
"set an example" for society and one another:
Right now I see a lot of American Indians going into
a lot of things. Now there's more opportunities
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like grants from the Tribe to get an education .•.
There's a lot of stuff. When an Indian--any Indian-meets a celebrity--Like when an Indian meets the
President. There's different kinds of Indians but we're
all Indians. Same thing like when an Indian does
something really good in the media. I would feel good
if an O'o~~am meets the President but also if any
tribe's member does.
Succeeding also had particular meaning in terms of her
perceived instrumentality in helping her own people survive:
In order to survive, you've got to go out and learn.
It's like that in my family. Young people are expected
to help the reservation not to die out and survive.
As learning is ultimately linked to group survival in
her view, so are there consequences associated with
education or lack of it:
..• educated people try to do better for the
reservation. They become councilmen, either to the
Tribe or the District ••• they see things differently than uneducated people. They have more hope.
Some people that I know that aren't really
educated don't care.
Juana's view of "becoming someone" was complicated by
the disparate dimensions of social class, society's
stereotypes of Indians people, and the values and attitudes
of her reservation peers. A tension existed between these
dimensions which added yet another dimension to the
challenge of proving herself.
Sometimes I Don't Known What's Real
Juana shifted vantage points in her cognitive category
"reality" several times during the course of her experience
at DCC.

Reality, to Juana, was based on

di~ect,

external
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experience and was partially defined by those around her.
Reality was not simply a

personal view of things, but was

shaped by those with whom the environment is shared.
Juana described herself as quiet and shy.

Her verbal

behavior was, to some extent, governed by implicit rules of
communication governed by reservation norms.

A younger

person did not speak freely to an older person in many
situations.

Topics of discussion were similarly governed by

age relationships. Respect for elders was paramount, and
this governed what mayor may not be said to, or in the
presence of, older persons.
required competence.

Speaking about things also

Juana could not attempt to speak about

things which she did not understand or knew little about.
At home on the reservation, Juana had good friends with
whom she shared her time. She characterized her favored
interaction with friends as "teasing each other, calling
each others names, and joking around."

Humor and teasing

among the O'odham are integral to interaction, especially
among peers, and a certain flavor of social acceptance is
created and reinforced by it.

Juana's reality existed in

view of her relationship to others, and was constructed in
the context of social and communicative interaction.
"Thinking and never talking" is equated with "living in
your own mind," and this, from Juana's point-of-view, defied
a consistent sense of reality.

The value of experience was

only derived from a realistic context, a context with people
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who lent meaning to her experience.
In Juana's thinking, the individual's sense of
competence and meaning is similarly derived from social
context.

Competence was only real if it was recognized by

others, and feedback from them was necessary to define and
legitimate her endeavors.
In perceiving herself as "smart" and possessing
academic potential, Juana had been reinforced over the years
by teachers who took a per30nal interest in her.

Her sense

of reality about herself as a student was based on the
interaction she had with teachers.

Juana described a "good

teacher" :
It's the way he teaches his classes and he cares.
He'll go through a certain thing and if you didn't
understand, he goes through it again. He sits down
and talks to you and try to explain it so you
understand it. He teases around and I used to
tease around with him too. That's one thing, he
has a humorous side. He'd make up funny stories
to get the point across. It makes the class more
interesting so you pay attention more.
To Juana, reality was defined by the attitudes and
behaviors of those around her.

without a firm sense of

reality and context, there was a feeling of intense
loneliness.

For Juana, reality was to a great extent

externally controlled.
Juana and Desert community College
Juana looked to education to provide the keys to
negotiate the world of the non-Indian and to gain a greater
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sense of control over her own life.

Education offered a

promise of the opportunity to employ her strengths,--mainly
her academic ability--enabling her to prove that Indians are
equal to non-Indians.
Juana described her experience at DCC as "not what I
expected."

She

gene~ally

missed the cohesion between

students and teachers she felt in high school. she also
experienced intense periods of loneliness. She started the
semester with enthusiasm but felt progressively isolated and
marginalized.

Although she thought she was bringing

definite strengths to college with her--and this was
evidenced by the fact she was given a Presidential
Scholarship to attend Desert Community College--her
strengths were reinterpreted by the institution as
weaknesses and deficits.

This greatly affected her ability

to maintain positive feelings about herself.
Juana attended a campus orientation with 14 other
students during the fall semester enrollment period, and
moved to her apartment from the reservation the day classes
started.
During orientation, full-time students were required to
take academic assessment tests in reading, writing and math.
Students were told that they should take the recommended
remedial courses corresponding to skills level indicated on
the results.
results.

Juana stated she was "real surprised" at the

She thought she "would be in a higher place"
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because she "did so well in high school!' in those subject
areas.

The assessment testing was the first of a series of

shocks which eroded Juana's sense of intelligence and
competence--those strengths she presumed would be the keys
to her success in the new environment.

Overall, she

expressed "disappointment" in herself that she didn't
perform better on the assessment tests.
~lthough

the test results fell below that which she

anticipated, the only remedial course indicated was math.
Since she was eligible to enroll in transferable "solid"
courses based on her reading results, she enrolled in
humanities. She also enrolled in college level writing and a
career development course taught by her academic counselor.
Her confidence was shaken by the basic skills
assessment results, but she undertook her coursework
diligently.

She felt very self-conscious when she found

herself the only Indian student in her classes.

She

experienced a crisis during the second week of school.

In

her writing class, students were assigned a task of writing
a paper then exchanging it with their neighbors.

Juana

described what happened:
••• we had to write a little paper--experience--and I
was so nervous I couldn't read and I had to trade
papers and I got the paper of the person sitting next
to me and I couldn't read ••• I just kind of froze,
you know, and I was afraid to read out loud. My own
paper I can read--there's certain sections I can
memorize--that was the first time I was reading their
paper. I was kind of stuttering and I couldn't see
right and I was trying to find my place but this girl
that was sitting next to me says, "Why don't you let
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her read it? She can read it better than you ll - - and
it just hit me right there, yeu know. Before I came
out here I &~ew I was going to find that.
I was going
to be turned down in certain things--like my reading I
was sort of turned down--might be because I was Indian
or so~ething like that. Maybe she thought I couldnit
read, but it's just that I froze.
A third shock occurred the third week of classes when
her writing instructor asked to see her after he collected
and read the students' second assignment about dreams and
metaphors. The instructor told her that he found a couple of
fragments and run-on sentences in her composition and
suggested that she should probably take a remedial writing
class.

Feeling demoralized and unsure of herself, Juana's

ultimate reaction was to blame herself:
I was kind of disappointed in myself. I was angry
at myself for not doing better. I guess I didn't
re-read my paper. I just made a mistake.
I had
too much confidence in my writing. I was mad at
myself for not getting it right. I could have done
better in the writing if I had paid more attention
to it. I had too much confidence in my writing
because that's what I did back in high school.
Although the instructor offered Juana the option of
rewriting the paper, Juana opted to drop the class and
enroll in the lower level writing class he recommended.
accepted this option, reasoning that "If I stayed it
probably would happen again."

She left the class feeling

not only disappointed in herself but rejected--or :'turned
down" by the instructor--as she expressed it.
In Juana's cognitive framework, a key difference
between bad and good teachers was the degree of

She
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responsibility they took for the success of their students.
A good teacher, in her view, maintained a close relationship
with students, and would insure that the student did not
fail.

Rejecting students, telling them to "go to another

class" was antithetical to this perception of the ideal
teacher-student relationship.
Even though Juana's sense of intelligence and
competence had been

reinforc~u

by "good teachers" in the

past, she could not externalize her feelings of inadequacy
when faced with a challenge to her sense of competence.
Even though the writing teacher rejected her, causing her to
experience failure, she nevertheless had to base her then
present sense of reality on his perceptions.

This she could

do only by internalizing and blaming herself.
In her humanities class, Juana received an F on her
first test. She conceded, "I can't understand the stories
too well" and found it difficult to understand the
vocabulary used in the class. Although she felt she was good
in reading and writing, she acknowledged a need to "improve
my vocabulary."

After receiving the F she again based her

sense of reality on the internalization of cause and effect:
"The main thing is overconfidence. I do that. I get
overconfident. I always blame myself because I'm the
one who took the test and I'm the one who should
have studied for it. Sometimes I'll study and it
will just leave me.
When Juana approached the instructor for guidance in
improving her grade, the instructor told her she should go
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see the student-tutor who had been assigned to the class.
Juana continued to study for tests, but refused to seek help
from a peer.

"It was just the idea of going to him,

especially a non-Indian" she reasoned.

She attributed her

low grade to not "studying enough" rather than needing help.
She again internalized her position, stating that she wanted
"to do it on my own."
The coursework in humanities was often confusing to
Juana in terms of separating fact from legend, further
confounding her sense of reality.

She described this

confusion:
Some things are hard to believe. Some things seemed
like legends just like ours, but I ask if this really
happened or what? Like in my own legends there are
some things I don't believe. In these I ask, is this
what really happened? Is this the real beginning?
She [the instructor] told us about certain legends and
things but what I'm asking is if it really happened or
if its a legend or what?
Juana's confusion in the humanities class was
exacerbated by the presentation style of her textbooks and
the "lots of big words" she encountered. She described her
struggle to comprehend:
••• about predestination--I didn't understand. I guess
because I have to go through it so many times to
understand the paragraph. I just don't understand
it ••• My vocabulary isn't ~hat good ••• The stories that
I read in high school get right to the point--that's
easy for me to understand, I guess. These, they use
so many words to describe one thing. Words like
"predestination"--"to ordain before." That's the
definition. I thought destination was where you're
going.
When I started interviewing Juana, it was clear that
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she spoke a variant dialect of English.

This dialect

employed many vocabulary words used in a different sense
than in the standard form of English.

Similarly, the

structure, syntax and vocabulary of Standard English
contained many differences from reservation English.

Juana

attributed her comprehension problems to lack of vocabulary,
but she was also very self-conscious about her use and
comprehension of English.

Her perceived competence in the

English language had a highly symbolic dimension to it. She
explained that the perception of "Indians appearing dumb"
stemmed from the days when "my people didn't speak much
English."

Competence in the Eng!ish language, in her view,

mitigated that perception.
Juana generally enjoyed the career exploration class
taught by a counselor.

She particularly valued taking

career interest inventories and discussing the
interpretation with the instructor.

The class also afforded

her opportunities to obtain direct knowledge about careers,
especially when she was assigned to visit a television
station on her own to ask questions.
This was the only class where Juana felt she had
personal contact with the instructor.

Unfortunately, she

was the only Indian in the class and often felt
uncomfortable, especially when asked to make comments or
observations in front of the class.
Although Juana said math was "easy" and she was earning
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good grades, she was constantly frustrated with the
instructor's apparent inability to maintain discipline in
the classroom.

She felt especially frustrated because she

had poor eyesight and a mild hearing impairment which made
it difficult for her to concentrate in the noisy
environment.

In her opinion, the math instructor was a poor

instructor because he did not demand respect from his
students.
About mid-semester, several crises all converged at the
same time. Juana's BIA grant had not been paid and she
became upset and preoccupied with her lack of funds and
being unable to meet her financial obligations.

Although

she had searched extensively, she had been unable to find a
job.

She was also experiencing guilt over using her

father's resources--half his monthly disability check--to
pay for her living expenses.

She found herself with fewer

options:
••• this financial thing ••• I feel hopeless ••• I just
feel like quitting--just have my father come and pick
me up or find a way home ••• lt just bothers me. I
thought I'd have to ask my father but he has bills to
pay. So does my aunt. She also has bills to pay. I
just didn't want to bother them. Work is the only
thing but I can't find a job.
Juana also began to miss home more intensely, and some
of the roles and responsibilities which made her feel
valued.

She felt the strain of conflicting expectations.

She missed class for a couple of days and later in the week
reflected on the conflict she was experiencing:
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I feel like g1v1ng up, going back home.
I miss my
family. Now they'd be getting ready for All Souls
Day, cooking some things. They need me out there,
especially when they make the wreaths.
I'm worried
about how they're managing. My aunt's not too strong.
Desert community College was not producing the
anticipated feelings of positive change. Juana did not feel
that the experience was sufficiently substantial to address
her perceived life tasks. Loneliness, exacerbated by
financial stress, left her feeling inhibited, isolated, and
not in control of the forces in her life. Instead of
learning to be outgoing and feeling intelligent, her
educational experience was having the reverse effect. She
described her response t-o stress as, "When things really get
to me I retreat." Although she had been seeking positive
experience with which to prepare for the future, she was
finding her educational experience increasingly stressful.
She yearned for a feeling of "support" and "someone to talk
to."
One of Juana's main purposes for attending Desert
Community College was to make friends.

As the semester

progressed, she eventually discussed her need with the
instructor of her career exploration class.

Upon her

mention of previous drinking problems f he recommended that
she begin attending Alcoholics Anonymous meetings.
located a meeting schedule for her.
his suggestion.

He even

Juana did not follow

In seeking his counsel, she was looking for

support, affirmation, and guidance about making friends--not
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association with a group of older strangers recovering from
drinking problems.

Her intense feelings of loneliness

caused her to question her reason for being in college:
What am I doing here? What am I doing here in
school? I'm trying to answer that questiun myself.
I think of the things we talk about, and I think
they interlock some way, but they come out
confused .•• Not to be lonely. That's the top thing
right now, not to be lonely.
The lack of friends also impinged on Juana's sense of
social competence.

The College was not meeting her social

needs, and she began to feel like she was falling into a
cycle of boredom.

When asked to compare Desert community

College with her experience in high school, Juana dwelt upon
the social aspects of the educational experience:
There's just more students here. There's no
closeness between students, staff and tea~hers.
That's how I felt at [Reservation High School].
The teachers were more close to the students than
here ••• Mostly older people here. I guess the way
teachers teach. They lecture a lot and very few
tests.
As the semester progressed, Juana felt that school was
becoming a "cycle" to he::-.

She also arrived at the

conclusion that education was not putting her in touch with
the kind of experience she expected for positive growth.
She explained:
School is becoming a cycle for me. Every day it's
school ••• I like variety in my life--to experience
things--to find out if it's really that way or not.
That's just part of it.
Juana completed the semester and her lowest grade was a
C in humanities.

During the Christmas break she obtained a
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job at a fast food restaurant near her apartment and began
working full time. Her financial aid finally arrived, but
she decided to continue working.

She started the spring

semester with classes in drawing, introduction to television
production, introduction to computers, algebra, and human
development (self-esteem).
After classes started, she reduced her work schedule.
Endeavoring to reduce her living costs, she allowed one of
her co-workers to move in with her.

Juana and the co-

worker, a young Anglo woman her age, began socializing and
drinking heavily during the evenings.
began missing classes.

As a result, Juana

By March, she had stopped going to

classes altogether.
When interviewed the following May, Juana had quit
drinking and had made a number of new friends.

She was

sharing an apartment with three "gay" Anglo males with whom
she found support and compatibility.

She particularly

valued their acceptance of her and their joking and teasing.
In June, she obtained a job as a secretary on the
reservation and returned home.
When asked about her second semester experiences at
DCC, Juana said that she did much soul-searching before
quitting. She said quitting school made her "feel guilty"
because of the money her father had invested to support her.
However, she wanted to break the "bad cycle" she had fallen
into.

She had fallen behind in her work and was feeling
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increased confusion and stress:
••• so I wrote him [father] a letter and told him
I was going to quit school because I can't take the
load any more and I was getting more confused--every
time I tried to open a book •.• so I couldn!t take that
any more •• I was debating, if I don't go back to school
I'll lose all this money--I'll lose my scholarships.
But then I told myself again, it's a full load and I
can't take any more emotionally and physically. I
can't hurt myself. But then I don't want to hurt my
father because he also put a lot of money into it.
But then I go back to hurting myself again. I thought
about myself first. I do have to think about myself
first.
When discussing her second semester classes, Juana
indicated that she had become quickly disenchanted.
Although she enjoyed her art class, the instructor had
students "draw lines for two weeks" which she found boring
and redundant.

In the TV production class, the instructor

was "very businesslike," wore a suit every day, and
discussed things Juana did not understand.

Being the only

Indian student, she felt very "uneasy" in the class and
concluded that the students in the class were "smarter" than
she was.
Dropping out altogether was Juana's response to "I
couldn't take it any more."

She said later that if she

continued she "would probably still be in the same mess I
was in."
I interviewed Juana a year after she dropped out and
she was in the process of applying to Haskell Indian Junior
College in Kansas.

In retrospect she viewed her experience

at Desert Community College as a "an experience that was
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good to go through."

Her choice to go to Haskell, she said,

was based on a feeling that she needed to learn how to get
along in college with other Indians before trying to go to
another non-Indian college.
Conclusion
Juana's efforts to obtain an education for survival and
self-fulfillment were coIt.p15,cated t.y her parallel need to
demonstrate that she was "just as intelligent as any white
person." She did not anticipate the challenges to her sense
of academic competence, her language abilities, financial
stability, or the strain on her interpersonal needs during
her six month attendance at DCC.

These proved to have

emotional implications to which she could only respond by
withdrawing.
Although she responded to some of the challenges
successfully--such as working hard and passing all of her
first semester courses--she felt she paid a high emotional
price.

Balancing a precarious financial situation, feeling

guilty about not meeting her community obligations while
away at school, and experiencing shattering episodes of
interaction with students and instructors at Desert
community College, which she perceived as "put-downs,"
served as cumulative sources of stress and tension.
In addition to the task of trying to prove her worth as
an Indian in the non-Indian world, Juana had to grapple with
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what she perceived as a "drinking problem."

She felt it

most imperative to control drinking in order to preserve her
self-respect.

She had hoped by relocating to the city, she

would escape the peer pressures and find the solutions that
would help her define herself in positive ways.

The

scholarship to Desert community College offered great
promise, especially since the award served as a significant
indication that she possessed characteristics that were
valued by the dominant society.
To Juana, Desert Community College eventually became
cyclical and monotonous.

She failed to find a connection

with the social experience she sought there and eventually
had to seek that experience in a work and social environment
away from the College.

She eventually found companionship

and acceptance with individuals with whom she felt she
shared some commonality--people described as "more like us."
Gaining experience with non-Indians was an crucial life
task for Juana.

She was not comfortable gaining this

experience at Desert Community College because it placed her
in a position where she had to evaluate herself in terms of
academic competition--grades, classroom performance, and
language competence.

These referents blocked the value of

the experience she sought, especially since they often
resulted in a negative evaluation of herself.
Juana also based instances of negative self-evaluation
on personal failings such as "having too much confidence or
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"not trying hard enough." Placing blame on herself when she
was not able to perform in accordance with her Owli
expectations created guilt and anxiety.
Change and New Learning
In response to the third research questions which asks
how Juana's interaction with Desert

CommQ~ity

affected her

desire and willingness to revise her attitudes and
behaviors, Juana ultimately had to leave the institution and
search elsewhere for experience and affirmation.
expected change at Desert community College.

She had

However, she

also expected she could explore and engage change processes
in ways that were supportive and non-threatening to her
emotional security and self-esteem.

The reality she

experienced at DCC proved to be neither positive nor
supportive of these expectations.
Juana came to Desert Community College expecting that
"being smart" was an aptitude that offered her a chance to
find a meaningful role for herself in society.

She valued

this aptitude at the expense of peer acceptance, believing
that "being smart" would help her find a path to success in
the dominant society and serve as a vehicle to defeat
stereotypes about Indian people.

Rather than finding a

secure base upon which substantial changes in attitudes and
behaviors could have been built, Juana left DCC with a lower
estimation of herself and her intellectual abilities than
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when she arrived.
Juana was also not able to acquire new norms and
attitudes because stress and feelings of social isolation
created a negative emotional state which she considered
harmful.

In order to relieve the stress and avoid harm, she

withdrew.

Although she was open to new learning and meeting

new people at the beginning of her sojourn at the College, a
series of critical incidents and situations alienated her
progressively from the

possi~ility

of the social engagement

necessary for the acquisition of new norms and attitudes.
At the beginning of the first semester, Juana's
intentions were direct and hopeful.

By the end of her

experience, she felt hopelessly isolated and separated from
her expectations. These feelings were reflected in the
decremental opportunities for change she perceived in the
environment.

Her initial hope eventually gave way to a view

that the college experience was cyclical and limiting.
Juana felt she was on the social periphery when she
arrived at Desert Community College. She was ultimately
reinforced in her view that the dominant society is a
difficult place for an Indian to get along.

From Juana's

perspective, Desert Community College mirrored the
difficulties of society strikingly well.
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CHAPI'ER 6
RENEE

In Renee's world view, education was a dimension of the
future, directly linked to the means to survive.

Indian

traditions embodied the important lessons of the past,
providing salient moral guidance and ideals that allowed the
Tohono O'odham people to maintain a course on the "right
path."

Combined, the lessons of tradition, and the

practical training and future orientation afforded by
education, lit a path away from destructive influences.
Renee's ideal in her category of "self" was to be a
productive, contributing member of her family and community.
As she rejected negative peer pressures and influences, she
concentrated on asserting her adult role in the community.
Exercising the responsibilities of parenthood, exemplary
behavior, and being able to earn a living were essential
components of this role.
Renee was raised on the reservation and attended
government boarding schools most of her life.

She was one

of seven brothers and sisters ranging in age from 11 through
32.

Her father was killed in a pedestrian accident in the

city when she was a child, and her mother and other
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~elatives

immediate

had severe drinking problems during most

of her early youth.
After attending a Catholic elementary day school from
kindergarten through the fourth grade, Renee was enrolled in
a government boarding school on the reservation.

After

graduating from the eighth grade, she enrolled at Sherman
Indian School, a government boarding school near Los
Angeles.

She attended Sherman until graduation except for

part of her sophomore year when illness forced her to remain

on the reservation.

She

atte~ded

the public high school

there during that period.
In high school, Renee was an A and B student who earned
occasional C's.

She applied for and was granted a special

privilege of living in the "honor dorm." This dormitory
afforded special privileges reserved for students who
exhibited model behavior--primarily good attendance, obeying
school rules, and abstinence from drinking.
Renee rented an apartment near Desert community College
and moved there from the reservation near the beginning of
the Spring semester.

Her boyfriend, who was unemployed and

waiting to be accepted into the

a~Ey,

moved in with her.

She received both a BIA scholarship and a Pell Grant, but
had no other form of financial assistance available to her.
Finding the financial aid inadequate from the beginning, she
was forced to take a part-time job at a fast food
restaurant.

About two weeks after school started, she found
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out she was pregnant, but had a miscarriage by mid-semester.
When Renee arrived at the College's diagnostic
assessment center, she was told that the computer was
broken-down and that she could only take one of the tests in
reading.

Since she tested at a remedial reading level, and

acknowledged that she needed "help with my basic skills,"
Renee voluntarily enrolled in remedial writing and business
math rather than return to complete the assessment tests. In
addition to the basic skills classes, she enrolled in
typing.

Her stated goal was to earn a basic certificate so

that she could be employable as a secretary.
Renee spoke the O'odham language but was not
sufficiently fluent to understand all the conversation of
her elders.

She relied on traditional medicine, as well as

the Indian Health Service.

Renee viewed herself as not

knowing O'odham traditions well, but had managed to acquire
certain traditional skills.

She wove baskets and maintained

some of the customs and beliefs passed down from her mother
and grandmother.
Aspirations
Renee enrolled at Desert Community College because she
felt an immediate need to get experience and learn skills
for employability.

She had intended to register in a dental

assisting program but decided to -take secretarial training
instead.

Renee arrived at Desert Community College by
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default. Her first choice after graduation was to enlist in
the Marines but she couldn't pass the entrance test.

She

also could not pass a test to enter a proprietary school
dental assisting program.

Similarly, she would have

preferred to attend an Indian college with dormitories, but
she couldn't pass the entrance examinations at either Fort
Lewis College or Haskell Institute.

Desert Community

College was a choice above attending another public
community college in a rural area of Arizona where she felt
the Indian students "partied too much."
Motivation and Perceptions
In response to the first research question, three key
themes in Renee's world view bore the greatest relationship
to education. Her Ferceptions, motivation and aspirations
center~d

primarily around defining her role in reservation

society and avoiding the destructive influences of the
"wrong way."

She was seeking a way to be useful and

productive in a society that, in her view, had lost the
strength of traditional values.

Her life themes revolved

around the value of experience, especially that derived from
the external world, to survive and adapt to a changing
social and economic environment.

A strong emphasis on

individual initiative, although exercised in a supportive or
cooperative context, in her view, helped maintain the
continuity and relevance of the past.

In her own words, she
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expressed these themes as:

=

Nothing walks out to you!

•

You're on your own!

•

You1ve got to be responsible

Nothing Walks Out to You!
In Renee's cognitive framework, the category of
"Indian" was in-::luded in a larger category, "society."

In

her view, Indian values and traditions had been corrupted by
exposure to modern conveniences and technical innovations,
making Indians--especially youth--less willing to work for
what they want in life.

Renee idealized traditional

participative activities, but noted the reasons for their
decline on the part of her peers:
••• they go out and pick the fruit off the cactus.
They still do that and stuff. I think the cholla
buds--they still go out and do that. And a lot of
times the mother or grandmother would say, "Come
on a let's go pick some!" and the kids will say,
"it 's too hot," or "I want to watch TV." Back in
the old days it wasn't like that. They never had
TVs so they were always out picking. And I think
they should still go out and do that.
Renee felt, however, that it was not too late to regain
some of the cultural and social integrity that had been
lost.

In her category of "self," she percaived herself as a

person who had lost some of the integrity but still managed
to remain on the "right path."

The "right path" involved

discipline, hard work, and a respect for the usefulness and
salience of tradition.

The wrong path was best represented
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by her statement that "drinking and drugs is taking over
everything," a social condition she said was :'taking the
easy way out."

Renee felt that innovations such as TV and

modern hospitals had undermined the "right way," leaving
Indians passive and dependent.

To her, many people on the

reservation depended solely on "those small checks that come
every month," rather than taking affirmative steps to be
productive and self sufficient.
unique to Indian people is their tie to the land.

In

Renee's view, the Indian abdicates this relationship to the
land by becoming dependent and unproductive.

Her formula

for survival was to maintain the productive ethics embodied
in tradition, but uniting these with the future orientation
of education.

Both require a proactive approach on the part

of individuals and Indian society as well:
.•• drinking, smoking and drugs are in the way-it's taking over everything. And like nowadays,
our land is getting where it's being taken away.
A lot of young people should realize that and go
back to their culture--so they can fight for our
rights and our land. But now it's not like that.
The kids would rather go out and have a good time
and go the wrong way. A lot of them are not going
to school and get the education they need and I
think a lot of kids should. Right now it's real
hard to get a job and I think they should realize
that.
Like a lot of kids, they want this or they
want that--it ain't just going to walk out to
them. They're going to have to work for it and
earn what they want!
To Renee, "education" was a subcategory of a larger
cognitive category that links the value of productivity to
survival.

In this subcategory, the consequences of not
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being educated include inability or difficulty in finding
employment, working in dead-end or temporary jobs, or
depending on welfare and food stamps for survival.
Education was directly associated with the skills and
training necessary to acquire, perform, and keep a job.
Particularly important was the ability to acquire a job
after one is lost.

In this sense, the educated person is

mobile and adaptable. Renee also attributed certain social
behaviors to people with an education that she considered
desirable: physical and social mobility, and the ability to
"be outgoing."
To Renee, education represented a path away from the
passivity and dependence she observed among her peers.
Education promoted the activity and independence necessary
to overcome destructive social influences and to regain the
fundamental values represented in O'odham tradition.
You're On Your Own!
To be "on your own," had double-edged connotations,
depending on Renee's mental shifts in the categories,
"tradition" and "reservation."

This theme was associated

with the need to function in the contexts of different
worlds.

From one vantage, she viewed "going out on your

own" as a primary cause of the breakdown in traditions:
••• like nowadays the young kids are going out on
their own--they're not listening to their parents
any more--and it's so hard for the elderlies to
talk to their grandchildren--like how it was in
the old days.
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Going "out on your own" was also the antithesis of the
proper direction parents should provide to youth.

Her

further observations suggest that "going out on your own" is
an involuntary byproduct of social change:
••• when it comes to high school, it's "What I do
now? I don't know what to dol" I think a lot of
them say they'll go in the service but they'll end
up going to school. ~_~d L~en for some of those
kids who haven't really been taught by their
parents--"You got to do this; you got to do that"
--It's like they're back home again and wondering,
"What I do?"
From another vantage, Renee identified a need to "be on
my own" as necessary for acquiring the education and
experience needed for future occupational roles and,
ultimately, survival. By "staying on the reservation too
long," she felt that the ability to survive independently
was reduced.

Even though these vantages appeared to

conflict, Renee's position was that culture and traditions
are important, but learning about these alone was inadequate
for survival.

Education and experience with the external

world were also essential parts of survival.
The concept of being "on your own" was also viewed in
relationship to the strong sense of social support in the
personal dynamics of Renee's life on the reservation.

In

discussing traditional roles and expectations of reservation
life, Renee continually emphasized the reciprocity and
interdependence of the individual in relation to the
reference group.

In this sense, individuals were never
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truly on their own because of their membership in a close
community support network.

Values of mutual help and

involvement dominated the relationship of individual to
group in Renee's description of a particularly respected and
idealized member of her community:
There's a lady in our village--when church comes
she'll be there and she usually sings with the
choir and if they need help serving, she'll be
down there. She gets involved in a lot of things,
like the things I was telling you about--she'll
also be there helping out. And like when these
people want to put on a dance, she'll go over
there and help them cook and stuff. And like this
other village; when they need help, she'll be
there--like when there's a dance she'll be there
helping them cook or making tortillas which is a
lot of work when maybe the help is wanted there.
Like we have our four-day rosary and she'll be
there helping prepare the food again.
The other dimension of being "on your own" is an
expectation that the individual must be able to operate
independently of the close social context of reservation
life for extended periods of time.

However, this was viewed

as a temporary and transitional survival skill rather than a
permanent goal.
The theme of being "on your own," was also threaded
through Renee's mental category, "education." In discussing
Indian boarding schools, Renee described a social-learning
environment not unlike reservation life.

Teachers were

willing to work and socialize with students after class:
••• school was out at 3 or 3:30 and they'd usually
say, "We'll be here till 4:30--come back, talk to
us and ask questions." And I see a lot of people
do that. It seemed like they'd rather work after
school ••• I usually wait until the cldss is over.
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I'll tell the teacher I'll come back after her
classes are over, then I'll come back and it's a
repeat and everything.
A positive teaching-learning relationship was viewed as
interactive, where the teacher assumed responsibility to
insure that the student comprehended what was being taught.
Renee described a bad teacher as one who did not assume the
interactive responsibility and just left everything up to
the student:
A lot of them were like, "I don't care as long as
I'm here to teach you." Again, it was like
everything was up to us. It was up to us to have
all the equipment we needed and if we wanted to
learn--to be there and if we didn't want to learn
and just be there to listen, it was OK.
Renee's sense of life in the dormitories was similar to
that of her reservation community.

Dormitory staff usually

consisted of Indians from different tribes who took personal
interest in the stUdents.

This recreated the close social

support system of the reservation.

This was particularly

true for "honor dorm" students who sought close
relationships with school staff.

The Indian boarding

schools seemed to have adapted to Indian social patterns in
this way.

Students such as Renee had come to accept their

educational experience as being part of the supportive
social environment, as well as a way to acquire skills and
knowledge. Renee's preference for attending a college with
dormitories seemed to reflect her need to feel part of an
interactive support system.
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Finding herself living in the city and attending Desert
Community College lent form to the dimensions of "being on
your own" that she had only heard about before:
People would tell me before. You can expect
college to be J.ike this, and now I:m seeing all of
that, and I say to myself I guess this is what
college is all about. You're on your own. You have
to ask questions when you need help. There will
be people there to help you. They told me there's
this kind of people and those kind of people, and
now I guess I'm seeing it all.
You've Got to be Responsible
Renee's mental category of "self" was a position in
which she viewed herself as exercising responsibility and
diligence in handling the various aspects of her life.
Per~qiving

G

herself as having passed into an adult role, she

looked forward to further adult choices and responsibilities.

In her personal life, having a child with her

boyfriend signified their entering, in the O'odham way, the
desirable adult roles.
Renee recognized that being away at boarding schools
denied her the opportunity to learn her heritage well.

She

also felt that her mother, because of her drinking, failed
to teach the necessities which Renee had to learn on her
own.

with such a negative role model in her consciousness,

exacerbated by seeing many of her peers acting in a
similarly negative manner, Renee was determined to be
different even if the cost was loneliness:
There's some who smoke and take drugs and don't
drink. And then there's some who will just drink.
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There's a few who don't take anything, but they
won't really hardly have any friends. For myself,
I hate to be around people who do that. Maybe one
or two friends I have who are clean.
Renee felt a sense of purpose and competence as an
expectant parent, and was determined to be a good role model
for her children.

Being perceived as a good example of

competence and hard-work was dominant in Renee's sense of
self.

obtaining an education was significant to this view

of herself.

It symbolized her ability to survive, and it

was especially important to sustaining her sense of
integrity and competence.
Starting a family and attending college were not
incompatible because both signaled dimensions of adult
responsibility.

She had been rewarded for good social

behaviors in high school and, although she considered
herself "average," perceived herself as being capable of
reaching her goals.

Education had always been supportive

and she was always rewarded for behaving and working hard.
In terms of her survival, obtaining an education, to
Renee, was learning a useful skill--something with which you
earn a living.

It was a form of experience which had

positive, utilitarian value or, in he!" own words, "just
enough expE::rience to get a job."

From her point of view,

education was particularly important because the O'odham
woman often had to bear the responsibility for the survival
of the family unit:
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A lot of people on the reservation, like the guys,
they'd rather stay home and drink and whatever,
and they don't want to go out and work. It's like
the ~ives end up doing that.
To Renee, who was facing parenthood and an adult role
on the reservation, education was to be her means of
survival.

Education would also show that she was unlike

those who were going the "wrong way" by failing to attend to
their future needs.
Renee and Desert Community Colleae
When Renee started Desert Community College, she
immediately experienced the impact of operating without the
support systems she had known in her community and to which
she had become accustomed in boarding school.

In fact,

early in our first interview, while reflecting about Indian
residential institutions, she lamented about her decision to
attend Desert Community College noting, "I think if I had
that chance, I'd go to a different one."
As the semester progressed, unmet emotional and
physical survival needs became increasingly apparent and
urgent.

Near the end of the semester, blaming herself for

failure and feeling very discouraged, she conceded, "the
easiest way out is to just go back."

She then dropped out

of Desert Community College and returned to the reservation.
She had not completed any coursework nor earned any credit.
Renee started the semester extremely insecure about her
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finances. Her concern increased even though she was able to
find a part-time job.

Her insecurity was exacerbated by her

being located in a new environment which placed her beyond
the helping reach of family, community, or boaraing school.
She had not anticipated the difficulties associated with
managing her own meager finances.

She frequently verbalized

her misgivings about attending school in a situation where
so much attention had to be paid to daily survival concerns:
... It's so hard because I don't have any money •.. I
think it would have been better living in a dorm
••• They give us money--nowadays the money's
nothing.
I don;t know how they do it at the
different schools, if it's the same or what.
Renee had applied to the sources of financial aid known
to her but she had not anticipated delays in receiving some
of it.

After her tribal scholarship was awarded she

enrolled in classes.

However, the scholarship alone was

insufficient to meet her needs.

She had expected a Pell

Grant award but, because she had no one to help her with the
application, mistakes prevented her qualifying:
I need someone to help me with my Pell Grant.
Last time I did it they sent it back for
correction. I had to do it my own I still haven't
gotten any money yet.
When I met with her for weekly interviews, I could tell
that Renee had sometimes not eaten and would purchase food
for her.

She would only reluctantly admit she was skipping

meals because she had no money to buy food.
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Beyond the survival pressures, her first impressions of
the college left her feeling "scared."

But her comfort grew

initially:
••• It was kind of hard because I didn!t know
anything about the campus. I was sort of lost.
I was scared. First it was hard because I didn't
know where my classes were and I had to stop
different people and ask them where things were.
They helped me and I got around.
When asked about enrolling in classes, Renee stated
that the registration adviser pressed her to select a major.
Although she was initially interested in dental assisting,
the information about course requirements and prerequisites
provided by the adviser intimidated her.

She related her

reasons for her alternate choice:
For a while I had my mind set on the medical
field, but now--I don't know why it's so hard-when I came to register for school he [adviser]
was asking me, "What's your major?" So I looked
through the books, and I kept looking and he asked
me and the shortest one was secretary so I said,
"I'll take this one" and maybe I can change it
later on.
During the second week of classes, she found herself
overwhelmed by the business math class which was conducted
in a lecture format.

Because she felt she could not

comprehend the subject matter, she dropped the class and
substituted it with weightlifting.

This choice was based on

her having taken weightlifting in high school and feeling
comfortable with it.
Reflec:ting on the business math class, Renee stated, "I
just couldn't do the work." She also stated that she "didn't
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feel comfortable" talking to the instructor about getting
help because the work see:ed so difficult that she didn't
want to try to continue in the class.

She also indicated

she would take a remedial math class the following
semester where she could "handle the work."
Initially, Renee made attempts to

~eet

other students.

She developed a friendship with another woman her age who
was pregnant, and would arrive on campus early so as to
pursue a relationship:
I'd make it here an hc~r early or 30 minutes early
and I'd always just wait for students and she
would come in and talk and talk--and she said,
"I'll meet you later." I'd say "OK" and we'd meet
there again.
Eventually her friend dropped out of school, and Renee
made no further attempts to make friends on campus. She was
not able to become involved in any campus activities,
including the Indian club.

Her work schedule required her

to leave the campus as soon as classes were over, and she
spent little or no tim€ on campus outside of class.
Renee's miscarriage occurred at a time when financial
pressures were most acute.

Her recuperation also caused her

to miss 10 days of classes.

She grew noticeably and

increasingly depressed after she returned to classes.
relationship to the institution and her teachers, she
evaluated herself negatively:
All my teachers are pretty good. They're really
understandable--that's one thing. And they don't
try to pressure you on the work. They'll just
leave it up to you, but they're willing to help.

In
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And for me--for being a college student for the
first time--it wasn't a good semester. All my
teachers were real understanding, and they let me
go for that time. I think it's a pretty nice
school.
Renee was also feeling negatively about herself on the basis
of traditional tenets of managing pregnancy, arousing even
more feeling of guilt:
••• during the first time I found I was pregnant, I
was wondering why I had that real big craving for
watermelon. And it was like in January,--like I
really craved it--it kept getting to me.
I
finally told my grandmother. She got real sad and
said it must have been something the baby wanted
and I didn't give it to him. And so I thought
about it, and in our way, If you're pregnant and
you want something, you have to give the baby what
it wants.
I didn't give it the watermelon, and so
when I see watermelon, I don't want watermelon.
I
just don't want it. I guess I never really
believed in that--and now I guess it's really
hitting me.
Although initially optimistic about making up the work
after her miscarriage, Renee's confidence began to fade
quickly, especially in her writing class.

Initially, she

approached the instructor for help but his response was
lukewarm:
I did one time and he just said~ "Do what you
can." He asked if there was any questions to
answer, and I'd tell him again. He just looked at
me and said, "There's nothing I can really say.
Just do what you can. We'll see what happens."
Later, placing all the blame herself, Renee felt she
had no alternative but to drop the class:
••• After I had my miscarriage, I really screwed up
and missed those days. I didn't really want that
to happen ••• every time I walk into the class
there's something I haven't seen before, and I ask
~yself, "Is this new?" I can't explain it. It
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takes a while before I can understand how to do
this or that and it's real hard because I can't
read that well. It's like all of a sudden I run
into these words and what am I going to do? And I
feel just awful when I run into something like
that. It troubles me. I'm sitting there and trying
to figure them out and I can't get it. I just want
to get up and go and I know I can't.
In expressing her feelings about having to drop the class,
Renee was concerned about the way she would be perceived by
others.

Feeling that she might be viewed as a "quitter"

evoked feelings of guilt:
It makes me feel guilty. It's like I'm sitting
here and I'm not doing nothing--and I'm trying. I
don't want people to think of me that way. lIm
trying.
Renee considered herself a poor reader and, in spite of
her enrollment in remedial reading, felt little sense of
accomplishment or progress in the class.

She felt she was

"on my own" in the class and did not receive much attention
from the instructor. As the semester progressed, she

felt

angry with herself when she compared her progress to others:
I get angry. A lot of people can just look at it
and read and I'm wondering about this word or that
word when I read. I try to practice reading as
fast as I can. I just wish I had skills like these
other people have. They look at a word and just
pick it up like that ••• For me it's not like that.
Renee was able to continue in her remaining classes for
a time with the reduced load.

However, as the semester

neared completion and finals were approaching, her apartment
was burglarized.

Added to the pressure of working, lack of

money, her miscarriage, and feelings guilt and anger about
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her academic performance, Renee felt she had reached her
breaking point. She decided to quit college and return to
the reservation. Renee reflected on the events of the
semester and their implications:
••• I guess I finally went to sleep about 4 a. m.
and I was coming down with a cold, too ••• they
took school pants, blouses, all our graduation
gifts were taken. They even took our eggs ••• It's
like there's somebody watching us now. I felt
like someone was still in there. I was telling
[boyfriend] that this year has been a bad one
for us. The way it started out for us, it just
wasn't right.
I don't know what to do. The
easiest way is to just go back.
It was notable that Renee never once sought help from
student

s~rvices

or financial aid offices during her

semester at DCC.

She was not able to discern any possible

avenues of assistance at the institution during the several
crises she experienced.
Although Renee was motivated to succeed--and clearly
this was indicated in her overall view of things--she
perceived herself to be increasingly marginalized in
relationship to the experience she expected at Desert
community College.

While her problems became compounded

during the course of the semester, she never attempted to
draw attention to her own plight other than asking one of
her instructors for help in making up her work.

She felt

isolated from the natural, supportive network of
relationships which had met her needs in her community and
in boarding school
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Renee returned to the reservation and subsequently
separated from her boyfriend.

She helped care for a

relative's children during the next year.

Although she

expressed a desire to try college again after her problems
were resolved, she did not return to Desert Community
College.

Rather, she was eventually accepted into and

completed a four--i:i!onth medical assistant program in a
proprietary school.

Although she again became pregnant

during her attendance at the proprietary school, she found
the proprietary school had "helped me with what I needed"-especially in areas of financial aid, tutoring, and modular
programming needed to complete her program of study.

When

asked what the major differences were between the
proprietary school and DCC, Renee dwelt upon the scheduling
and the concreteness of experience:
It was different going to one class instead of so
many classes. You don't have to keep a schedule
where you got a class here and you then have to
go this other way .•• At [DCC], just to be a nursing
assistant you have to take your basics first, then
you'd finally get to what you have to learn as a
nursing assistant. At [proprietary], once you get
in you just start learning right off the bat
instead of taking all those other classes.
When she completed the program, Renee anticipated that
she might eventually pursue her ultimate goal, dental
assisting.

However, she did not entertain the notion of

returning to Desert community College in order to reach this
goal

Rather, in retrospect, she reflected a concern about

the negative evaluation others would hold of her.

She felt
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this could not be undone:
If I could do it all again from the beginning I
would go through with it ••• the classes I was
taking, I guess I have no grades. And they'd say,
"~"hat is she doing back here?
You know. she
didn't get anything from it the first time."
Conclusion
In Renee's world v::..eii,

~bclng

on your own" ran in both

positive and negative directions depending on her shift of
vantage points within this mental category.

As a dimension

of "You've got to take responsibility," Renee anticipated
that obtaining an education--or experience for survival-would be similar to her previous experience in education
where she had been

1-~;';a4ded

and reinforced for good behavior

and meeting academic requirements.

However, the negative

aspects of being on her own--primarily those related to her
physical subsistence and being isolated from a supportive
environment--created a dissimilar experience.

This resulted

in her negative evaluation of herself, the experience, and
Desert Community College.
Renee's first disappointment occurred during her
initial academic advising when she was told "how hard it
would be" to reach her goal of dental assisting.

Being at a

loss for an alternative and being pressed for a decision on
a major, she chose the shortest program she could find. As a
result, she found herself in a business math class for which
she was not prepared.

Feeling compelled to drop the class
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led to feelings of personal failure.

Her difficulties in

reading in the meantime accentuated further her feelings of
inadequacy.
Renee did try to speak to her instructors upon
returning from her absence. However, she felt "on my own" in
the sense that her instructors did not actively help her.
Although they offered to help students generally, Renee did
not sense that their offers were substantial and sincere to
the extent she expected.
The burglary of her apartment served as the "breakir:g
point" for Renee and she returned to the reservation
immediately, even though there remained only several more
days of classes before the end of the semester.
Renee's later enrollment in a proprietary school was
consistent with her conviction that education lessens
dependency and improves survival capabilities.

In contrast

to Desert Community College, she found the proprietary
school provided the services she needed--financial aid,
practical experience, and tutoring.

Her success there

seemed to have bolstered her confidence to venture further
in education.
Change and New Learning
with respect to the third research question which asks
whether the students' interaction with the community college
environment served to expand their attitudes and norms of
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behavior, Renee's experience led to her leaving the
institution with a more negative view of herself and of the
institution than when she arrived.

As a result of this

experience, Renee viewed her options as being reduced rather
than expanded.
Renee anticipated more continuity of experience in
education.

She did not expect the series of disappointments

and frustrations she found.

Progressively, these reinforced

a sense of inadequacy and inability to meet the demands she
saw others around her able to meet.

As she withdrew from

classes, and eventually from the institution, she felt
guilty about not being able adequately to meet her survival
"responsibilities," especially in the eyes of others.

She

failed to serve as the good example for others she had hoped
to be.

For this she felt angry and placed the blame totally

on herself.
This scenario reinforced feelings of inadequacy rather
than strength.

Her struggle to survive financially further

magnified a sense of inadequacy.

Renee's diminished view of

her own abilities reduced her aspirations in terms of
potential career aspirations.

Socially, she had few

opportunities to explore the college environment or to make
the friends and associations necessary for expanding her
social network.
The negative cultural learning th3t resulted from her
experience at

Dee

inhibited the positive evaluation of self
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Renee would have needed to revise her attitudes and acquire
behaviors for success.

In fact, her decision not to return

to DCC was an exercise of a standard of behavior which
determines avoidance of situations where the feelings of
devaluation arise.
Her subsequent experience in a proprietary school
highlighted the negative aspects of her experience at Desert
Community College.
sense of rejection.

In retrospect, she also articulated a
Her experience at the proprietary

school suggested that additive competence: however modest,
occurs when there is a sense of accomplishment and progress
and where the individual feels
others.

valTI~d

in relationship to
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ANITA
In Anita's world view, Indian traditions represented
ideal behaviors and values.

Although she perceived herself

and most of her peers as being raised outside of tradition,
she maintained strong cultural beliefs related to her
interdependent role in the bilateral family: serving as a
good example and role model for others and preparing for an
adult role that emphasized helping.
Her family operated as a close-knit mutual support
system that assumed a mobile pattern of responding to the
needs of each of its members in the various situations and
locations they found themselves.

This support system was a

key variable in Anita's and other family members'
utilization of higher education.
Anita was born and raised in a small, rural mining
community located west of the reservation.

Her father, who

was raised on the reservation until he left to find work as
a miner, became seriously and permanently disabled in a
mining accident and supported the family on a disability
pension.

Anita's mother, who was of mixed O'odham and

Mexican ancestry, lived in the community all her life,
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although her family had maintained strong familial

ti~s

with

the extended family on the reservation.
At the time Anita enrolled at Desert community College,
her parents were in the process of relocating to the
reser~ation

them.

where a government home had just been built fer

Anita had two older sisters and two younger brothers.

A third older sister, who had been drinking at a party, was
killed in a traffic accident six years earlier. The family
practiced traditional Sonoran Catholicism and all of the
members of the family, except two young nephews, spoke the
O'odham language with varying degrees of proficiency.
During her early childhood, Anita attended public
school in her community, which consisted of a mixed
population of Mexican-Americans, Anglos, and Indians.
Indian and Mexican-American

fa~ilies

Both

in her neighborhood

retained their respective customs, practices, and languages.
When she entered the sixth grade, Anita was sent to a
government boarding school on the reservation.

After

graduating from the eighth grade, she enrolled at another
boarding school, Sherman Indian High School, in Riverside,
California.

She described her school enrollment pattern as

"following her sisters" as they had all preceded her in the
schools she attended.
During her first semester at Desert Community College,
Anita lived in a home rented by two of her sisters and their
children.

One sister had just left a job with the
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government in Albuquerque and was enrolled as a business
major at the university.

The remaining sister was working

as an aide in a nursing home.

Later, both sisters moved and

Anita lived by herself in the house with frequent weekend
visits from her parents.
At Sherman Indian School, Anita had earned "honor dorm"
privileges based on good behavior, attendance, and teacher
recommendations.

During both her junior and senior years,

she was elected to class offices.

She developed close

relationships with some of the Indian dorm staff who had
taken a personal interest in her.

She would occasionally

spend weekends at the home of one of her favored teachers.
Anita described drinking as a prevalent behavior among
students, a behavior she felt was largely replicative of
reservation behavior. She assiduously avoided situations
where drinking might be involved.

St-e was sufficiently

concerned about other students' drinking that she
volunteered to be a peer counselor for students who had
gotten into trouble over drinking. She felt these students
did not take her efforts seriously, however.
During her enrollment at DeC, Anita had no financial
difficulties.

She had applied for and received both her

Pell Grant and BIA grants before starting classes.

Living

with her sisters, who were either employed, or also
receiving financial aid, greatly reduced her living costs.
Also, about midway through the first semester, her father
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received a large retroactive settlement on a long-standing
disability insurance claim, which allowed further
contributions to his daughters' living expenses.
Aspirations
Anita enrolled at Desert Community College specifically
to earn a certificate in a semester-long nursing aide
program aimed at direct employment.

At the time, even

though nursing aides were paid minimum wage, there was not
an abundance of jobs in the community.

Desert Community

College offered two short-term nursing aide training
courses, a campus-based program and another through the
college skill center.

Anita chose the campus-based program

because her sisters, who had attended the skills center,
complained "they did the same thing over and over."
Her peer counseling experience at Sherman had also
stimulated Anita's interest in "how the mind works," so she
wanted to explore the possibility of becoming a psychiatric
nurse.
first

She enrolled in a basic psychology course during her
semest~r

in order to further explore this possibility.
Motivation and Perceptions

The first research question seeks the motives,
perceptions, and aspirations that the stUdent a brought to
the community college with them.

Anita's aspiration to

enter a medical-helping field was related to a theme that
was central to her view of the world.

This theme
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reflected her sense of embeddedness in the context of family
and social network.

Although these contexts would shift and

change in terms of time, place, and social actors, Anita
carried this sense of embeddedness over to other social
situations.

Her recipes and expectations were constructed

around a strong sense of belongingness and participation.
She enacted her roles and responsibilities, accordingly.
Since family and social group constituted the focus in
her life, social control was a prominent theme in her world
view.

Her family was close-knit, and the members employed

behaviors designed to model and shape the behaviors of
others.

Members assumed direct responsibility for others.

This behavior was also consistent among her friends, most of
whom were actually blood-related members of the same
extended family.
A sense of belongingness and modes of social control
were also reflected in Anita's participative learning style.
She viewed education more in a
context.

behavior~l

~nd

experiential

Individuals learn through interactive contact, and

gain their useful and positive experience from that contact.
Transmission of knowledge or behavioral expectations
occurred in a close, personal social context.
These themes, in Anita's words, were expressed as:
•

Helping out

•

I'm used to it

•

Someone you can joke around with
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Helping Out
lL~ita's

mental category of HIndian!! included subcateg-

ories of traditional and non-traditional types.

There were

also gender differences cutting across these subcategories.
"Tradition" was a category containing several dimensions she
classified as: parent-child teaching and learning, social
behaviors and language.

External evidence of tradition was

represented in ceremonies and clothing styles.
As an Indian, Anita did not view herself as traditional
because her parents Itnever told us anything." To her,
tradition involved a conscientious passing of knowledge and
legends from parent to offspring.

She also did not view

herself as traditional because of the external features of
her lifestyle--her style of dress, her preference for
country and western music, and the fact that she did not
have many opportunities to participate in traditional
activities when she was away at school.

Although she spoke

the O'odham language, she did not feel she spoke it well
enough to be considered "traditional."
In her mental category, "tradition," association of
oneself with tradition was an ideal.

It involved

demonstrating exemplary behaviors and a transmissive
relationship between parents and their children.

To Anita,

tradition was equated with good behavior and respect and
implied strong familial relationships.
youth, she noted:

Of traditional
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" •.• someone who is really into it. I don't see
them getting into trouble or anything. You hear
good things about them. You never hear of them
doing wrong. They listen and they're into good
things •.• They know what they're doing and what to
do. Their parents talk to them and they know what
it is.
In her category, "Indian," she maintained subcategories
related to location,--on or off the reservation; and peers,
--"rowdy ones" and "smart ones."

Drinking behavior often

distinguished the difference between on/off reservation and
"rowdy" and "smart" peers.

"Rowdy" students drank both in

school and on the reservation: in Anita's view; because
"they learned it from their parents and that's all they do
on the reservation."

Similarly, "rowdy" people were not

traditional because parents had not taught their children
well and had set a bad example themselves:
••. No, th~y're [rowdy types] not really into
tradition, but I feel sorry for their parents
because they got to put up with them. Some
parents just let them do what they want. They
drink and their kids drink. I know parents who
wontt say anything, try to stop them ••• It's more
important to them that they do what they want.
It was Anita's observation, also, that males did most of the
drinking:
••• they were just mostly guys--all they did was
drink--usually on the weekends. They'd drink on
the football field ••• They're just used to it. Out
on the reservation that's all they dq. Most
freshmen drink too, as soon as they get there.
In terms of location, Anita did not identify herself in
the same category as "reservation Indian" having been raised
in a town.

Therefore, she was able to cognitively
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dissociate herself from reservation behaviors.

She also

maintained a strong sense of feminine behavior as far as
drinking was concerned.

She felt it was particularly

demeaning and inappropriate for women to drink.
"Smart people" also refrained from drinking and, in
school, did their work and got good grades.

They generally

did not socialize with the "rowdy" group so as to avoid
"doing anything we didn't want to do."

Anita described a

"good student":
They'd lecture us about not getting into trouble
so they wouldn't have to deal with us in that way.
A good stUdent was someone who didn't get into
trouble ••. None of us drank. We were all relatives
--cousins. We'd run around with the staffs on
campus.
In terms of those with whom she identified, Anita
dissociated herself from the "rowdy types," choosing
behaviors more closely associated with "traditional" and
"smart."

Anita enacted a behavioral and value system which

could be identified with both of these.

"Helping" was

paramount in her ideal of being "traditional" and was also a
way to demonstrate "being smart."

In her mental category

"Indian," Anita assumed a vantage from which she could
retain pride in being Indian.

Part of this vantage is

maintaining openness with the outside world:
I'm proud to be an Indian--proud to be Papago. We
speak English and we speak our own language. We
have dances and ceremonies that go on all year.
This white person that I know says that some tribe
up north is against them coming into their reservation, going to their ceremonies. We haven't had
problems with that. Everyone can come and go.
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From this same vantage, she viewed herself as a "helper," a
position in her world view which allowed her to remain close
to her family and peers, avoid the problems confronting many
of her Indian peers, and assuming a role acceptable in
society.
"Helping" became a way to be a "good student" and also
a way to pass the time in boarding school instead of getting
into trouble.

This was a behavior she carried into high

school:
I guess it started in seventh grade in boarding
school. I'd just go and help them and ask them if
they needed anything. At school, I just felt like
helping them ••• It was to fill up time. It was
boring. They'd send me out on errands or have me
help them with paperwork.
To further dissociate herself from the "rowdy" types,
Anita and her friends, many of them relatives, closely
allied themselves with the adult dormitory staff.

They

focused on helping the staff with the variety of tasks, and
eventually assumed extended helping roles by assuming quasisupervisory roles related to housekeeping or monitoring the
activities of other students.

with some individuals, such

as Anita, this "helping" value was directed toward work with
other students, helping them with problems, especially
alcohol:
I was with the peer counseling program at Sherman
••• most of us worked with students who were alcoholics. I enjoyed that work. There's still a lot
of students who drink and we tried to talk to
them, some of our friends we knew were drinking.
We would get assigned to other stUdents who got
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into trouble ••• I was just interested in helping
people.
The consequence of helping was acceptance and close
association with adult role models, much mutual
reinforcement and a feeling of family belongingness.
Further, it fostered a viable alternative to intense peer
pressure to "party" and drink.
In Anita's mental category,"family," helping fulfilled
many of same purposes as it did in boarding school. Helping
kept the family close and mutually cooperative.

In choosing

to seek further training at DeC, Anita's primary objective
was to "get training to help out the family."

She initially

pursued training because of pressure from the family to
assume a productive role:
I was back at home and I said I don't want to go
to school and they started getti~g mad at me and
getting after me, just wasting the government's
time. So they would take me to Sells to see the
scholarship director about school, and all of a
sudden I didn't want to give that up. They
wanted us to have something to do--at least have
a job--not depend on them a lot and help them out.
Later, after she decided to go into nursing, the family
encouraged her.

Her choice of nursing was motivated by

a search for a role similar to family and boarding school
relationships:
"I decided I was always helping people there at
school--that's what I usually do is just help
people--so I thought I should go into nursing
assistant. Sometimes I'd work in the office and
all the medicines were there and the students carne
and I'd just give them out.
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I'm Used to It
Anita's family had acquired a form of migrant mobility
that focused on supporting members as they pursued various
endeavors. When Anita's sister went to New Mexico for a job,
other sisters went to live with her.

Members planned their

activities in conjunction with the residence or activities
of other members.

The parents would visit almost every

weekend and would take their grandchildren back to the
reservation for extended stays.

Provided members weren't

away at boarding schools, family i.iembers were expected to
participate in family religious and social activities.
Interaction among family members focused on cooperation
and reciprocity, and certain behavioral boundaries were
reinforced with various controls.
most commonly employed.

Teasing and humor were

These also provided enjoyment and

recreation, but in terms of internal familial control, they
could be effective as direct chastisement.
Although Anita articulated an interest in being
independent someday, this interest was always framed in the
context of family or friends.

Her sense of independence was

related more to being a productive contributor to the family
rather than depending on the family to meet her survival
needs.

Anita based her career choice on a combination of

factors: her parents wishes, a desire not to be dependent,
and her sister's precedent:
I hope to be working in nursing, mostly because of
what my sister does. My sister sort of works in

----

------

psychiatric nursing ••• My parents just want that I
go to school so that I have something to back me
up so I can at least get a job and not depend on
them which I don't want to do.
In Anita's mental framework, persons who rejected the
control of the family or who did not actively seek a
contributive role were more apt to be enticed by peers into
potentially destructive behaviors, particularly drinking.
Her statement of "I'm used to it" reflected her habituation
to and acceptance of her family's control over her.

This

orientation, she felt, contrasted with the behavioral
orientation of her Indian peers who "don't listen to their
parents" or who "just do what they want to do."

This led,

in her view, to the difficulties many of them experienced.
As

~

mutual support unit, the family planned many

activities together ranging from trips to Mexico to observe
religious events to numerous nights of bingo in which the
entire family participated.

Family members also freely

exchanged residences, relocating themselves to help meet the
needs of other family members.
While Anita viewed her close association with her
family as restrictive in some senses, family social patterns
were very encompassing.

Her becoming a student was a matter

of "that's what my family wants me to do."
To Anita, social control was both valued and desired,
especially from the point of view of being a female. To her,
women should avoid behaviors that "they will regret" or
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"that let them make fools out of themselves," especially
behaviors facilitated by drinking.

w~ile

she was willing to

allow others to exercise control over her, she was also a
willing and adept participant in the control of others.
Part of the manifestation of control was to avoid situations
and people that might lead to undesired behaviors. Family
mobility and presence provided many support

mechanisms.

She would say that because of family, she could avoid any
temptations.

She was "used to it."

Someone You Can Joke Around With
In categorizing people, whether it be friends, family,
or teachers, there were several pervasive standards Anita
used to judge the quality of relationships.
teasing and joking were particularly valued.

Humorous
These signaled

alternately invitation, acceptance, and a willingness to
cooperate on a level of friendship that the humor
facilitated.

Humor was often a "warming-up" part of

interaction, followed by more serious interaction.

However,

the most enjoyable and productive interaction was almost
always interspersed with humor and teasing.

Anita

described a favored teacher and the interplay of personal
involvement, humor, and instruction:
No one as close as her. She was a good friend.
Real friendly, easy to talk to. You could just
about tell her anything and she wouldn't say
anything to anybody. She just likes to joke
around--she's a funny person. It's just her I
really got along with ••• She asked me if I drink
and I said "no" and she said, "That's good." She
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don't like people who drink. She didn't drink
herself. She don't like people drinking. She talks
to them, but i t never works, I ~~ess.
Although joking and teasing were used in the family
sphere to control behavior, it was also used to draw
distinctions, bring points to bear, and relay information in
an informal and personalized manner.

Anita's description of

positive people in her life almost always included "someone
you could joke around with" regardless of any other
attribute she might also identify.
While in her boarding school, Anita valued "helping"
relationships with teachers and dorm staff, and "helping"
and humor appear to be related dimensions on the same
continuum.

They were reciprocal behaviors in the sense that

one evoked the other.

Students could leave their seats,

approach teachers for help and "fool around with them too."
Anita and other students would often come to class
early or stay after class for "help," or "to help" the
teacher.

They would particularly value the interaction that

occurred along with the "help".

Anita developed

relationships with favored teachers and dorm staff in this
way.

It also appeared that this was a particularly

effective way for Anita to learn.

Transmission of skills,

knowledge, and social interaction were integrally related.
Joking and teasing were also fundamental to peer
relationships. Laughter and joking had a magnetic quality
which would draw Anita into interaction with others.

Humor
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was essential to communication, friendships, and social
control among peers as well as adults.
Anita and Desert community College
Anita's world view, greatly affected and reinforced by
her boarding school experience, mirrored her habituation to
a supportive, family-oriented learning environment.

She was

able to locate such a contained environment at Desert
community College--an environment that proved to be
partially congruent with her orientation and aspirations.
Anita missed the deadline for entry into the semesterlong nursing assistant program when she enrolled, so she
decided to take introductory psychology along with remedial
courses in reading, writing and mathematics.
basic skills

assessm~nt ~€~t~

As far as the

were concerned, she said she

was "scared and nervous" but "didn't expect anything" in the
results.
Anita had not spoken to a counselor about coursework
but was advised during campus orientation that she should
enroll in the courses indicated by the computer printout
that would be given to her after the completion of
assessment testing.

She was recommended for reroedial

placement in all areas--reading, mathematics and writing.
She acknowledged that writing had been a "problem in high
school" for her, explaining why she scored low on the
writing placement portion.
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After a week in the psychology class, Anita felt
intimidated and dropped it.

She stated initially that the

class was "boring," but later admitted that it was a lecture
class with all non-Indian students and that she felt
uncomfortable.

Five or six of the students were "really

into psychology" and tended to dominate the discussions.
Anita could not follow the interaction nor was she able to
relate much of the discussion in the textbook with her own
interest in "stress and how the mind works."

She also did

not see the content of the class as having anything to do
with her interest in "helping people with problems."
In her mental category, "classes," Anita distinguished
three types--Iecture, self-paced and practical.

At

Dee,

she

perceived a distinct orientation to the lecture format where
"the teacher just talks all the time."
was generally discomfiting to her.
~xperience

at

Dee

This teaching style

She remarked that her

was "like starting over."

She was very

conscious that teacher-student interaction was different.
She indicated that students couldn't go to a teacher with a
problem as readily as when she was in high school. Although
teachers lectured in high school, they would also "come and
help you," whereas at
interaction.

Dee

she perceived little if any such

She also felt that interaction among students

was inhibited, and that they "don't talk to anyone unless
they have questions."
In terms of her previous learning, cooperating with
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other students in class or after class was highly beneficial
to comprehension and reinforcement of subject matter, and
also served to create a supportive social environment fer
learning, as well.

She remarked on the differences between

teacher interaction in high school and at DCC:
I just don't bother the students or the teacher.
Only when I have problems, then I will. I guess
it's a little bit different because if I have
problems they'll tell me where I'm sitting. At
Sherman, I'd go up to them and talk with them and
fool around with them too. Since I don't know
them I don't have any reason for going up there
and joking around with them. It was a lot easier
at Sherman. I'd just talk to them. The whole
school knows each other.
The themes in Anita's world view indicated an
orientation to close, supportive relationships.

Her view of

herself as "being smart" was based on the reciprocity of
social relationships between teachers, school staff, and
students.

Content matter assumed its salience through

cooperation, control, humor, and an inherent mutual attitude
of helping and personal responsibility.

Relationships of

distance were mostly untenable as in the case of the
psychology class.

Teaching and learning best occurred in

the context of mutual, supportive, social activity.
Two of Anita's classes, reading and writing, were selfpaced.
minimal.

Interaction with the instructors in the classes was
By mid-semester, she still felt she didn't knew

her instructors.

Of her writing instructor, she observed:

I don't even know her ••• she's quiet. Some days I
see her and she's like in a bad mood. Other days
she's nice, you know. I don't look at her. I don't
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even know when she goes by. I'm doing my work. She
has her own sections like this. There are
dividers- •• I just do my work.
She made a similar observation about her reading instructor:
I don't really know her or ask questions ••• The
aides in the class are OK ••• The teacher does her
own work--has confere.lces with different students.
I had one with her and two more to go. She hasn't
called me yet. We try to work on the comput~rs.
This paper tells you what to do and on a certain
date you have to get them in. You go by that.
Maybe when she calls me she'll tell me how I'm
doing.
The computer says I'm doing OK. There are
some days, though, I just don't feel like going.
When Anita observed during the first semester that
"students and teachers are not as close," she remarked that
she could "always go home and fool around with my sisters."
The immediate presence of a social support system in her
family remedied the occasional loneliness and isolation she
felt at the college the first semester.
Anita experienced a crisis about mid-semester when she
announced her intention of transferring to a college in
Colorado "to be with my friends from Sherman."

At this

point she perceived herself as having minimal interaction
with other students in her classes and had even less
personal interaction with her instructors.

She went so far

as to call the college in Colorado and ask for admission
forms.

During this crisis she reflected:

There are days I don't feel like going [to class].
There are days I just don't feel like talking to
anybody.
I feel like I should be someplace else
on those days ••• like with my friends at Riverside.
Shortly afterwards, Anita experienced what was to her a

---------
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positive breakthrough in her math class.

She began

interacting with other female students in the class and
started coming to the class early.

The instructor, who also

began coming to class early, began interacting with this
small group:
He comes in early like we do and we just sit there
and talk and then he comes and we start joking
around with him. We just talk to him about
everything.
Anita began to feel more comfortable with the College and
began discussing her pending enrollment in the nursing
assistant program.
During the semester, Anita socialized with her sisters
frequently and her parents would visit their daughters
almost

eve~J

weekend.

As far as living in the city was

concerned, Anita seemed comfortable and content with
recreational and social activities.

Anita finished the

first semester with an A in her math class, a B in her
writing class, and a C in reading.
The only counselor with whom Anita interacted was a
health careers adviser.

She said the adviser was "nice" and

"told me everything I have to do."

In comparison to the

semester she had just completed, Anita looked forward to the
nursing assistant program because "I get experience in the
program. "
Anita started the nursing program enthusiastically and
had few problems adjusting to the classes and clinical
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placement. She noted that almost all of the other 50
students in the program were women her age, mostly MexicanAmericans. She described the class:
••• they're all friendly. There's Joey--she's
crazy--she's just like me. She'll say anything
••• In skills class all we do is just laugh and
joke about people.
She also liked most of the teaching in the program with
some exceptions:
[instructor] teaches the morning class--in our
skills lab. She jokes around a lot, talks to us-not too serious. She's pretty nice. You can get
along with her. At the end of the day on Tuesday
is health care which is boring. All she does is
stand up there and talk. I didn't go yesterday.
The young women went through the program as a contained
class.

They attended their lectures and were placed in

clinical settings together.

Anita perceived the interaction

between students as animated and humorous.

Most of the

class work was practical, and students would help one
another with their homework and class assignments. The women
would be assigned together in small groups during their
nursing home and hospital clinical placements.

Anita

especially enjoyed this phase of the training because "We're
out there working," as well as enjoying direct experience
and opportunities to apply what she had been learning in the
skills classes.

She also felt a personal reward in

"helping" :
••• taking care of the old people, feeding them,
trying to talk to them. There's this one lady
who wouldn't eat and she just started talking to
me. She told the other workers just try to
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force down her food and she started saying that
it takes time for her to chew her food, and it
takes maybe an hour or an hour and a half •••
I like to help those who try to help themselves
••• I enjoy helping them help themselves and
getting around. That's all I ever did in school
with teachers.
Anita did not complete the requirements for the basic
certificate even though she persisted in her classes until
the end of her first year.

She found out mid-semester that

the certificate awarded for completion of the nursing aide
training program was not necessary for finding a job as a
nurse's a ide.

This k.."'lowledge she said

"s~rprised"

he::-.

Fo::-

a time she returned to the reservation to live with her
parents until she could find employment.

As of this

writing, she has been employed as a nursing assistant in a
local convalescent hospital.
Conclusion
Several factors helped Anita persist through the year
wi.th relatively few problems.

She fe1.t lonely and missed

her friends from high school, but her family support system
was

i~mediately

available to her.

She had no financial

problems, and she was reasonably comfortable attending
school with non-Indians due to previous experience as a
child.

Her sisters had also attended college before her and

had established a pattern of using higher education to
prepare for jobs. There was also a strong "family"
orientation in the nursing aide program which allowed the
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feeling of support and direct experience she needed.
When she missed her close friends mid-semester, she may
have left DCC if given an immediate opportunity.

However,

she eventually found an opportunity to enjoy some of the
teacher-student interaction she valued in high school and
this helped ease this crisis.
with the exception of dormitory life, the nurse's aide
program was similar to her boarding school experience and it
recreated the sense of family she felt there.

The

interaction between students was rewarding for her and she
had a sense that she was gaining the experience she needed
to find a job and to "help others."
Anita's life view was deeply embedded in her sense of
family and belongingness.

She was able to locate a niche

within the institution which provided a semblance of her
previous experience in education.

She was unable to locate

a point of engagement for her interest and concern in
helping develop skills to help solve social problems, but
she did obtain her goal of practical work experience.
Change and New Learning
In terms of the third research question which asks if
Anita's interaction with the institution brought about any
changes in attitudes and behaviors, it seemed that she was
able to locate a range of experiences which were congruent
with her existing standards and recipes.

.--.

---------

She was able to
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move herself from a familiar context of friends and family
to the context of a contained college program.

This was a

comfortable adaptation for her and did not require her to
examine or revise her attitudes or behaviors.
Although she held deep concerns about Indian people and
social problems on the reservation, she did not enjoy an
opportunity to explore this interest in a context relevant
to her.

She disengaged herself from the psychology class

after she discovered that there was no personal connection
or perceived

applicatic~

fo~

her.

She

learn more about "how the mind works."

class to
However, the overall

tone and format of the class failed to engage her interest.
In this sense, her experience at Desert community College
did not carry her much beyond her purpose to "get practical
skills" in order to get a job.
In terms of moving beyond the standards, recipes and
behaviors she brought with her when she enrolled, Anita
was unable to connect with several significant opportunities
which may have helped her attain the skill and insight
needed to address some of the abiding concerns she had about
Indian people and their social problems.

Along with her

experience in the psychology class, Anita did not obtain a
sense of some of the dimensions of medical training which
could have been used as a basis for a more significant
helping role.

The fact that she did not perceive any need

to complete the nurse's aide training program, because she
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found she could obtain direct employment without completing
the it, attests to the limited opportunities the program
actually afforded.

She also did not perceive any

opportunity or experience stimulation to pursue nursing
training at a more advanced level, even though

Dee

offered

many types of nursing and medical technology programs which
were in demand in the community.
Although Anita was a relative success compared to the
other students in this study, she shared the common
experience of finding that she had to limit her aspirations
and progressively peripheralize her deeper, imaginative
interests.

Relegation to a contained program consisting of

minority females like herself did little to stimulate the
acquisition of new attitudes and norms needed to effectuate
the kind of role Anita viewed as being helpful and
meaningful.

Although she had perceived the effectiveness

and qualities of these roles in people who had been
meaningful in her life, she did not perceive, through her
experience at
for herself.

Dee,

a path that could lead to a similar role
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CHAPTER 8

HENRY

Several aspects of Henry's world view significant to
education centered around issues of control and proving
himself in the realm of the dominant society.

Exposure to

urban street gangs in Phoenix and Los Angeles helped orient
him to assertive social behaviors he believed necessary for
survival. Inasmuch as Henry viewed these behaviors as
inimical to those of an Indian context, Henry felt estranged
from his Indian peers, especially those living on the
re::;l'~rvation •

Henry placed great value on interpersonal relationships
and relied on the experience and
trusted.

~~idance

of people he

His perceived lack of positive role models in his

earlier youth left him intent on eliminating or controlling
behaviors he viewed as destructive.

He considered it

important to set a good example for others.

Henry viewed

himself as separated from O'odham traditions, and embraced
education as a way to acquire the experience necessary to
establish a meaningful role in society.
Henry was born in Sells, the largest town on the
reservation, but spent his early years growing up and
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attending schools in the city.
severe drinking problem,

lef~ ~~e

relocate to the reservation.
a younger sister.

Henry's father, who had a
family, forcing them to

Henry had an older brother and

His mother was employed by an agency of

the tribal government in Sells.
After the family's return to the reservation, Henry
attended the public elementary school in Sells for a short
time, and then later transferred into a government boarding
school for his middle school years.

He then attended

Sherman Indian School in Riverside, but was expelled the
first year for drinking and fighting.

After attendi>-; the

public high school on the reservation for a semester, he
then transferred to Phoenix Indian High School where, again
due to drinking and fighting, he was suspended for the
remainder of the school year.
public high school in Sells.

He then re-enrolled in the
At the end of his junior year

the family arrived at the decision that he and his sister
should live with his aunt's family in the city where they
could also attend a public high school.

Henry

~nrolled

at

Desert Community College the fall semester after graduating
from high school.
Henry disliked life on the reservation and sought to
prepare for life in the city. He did not speak the Q'odham
language and had little interest in associating himself with
traditional ways.

While going to school in Riverside, and

later in Phoenix, Henry befriended members of street gangs.
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Although he never joined a gang himself, he admired gang
camaraderie and lifestyle.
While attending DCC, Henry continued to live with his
aunt in the city until he and his sister obtained their own
apartment about halfway through the first semester.

Henry

had applied early for financial aid and had both his BrA and
Pell grants in place when he started classes.
Aspirations
HenLY's immediate objective in college was to earn a
certificate in

&~to

mechanics.

He then planned to enter the

military where, he reasoned, the college certificate would
earn him a higher pay range.

He anticipated that he could

also attend the university after the military in order to
prepare for a business career. He believed that training and
education in severdl areas created more options.
Motivation and Perceptions
The first research question inquired about the
perceptions and motivation of the students as they entered
the community college.

In Henry's case, issues of survival

and finding a place in society were the most evident aspects
of his world view that related to education.
A theme cent=al to Henry's view of himself was
establishing control over his own life so as not to be
affected by negative influences.

His concept of control

enabled him to coexist with negative influences but still
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succeed on his own terms.

This entailed negating the bad

examples in his life by learning and exemplifying his own
positive, acceptable behaviors.
A second theme, related to the first, was establishing
the ability to respond to challenges and to prove himself.
This he thought occurred in different ways, starting with
the self, extending into interpersonal relationships, and
then out in society.
A third theme was related to his overall attempt to
locate himself in a meaningful place in society,

- - ________ ':>
nhr::o;,..,;,..,,....

-:>

feeling of happiness and fulfillment and a sense of balance
with the world around him.

These themes are expressed in

Henry's terms as:
•

Who controls?

•

P~oving myself

•

Being cool

Who Controls?
In Henry's mental category of "self," he identified
strongly with his extended family but also assumed a
position of departure from some of the behaviors and
attitudes of family members.

This departure was reinforced

by certain behaviors which Henry acquired.

His view of self

was bifurcated in the sense that he perceived himself as an
integral, contributing family member, but also sought to
control his own future.
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When comparing the categories of "self" and "other
people'; much of Henry's perspective was based on the
position he had to assume in his family after his father
left.

He was forced to be independent as well as

responsible for his mother and sister.

He viewed himself as

"not being a normal kid" because he had to work and learn
how to do things on his own.

Most of all, he had to learn

how to be assertive when those around him failed to be so.
His role of responsibility for others, namely his family,
both required and earned him a certain degree of
independenc~:

Most of my life I've kind of been on my own. I
kind of grew up on my own because I had no father.
Like most of my life I did stuff for myself and
for my mom. I had summer jobs ••• When I grew up it
was real hard for me because we didn't have money
and I had to work. When I was five year old I
wasn't a normal kid. I wasn't playing.
This view of the independent self was necessary for
"making it" in the outside world.

"Taking control" also

involved learning behaviors that were not typically
cons~dered

"Indian."

Henry provided a good example:

I learned different things from different people.
The things I do, my mom almost freaks out ••• like
you go some place and you ask for something and
it's not done the way you want it, and you tell
them, "This ain't the way I wanted it!" She don't
see too many people tell them "That's not the way
I wanted it!" I guess it's just the way I talk to
people sometimes ••• People that come from the
cities, you know, they don't take too much
bullshit from anyone. Like people on the reservation, something goes wrong and they don't say too
much about it.
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In the category of "Indian," Henry perceived other
Indians, especially those from the reservation, as "stuck to
themselves" and not wanting to talk to or meet other people.
In his mental category, "reservation," Henry viewed himself
as an outsider even though he had lived there.

In general

he felt "out of place out there" because of his selfperceived ability to associate with non-Indians and because
he had reformed himself in terms of drinking and drugs.

He

viewed his reservation peers as "looking down on everything
and up to nothing."

Reservation life and ways, from his

vantage, were not adequate to meet the demands of reality.
He distinguished between reserJation culture and ;;regular,
public people:"
California Indians are alright. They're quiet
people. They're kind of like regular public
people, not like people living on a reservation,
Like th~y just keep to themselves where like
people in the city, they go out, act wild,
act like regular people ••• A lot of kids from
the reservations used to keep to themselves
and they're kind of scared to meet people.
Whereas, from his vantage of "self," Henry went on:
••• at school, it was harder to get along with
people. I think it's harder to get along with
people at school than it is with people who are
out in public area~. It's like I had more friends
around the city and stuff than I did at school,
you know. I used to cruise around the streets and
meet different people. To me, it was a lot harder
to meet people at school than it was in public.
Henry's feeling of independence from reservation ways
was partly attributed to his not having a father.

In his

view, a father's role is to teach his son language and
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traditions.

While a lack of a father further dissociated

him from reservation ways, Henry was also not motivated to
learn those ways, preferring his own independence.
In his mental categorization of "tradition," Henry
identified a generic form of traditionalism embodied in
Indian ceremonial dancing, and another type he viewed as
being the antithesis to "modern."

He associated this type

of tradition mostly with "living in old mud houses" and
"going to see the Indian doctor." Although he acknowledged
that traditional people: especially medicine men, radiated a
certain "power" to be respected and even feared, he viewed
tradition as being associated with the past.

He also viewed

tradition as having been corrupted by drinking.

He replaced

a regard for tradition with an emphasis on preparing and
dealing with the future in a "modern" context.

This served

to de-emphasize the control of traditional society over him,
refocusing the theme of control into the domain of the
incH vidual.
Henry was also acutely aware of society's stereotyping
of Indian people, and he considered lack of ability to
control one's own behavior as contributing to this
stereotype.

While he did not eschew drinking altogether, he

endeavored to keep the behavior under control.

Although

this stereotype was prevalent, he was detetmined to be
different:
••• like a lot of people are alcoholics. The bad
thing about Indians is that everybody notices it;

;

..
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That's the bad thing about it. It',s like the way
people think about black people, stereotype them.
It1s kind of a stereotype thing with Indians too,
only it's their drinking. I always think of myself
as different from what they think--not from what
they think--but different from the people that are
alcoholics. I always think of myself different from
the people who are alcoholics, so I don't let it
bother me.
Assertiveness was also an important dimension of
control which countered the stereotype of being shy and
uncommunicative.

Henry became assertive especially when

faced with prejudice ag'ainst Indians:
••• when people are prejudiced around you, you can
tell right off the way they are. The Indians are
sort of like a minority within a minority. It's
kind of hard. A lot of people are prejudiced.
They'll talk a lot about you and maybe not say
anything to you. They can say whatever they want
but if they say it to me,. they're not going to
walk away. That's one thing I learned--just the
way I am. I'll be nice to people, but I ain't
going to take any of their bullshit.
His cognitive sense of "control," in essence, allowed
Henry to dissociate himself from stereotypes, to orient
himself to the future, and to assume a position for survival

in the competitive environment of the non-Indian.
Proving myself
In Henry's view of the world, a sense of control sets a
stage for "proving myself" in both personal and public
arenas.

These dimensions of "proving myself," included the

personal viability of changing and adapting while confirming

in a public sense that Indian people have the same
capabilities as anyone else.
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Henry described a turning-point in high school where he
committed himself to change that would enable him to find a
place for himself in society.

After getting into trouble in

boarding school and being sent home, he was challenged by
his mother:
••• she had me enro~led in school before I got home
•.• She told me I was going to drop out and that's
when I told myself, no matter how long it takes,
I'm going to graduate. She kept saying I was just
messing around and I was going to drop out. So, I
didn't drop out.
When he transferred to a public school in the city,
proving himself took on even further meaning as he sensed
that Indians faced the same stereotyping about their
intelligence as they did their drinking:
Most people think Indians, they don't know
nothing. Most people do--not everybody--they
don't think they know too much ••• There's a lot
of Indians who know pretty much what's going
on. There's a lot of them that are different
from alcoholics ••• I think I'm different.
He was particularly challenged by a former teacher's
prejudice and by having to compete with non-Indians:
It was the first school I tried my hardest. There
were other Indian kids there, too, but mostly
other kinds. I wanted to prove to myself I could
do just as good as they can. See, when I used to
go to school in junior high school, there used to
be this teacher who used to really put down the
Indians saying they're not as smart as other
people. See, when I came down here, I had never
been around other kids before and I had to prove I
could do just as good as they do. I guess that's
why I got such good grades down there--I used to
stay out of trouble. Here, there's a few Indian
kids-it's mostly Mexican kids ••• so I thought when
I got here I'd try real hard. Like the kids are
real smart, so I tried hard ••• I proved I could do
it and that I'm no different from them either.
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While attending

boardi~g

schools in Riverside and

Phoenix, Henry explored the way other subgroups "prove
themselves," stimulating his interest iii. gaii.g behavior.

He

was particularly fascinated with the behavior of individuals
who were half Mexican-American and half-Indian.

He was

intrigued by the fact that such individuals possessed the
street survival capabilities of Mexican-Americans while
still retaining their Indian identity:
When I was in Phoenix, in California, too, most
of the friends I had were off campus. See. when
I was in Phoenix, I hung around with one of the
biggest gangs and when I went to California I met
all kinds of different gang members too ••• they
used to do some pretty wild things •.• just to prove
themselves.
While attending boarding school, Henry chose to
associate with the half-Indians and spent much of his spare
time in gang neighborhoods. His identification with halfIndians was enhanced by the knowledge that Mexican-Americans
had married into his family. He drank and consumed drugs,
often stealing items from stores so as to have money "to
party."

He would often get into fights with other Indian

youth who resented his identification and association with
gang members.
He reassessed his direction in life after being
suspended from school and sent home to the reservation.

In

his mental category, "surviving," he viewed the options for
"provingl! the self as being a matter of conscious choice.

r

I
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since he was motivated to "be different" from those he
viewed negatively in his family, he chose to pursue a course
adapted to the future.

He described "partying" as a way to

avoid concerning oneself with the future, so he concentrated
on the future in order to replace "partying."

As a

dimension of his mental category, "surviving," "future" had
a sub-dimension of "preparation," and education was viewed
as a way to acquire experience:
Up in Phoenix I used to hang around my friends and
party all the time, but down here I'm trying to
quit ••• I used to do it for days. Now I don't do it
any more. Now to get through the day, I play
basketball where I used to party a lot ••• lt's
like I'm trying to change my whole life around a
lot--like to think more of the future. Before I
wasn't even worried about getting out of high
school. Now I'm doing something. I just want to
get experience.
In his mental framework, generating choices also
entailed making changes.

He attributed part of his desire

to change to maturation, and the other part to the fact that
he was physically separated from the environment that
reinforced the undesired behaviors.

Thus, he chose the

urban public high school to challenge himself in terms of
further change, and then to Desert Community College to add
further impetus to the process.

Drug-taking and drinking

were replaced by basketball games every evening.
Another dimension of proving himself and changing
involved, in Henry's view, acquisition of experience.
Although the opinions and guidance of other people were
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considered invaluable, Henry placed particular emphasis on
direct experience--to "see what it's really like."

Direct

experience lends focus to choices and changes! so that
proper decisions could be made about ultimate commitments in
life.

He viewed experience as personal. It cannot be

acquired by someone "just talking about."
only accompany experience.

commitment can

To Henry, Desert Community

College represented the first step:
I need to get experience. I'm starting out on my
own. This is just kind of like starting out for
me--to see where I'm qoinq. This is where it
starts. [The service]-it's going to be hard, but
I want to see what it's like, you know? I don't
want to hear it from someone else about how they
teach you this or that ••• I want to see what it's
like so I know what they're talking about. I want
to get that experience for myself, too.
Education,
experience.

i~

Henry's view, was a dimension of

He viewed it as a form of "practice" which

would enable him to acquire and hold a job.

Simple jobs

require simpler forms of experience or practice while more
complex jobs require more complex education.

Simpler forms

of learning could be used as a base upon which to build more
complex forms; thus Henry viewed his preparation for auto
mechanics as a logical sequence leading to university
preparation for business administration.
In Henry's view, education was related more to the
acquisition of experience for a role rather than a medium of
personal change.

Thus, "proving yourself" ultimately became

a matter of being able to find a good job for which you
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experience through education:
Education is like knowledge when you're worki~g.
I think it's still the same. You have education,
you have experience with something like learning
something. It's more like they're almost the
same.
Being cool
Henry's focus on interpersonal relationships formed a
significant part of his world view. From this focus, he
perceived certain types of behaviors and attitudes as "being
cool" or "not too cool."

These perceptions were largely

reflective of his own value system and his preferred style
of interaction with others.
"Being cool," from Henry's vantage was an existential
ideal.

At the heart of "being cool" was a strong sense of

survival, and a willingness to assert one's position in
society, whether it be as a member of a street gang or as
college student.

Henry most idealized the kind of person

"who wouldn't let anyone stand in his way."
In Henry's view, sympathetic listening and being
helpful were also central to "being cool."

These

represented ways that people take responsibility for one
another, and were important iL both family and peer
relationships.

!i1

his mental category, "other people,"

someone who was cool was a humanist who had learned from
experience and had well-developed survival skills:
••• someone that has an answer to your problems.
You ask them for help in different areas--like
they don't know QDg thing. They know different

r

I

I
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things. Someone that knows a lot about different
things.
An admired or "ideal" person in Henry's view would be

"into reality," and able to explain things knowledgeably.
Henry's admired people would have answers to problems and,
in their own affairs, would exemplify a sense of purpose and

direction.

They would serve as guides who had already

learned the art of gaining control over some of the forces
that affected them.

Such people would also have learned

things on their own, and benefitted from different kinds of
experience.

An ideal person would start off with good

listening:
There's a lot of people out there that talk to me
and don't listen. They do listen but it's like
they're there but they're not there. Then there's
people that don't want ~o listen to you. A good
person is a person who wants to listen to you and
wants to help you out ••• A good person knows how to
help you out, listens to your problems--tries to
help you out if they can.
Henry viewed education's role in this context--as a way
of knowing and applying experience to help another.

He

found a role model in his cousin's boyfriend, an Indian
university student, who also lived in the household:
••• if you ask them something, they'll be able to
tell you. It's kind of like my cousin's boyfriend.
You ask him something simple, he'll tell you, but
that's not all he's going to tell you. He takes a
long time and tells you eve~~ing. He's educated-a pretty smart guy. He helps me out with
different things. He's alright. He's pretty cool.
In the realm of family, Henry evidenced the kind of
values and behaviors he admired in others.

He recognized
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his responsibilities to his extended family and tended to
assume a role similar to his ideal.

He

counsel~c!

younger cousins and tried to instill a sense of
responsibility in them. After receiving his financial aid,
one of his first acts was to help his aunt pay her bills.
He tried to emulate those behaviors he admired in others.
In his mental category, "family," Henry identified
positive norms and role expectations which focus on
individual contribution to the common welfare of the family.
While his pursuits appeared individualistic on one level,
his ultimate aim was related to the survival of those close
to him.

Money was given to others without repayment

expected, and members were expected to contribute generously
when they had something to contribute.

Henry's quest for

experience and a future role in society remained embedded in
the ultimate needs of the family unit.
"Being cool" represented the "family feeling" that
could be felt outside the actual family--the sense of
connectedness and trust he felt with people who
personal interest in him.

tc~k

a

People who were "cool" were

perceived as being members of a supportive system that bore
similarities to Henry's extended family.

One such person

was a high school counselor during his senior year who
contacted him personally on a number of occasions to check
his progress toward graduation:
••• that's the first counselor that I ever had
that ever really talked to me and helped me. All
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of the other counselors at other schools, they'd
talk to you but wouldn't really help you ••• She got
me into this [DCC] College class and they gave
me a scholarship too. They give two scholarships
to each school and she recommended me and some
other girl ••• r used to go in there and she used to
say, "If you don't bring that grade up you're not
going to graduate." She was a pretty nice lady •••
helped me out a lot.
At the time Henry enrolled at DCC, all of the values
and virtues associated with "being cool" were embodied in a
single, positive role model--his cousin's boyfriend--who was
helping Henry define many dimensions of his life.

His

presence and effect on Henry had a certain impact on Henry's
adjustment. i.:o the college.
Henry and Desert Community College
While exercising control was a dominant theme in
Henry's existence, it was not driven so much by an impetus
of personal individualism as it was to "be different" from
those controlled by destructive influences.

Seeking out and

affiliating himself with positive influences and role models
helped him accomplish this goal. Henry depended on the
osmotic effects of those around him--his support system and
significant others--to bolster his sense of motivation and
to help him achieve his goals.

Henry's choices were made in

terms of the influences with which he would ally himself in
order to reach his goals rather than attempt to negotiate an
environment solely on his own.
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Those who were "cool" in Henry's life--those he chose
to emulate--were highly influential in his choice to pursue
higher education.

His cousin's boyfriend became the

foremost source of guidance and assistance which ultimately
helped Henry graduate from high school.

Similarly, his

cousin's boyfriend encouraged him to enroll at

Dec instead

of entering the military right away, and helped him through
the various procedures of getting enrolled.
Henry identified four areas his cousin's boyfriend
helped him with before he started classes: where to go, who
to see, where to get financial aid, and how to get into
classes.
attended

Furthermore, another cousin who had previously

Dec

counseled Henry about instructors, advising him

to take classes from instructors who would let him retake
tests rather than allow him to fail.

In retrospect, Henry

felt he would have had considerable difficulty if it had not
been for the help of his cousin's boyfriend:
My cousin's boyfriend had already done those
things and told me how. I think it would have been
really hard if I had gone at it by myself. He
already knew who I was supposed to see and what
classes you have to take when you first start. He
had to take all those classes. I would have had
hard problems--troubles getting into school if I
didn't have his help.
Based on his experiences in high school, Henry found
counselors "didn't help very much" and he regarded them
among those he categorized as "not too cool. n

Henry

depended on his informal network to negotiate Desert
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community College.

with the expectation of the automotive

counselor, Henry went through the processes at the College
without ever being interviewed by an academic counselor.
Early in the semester Henry said he was pursuing
education because "I want to learn something new and keep it
interesting."

Taking the advice of his cousin's boyfriend,

Henry scheduled himself for basic skills assessment tests
and received a computer printout which recommended him for
remedial courses in math, writing and reading.

He also took

weightlifting and basketball the first semester, activities
he enjoyed.

He viewed the remedial courses as courses that

he needed to "get out of the way first" before he could take
what he wanted.

Although his remedial placement did

surprise him, he was accepting of the results:
I thought I'd probably get higher. I got lower
than I thought I'd get but that's alright. It'll
give me a chance to learn everything over again.
stuff like I might have forgot.
It's alright, you
know. I think it's alright to learn over again.
Henry interpret£d the results as meaning that he had
lost some of what he had learned and had to repeat and learn
over again.

Although he frequently said he "didn't pay too

much attention" in these classes T he was willing to "put up
with them" until he could take the courses he wanted.
After beginning his classes, one of the first things he
observed about the College was that the instructors taught
differently than in high school:
"It's like here they mostly talk to you, like
talking all the time. In the classroom, they talk
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to you, you do so much work, they check it •••
mostly here they like ta1.k to you all day. The
other difference is the homework."
As the semester progressed through the first few weeks
Henry began missing classes.

His "problem" was oversleeping

which caused him to miss the bus.

He lived approximately

eight miles from the campus where he attended classes and
did not have any other transportation.

Generally, if he

missed his first class, writing--which was scheduled three
days per week--he would also miss the remaining classes
scheduled the same morning.

On the other hand, he rarely

missed his basketball class which was offered late in the
morning on alternate days.
Although Henry recognized acquaintances from high
school, he was not able to develop a social life on campus.
He would generally leave immediately after class and return
the next day just in time for class.

He indicated that not

much student-to-student interaction occurred in his classes
and he didn't feel involved in campus life:
I just go to class and leave. I'm not like some
people who hang around there. I just go to class
and I get on the next bus home ••• I'm alright with
the friends I got now. I don't worry too much
about making new friends. If somebody wants to be
my friend, that's alright, but I don't think too
much about it. I just like kind of mind my own
business. I'm not concerned about anybody.
As far as absences were concerned, his mathematics
instructor was the first to speak to him about attendance.
After that, Henry's attendance improved for a time--at least
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the late morning classes.

Although his math instructor

prompted him to improve his attendance and the writing and
reading instructors permitted him to make up work missed in
class, Henry felt he was not taking his studies as seriously
as he should and that he was "messing around."
In Henry's category, "being cool," he generalized ideal
and less-than-ideal behaviors on the part of teachers.

In

his view, "types" of teachers ranged from positive to
negative with a neutral zone in between.

Negative teachers

here hostile, argumentative, didn't want to help students,
and were rigid in their approach.

Positive teachers guided

students--even "pushed them a little"--and were easy to talk
to.

An idea] teacher established a personal relationship

with students, and cared about them.

A "cool" teacher

motivated students to learn through friendly interaction,
humor, personal interest, and open communication.
When Henry started classes at DCC, he perceived his
instructors neutrally.

Later, he noted that instructors

appeared to be more aloof from

stua~nts

than in high school

and did not become personally involved with the learning of
students.

He viewed students as being "more on their own,"

and instructors less caring and more businesslike:
It's just like in my math class that guy told me
"you're missing too many days. I'm going to have
to sign some papers. You're not participating in
class." That's the only thing he's ever really
said to me. The other teachers don't talk too much
to me.
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Toward mid-semester, he expressed his concern that he
was "barely making it f ' in his classes, mostly due to his
self-acknowledged poor attendance.

But he also expressed

his growing antipathy toward his instructors in math and
reading.

Of the math instructor, he observed:

.•• the instructor just talks all class period ••.
he just talks all day and we listen and he does
problems and writes on the board ••• he just stands
there and talks all day ••• A lot of people just
like to sleep in the back--you see them there
sleeping. They just come to show up.
He was also feeling frustrated with his reading class.
During the first part of the semester, he interacted very
little with his reading instructor, who mostly had aides
work directly with the students.

As interaction with her

increased, however, he complained:
Every time you talk with her she argues with you.
Like she tells you to do one thing and she'll call
you up and say let me see your work, and she'll
say she didn't tell you to do that and you'll say
she did. It's like she's always right and you're
always wrong. I don't like to talk to her either,
I only talk with the aides. It's sort of like she
does it to everyone. I don't like to talk to that
lady. She gets kind of mad.
In discussing teachers in high school, Henry indicated
a distinct preference for teachers who interacted personally
with students and who had a good sense of humor.

His

motivation to succeed was tied to teachers who were
individually interested in him.

Recalling favored high

school teachers, he noted:
I liked my art teacher. He was a pretty cool guy.
Like I was telling him I didn't want to fail his
class and he told me how to do these drawings so I
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could catch up. He was pretty nice. He could also
joke around when you talked to him. He helped us
out ••• I can draw things •
I took biology like three years ••• I almost passed
her class ••• She kept trying to help me but it was
like going in one ear and out the other. She
helped me out a lot. She kept trying to push me.
Henry had more positive feelings toward his writing
instructor.

He enjoyed many of the assignments such as

rewriting Dr. Martin Luther King's "I Had a Dream."
Although the

instr~ctor

did not interact with Henry very

much, at least he sensed some care and flexibility:
She's pretty cool--tells you what to do and what
you need to de to make things up. She's alright,
••• I'm doing alright in the class work but I still
should be doing better.
Toward the end of the semester, Henry compared his
instructors to his favored high school teachers:
"It's more like the teachers here--you do the
work. If you dontt, it's like there's nothing off
their back. It's really up to us. It's our own
grade."
Henry completed only two of his courses first semester,
writing and basketball.

He received incompletes in reading

and weightlifting and failed mathematics.
fail~re

He attributed his

in mathematics to attendance rather than his ability

to do the work. Because he received a grade point average of
less than 2.0 he received an academic warning notice from
the College. For the second semester, he re-enrolled in
reading and mathematics and also began a series of selfpaced modules in auto mechanics.
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Although the practical nature of the auto mechanics
classes renewed his spirits at the beginning of the second
semester, continued emphasis on remedial coursework began to
strain Henry's tolerance.

He began to question whether he

really wanted to be in school:
••• math, it's boring. I'm just sitting there. I'm
listening but I'm not there. I'm just sitting
there ••• I really want to go to school then I don't
want to. I'm not really set in my mind I want to
go to school. I just wanted to go into auto
mechanics and that's it.
By the end of the semester, even though he felt "bored"
and had "missed a lot of days" Henry had completed several
more levels of remedial reading.

He believed he would have

been required to continue in remedial reading until he
completed all the modules.
Even though he was happy to finally become enrolled in
auto mechanics, Henry said he "didn't finish very much" in
the program during the second semester.

A series of deaths

in Henry's family required his participation in extended
funeral rites on the reservation. As a result, he failed his
mathematics class and was unable to complete any of the four
self-paced modules in which he enrolled.
Henry unsuccessfully attempted the completion
examination in a single automotive module three times and
had not passed it by semester's end.

The self-paced auto

mechanics modules were presented in videotaped instructional
units which minimized personal interaction with instructors.

~
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In general, Henry did not find the pace and instructor
interaction of the automotive mechanics program to be
particularly supportive in helping him achieve his goals:
The teachers in auto mechanics, there's this one
that's always in there. Seems like all they do is
sit around. They're not really trying to help •.•
they just sit around. There's this one old guy in
there too and I said, "Can you help me?" and he
said, "yeah, alright. n He didn't come arolL"ld for a
long time then I seen him standing around reading
the newspaper, I said in my head, "forget it! .....
they just mostly sit around .•• That one young guy
seems like he's always complaining. I don't ask
them for too mu~h. I just try to figure it out
myself. They just stand around reading the
newspaper and some of the students j us·t come and
stand around and talk to them. That's why most of
the stuff I just learn myself. I could have done
better if I got more help.

I
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By the end of the second semester, Henry had completed
only a small number of the units in which he enrolled.
Since he had failed math and had not completed the
automotive modules, he became ineligible to receive further
financial aid from the Tribe.
sufficient funds to continue at

As a result, he did not have
~~e

College even though he

would have continued in the automotive technology classes if
given the choice.

Instead, he enlisted in the army during

the Fall of 1989.
Henry was a reluctant drop-out, a victim of the rules
governing the progress students are expected to make in
o~:der

to retain eligibility for financial aid.

Conclusion
Henry's two semesters at Desert Community College
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allowed him to experience very limited progress in terms of
proving himself and gaining control over the forces in his
life.

Even though his progress was limited in comparison to

other full-time students--a situation that was certainly
frustrating to him and eventually cost him needed financial
aid--he viewed his continuing at Desert Community College as
a desirable alternative in spite of moments of ambivalence.
Henry experienced difficulties in keeping himself
motivated, especially in coursework he did not perceive as
interesting or relevant to his interests.

In some of his

earlier experiences in education, Henry had been encouraged
and supported in personal ways by family members or school
personnel who took a personal interest in him.

Although

members of his close network, like his cousin's boyfriend,
bolstered his motivation and helped him negotiate the
college environment, he did not sense the internal support
he had known in other education environments.

This

eventually became evident in his attendance patterns in his
remedial classes and in the friction he felt with some of
his instructors.
When obligations conflicted, Henry's priorities lay
with his bilateral family.

During the second semester,

familial obligations related to deaths in the family also
impinged on his ability to attend classes regularly.

He

stated that he didn't "have to" attend to these obligations
but "wanted to out of respect."

In Henry's view, meeting

I
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these obligations was more important than meeting class
obligations and he accepted the consequences of low grades
and incompletes without feeling he needed to explain his
absences to his instructors.
Basic skills assessment testing left Henry with the
impression that he had regressed in his learning.

Although

he entered Dee with much I.£)timism, and pride in the
distinction of being among the minority of Indian students
who graduated from high school, he felt he had to take steps
backwards before he could go forward.

The remedial

environment--especially reading and math--bored him and left
him feeling he was being held from his interests.
Once he did manage to enroll in auto mechanics
training, he was disappointed in his progress in the
program.

He perceived little personal interest in him on

the part of instructional staff.

Although the video

instructional technology was designed to provide
individualization and self-pacing, Henry hinted at the
absence of an element he felt needed to succeed--quality
human interaction, or "someone to show me how."
By his own acknowledgement, the single most important
factor in his ability to persist at Desert Community College
for at least one year was the availability of a network of
friends and relatives who had familiarity with the various
processes at DCC.

He utilized these resources both before

and during his own experience at DeC.

He explained that he

lI
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"would never have made it" had it not been for the

I

availability of this support system.

Even though this

support was external, it helped Henry identify internal
resources he could use as well as avoid pitfalls.
Henry enjoyed little social interaction in the
institution except his basketball class. His social life was
centered around his family, a few close

friend~,

and his

cousin's boyfriend who had become his primary role model.
Henry enjoyed being sociable, but his interaction with the
other students was minimal. His interaction with staff and
instructors was likewise minimal.

Henry failed to achieve

his entering goal at Desert Community College.

While he

endeavored to persist and eventually succeed--no matter how
long it took him--financial aid regulations eventually
closed the "open door" to Henry, leaving him no alternative
but to enlist in the army the following semester.
Change and New Learning
In terms of the third research question--that which
asks whether Henry's interaction with the college
environment affected his desire to revise his attitudes and
accept new norms of behavior--Henry arrived at Desert
Community College receptive to new ideas and perspectives.
The boundaries of his propriospect were permeable, and he
welcomed the insights of someone older and more experienced
willing to guide and act as his mentor.
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Henry's experience with urban gangs and other nonIndians had increased his curiosity about the world, and
opened him to new experiences.

His natural curiosity and

gregarity served as a path of "cultural" learning

when he

was able to perceive himself positively in relationship to
other people.
Desert Community College appealed to only a small part
of Henry's potential.

Although he was committed to

education, he was unable to use the college experience to
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succeed.

He eventually believed that he was "messing up"

and came to view himself in a negative light in comparison
to other students around him.

Although there were a few

acquaintances from high school and his neighborhood
attending the college, he functioned as a loner and

was not

able to establish social relationships with other students
at DCC.
Henry felt less confidence in his ability to succeed at
the end of his first year than when he began college, and
complained increasingly that he was "barely getting by."

At

the end of the first year, he viewed himself much less
favorably in terms of his ability and potential than when he
started at Desert Community College.
CUltural acquisition occurs when the self and others in
the environment are viewed positively and when there is an
incentive to participate in the realms of behaviors and
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attitudes of others.

Henry had demonstrated his ability and

commitment to revised behavior and attitudes in a IIstreetwise" sense.

He was able to generalize his experience to

education, committing himself to graduate from high school
while most of his Indian peers were dropping-out.

He

brought this same openness and commitment to college.
However, the social milieu and the learning situations
experienced there left Henry feeling that his commitment
existed in a vacuum.
Henry left

Dee

feeling that he was of less worth then

when he arrived. In this sense, some of his previous
learning had been eroded rather than sustained or expanded.
The positive attitudes and behaviors needed for new cultural
competence did not materialize in accordance with Henry's
expectations or learning potential.

[
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CHAPTER 9
CECELIA
Cecelia was raised in a family committed to vigorous
adaptation and change.

She viewed education as the most

direct path toward desirable material and behavioral
benefits associated with adaptation, and as a way to

her ideal of helping others.
Cecelia was greatly invested in her ability to use
language effectively and to succeed academically.

These

skills facilitated adaptation and social mobility in the
non-Indian world.

These abilities also allowed her to

distinguish herself from some of the perceived undesirable
attitudes and behaviors of reservation peers.
Cecelia enrolled in Desert Community College a year
after graduating from the public high school on the
reservation.

She postponed her enrollment because her

financial aid applications had not been approved in time.
Prior to starting classes, she moved from Sells, the
community in which she was raised, and leased an apartment
in the city with her boyfriend who had been a classmate in
high school.

He had attended a trade school in the city the

preceding year, obtained a certificate in heating/air
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conditioning, but had been unable to find employment on the
reservation.

He intended to seek a job in the city and help

support Cecelia while she was attending college.
Cecelia spent some of her childhood in the city before
her parents divorced.

She had attended several public

schools before the family's return to the reservation.

Her

father, who was a highly respected former tribal official,
continued to live and work off the reservation.

However, he

maintained close contact with his children and they spent
summers and weekends visiting

__ ':.loo..
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in the city.

Due largely to the influence of a religiously-oriented
aunt, Cecelia was sent to a Phoenix area fundamentalist
Christian Indian boarding school at the beginning of the
fourth grade.

She attended this school until the tenth

grade when health problems and her increasing aversion to
rigorous, fundamentalist lifestyle at the school resulted in
her being allowed to stay on the reservation to complete
high school.
Cece!ia described most of her mother's family in Sells
as having undertaken a mass fundamentalist religious
conversion during a relatively short period during her
childhood.

This occurred after the death of her maternal

grandfather, a medicine man who directed the family's role
in traditional activities and ceremonies.
While not completely rejecting traditional ways,
Cecelia's grandmother and aunts encouraged the remaining
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family members to embrace the values and beliefs represented
by fundamentalist religion.

In particular, this called for

total abstinence from alcohol.

Excessive drinking had been

a problem among family members and they associated this
problem with O'odham traditional Catholicism, its practices,
and social orientation.

Family members, in effect, were

expected to adopt new values and behavior patterns,
replacing those considered to be spiritually harmful and
seemingly less relevant.
Cecelia's father was raised in a remote village on the
west side of the reservation, but later chose to attend a
university and obtain a degree.

According to Cecelia, her

father got an education so he could live and work off the
reservation.

Although he had served as a tribal official

for several years, he worked mostly in executive/managerial
positions with social service agencies serving Indians
around the state.

Cecelia's father maintained frequent

contact with Cecelia after she started college.

He gave her

a pickup truck for transportation and helped pay for its
maintenance.
Cecelia had a younger brother attending middle school
and a younger sister attending the public elementary school
in Sells. Her mother was employed in a clerical position by
a division of the tribal government.

Her maternal family

lived together as an extended unit in a section of Sells
which the family had inhabited for many years.

Although the
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middle-aged adults of the family spoke the O'odham language,
Cecelia, like most of her young adult peers in Sells, did
not learn the tribal language and spoke only English.
Cecelia's uncle had recently installed a large satellite
receiver near the family's homes and was selling cable
television service in the community.
In her community, Cecelia perceived herself as part of
a group of peers others considered to be "smart, rich kids."
Although Cecelia and her family were far from being wealthy
by conventional monetary standards, differences in dress;
family occupations, lifestyle, and school performance-especially those that emulated the dominant society--seemed
to prompt this perception on the part of other O'odham
youth.
Aspirations
In terms of the first research question--the
aspirations, motivation and perceptions that Cecelia brought
to the community college--cecelia was firmly committed to
education.

Although she discussed several interests related

to helping people, Cecelia's singular goal was to become a
lawyer.

She said during the first interview, "I want to do

that real bad.

That's what I wanted ever since I was

little--in grade school.

I always wanted to be a lawyer."

Cecelia viewed the law as a way to help people in a
substantive way while assuming a challenging and pertinent
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role for herself in the larger society.

The practice of law

would also fulfill a childhood dream which had often been
reinforced by her father's encouragement, and later by her
awareness of the potential of her academic abilities.
Cecelia shared her father's preference for living and
working off the reservation, indicating a strong willingness
to prepare for a role in the mainstream society.
Cecelia originally applied to an Arizona university
which had a law school.

She received a rejection notice

from the university but did not examine the contents to
determine the reasons for rejection.

She then applied to

and was accepted at Desert Community College, and
subsequently enrolled the fall semester, 1988.
Motivation and Perceptions
Cecelia's world view reflected a movement. away from
less relevant yet still powerful influences of tradition,
toward the adaptive

&~d

ascendant influence of education.

Her view of "self" and her cognitive categorization of the
social environment seemed to lend themselves well to those
typical ideals of college success--motivation, clear goals
and expectations, and orientation to the future.

Yet

Cecelia's world also reflected the complications of its
context, an environment of sometimes opposing influences.
Major themes that emerged from Cecelia's world view
revolved around her awareness of the effects of money,
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occupational status, and education on the behavior and
lifestyles of people, particularly Indians.

Accordingly,

Cecelia's ideal "self" would embody a sense of independence
and self-sufficiency moderated by a strong emphasis on
helping others through exercise of talent or skill.

These

themes were represented in Cecelia's words as:
•

We've got to help ourselves

•

Knowing how to use words

•

Making it

We've Got to Help Ourselves
Cecelia's world view subsumed a mental category,
"adapting."

In this category, the consequences of failing

to adapt were poverty, dependency, and desperation.

From

her vantage in this category, successful adaptation involved
acquiring the behaviors and attributes equivalent to those
used to survive in the mainstream society.
For Cecelia, having enough money was associated with
personal happiness and family well-being.

Lack of money

caused anxiety, and feelings of helplessness.

Possessing

enough money meant control over her own life.

To Cecelia,

money was an essential part of a productive existence, and
she identified lack of it as one of the "biggest problems on
reservation."

Cecelia also viewed dependency as a problem.

An important aspect of acquiring both money and education

was self-sufficiency.

When asked about her goals, she said:
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For me, when you're not depending on anyone else,
like the money that I make ••• Like how to pay for
your house, make payments, like how to take care
of your insurance, cars, things like that.
with her family's religious conversion came greater
focus on money and the benefits it provided.

The most

immediate reward when family members quit drinking was the
availability of money to acquire not only necessities such
as food and clothing, but even a few "luxury" items like
automobiles and stereo systems.

The availability of money

changed and supported the lifestyle choices of the family.
conscious emulation of some of the social behaviors of the
dominant society replaced undesirable drinking habits
associated with reservation poverty and lack of opportunity.
Cecelia associated education with the ability to earn
money.

Money and education were related to the larger

category of lifestyle differences.

In particular, she

observed that educated Indians:
••• they seem to be rich. They're not wild like
people who don't get paid so well. They're just
calmer. They don't go out and party like other
people ..• they don't drink as much. They'll drink
but they won't drink to get drunk.
In her view, people on the reservation who were
educated and made an adequate living led a happier, less
stressful existence.

Those who failed to adapt, or failed

to acquire an education:
••• can't do anything. They can't work and find a
job and they have to get on the government things
to get money. They seem to be lazy or something
••• they won't go back and finish high school. I
know a lot of people like that. A lot drop out. A
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lot of them are dead. They buy up things and it
kills them. There are a lot of funerals for young
people.
In Cecelia's family, money was not personally gained or
horded but was shared.
benefit all.

The fortune of one was expected to

Yet, having money also allowed greater

individual mobility, pursuit of personal goals, and
independence.

While not incompatible, these positions

sometimes competed in the balance of individual needs and
those of the extended family.
Cecelia and her family were far from being wealthy in
spite of the perceptions of her peers.

However, the

behavior of Cecelia and her circle of peers differed
substantially from most of the youth in the community:
They ignored me. They didn't like me and some
of my friends. Nobody liked us. They thought we
were rich or something. Those different clothes
that they couldn't get. I guess they were jealous
or something because we always had money. I don't
know how we always had money, but we always had it
and we shared together and nobody liked that.
To Cecelia, "helping ourselves" meant adaptation for
survival.

Money was essential to adaptation, and education,

in turn, to acquire money.

The behavior and attitudes of

people with money and education were those she identified as
being necessary for happiness and survival.
Knowing How to Use Words
Cecelia possessed few skills in traditional areas in
which most older female family members were competent such
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as basketmaking, traditional food gathering, and food
preparation.

Similarly, she could not speak the O'odham

language and viewed herself as "not knowing anything" about
traditional language and culture.

She viewed her strength

as "being smart," an ability to relate to and comprehend
more difficult English language usage.

This was a skill she

considered uncommon among her reservation peers.
"Being smart," was one of many potential competencies

in her mental category, "things people are good at."

Other

individuals may acquire skill in such areas as sports,
traditional crafts, or drawing, and these are skills and
abilities among which "being smart" is arrayed.

"Being

smart" was particularly useful in getting an education
which, in turn, she linked closely with adaptation and
survival.
To Cecelia, an individual's competencies were meant to
benefit other people in reciprocal ways.

By "being smart"

in the realm of words, Cecelia felt she could help people by
knowing and being able to perform a skill others could not.
Similarly, others were expected to use their competencies to
help others:
•• you will know things others don't know and you
can help them, and they can help you with something you don't know, and they can be smart in one
thing, and I can help them and they can help me.
"Being smart" was also social

behavio~

distinguished some individuals from others.

that
In high school,
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"smart" students were identified by their behaviors and
attitudes.

They were more "into their work" while students

who weren't smart didn't listen and misbehaved.

From

Cecelia's mental vantage, "being smart" consisted of such
behaviors as:
They're [smart people] always studying. They're
not rowdy like other people. They join academic
clubs and things like that ••• they are always in
the classrooms, or they are always in the library
playing checkers, playing games in there, chess or
something ••• They don't want to do what the other
people do.
communication skills
sense of "being smart."

we~e

central to Cecelia's personal

Cecelia viewed most youth on the

reservation as not being outgoing and lacking in language
facility.

Thus, Cecelia's orientation to school and the

behaviors that were associated with success there set her
apart from others in terms of her assessment of her own
strengths.

She associated her strength in language with her

ability to "defend" and help others.

She mentioned

instances in which she intervened in high school when
students taunted other stUdents:
••• they would do something to them, like humiliate
them in front of everyone and sometimes I would
get mad and talk to them and they wouldn't understand what I said. They don't know what I said so
they can't say anything back. Somet~mes things
just pop into my head. I don't know what I'm
saying myself. I can use it to put somebody down,
so it just comes out.
Lawyers have a command of language, so Cecelia's view
of her own competencies lent salience to her anticipated
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future role. The value of "helping others" had other
implications as well.

The role of lawyer as a helping

profession was invested in the view that words have power.
This power can be used on behalf of people who don't have
that power.

A lawyer, in Cecelia's view, helps people cope

with legal issues, especially those related to protection of
consumers and their financial resources.

She also viewed

the role of lawyer as protecting others from discrimination.
As part of the helping dimension of the role of lawyer,
Cecelia stated that she wanted to work with poor people who
wOuld not be charged for her services. She described how she
would use her skills:
I want to try to help some of the people who can't
get help. There's a thing in Sells called Legal
Services. There's two lawyers that work there but
they don't get paid. People that come in don't
pay them because they don't have money ••• they have
to qualify for it ••• I'll work in a place where they
don't have to pay me ••• There's a lot of people thct
don't have jobs and they have a family.
From Cecelia's vantage, future role was built upon
personal strengths--in this case her ability to relate to
the complexities of the English language.

Future role was

also built on a fundamental theme of being a helper and
sharing the competence and skill--whatever its form--for the
benefit of others.

These strengths are relative to those

others may possess.
Making It
A part of Cecelia's world view and the position of
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Indian people within it was represented in her cognitive
categories, "Indian" and "reservation."

Distinguishing

Indians who had been raised off the reservation, she
considered them more demonstrative and outgoing compared to
reservation-raised Indians.

From her vantage, the ability

to be outgoing and verbal was part of the Indian's way to
adapt and "make it."

Another

dimension of this vantage was

the ability to become independent and self-sufficient.
Cecelia considered herself an outsider to most other
youth on the reservation.

Since she spent her early years

in the city she felt she had been habituated to that kind of
environment.

She said she felt more comfortable around city

people than reservation people. She associated her sense of
"being smart," having money and "making it" as being more
demonstrable in a non-reservation setting.

She felt

restricted on the reservation.
As a dimension of both the categories "adapting" and
"making it" Cecelia distinguished different types and forms
of "education."

These allowed her to perceive herself on a

continuum of change.

While she viewed people on the

reservation as resisting change, education would allow her
to "make it," further separating her from the undesirable
attitudes and behaviors of her reservation peers.
Traditional learning was not included in the category of
education,

Aside from respecting traditions, Cecelia felt

no need to learn traditions because she felt that they were
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not pertinent to her goals and aims in life and they would
detract from her desire to be independent and selfsufficient:
••• there's going to be no more tradition. I think
it's alright. I don't know what it is to be
traditional. I don't hear anybody talk about how
it was. I don't really care for it that much.
Cecelia's position was: "Education makes you smarter."
Becoming smarter was equated with learning how to do things,
allowing greater independence and control over her own life.
The consequences for not obtaining education were: "you
don't know anything," you have no skills or job and you
remain "dependent."

Cecelia also differentiated long-term

education from short-term training, indicating that shortterm training was not sufficient to satisfy lifelong needs.
In Cecelia's view, there were other ways to "make it.rI
Some families on the reservation had made money bootlegging,
selling drugs, or smuggling undocumented workers, but the
illegal aspects of these activities could result in shortlived returns when the law intervened.

Education lent

legality to "making it" in an environment where many had
been forced to engage in illegal activities in order to
survive.
Cecelia's view of "making it" was consistent with her
categories of survival and adaptation.

She described her

own prescription for happiness:
••• live in a place you like--You have to have
money, a place of your own where you really want
to live and money to help you and be satisfied

II
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with your work ••• knowing good and bad things, like
how to pay for your house, your cars, things like
that; knowing how to fix things yourself.
There were contradictions in Cecelia's world view.
While she accepted the changes represented by increased
materialism, emphasis on social class distinctions, and
higher educational levels, she could not entirely assimilate
the individualistic view of self that accompanies them.

She

articulated a goal of individual self-sufficiency, but it
remained embedded in the
to the bilateral family.

conte)~

of her role and obligations

While there was the potential for

conflict, Cecelia seemed prepared to honor the demands of
two goals--meeting her family obligations while preparing
for individual self-sufficiency.
Although her family had encouraged her to eschew
traditions, Cecelia maintained a strong sense of the power
of supernatural events; she believed that traditions would
eventually disappear, but she had great respect for the
"powerful" presence of traditional exemplars, especially
medicine men.

She acknowledged that while "things are

changing," traditional ways still embody power and meaning:
••• my grandmother said that people there would
always go to the medicine man and things like that
and never go to the hospital. But now things are
more difficult and they don't really know what's
wrong with the person, so they tell them to go to
the hospital. I don't know what they do to the
people when they go to the medicine man because
they start getting better. There's some things
they can do the hospital can't and there's things
they can't do the hospital can.
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Cecelia and Desert community College
During our initial interview, Cecelia told me "Money is
the biggest problem--just mainly money, that's

all.'~

In

fact, financial concerns continued to dominate her energies
at Desert Community College the first semester.

The first

semester also closed on a note of personal tragedy when,
just before Christmas, her father was killed in an
automobile accident.

As a result, Cecelia was unable to

complete any of the four courses in which she initially
enrolled.

She re-enrolled the second

se~ester

but the

impact of her father's death, combined with severe financial
problems, resulted in her dropping out and returning to the
reservation by mid-semester.
Concern over finances created intense anxiety for
Cecelia, and she constantly expressed doubts about being
able to finish even the first semester.

Her BIA scholarship

barely covered the rental of her apartment and, after
tuition was deducted by the College from her Pell Grant, she
did not have enough money to pay utilities or buy adequate
food.

Initially, she was only supporting her boyfriend who

was attempting to find work. Later a cousin and her child
from the reservation also came to live with them for a
couple of months.

In an effort to borrow money to make ends

meet, she and her boyfriend would "go visit relatives"
around town and on the reservation.

In the meantime, her

pickup truck needed continual repairs which placed
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additional financial burdens on her.

Financial problems

caused Cecelia to miss several weeks of classes the first
semester and she had to drop most of her courses to avoid
failing or low grades.

While family earnings were adequate

to support the family on the reservation, family income was
not sufficient to help support Cecelia attending school off
the reservation.

Aside from her father's occasional

contributions the first semester, Cecelia was almost totally
dependent on financial aid.
Cecelia did make one attempt to secure additional aid.
After discussing the matter with the Indian student adviser
who recommended a work study program, she visited the
financial aid office.

After this visit she told me,

..... this one lady said that I couldn't because I was a
university transfer and it was only for students who were in
two-year programs for direct employment."
In spite of these discomfiting events and
circumstances, Cecelia maintained her resolve to pursue her
education.

Her financial problems constantly evoked

reminders of the poverty she felt was affecting the wellbeing of people on the reservation.

However, this also

accentuated her resolve to continue her quest for the
material and social benefits of education in order to
overcome these feelings.

The pivotal themes in her world

view enabled her to do this, but she experienced great
difficulty in enacting the negotiating strategies needed to

r
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deal with many barriers she encountered along the way.
Cecelia's life theme, "making it," reinforced a view of
herself that she possessed the skills and attitudes
necessary to succeed in the non-Indian world.

She enjoyed

attending classes with non-indians but felt self-conscious
if attention was called to her.

Because she "spent a lot of

time in the city," her previous experience--with a great
deal of reinforcement from her father--served as a resource
which allowed her to maintain a sense of direction in spite
of situations and circumstances which might have otherwise
eroded her resolve.
In spite of a strong sense of direction, Cecelia often
felt frustrated by the environment at Desert Community
College, and had difficulty acquiring access to the
experiences she felt would have placed her in the realm of
her career interests.
During the first semester, Cecelia did not feel
challenged by her courses, noting that reading, writing and
math are real easy" and "they still seemed like I was in
high school:"
Some of the classes that I'm taking like reading,
writing and math, still seemed like high school-like high school courses. I thought college
courses would be real hard.
She was surprised at the ease of the assessment tests
in reading, writing and math she had to take during
enrollment, noting: "I thought I would have a hard time."

r
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Although she felt competent with respect to her language and
reading skills, Cecelia's scores indicated remedial
placement in reading and math.

She reacted ambivalently: "I

wasn't surprised at what I got--good and not too good."
Unaware that enrollment in remedial courses was not
mandatory at DCC, she enrolled in remedial reading and math.
Although her writing ability was placed at college level and
she could have taken a transferable course, she enrolled in
a non-transferable, lower-level,

remed.~al

writing course.

She did this because there was an insufficient number of
writing sections at her recommended level, and she thought
she was "satisfying the writing requirement" by taking the
course.

She believed that writing was mandatory the first

semester, and had not been counseled that she could have
enrolled in an alternate, transferable course.
When she met with an academic advisor, she told him of
her intention to pursue a pre-law curriculum.

The advisor

told her that Desert Community College did not offer a prelaw major and recommended she select a major in social
services.

After Cecelia did this, her father, who had

studied law, was dismayed at such a recommendation.
However, for the first semester, Cecelia had already
enrolled in an introductory social services course in
addition to her remedial classes.
Part of Cecelia's life theme, nknowing how to use
words,n included a very stable sense of her ability to
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perform academically.

She harbored few doubts about these

abilities, and felt teachers were very instrumental in
helping students "become smarter."

In her mental category,

"teachers," Cecelia identified two basic types: those "who
helped" and those "who could care less."

The first type

included teachers who stimulated and challenged their
students and would take all measures necessary to insure
that all students understood the lesson.

The second type

assigned "busy work," played favorites, and were arbitrary
with students. In negotiating the environment at Desert
Community College, Cecelia distinguished

th~

first

t~~.e

of

teacher from the second and took steps to avoid the second
type.

Her response to negative feelings about teachers or

classes was withdrawal.
Cecelia found the work in her remedial classes,
especially reading, to be "not too interesting" and "a lot
of work."

She described her reading class:

••• reading is a lot of work. We had to do four
chapters every day and test every Tuesday and
Thursday ••• then we had to do those film strips
too, and these cards too.
She enjoyed the social services class because the
associate faculty instructor, a Catholic nun, was humorous
and encouraged participation in the class.

The students in

the class were older, which added to the comfort level for
Cecelia. She noted:
You know everybody in there, they all talk to me.
It's mostly older people.
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In the ramedial math class, the tone of the environment
was much different. Cecelia experienced feelings of
isolation and discomfort right from the beginning.

At

first, she felt uncomfortable with the instructor and the
atmosphere:
A lot of people in the class couldn't get anything.
They said he was a good teacher. He avoids people
sometimes. He gets mad sometimes. It's always him
that's right. Nobody else is right. The book don't
know but he knows! He gets upset if you don't
understand it the first time. If you keep asking
him he gets real angry. He kinda gets loud. He
says, "You don't have to keep asking!" but he says
it in a voice that you can tell that he's mad.
Missing classes because of financial exigencies
exacerbated Cecelia's feelings of isolation in the math
class.

She also sensed that the instructor did not share

concern for all students and that he was discriminating
against her. Finally she decided to withdraw:
I guess some of the causes that I didn't like were
I didn't know anybody in there, nobody talked to me
and stuff like that. It seemed like he (the teacher)
didn't really want to help me or something, or that
he was avoiding me, stick mainly to the other people.
I was the only like color different and he wouldn't
---that's why I dropped the class. Some girls that
sat on this side---they were favorites. He talked to
the ones that like seemed smart--like when we did our
first test, he talked to them.
Toward mid-semester, with no food or money for
transportation, Cecelia and her boyfriend returned to the
reservation to get their truck repaired and to try to get
additional funds from their families, the Tribe, or the
legislative district in which they lived.

As a result, she
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missed about 10 days of classes. Cecelia justified returning
to the reservation to solve her financial problems because
"We didn't have no money. That's the only place we could go
to get anybody to help us."
Upon her return, she consulted with her instructors
about making up the work.

Two of them, the writing and

social services instructors, advised her that she could make
up the work and that her absences wouldn't necessarily
affect her

~rade.

The reading and math instructors both

told her thatf regardless of her ability to make-up the
work, absences resulted in automatic grade reductions.

They

advised her she should drop the classes and take them again
the following semester.

She was disheartened by this,

knowing that she could have made up the work:
She [reading instructor] knew I could catch up.
She didn't want me to take the grade in there. I
knew I could make it up so I told her I would
drop, even though I didn't want to drop. She said
if I didn't, drop it would pull down my grade
point average. She said the work I made up
wouldn't have that much to do with the work we're
doing now.
with two classes remaining, her writing and social
services classes, Cecelia continued the semester.

She

became increasingly absorbed by the social services class.
She particularly like the experiential aspects:
She's always really excited about everything,
every time class comes ••. and she gives us assignments and we go out to different agencies ••• She
gives us a lot of outside assignments. She always
has interesting speakers. The ones we had today
are these people that used to be into drugs. Like
they talked about how they tried to get off.
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Although Cecelia had taken a writing class far below
her ability level and found the class "too easy," she at
least enjoyed a sense of success in the class and was
reinforced by the instructor:
I always like to write and get my best grades in
writing things. Anything I wrote I always got a
good grade. The writing teacher asked ~e if I was
ever going to write a book. She liked my writing.
Financial concerns and job hunting left Cecelia no time
to become involved in campus activities, and opportunities

to make friends were minimal.

"~en

asked what she liked or

disliked about the college in general, she expressed a
feeling of minimal involvement:
I like the entertainment they always have outside
but I don't know anything else. I wouldn't know
what to say because I just go to class and leave.
Just before final examinations, Cecelia had to return
to the reservation to help her family deal with her father's
death.

Although she was grief-stricken, she returned in

time to begin the Fall semester.

She enrolled in beginning

psychology, sociology, a social service seminar, and reenrolled in reading. It was also her intention to take the
final examinations in the classes she was unable to complete
the previous semester.
The remainder of Cecelia's financial aid had been paid
and her boyfriend, who had enrolled for classes at DCC, also
received a financial aid award.

She was allotted a small

I
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amount of money from her father's estate which also eased
the couple's financial burdens for a time.
Cecelia's experience at Desert Community College became
more enjoyable for her during the beginning of the second
semester.

She particularly liked her psychology and

sociology classes which challenged her and tended to focus
on current events and topics. In her reading class, she
advanced three levels within a one-week period.

Cecelia

stopped going to the social services seminar after the third
~eek

because she was extremely uncomfortable about the self-

disclosing required in the small-group setting.
Socially, Cecelia began making friends with non-indian
students, although she complained that she could not
socialize with them much because of lack of funds.

Her

cousin transferred from a college in Phoenix and enrolled in
some of her courses with her.
feeling of comfort.

This greatly added to her

Her sociology instructor, a part-time

associate faculty member and young woman about 25, took a
personal interest in Cecelia and encouraged her to call her
at home.

Cecelia called her on occasion, discussing a

variety of topics.
By mid-semester, events took a turn for the worse. and
Cec~lia

could no longer meet the demands of school.

Family

health problems and in-fighting over her father's estate
required more of her time on the reservation.

Her vehicle

became disabled and funds could not be secured to pay for

I
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repairs.

As the semester concluded, she had not withdrawn

from classes nor had she tried to arrange to complete her
coursework with any of her instructors.

Only her sociology

instructor was aware of he! personal problems.

Cecelia did

not return to Desert Community College the following
semester and stayed on the reservation to work and help care
for family members.
Conclusion
The central themes in Cecelia's world view reflected an
emphasis on purposeful adaptation through education, a sense
of confidence in her academic ability, and a need to persist
and be self-sufficient despite a paucity of resources.
These themes denoted commitment to surviving the adaptation
process by exercising control over the external forces which
affected her ability to achieve her goals.
Cecelia was steered away from her career aspirations
toward social services, removing her from her interests.
Placement testing indicated she needed remedial coursework
she probably did not need.

Her first semester consisted of

mostly unchallenging, repetitive coursework discontinuous
from her interests.

Even though she had done her work at

home when she had to absent herself from these classes, she
was encouraged to drop the courses rather than accept
reduced grades for lack of attendance.

II
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While Cecelia's ideal was to rrbe on my own," she

was

faced with the dual dilemma of no money and no available
support system. The only time she approached a college
office for assistance with her dire financial situation, she
was given misleading information. She coped with her
situation by

~~ntinuing

to rely on the support system she

knew, even though travelling long distances contributed to
her difficulties.

Services and programs could not, in her

view, replace her familial network.
During the first half of the second semester, Cecelia
was able to progress beyond remedial education and enroll in
courses which were more enjoyable and challenging.
Unfortunately, she was also dealing with grief over the loss
of her father and experienced more financial difficulties.
She did not seek assistance from within the College but kept
returning to her home community to deal with problems and
crises.
After a full year of enrollment, and in spite of the
expenditure of much time, effort and resources, Cecelia had
not earned any grades or credits. A combination of external
events and circumstances, situational aspects of the
College, and her internal pattern of negotiating recipes
ultimately led to failed expectations and her decision not
to return to Desert Community College.

I
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Change and New Learning
As the second semester progressed, Cecelia's
propriospect was beginning to accommodate new intellectual
viewpoints and perspectives, particularly as she began
making personal contacts with her sociology instructor.
Cecelia was prepared to revise her attitudes on an
intellectual level since she had taken obvious pride in her
"smartness" and perceived this quality as a vehicle for
change and adaptation.
Cecelia~s

difficulties arose not from lack of

intellectual motivation but from a lack of operational
negotiating skills.

While Cecelia identified with many

aspects of the dominant culture, she had not learned the
rules necessary to approach her goals or to wholly employ
the means necessary to reach them.

To successfully

negotiate the various aspects of her role as a student would
have required her to operate more substantially within the
realm of dominant society expectations and meanings.
Cecelia's rules for balancing all of the external
situations and predicaments in her life with frequent and
sustained contact with her home community and family
conflicted excessively with the inherent expectations of the
student role.

Her response to at least two of her classes,

mathematics and the social services seminar, was retreat and
withdrawal.

Her reactions to the perception of an

instructor's prejudice toward her, or pressure to self-
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disclose were guided by recipes that protected her internal
integrity, but did not resolve the situations to her
benefit.
While Cecelia experienced some intellectual
stimulation, the college experience did not foster the
revision and new learning needed for her to succeed.

Her

obvious orientation and interest in language went unnoticed.
She was not provided opportunities to acquire the skills
needed to negotiate and problems she experienced.
Cecelia never felt sufficiently at ease or trustful of
those around her. She did not sense that alternatives
existed--much less available--which could be utilized to
resolve some of her difficulties.

The intensity of her

survival needs drew much of the emotional energy needed to
succeed as a student, and her continued reliance on previous
learning to cope with the new environment tended to
exacerbate the problems she experienced.

Sensing little

support or encouragement from the environment, she relied on
her previous patterns of behavior to survive.
Cecelia viewed the institution as unresponsive and even,
at times, hostile when her priorities focused on family and
survival needs.

This reinforced the lack of feasibility of

alternatives or new learning, and prevented her attaining
the functional, adaptive skills she needed.
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CHAPTER 10

DANIEL
Daniel's world view focused upon choosing a path in
life that would help him defeat Indian stereotypes and allow
him mobility in society at the same time.

This "right path"

involved taking risks--generating choices not normally
utilized by Indian people.

Taking risks meant being

aggressive and defying nonproductive or destructive peer
behaviors and attitudes.

Daniel chose the path of

athletics, namely long distance running.

This became a

practical and symbolic way for him to compete for a place in
society while setting a good example for other Indians.
To Daniel, a dimension of Indian traditions, the "old
ways" to survive, conflicted with the realities of
contemporary survival needs.

Yet, in his view, Indians were

still obliged to honor their roots, reconciling their quest
for social identity within a context of tradition.

While he

viewed education as necessary for survival, it also
detracted from the meaning and significance of tradition.
Thus, Daniel faced a unique but conflict-producing life task
of finding a path through dual realities of surviving in the
larger society while maintaining an identity consistent with
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his tribal background and traditional heritage.
Daniel was born and raised off the reservation.

He

attended urban public schools all his life except for one
year in a Catholic Indian boarding high school in New
Mexico.

He had an older brother in the army, a younger

brother and step-sister in middle school, and a younger
sister still attending elementary school. His father was
catastrophically disabled in an automobile accident during
the mid-1970s and lingered in a comatose state until his
death five years ago.

Prior to his accident, Daniel:s

father had graduated from a university and worked in private
industry as an engineer.
In order to support her family, Daniel's mother worked
as an administrative aide for an urban Indian organization.
An elderly O'odham man, who raised Daniel's mother after her

parents died, also lived in the household as a
"grandfather."

He suffered from Alzheimer's disease, and

required a great deal of personal care.
of Daniel's first semester

a~

He died at the end

Desert Community College.

The

family lived on the "south Bide" where most of the city's
minority and lower socioeconomic populations lived.
Daniel was raised off the reservation, but was always
sensitive to his Indian background.

He maintained close

friendships with other O'odham and Yaqui Indian youth in his
neighborhood.

As a child, during the summer months, he

visited the village on the reservation where his parents

r
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were raised. Although he enjoyed staying with relatives, he
never felt accepted by other O'odham youth who considered
him "rich" and different.
Daniel learned how to survive and compete.

He was

oriented to urban life and had grown up in a neighborhood
which produced considerable interethnic competition.

While

attending middle school, Daniel discovered his abilities in
track and field competition.

Before graduating from high

school, he had secured honors for his track
had travelled to

~~~stralia

performap.~~

and

and China for international youth

track and field events.
While getting to know Daniel, I observed he had
developed considerable facility in adapting his behavior and
speech to different ethnic groups.

His use of standard

English was well-developed as was his ability to employ
Black English or the local Mexican-American English dialect
with friends and acquaintances he would encounter on our way
to the interview sessions on campus.
Daniel's attitudes about competition in sports events
were integral to his overall approach and philosophy in
relating with the dominant society.
his "legs."

He described running as

He regarded his athletic ability as something

needed to "keep you up and going" in society.

He was

painfully aware of the prejudices and stereotypes related to
Indian people, and much of his drive and ambition were
efforts to "prove them all wrong" while setting a positive
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example for other Indian youth.
Daniel described four eras in his life which parallel
the themes associated with his world view.

He referred to

the first era as the "innocent stage," where he tried to do
~ell

in school and help his mother who then bore, on her

own, the sole financial burden for raising the family.

The

second era, 8th and 9th grade, was his "downhill stage"
where he resented society, became involved in selling and
taking drugs, and lost all ambition to succeed in school. He
described the third era, the loth grade, as the period of
"overcoming it--the challenge!"

The mos::t recent era, 11th

and 12th grade, was a period he described as "beginning
again to rebuild what wasn't there in the first place."
Daniel placed great importance on proving to himself and
others that an Indian can be an "all-American kid."
Aspirations
The first research question asks what aspirations,
motivation and perceptions the Tohono O'odham students
brought with them when they enrolled in the community
college.

Originally, Daniel intended to join the Navy after

high school, but was "recruited" by the track coach of
Desert community College with the inducement of a tuition
scholarship.

He was also eligible for and received a tribal

scholarship and a Pell Grant. Daniel had originally chosen
the Navy because he "wanted to explore options while getting
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paid for it."

However, since he accepted the track coach's

offer to attend Desert Community College, Daniel decided
that his ultimate career goal was to become an athletic
trainer with a

~pecialization

in practical sports medicine.

Motivation and Perceptions
In his cognitive categorization of the world around
him,

"Indian" was a broad mental subcategory within the

larger category, "society."

"Self" as a mental category

included Daniel's view of himself as an Indian, but also as
a member/participant of additional social units.

Daniel

possessed the ability to shift his perspectives in
accordance to his location or the people with whom he was
interacting. He had learned to "adapt to different kinds of
people" and different surroundings.

However, Daniel's

identity as an Indian was of such strength that it continued
to serve as a primary categorical vantage point from which
he negotiated his experiences.

Using his language, the

reference themes reflecting his world view were:
•

Prove myself--choose the right path!

•

A fine line--tradition and reality

•

Playing the game: creating choices

Prove Myself--Choose the Right Path!
In his mental categorization of Indian people,

Daniel

distinguished between reservation Indians and urban Indians.
He felt that the stereotyping of Indians was based on the

I
I
I,
I
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way Indians on the reservaticn lived, and that society
generalized this stereotype to all Indians.

within his

position as an "urban Indian," Daniel viewed his life task
as "following the right path," a direction leading to
"enjoyment of success, a feeling of happiness, earned
respect from others, and a sense of unity at time of death."
People who are stereotyped, in Daniel's view, are
restricted from the "right path," because their view of
themselves or "self concept" is shaped by the way society
treats the:.

The

stereot~~e

becomes self-fulfilling, a

c0ndition Daniel perceived as prevalent among reservation
Indians.

Creating options and choices necessitates

shattering these stereotypes.

This occurs in two ways:

adopting behavior that negate them, and modeling behavior
for others to whom the stereotype has been applied, so that
they too, can help defeat stereotypes.
In Daniel's view, "proving myself" was a task involving
demonstration to others.

It involved locating the self,

mentally and physically, in a strategic place visible to two
salient reference groups--society in general, and other
Indians.

Most of all, it meant taking a proactive stance:

How can we work for what we want when everyone's
always putting us down. I'm going to change
things. It takes work to change things and I'm
going to change those stereotypes. It's got to
start somewhere.
From Daniel's vantage, the stereotype of Indians in
society is that they are fat, lazy, shy and drunken.

In

r
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some respects, he felt this stereotype "had been earned."
He saw reservation life as a closed social system where the
participants have nothing to lose because "they have
nothing."

He saw drinking and low self-esteem as prevalent

conditions, that the essentials of tradition have been
rejected, and that people there were "quiet, shy and afraid
to take risks." Peers often chose the "wrong path," further
limiting their choices.

Drugs and drinking created a "false

sense of security" among those who followed this path.
Urban Indians face

a different set of circumstances

than their reservation counterparts, a situation Daniel
described as existing as "a minority within a minority" or
"being in the middle of nowhere with no place to go."
Indians in the city are stereotyped by the way reservation
Indians live and are not seen as possessing potential in
sports or athletics, the usual paths to social acceptance
and mobility for urban youth.

On the other hand, city

Indians are not accepted on the reservation, and youth there
make fun of the way they dress or the way they talk.
Indians are at "the bottom of the pecking order" as far as
other ethnic minorities are concerned, and they enjoy fewer
social alternatives.

Daniel described Indians in urban

public schools:
They couldn't fit anywhere ••• Drugs was the easiest
thing. Basically you have a majority, then a
minority, and then a group that's smaller than
a minority. There's no place for them to go and
they take the easy way out. And maybe you have one
or two that have incentive or are inspired to go

._-------
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because they know they have to do something. They
don't know what. They have to do something to
break out of it like I did ••• A minority of a
minority. The easiest thing is drugs ••• lf they
decided to play the typical Indian, they're going
to go into the drug scene no matter what.
Those who reject the drug scene and try to succeed in
school discover that their Indian peers are dropping-out and
they feel increasingly alone because the other groups are
still stereotyping them.
Choosing the "right path" in Daniel's view amounted to
a conscious choice to learn the standards and behaviors of
the dominant society in order to survive.
response to the challenge to

fi~~

as a defense of Indian heritage.

This choice was a

a place in society as well
It involved learning to

become assertive and aggressive, learning to adapt, and
accepting the "reality" that "Whites are role models for the
rest of us:"
It's hard. You want to be with the culture and
say you're Indian ••• but you can't survive. You
got to learn to adapt. And you know, you got to
learn to be aggressive ••• you've got to learn to
be like a white person because it's their world.
Sometimes you've got to take that chance. It's
for the benefit of you ••• it's for the benefit of
everyone!
The "right path" was not sought for selfish gain, even
though other Indians might often perceive it so.

Rather, it

was a way to better the self so the social lot of all Indian
people might be bettered.

Daniel reflected on the

complexity of following the "right path" while reconciling
conflicting pressures:

r

I
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If you don't see that we have to change to get
that stereotype out of here then it's always going
to be 1 ike that:. ••• I want to help other people but
you know it's hard for me. I have to help myself
first and a lot of peo?le don't realize that and
they think I'm just trying to do eve~~ing for
myself right now. But, I'm thinking: once I get
everything settled, I can have a decent background,
and I can go out and help other people. If I don't
help myself first, then I'm going to be in the hole,
and if I try to help other people it won't work.
Another aspect of Daniel's choice of paths was a sense
of vulnerability which he attempted to npgate by eliminating
expectations about himself in terms of performance.

He

often said, "if you don't expect anything then you won't be
disappointed."

By not comparing his own performance to

others, he was able to preserve a positive self-concept.
was also fatalistic about society's treatment of him.

He

He

worked to steer his own course by dint of hard work,
discipline, and determination, but felt that much of his
destiny was determined by the judgments and actions of
others.

Thus, culturally, "trust" was a major factor in his

choice of paths.
A Fine Line--Tradition and Reality
"Tradition" was integral to the category "Indian" and
was an essential part of Indian identity in Daniel's mental
framework.

Tradition is embodied in an "inner world" which

must be reconciled with the outer world.

The task of

today's Indian is to survive in the context of these "two
worlds."

II
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"Tradition" and "education" were bifurcated dimensions
his

~ental

category, "survival," but they each

represented the means to survive in their appropriate
contexts.

Daniel's values also maintained an internalized

(social-self) sense of tradition and an externalized sense
he identified as "the past," places, events and behaviors.
Daniel described social values he associated with
tradition as "a way to keep Indians strong," and as a way
for Indians to "keep their tie to their land."

These social

values, which Daniel would often evoke in reference to his
own feelings and attitudes, included learning from the
hardship and experience of elders,

respec~ing

elders,

learning discipJ..ine through hard work, caring for one
another, and enjoying a "big family feeling" which he
believed all Indians potentially shared regardless of
diverse tribal origins.
The externalized dimension of tradition Daniel
described as "a world within a world." This was a body of
knowledge about the past and included myths and legends that
were used to teach children.

At one time this body of

knowledge was "everything needed for survival."

Now the

world has changed, and education has replaced this aspect of
tradition in importance and relevance to survival.

Adhering

to this dimension of tradition, especially for those living
on the reservation, he considered "living in the past."
However, he found it difficult to completely reject an
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important part of being an Indian:
••• tradition was everything a long time ago. Now
it's more like education because you won't survive
in today's society if you don't have an education.
You won't survive, you won't make a good living
••• You may have to change tradition to get an
education ••• I'll be producing in society, getting
an education, getting a feel for the real world
because there's a fine line between reality and
traditions. Tradition was a way of teaching people
when there was no formal education ••• it's just so
hard to distinguish because you want to keep
tradition. You don't want to lose it by going to
school.
Daniel often felt that his attempt to meet the
standards of the mainstream society amounted to rejection of
tradition.

However, he concluded that this was "one of the

risks you have to take."

He viewed education, as far as

children were concerned, as causing a loss of tradition.
The scientific point of view, he felt, pervades the various
aspects of reality previously embodied in traditional
beliefs.

But he believed this was necessary inasmuch as

education has replaced tradition as a survival need:
••• they've [other Indians] got to take that ch~~~e
even though it's breaking tradition. That's the
way I see it, you've got to break tradition. Its
not like I want to forget about tradition ••• you
have to live with it and hope you can recapture it
later in life.
In spite of the ascendancy of the scientific point of
view, traditional values remained strong in Daniel's sense
of social self.

He maintained a pertinent sense of

traditional values which he felt reflected his Indian
heritage in the realm of social and family relationships.

I

I
I
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He believed, properly reconciled, that traditional values
could be melded with the demands of the modern world,
creating the "best of both worlds."
I think I've found a way to survive out here in the
outside world ••• The best [of both worlds] would be
learning to keep the culture and tradition. That
would be the best--keep it alive. Keep people
realizing that that's what's needed. The best of
this world would be to learn enough to survive but
stay with tradition--like grow with two worlds.
Daniel frequently verbalized his values in reference to
his family and friends and as an expression of self.

WhiJe

the "ideal person" should adapt to the modern world r
traditional values should also be retained.

Daniel

discussed these values in describing his ideal:
A good person is someone who cares, would listen
to someone, and would be helpful in every situation whether it would be like washing the dishes,
opening the door for someone, not taking advantage
of someone--someone who is well-respected by their
society, their family--who is a role model for
everyone else.
Daniel also maintained a strong sense of purpose and
discipline which he claimed he learned from his traditional
grandfather while being taught how to work.

He equated this

sense of discipline, which he ascribed to traditional
teaching and role-modeling, to his "will" to adapt and
succeed:
••• you're [Indians] not going to make it in the real
world like that if you do what you want all the time.
You'll be like those "drunken Indians" living off
alleys and stuff. I wouldn't want that. To me, to
be successful you have to do something. It's not
like I'll do it tomorrow. with discipline you can
get anywhere. You can adapt to different surroundings .
••• if you're not used to that discipline, you're not

r
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I
going to make it .•• It's discipline ..• it's getting me
somewhere.
In Daniel's conceptualization of his life needs,
educ~tion

was the implicit

the range of choices.

instr~ent

of change, enlarging

Education mirrored "reality," thus

serving as a dependable vehicle for adaptation.

Obtaining

an education, however, was an extension of Daniel's intent
of proving himself.

Although he learned subject matter in

high school, he viewed the school environment more as a
voluntary socialization vehicle where he could learn how to
deal with the "realities" of the dominant society.
Ac~uiring

knowledge was almost secondary to his real purpose

for succeeding in education--getting experience, meeting the
challenge of social competition, proving himself, and
defending the heritage of other Indians.

This kind of

"education" becomes survival capability:
An educated person can see both sides of an issue
--not tunnel vision. An educated person would be

able to make his own decisions and stand up for
himself when something's wrong. An educated person
would also be someone you would look up to--you
know, in times of crisis or someone who is smart
enough to realize that he's smart and be smart
enough to use it. That's what an educated person
is. You have to know how to use it if you're
educated.
While he viewed education as a way to follow an
adaptive path, Daniel also envisioned ways that tradition
could be enhanced for survival purposes.

When asked how

problems on the reservation could be solved, especially
substance abuse, Daniel noted that the preeminent role of
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the medicine man could be a powerful influence on young
people.

In defining his own reality, it is as though he

sought a similar role himself, but in his adaptive sense.
This appeared in his emphasis on fitness and role-modeling
and his goal of sports medicine--a path that allowed him to
mediate conflicts between his sense of traditional values
and the behaviors and attitudes needed to succeed in the
non-Indian world.
Playing the

Ga~e:

Creating Choices

In Daniel's conceptual category, "the dominant
society," explicit and implicit rules or norms govern an
individual's access to wealth, position and power.

Some of

the norms were related to appearance, speech, and social
behavior.

Minority groups typically deviate from these

norms, engendering stereotypes.

Overcoming stereotypes and

earning a "place in society" entails learning and adopting
certain normative behaviors.

In Daniel's case, he chose a

course of countering the stereotype of the "typical Indian"
by emulating the social behaviors, dress, and value system
of those with whom he wanted to associate and compete.
"Playing the game" evoked a tension he described as:
learning to be "like a white person without becoming one."
He carefully distinguished this behavior from the fake
sophistication of someone "trying to be someone they
aren't."

He called it "developing instinct,"

the ability
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to act appropriately and naturally in different social
contexts.

He described his formula for revising his

behaviors to conform to different social locations:
If you're not familiar with that location you
can't relate. Like if I were in the business
district it would be, "Hello, sir, how are you?"
If you are in the ghetto, it's '·yo, what's up?"
and stuff like that. And especially your body
movements. It's more than expression--like from
the heart. I'm with you guys and down and stuff.
In the city, it's more like "Hello, how are you
doing?" and you're all stiff and stuff--more
stationary--more attentive and quiet, more
disciplined. If you're talking to a group of
friends, you change.
"Playing the game" started with a decision to "get
involved."

Daniel attended an all-Indian boarding school in

New Mexico during his sophomore year, an experience he
likened to "a white kid going to an all-white school."
While discipline at the school was demanding, Daniel began
to take risks and involve himself in many school activities.
The discipline forced him to test the limits of his own
abilities.

He was pleased to find that risk-taking often

resulted in successes.
Upon his return to the public high school in his junior
year, Daniel resolved to "become involved."

He noted that

in the magnet high school he attended there was less racial
prejudice but much greater emphasis on social clique
membership.

There were only two routes to "make it" in high

school, athletics or academics.

At first, he tried to excel

in both, but later decided to focus on athletics.

He
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modified his appearance and dress, noting that he "had to
have a certain appearance" in order to be accepted which
most Indians didn't have.

Eventually, social groups in the

school began to accept him.
Daniel would never fully adopt the middle-class beliefs
and values that suited his acquired behavior, speech and
dress.

He always maintained a kind of cultural reserve--an

area of psychological distance and safety into which he
would not allow new friends and acquaintances to intrude.
This area was his Indian identity.

He recognized that

"playing the game" required employing behaviors that
sometimes ran counter to his own values.

He noted, for

instance, that "playing the game" required pretending to be
friends with people in order to get to know other people:
••• it's kind of like an attitude you have to have
to get by, to meet people and stuff. You have to
pretend you like someone to get to know other
people--something like that. Play the game and
you got it made!
Middle-class lending and borrowing behaviors were
sometimes problematic for him in contrast to the gratuitous
and unspoken response to need among his Indian peers.
Daniel found "playing the game" was a lonely place.

He

articulated on a number of occasions that his real
"security" was with the Indian friends he knew from
childhood and that he didn't enjoy sense any "real"
friendship with the numerous acquaintances he had made in
high school:

II
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It's still a lonely place but I don't let it
bother me. Like after school or after studying
I'll just go play some basketball ••• It doesn=t
give you a sense of security anywhere. My security
is at home with the friends I grew up with--like
the Native American group because we understand
each other.
Daniel and Desert community College
Although Daniel had acquired multicultural social
skills and possessed the motivation to succeed in education,
he felt that he "had to act" his way through in order to
succeed and be accepted.

There was a consistent tension

between Daniel's inner values and the ways and expectations
of the non-Indian world.

He maintained a cultural reserve

which helped him face the inevitable conflicts that arose
during his efforts to compete and succeed.
Daniel's strong sense of discipline impelled him to
succeed in athletics and education, but he had to adopt an
attitude of "never expecting anything" in order to cope with
the disappointments he inevitably experienced.

In Daniel's

value system, expectations should be fused to the
uncompromising support and acceptance of others.

In the

non-Indian world, support and acceptance are not so
gratuitous as in the Indian world.

Therefore, "trust"

became the most important element in the deep, cultural
formulas Daniel
Indians.

u~ed

to evaluate his experience with non-

During his venturing into the non-Indian world,

Daniel learned to sublimate his expectations in order to

[
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prevent feelings of a loss of trust or his positive selfconcept.
His defense of self-concept through negation of
expectations became more pronounced during his experience at
Dec.

Daniel did not dwell on personal expectations of

winning or performing maximally, whether it was his
performance on basic skills assessment tests or in his
track events.

He frequently articulated this as "I just

don't expect anything."

Although he attempted to negate

personal expectations; Daniel was still sensitive to the
perceptions of others, and was greatly influenced by his
ability or inability to trust those around him.

This became

evident during several crises which ultimately led to his
dropping-out of Dee before the end of the second semester.
When Daniel first enrolled at DCe he was
preferential treatment.

give~

He reported being given "first

choice of courses" and received support and assistance from
his track coach and fellow team members.

He completed all

his first semester courses with A's, B's and one D.
At first, the athletic department appeared to be a true
support system for Daniel.

He felt the coach "really cares"

and "pushes you to make sure you succeed."

Not only did he

receive encouragement and advice from his coaches, but he
also had a ready source of camaraderie with the other track
team members.

He was plagued, however, by a tendon injury

sustained during the previous summer.

This hindered his

II
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performance early in the semester.
After taking the basic skills assessment tests, he was
placed in remedial classes in reading, mathematics, and
writing.

He also took a course in Psychology I in addition

to physical education and track electives.

When asked about

his reaction to the basic skills assessment results, he
characteristically displaced his expectations and said "I
wasn't expecting to get what I got ••• I wasn't trying to get
up there in the higher ranking."

But he also expressed

great concern about the transferability of his courses.
One of his greatest concerns during the first part of
the first semester was tardiness in receiving his financial
aid.

He had submitted and resubmitted an application for a

Pell Grant several times, but it was returned for additional
information.

Daniel felt that he was a financial burden on

his mother's meager resources and wanted the financial aid
to help her pay her bills as well as meet his own expenses.
Daniel progressed through his coursework reasonably
well.

He became increasingly frustrated with his reading

class because of "the amount of work for so little time" and
the teacher treating it like it was nour only class."

He

also found his remedial mathematics class to be redundant
and boring.

As he neared the end of the semester, he

reported a little more satisfaction with the reading class,
primarily because the semester was nearing the end.

His

favorite class was psychology, a lecture class he found to

II
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be challenging and

interes~ing.

He noted that the

instructor "teaches from his experience--loves it and really
gets into it."
By mid-semester he had become increasingly bored by
what he characterized as the "brain drain" of remedial
classwork.

He had not been performing well in track because

of his injury.

He was also hypersensitive to his mother's

financial problems and, after discovering a large stack of
bills at home that needed to be paid, he reacted by visiting
the Army recruiter to discuss the possibility of immediate

enlistment. He reasoned:
She got a stack of bills yesterday. I can't give
anything. I'm the oldest in the family. I can't
help her out. She has to pay for my gasoline and
stuff and that's not right. It's my car, I should
be able to pay for it myself. I should have the
responsibility. In the army, you get a steady
paycheck for two years, and I should be able to
make the payments with no problem.
There was another dimension of thinking that also
prompted his visit to the recruiter--mainly a feeling of
ntreading water,n feeling that he was not assuming his
proper share of responsibility, and feeling that he was not
able to connect with the experiences necessary to realize
his real life's goals or purposes:
I think I'll try medical in the army and see how I
like it and that would give me experience instead
of wasting hours here at [DCC] trying to get into
medical. It will give me an overall feel of the
medical field like a basic medic in the infantry
••• It'll wake me up to the real world, get me
ready to be an adult and paying bills, getting
responsible. Right now I could go into medicine
and go for six years and go nOh, my god, I don't
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like this" and then it'd be like I go back to
school. That's what I'm afraid of and maybe I'll
have that experience in the army but I'm getting
paid for it ••• if I want to go into something it
has to be positive. I can't say I want to try
this--I could do that but I'd have a hard time.
Right now, school, it's like whatever. It's just
like high school. You do your work when you want,
whatever.
Daniel temporarily resolved the crisis by discussing
his thoughts with the track coach who "got mad about the
army" and encouraged him to stay in school. His mother also
encouraged him.

By coincidence, just pri.or to Daniel's

discussion with the coach at Dee, he received a call from
another coach at a university in New Mexico inquiring
whether or not he would be interested in attending school
there the following year to compete in track.

His mention

of this offer to the track coach at Dee precipitated a
second crisis. He later heard a rumor through other track
team members that the coach wasn't planning to renew his
scholarship for the succeeding semester because of his
tendon injury and the possibility that he would go to New
Mexico.
This news caused Daniel deep concern, and

h(;~

began to

experience an inner conflict over value differences,
especially the issue of "trust."

He indicated that Anglos,

unlike Indian people, often exhibited "false emotions" such
as caring and did things "just to enhance their
reputations."

He expressed the depth of his feelings,

likening the scholarship the coach awarded him to Anglo-

II
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Indian transactions over land:
He took away something he just gave me. That's how
it feels. If he follows through with his, I'll
never forgive him for it. He'll be exactly what
I;m thinking--typical white person--here's your
land but we want it back. That's just how I feel!
Moments later, however, he tempered his feelings with his
social learning and shifted perspectives:
But then society says its wrong to judge people
the first time like that. I just go by society's
rules to get by. It's not like I take it like the
word of God. It's something we need to be a good
student or good children here.
Daniel later tested the track coach's intentions about
his scholarship and the coach made no indication to him that
he intended to withdraw it.

This appeared to resolve

Daniel's feelings about the incident, but he continued to
have doubts about the coach's intentions or whether he
"really cared" or not.
In "playing the game," Daniel had to balance his deep,
internal value system with the social attitudes and
behaviors he had acquired in order to succeed in education
and sports.

The tension was evident throughout his

experience at DCC.

He wanted to be able to place trust in

non-Indians who exercised control over his life, but he was
unable to do so.

Experience told him that Anglo values

often conflicted with those upon which Indian people based
their sense of trust.

He wanted to trust but he was wary:

I can trust someone but if they mess up what can I
do? Trust now is really big for me. I put my trust
in someone--I do that then I do it from the heart.
Because you can't just say "I trust you," and then
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it's whatever. And then they mess up on you ••• and
you get screwed over. That just doesn't count.
Not any more.
One of the tensior.s Daniel felt was related to his
being a member of the track team.

He experienced a feeling

of support and acceptance--but at the same time he felt

the

acceptance was conditional on his performance as a "member
of the team" :!"ather than any genuine concern about him as a
person.
Daniel was aware of the opposing sets of norms, but he
remained willing to take his risks and "play the game,"
giving others the benefit of the doubt.

However, he

continued to be wary and concerned about being victimized
and "used."

Feelings of wariness were "a real waste" to

Daniel, but he viewed it as necessary to preserve inner
values in the context of unpredictable, exterior reality.
socially, Daniel had many friends and acquaintances
with whom he related at DCC.
substantial mobility.

He had a car which allowed him

He maintained responsibilities at

home, surreptitiously assuming much of the care of his
grandfather required during the late night hours.

He did

this so his mother "wouldn't have to be bothered," and he
often failed to get enough sleep to meet the demands of the
following day.
Occasionally, Daniel would react to the tensions
building in his life and express his feelings about his
multiple responsibilities; running, going to school, trying

r
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to find a job, and performing his obligations at home:
.•• there's pressure from everybody. I can't just
stop and say like it's your choice, you can stop
when you want. It's not that easy. If you stop-like some of my brother's friends look up to me-it'd be setting a bad example and there aren't
many examples for Native Americans. There's less
good role models. Everyone else is drinking and
stuff.
Daniel completed the first semester and subsequently
enrolled in emergency medical technician courses,
Introduction to Sports Injury Management, reathematics, and
Psychology 101 for the second semester.

He said the only

class that "excited" him was the Sports Injury Management
class because it was "what I was really interested in."
Toward the middle of his second semester, he received
word that the track coach had withdrawn his scholarship and
that his entire tuition for the semester was due and
payable. In response, Daniel quietly and quickly withdrew
from Dee and found a job servicing automobiles in a lubespecialty garage.
Daniel discussed his withdrawal from school as an
expression of protest:
Why should I give him the time of day if he's not
going to care? •• this is what I know he is now. I
won't acknowledge hi"" any more. It's a grudge.
It's my way of yelling at him but I'm not. That's
my way of getting back--say later--never talk to
him again. I don't need to talk to him, not the
way he's treated me •• and if he's going to say like
I'm going to take away your legs--try running
now!--because if I can't run track there's no
motivation for me.
Daniel's withdrawal from school resulted from a
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perceived breach of trust.

He had attempted to

medi~~~

his

expectations with his knowledge of the social dynamics of
the non-Indian world.

However, he acknowledged that his

ultimate response was what "an O'odham would do with another
O'odham if he betrayed his trust."

He also acknowledged

that be probably could have successfully complained to the
administration and had the scholarship restored.
In dropping out of school, Daniel was also reacting
against what he felt were underlying "Indian stereotypes."
He discovered that stereotypes were even applied to Indians
who tried to break away from the more overt stereotypes.
Again the track coach was the source of his disillusionment:
[Coach] was so biased. He only saw it from the
"white" point of view. Like certain kinds of
runners are going to run certain kinds of ways.
You know, "All Indians run 10,000 meters, all
Mexicans are going to run the 5,000, all white
people run whatever they want." That's basically
how he saw it ••• I didn't like his thinking.
"You're Indians, you're supposed to run the 10,000
meters and that's it." He said Indians are built
for that and that's just a stupid stereotype.
Daniel enlisted in the army shortly after dropping out.
He generalized his experience with athletic scholarships to
the offer of the track coach at New Mexico college and
declined accordingly.

He also commented indirectly on the

value of a dimension of his experience at Desert Community
College:
I decided to join the army because I don't want to
deal with athletic scholarships ••• I really want to
run but I don't want to rely on a scholarship
again. I think athletic scholarships are screwed
••• I'm just going to lead mY life. I don't want
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to waste my time--delay, delay--I have to work for
it and struggle and stuff. I know life isn't easy.
The army guarantees money and training.
Daniel also reflected on the type of experience and feedback
he felt the army would provide that the College had not:
••• you get a lot of experience. You get taught a
lot. That's what you're there for ••• I'd have that
discipline again. I'll get the experience and have
an overall view of what! want. It's more of a
challenge to me to see how much I can do, how much
I have learned, how much is expected of me, and
how much I can expect of myself.
Conclusion
Upon entering Desert Community College, Daniel was
disposed toward conscious adaptation to the non-Indian
world.

He initially had intended to enter the service after

graduating from high school, but he "took a chance" in
accepting an athletic scholarship.

In his cognitive

framework, attending college was a direction on the "right
path" which he could take in order to prove himself.

A

college education would also prepare him for the "reality of
living in today's world."
The value of "trust" and the perceived quality of the
college experience became the dominant issues for Daniel. He
felt an urgent need to assume his share of responsibilities
as far as his family was concerned.

He wanted to obtain the

necessary training and experience he needed as rapidly,
economically, and with as little adverse impact on his
family as possible.

Without sports, he did not feel he
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could "prove much" in the type of coursework he had taken at
DCC.

While he preferred the medium of athletics over

academics to prove himself, he also sought a guided and
"disciplined" experience which would provide a continuous
source of feedback and support.

The tenuous "quality of

experience" thread was finally broken over the issue of
trust.
Daniel valued two instances of his academic experience
at DCC--the first semester psychology class and Introduction
to Sports Injury Management.

His experiences in the

remaining classes--especially remedial classes in reading
and math--quickly eroded his initial sense of enthusiasm and
his willingness to expend additional effort beyond the basic
requirements.

He perceived much of his coursework as

"busywork," feeling further estranged from a sense that he
was acquiring the quality of experience he needed to match
his interests and meet his tasks in life.
In exercising his alternative to college--joining the
military--Daniel's felt that more of his needs and
obligations were being met.

The military represented a

support system that, although highly discipline-oriented,
would offer him a dependable salary, real experience, and
would not reject him if he worked hard and followed the
rules.

He felt he could trust the military and that mutual

responsibiliti,:as and commitments would be met.
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Change and New Learning
The third research question asks if Daniel's
interaction with Desert Community College affected his
willingness to revise his attitudes and behaviors.

Daniel

was willing to "play the game," but only to a certain
extent.

He perceived the issue of

t~st

as a point of

demarcation between his and the Anglo value system, and he
was consciously unwilling to

~ccept

the consequences of--

much less assimilate--a value orientation so contradictory
to his existing rules.
Beneath all the multicultural social skills he had
learned, Daniel retained a core of underlying values and
recipes related to expected relationships. These remained
his standard for evaluation even though he was aware of and
could distinguish alternative standards.

In Goodenough's

terms, Daniel had assimilated an understanding of the values
and attitudes of a dominant culture in his propriospect, but
these had not fully become part of his operational culture.
His wil:ingness to fully assimilate dominant society
attitudes and values was governed by issues of trust and the
willingness or ability of non-Indians to exceed stereotypes.
Of all the students involved in this study, Daniel
possessed a striking ability to modify his behavior and
articulate attitudes that accorded with the norms of
different reference groups.

He was very aware of the

differences among groups of people and had become especially
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sensitive to other minorities' and his own differences as an
American Indian.
In spite of his marked ability to adapt, Daniel did not
do so blindly.

In the case of his interaction with Desert

community College, he reacted to his experience according to
an inner core of values that resisted modification.

The

attitudinal and behavioral revisions he did acquire througr
his experience with the coach and remedial education, in
fact, propelled him to seek alternatives he viewed as being
more directly related to his needs; aspirations and

tale~ts.

His cultural viewpoint was reinforced rather than changed or
expanded.

Dropping out of Dec signalled Daniel's refusal to

modify his attitudes beyond a point he considered inimical
to the tasks important in his life and which threatened his
integrity.
Although Daniel valued some of his intellectual
experiences at DCC, his willingness to revise his attitudes
was

med~ated

by a strong system of values which he used to

evaluate his experiences.

A loss of his trust in his

experience at Desert Community College precluded any further
cultural acquisition.

The experience also reinforced a

feeling that the community college was a less desirable
alternative to gain the experience he needed to succeed and
prove himself.
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CHAPTER 11
TOHONO O'ODHAM COMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDENTS
This chapter focuses on some of the significant modal
characteristics of the Tohono O'odham students derived from
a comparison of their systems of

cogniti~e

categorization.

This comparison relates to the fourth research question
which asks how variations in the students' culture affected
the manner in which they negotiated the educational system.
Both similarities and differences in student
characteristics were significant mediators in the standards
they applied to the behavior and attitudes of others.
found two overarching patterns.

I

The first is best

represented in the linguistic analogy, "surface" and "deep
structure" (Chomsky 1957).

The second are three

configurations of cultural variance which reflected
different orientations in world view.
The students manifested a considerable range of
cultural variation, but were found to share referential
categories.

They varied in the way they positioned

themselves in relationship to these categories, but these
deeply embedded points of reference were significant in
their perceptions and in their evaluation of experience.

----------
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Similarities in the deep, structure of referential
categories--rather than differences--underlay the reasons
the students all chose to withdrew from Desert Community
College in spite of their strong commitment to education.
Surface structure was constituted by the more apparent
styles of variation--behaviors, attitudes and beliefs that
were more fluid and adaptive.

Surface variations were more

closely associated with change.

They filtered and refracted

the experience which was ultimately processed in deeper,
fundamental cognitive categories less subject to immediate
change.
The different configurations of deep and surface
structure helped define the complex character of the
cultural rules and recipes the students used to approach
both known and novel situations.
During data analysis, three general clusters of
variance in surface structure also emerged.

These

corresponded roughly to the vantages the students used in
perceiving themselves in relationship to categories such as
family and peers, Indian traditions, or reservation life.
refer to these as open, mixed transitional and close
contexts.

The range of variance and overlap among

individuals within these groups was considerable.

They

serve only as general, descriptive groupings.
Several dynamic themes emerged from the students'
variant systems of deep and surface structure. These proved

I
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to be primary operational

constr~cts

in their culture.

They

revealed a conscious and deliberate emphasis on adapting to
to a changing environment, but within a context of strong,
abiding sensitivity to social and historical factors which
they perceived as affecting their emergent and situational
selves.
Chief among these themes was the students' sense of
being insiders and outsiders of both Indian and the nonIndian worlds and feeling that they were not full
participants of either; their abiding need to associate

their activity or behavior with a sense or feeling of
pragmatic experience; and pervasive identification with a
network of supportive social relationships.
The case studies provided insight into the research
questions from the point of view of individuals, or the
embedded units.

The research questions that guided this

case study also sought to determine the variation and
similarities of the aspirations, perceptions and motivation
of American Indian students as they entered an urban
community college, and how these affected the way they
negotiated the educational system. Aggregate findings
derived from the individual studies are now drawn into the
framework of the next larger unit of analysis of the case
study--Tohono O'odham community college students.

I
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I

I

variation and its Significance
The open context students evinced the greatest range of
variation and expressed the most compelling intent to

I

compete in the mainstream society.

They were the most

"open" in terms of their adaptive abilities and responses.
The mixed-transitional students identified themselves as
strongly influenced by their reservation peers and
tTaditional life.

However, they were motivated to learn

about non-Indians and to live in a "modern" way which they
perceived as a departure from "the old ways" on the
reservation.

They were focused in a view of themselves as

transitional people existing between "two worlds."

Close

context students revered traditions and family as dominant
They were the least invested in overt adaptation

contexts.
and change.

In the students' systems of cognitive categorization,
some categories were more intense" and directional for some
and less intense and influential in the world view of
others.

For example, tribal tradition was a prominent

mental category among all the students.
intensity of the category
~nfluence

'~tradition"

However, the

varied in its

on the behaviors and values of the students.

For

some, tradition was powerful and omnipresent and guided some
of their ideals. Others regarded tradition from a more
intellectualized or distant vantage from where it was viewed
as a less direct or immediate influence.

The extent to

I

I
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which tradition was an active part of the cultural recipes
of each of the students also existed in relationship to the
strength or directionality of other perceptions and beliefs.
For those students more invested in education as a longrange survival necessity, tradition was of less immediate
salience.

For those students in whose world view,

"tradition," was an influential and pervasive category,
education was viewed as more functional and pragmatic in
terms of meeting immediate needs.

These patterns of

categories or "vantages" largely determined how education

was approached and how problems and conflicts were handled.
The open context students included Daniel, rtenry and
Cecelia. The orientation of these students was to view
Indian people in an inclusive social context. They felt it
was necessary for Indians to conscientiously adapt and
compete "so that we can have a happy stay in this life," as
Henry put it.
These students enjoyed previous success in competing
with non-Indians and were aggressive about proving
themselves in the non-Indian world.

They were more

committed to emulating characteristics and behaviors of nonIndians and made conscious efforts to associate with them.
Those in the mixed-transitional context included Arlyn
and Juana.

These students partially aspired to the goals of

the open context students, but also felt the competing
pressures of reservation norms and influences.

Education
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was important to these students, but it had not entirely
replaced the relevance and importance they felt tradition
had in their lives.

They were sensitive to change on the

reservation and the conflicts associated with the "old ways"
being rapidly replaced by "modern things."

These students

were tentative about proving themselves, and more interested
in seeking explanations and meanings that would help them
clarify their identity in "two worlds."
The world view of the close context students, Renee and
&~ita,

was associated with the close family network, friends

and community.

A conscious effort to prove themselves as

Indian people in the larger social environment was not a
significant motivator.

Their focus was placed on meeting

immediate responsibilities and enhancing their role within
the domains of family and community.

They viewed tradition

as an ideal for behavior, although they did not feel "close
to tradition" themselves.

The close context students were

less motivated to "be on my own" than either the open
context or mixed-traditional students.
Findings from previous research about American Indians
and other ethnic populations have inferred the presence of a
"continuum" of acculturation.

More "acculturated" students

tend to succeed in college while less acculturated students
experience more "adjustment difficulties" and higher
attrition rates (Artichoker and Palmer 1959; McGrath et al
1962; Ross 1979).

This "implicit hypothesis" was usually
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based on such variables as language dominance, blood quantum
or place of residence as indicators of "cultural
preferences."

Students from more "traditional" backgrounds-

-especially Indians from reservations--tended to experience
greater difficulty in higher education (Artichoker and
Palmer 1959).

In this study, the students' experiences

revealed only partial support for the "implicit hypothesis,"
especially since all of the students--despite their variant
orientations--dropped out.

It is true students raised away

from the reservation--the open context students and one of
the close context students, Anita,--indicated fewer problems
related to personal adjustment to a new environment.
However, the degree to which these problems affected
reservation students as compared to non-reservation students
was less a feature of their "degree of acculturation" as it
was to the influences of their previous learning and
experience in different social contexts.

Like second

language learners, some of the students had more contact and
experience with different kinds of people and had acquired a
wider range of cultural competencies.

Students who had

established greater varieties of "secondary social
relationships" (Erickson and Schultz 1982) felt greater
comfort in a non-Indian environment.
The problems of the students from the reservation were
more severe because they were not familiar with some of the
alternate paths already learned by the students who had
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lived away from the reservation and had adapted to a multiethnic urban environment.

However, regardless of such

factors as language dominance, degree of social comfort
around non-Indians, or "cultural preferences," the students
all seemed to share common dimensions of perception and
interpretation.

These ultimately overrode their respective

orientations, leading to their voluntary attrition.
Spindler (1963) attributed cultural variation among
Menominee Indians in Wisconsin to :, levels of acculturation"
or levels of "adjustment to the impact of our civilization."
He identified four types ranging from a "native-oriented
group" to an "acculturated group."

While the nat.ive-

oriented group was deeply immersed in forms of traditional
culture, the acculturated group "exhibited a personality
that is nearly indistinguishable from that of the 'ideal' of
the American middle class" (Spindler 1963 p. 25).
Insofar as the Tohono O'odham students shared a common
selective factor--their belief in education as a positive
change agent--this could lead to the conclusion that a
"level" of acculturation was operative.
of "levels" could be misleading.

However, a typology

The variation found among

the students suggests that cultural change does not occur on
a unidimensional continuum.

The Tohono O'odham students

shared differential contexts of

expe~ience

and learning that

indicated the presence of different fOrms of acculturation
experience rather than "levels."

r
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Individuals' regard for education might serve as an
indicator of acculturation within the system of dominant
meanings.

However, the variation found among theoe

students, and the fact that they all dropped out of college
in spite of an expressed belief in education, is testimony
to the variant forms of experience which makes typing and
classifying acculturation experience of ephemeral worth.
Erickson and Schultz (1982) arrived at a similar
conclusion about assimilation and acculturation based on a
study of communicative interaction between

~_~glo

counselors

and culturally diverse students in several community
colleges.

They noted that second culture acquisition is

more dependent on the individual's network of social
relationships than on a continuum of assimilation.

In

social relationships, there are differential effects of
acculturation within culturally-distinct populations which
override the unidimensionality of cultural differences.
Erickson and Schultz based their conclusion on a
discovery that cultural differences in communication
affected interaction when counselor and student ethnicity
differed.
predicted.

However, these differences could not be uniformly
They noted:

Though differences in communicative traditions did
seem to make a difference in many of the interviews,
in some interviews culture difference seemed to have
made less differences than in any other interviews.

_J

I
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They noted further that si tuational

comembership--w~~i::::h

they

described as "similar communicative traditions of
performance and interpretation"-- seemed to have the
greatest influence in terms of smoothness of interaction.
CUltural differences could be overridden if comembership
existed (Erickson and Schultz 1982, p. 184-185).
Although Erickson and Schultz were studying
communicative interaction, their findings are important in
terms of how cultural change and diffusion occurs among
people.

The variation found in the

C'o~~am

subgroup

supports the notion that culture is not unimodal, does not
occur on a predictable continuum, and does not necessarily
predict who will or will not succeed in education.
The Open Context
The prior success of the open context students in
education left Daniel, Cecelia and Henry feeling confident
about competing with non-Indians.

They had considerable

experience with and felt reasonably comfortable around nonIndians as they entered Desert Community College.
The open context students also had the most experience
in urban environments and were less likely to regard life on
the reservation favorably.

They also identified themselves

as being more assertive than their reservation-raised
counterparts.

r
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Tribal traditions, as they were associated with beliefs
and lifestyle, were less of a force in the lives of the open
context students. While all of them regarded tradition and
traditional people with respect, they felt the effects of
tradition in their lives to be minimal.
The open context students were able to rationalize the
negative perception of their Indian peers that education was
"just doing something for yourself."

They had acquired an

ability to view success in education as a long-range goal of
potential value to the family, community, and Indian people.
To these students, education represented part of a new
tradition which would

~elp

them achieve equality and a

representative place in society.
The reality of the open context students included an
awareness of economic and class distinctions.

In response,

they had begun learning and practicing behaviors they
perceived would allow them more mobility and acceptance in
society.
In their quest fer control over their own lives, the
open context students had learned to attribute some of their
failings and difficulties to external influences.

They were

able to do this to a much greater extent than the other
types of students.
When asked how he learned to attribute blame for
failure or poor performance to external causes, Daniel
attributed it to the ability to regulate "levels of self-

[
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esteem."

Self-esteem varies in accordance to those with

whom an individual interacts.

Persons who hold themselves

in lower regard than those around them will think negatively
of themselves and attribute their perception of themselves
to personal failings.
The open context students had developed survival
responses to urban life which they were able to generalize,
to a greater extent than the other students, to their
experience at Desert Community College.

They had competed

successfully with non-Indians in public school settings and
evaluated this ability positively.

They were more

accustomed to classroom interaction and teacher behaviors
typical of non-Indian schools.
Although the students were committed to continued,
purposeful adaptation, they nevertheless maintained deep,
personal feelings about the status of Indians in American
society as well as strong ties to their bilateral families.
The Mixed-transitional Context
The "ideal" of self among the mixed-transitional
students lay between two "realities"--the Indian and nonIndian worlds.

While the Indian world emphasized respect

and reverence for the past, the non-Indian world emphasized
the future.

These students often experienced conflict and

frustration in identifying with and attempting to meet the
demands of these two "realities."
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Juana and Arlyn viewed education as a way to gain
experience that would help them understand
the non-Indian

'.~~:::,ld.

an~

se~ed

Education also

function in

as a vehicle to

experiment with, gain experience, and explore the outside
world before fully committing oneself to any particular
direction.
Juana and Arlyn arrived at

Dee

with a strong sense of

competency in the category of "smart."

Their performance in

their reservation nigh school led them to believe they
possessed some "capital" in terms of competing with nonIndians.

However, they were self-conscious about their

image in the eyes of non-Indians, greatly sensitizing them
to the potential effects of failure in demonstrating their
competence.
While cultural rules for managing competence led to
frustration for the students when the institution provided
negative feedback about academic performance, the students'
feelings were further intensified by their tendency to
assume personal responsibility for failure or poor
performance.
Although "being smart" was perceived as a strength to
the mixed-transitional students, it was opposed to a norm of
reservation peers that "no one should try to be better than
anyone else."

They played down their educational

aspirations with their peers, fearing

t.~ey

would be

perceived as being greedy, doing things for themselves, or

r
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"trying to act like white people."

The mixed-transitional

students found it more difficult than open context students
to separate themselves from the perception that seeking
education was an attempt to place their own needs above the
needs of others or "just doing something for yourself."
The mixed-transitional students did not commit to
proving

themselv~~

with the same intensity as the open

context students, but they were more sensitive to being
perceived by non-Indians as "being dumb" or otherwise
inadequate.
The mixed-transitional students felt a sharper impact
of absence and separation from their families and supportive
social networks.

Reservation life imparted a close sense of

social belongingness which contrasted with the seemingly
impersonal environment of the College.

Perceived lack of

support was the root of many conflicts with which they
struggled during their short experience at Desert Community
College, especially as they felt new pressures increasing.
The mixed-transitional students were also extremely
sensitive to the contrasts of Indian versus non-Indian
lifestyle.

Away from the reservation, they felt that Indian

people and their ways were perceived by most as "out of
place."

From this vantage, they felt marginal and

constantly defensive about their heritage and background.
The mixed-transitional stUdents were often involved in
traditional activities on the reservation and, unlike the
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open context students, did not view themselves as being
external to tradition.

A significant tension existed in

reconciling bifurcated "realities"--a perceived
contradiction involving reverence for the past and emphasis
on the future.

They distinguished "the old ways" from the

"need to modernize," and viewed their life tasks embedded in
the inconsistency of engaging in the latter while preserving
the value associated with the former.
The open context students had learned to be assertive
and aggressive. The mixed-traditional students tended to
internalize their feelings about events and situations that
bothered them.

They had few strategies to deal with the

social stereotypes to which they had become extremely
sensitive.

As they felt increasingly marginalized at DCC,

their recipes ultimately required withdrawal in order to
prevent emotional damage to themselves.
The Close Context
Among the close·context students, Renee and Anita, the
"ideal l l self acknowledged and

~evered

traditions.

They

aspired to productive, contributing membership in family and
commurdty.

Education was perceived as a way to prepare for

work and "not be dependent."
The close context students had dissimilar experiences
at Desert Community College, based on a pivotal factor--a
perception or sense of participating in a supportive milieu.
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For these students, a supportive system--primarily the
bilateral family--was a focal point in their world view.
They viewed

~~emselves

as an integral part of a close system

in which they shared a significant role. They functioned not
only with the support of the

syst~mi

but on its behalf.

The

extent to which they were able to identify and participate
in a similar supportive system at Desert Community College
was a determinant of persistence.
The role and expectation of a supportive system was
reinforced in Indian boarding schools.
se~~~d

The boarding schools

as supportive systems in themselves, molding

behavior, inculcating certain values and attitudes, and
rewarding and reinforcing desired behaviors.

Both of the

close context students were "honor dorm" students, a select
but socially isolated population of students.

These

students rejected strong peer influences and identified with
older Indian staff and teachers.
boarding schools,

th~se

In terms of Indian

students represented their best

products.
The concept of "being smart" was more closely
identified with attitudes and external behaviors than
cognitive ability.

Both of the close context students

earned their "honor dorm" privileges as a reward for valued
behaviors and attitudes and only partially by earning good
grades.

They voluntarily kept themselves isolated from

"partying" and were substantially reinforced for their

r
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efforts to model behavior for their peers.

The informal

socialization of the boarding school had a powerful
influence ou their attitudes and behaviors and their manner
and purposes for pursuing education.
The close context students also generalized their
resistance to peer influences to their home communities.
They tended to maintain close circles of relationships-mostly with bilateral family members--which insulated them
from influences they perceived as destructive.
Both of the close context students were younger

me~ers

in their families, raised and socialized, in part, by older
sisters.

They followed established patterns in their

families, including the use of education. They followed
their sisters through the boarding schools, allowing them to
carrying over a sense of family life into the institution.
Their effort to exemplify good behaviors--including
getting an education--was done more for the betterment and
welfare of the family or community than it was for a sense
of personal fulfillment.

They were less concerned with the

image of Indian people in the general society but considered
being "dependent" on government handouts as undermining the
ideals of O'odham traditions and creating "social problems."
Tradition represented the best model for behavior and
attitudes.

They believed that proper adherence to tradition

would have prevented modern-day ills.
The close context students depended on those around

r
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them for motivation, reinforcement and assistance.

Their

intentionality was tied to the collective will of the group
and less to their own motivation and desire for independence
in their choices.
In their conceptualization of independence, the close
context students spoke of their desire not to be materially
dependent

rathe~

reference group.

than a desire to function outside of their
Their sense of competence was also

associated with the ability to contribute materially to
resources for the common good rather than garner resources

for personal use.

Their orientation was for contributive,

group survival.
The close context students handled conflict by drawing
themselves into closer association with their social
networks.

Conflicts

occur~ing

away from the protective

influence of the supportive network were avoided.

Access to

the network and the ability of the network to respond to the
needs of the individual were key to the close context
students' ability or inability to negotiate novel
experiences.

The extent to which a similar pattern of

rewards and relationships was perceived determined the
ability of the close context students to survive in the
community college environment.

r
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The Significance of the Three contexts

I

I found a persistent theme underlying the three strands
of variance.
heritage.

The students felt distinctive in their Indian

CUltural patterns and recipes were often mediated

by this perception of their own uniqueness.

Despite

previous experience and adaptation, being an Indian in
American society, especially a Tohono Oiodham in the
Southwest, creates life task requirements that no other
subgroups will experience in the same way.
In considering how human beings develop and interact in
society, Dale Dannefer's (1984) warning of the potential for
an "ontogenetic fallacy" becomes a salient issue with
respect to the contexts and variance of culture found in
this study.

Page (1987) also argued that the student

development theories which currently permeate higher
education do little to inform professionals about
multicultural populations.

Student development theories,

which assume that higher education possesses the capacity to
re-order the lives of individuals, are based on certain
conceptions of people and society,

These conceptions often

do not accommodate or represent the variant "realities"
within a society.

This study provides a descriptive view of

the social embeddedness of cultural reality.
Contributors to structural/adaptive human development
theories, upon which stUdent development programs are based,
claim that people go through certain age-related,

---._._---
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predictable stages in meeting developmental tasks
(Chickering 1972; Loevinger 1978).
in te:::1lls of the emergence of

th~

Development is described

self as a frame of

reference in dealing with the world (Drum 1980).
It was clear in listening to the students that their
view of their

~'\ '"!1

development was based on a unique context

of social themes and experiences.

They did not view

themselves on an adolescent continuum needing to "grow up
and find themselves." Rather, they viewed themselves as
adults with abiding personal and social

responsibili~ies.

These are unlike those that would be expressed by middle
class youth of similar age.

Their adult tasks were

especially complicated by unique a social pathology.

They

felt compelled to dissociate themselves from destructive
influences they perceived as pervasive in their peer group.
In order to do this, they not only had to reject familiar
norms and values but had to embrace forms of behavior and
belief represented by a society that generally regarded them
stereotypically.
Other researchers have reported similar pervasive
influences related to the way which people helieve society
perceives them.

Olivas (1986) reported that

nmarginalization" felt by Hispanic college students causes
them to approach education peripherally.

Sue and Kirk

(1972) found that Asian Americans often exist in a state of
"conflict and tension" because they perceive themselves as
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"marginal" in relationship to society.
The open, idxed-transitional, and close context
students attended to their tasks of adapting and changing in
accordance with the variation in their world view.

The

ope~

context students sought aggressive change and tried to model
their behavior upon those they perceived as nmaking it."
The close context students

conti~ued

to hold Indian

tradition as an ideal for behavior. This range of variation
underscores the need to determine the effects of interaction
between individual and environment from the point-of-view of
individual perception.
The variation found among the Tohono O'odham students
provides a conceptual step beyond previous research which
has treated student subcultures as homogeneous units.

These

latter studies attempted to classify students as groups
possessing specific traits and characteristics which may be
found among students in many types of institutions.
and Trow, 1966; Snyder, 1971; Walsh, 1973).

(Clark

Subgroup

variation cannot be properly investigated with the theories
and methods used in this previous research.

An

understanding of student subgroups lies in the orientation
of individuals and its contribution to collective
orientation.

The discussion above emphasizes the unique

configuration of individual background and experiences and
how these combine into the elements of cultural rules and
negotiating recipes.

An examination of variance clearly
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illustrates the range of forms, beliefs and values that can
exist among a group of persons who might otherwise, by other
methods of study, be considered to possess homogeneous
cultural attributes.
From Surface to Deep Structure
"Levels of acculturation" which spindler (1963)
ascribed to the Menominee is similar to "surface structure"
variations found among the students in this study.
also noted that Menominee

p~rsonality

Spindler

structure remained

"relatively constant" despite differences in level of
acculturation (Spindler 1963, p. 25). This is similar to my
finding that a certain "deep structure" coexists with the
surface variations described above.
I argued earlier that Spindler's "levels" of
acculturation are, in terms of this study, different
locations within multidimensional social space which vary in
accordance with previous learning and experience.

Change

and acculturation occur neither in a single continuum nor in
a predictable fashion.

As Erickson and Schultz (1982)

suggest, change and adaptation occur on the basis of the
patterns of social

rela~ionships

unique to each individual.

Spindler found that Indian personality structure was
"surprisingly refractive to change in depth" (Spindler 1963,
p. 25).

This study has also found a deep structure of
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cultural values or attributes coterminous with spindler's
"personality structure."

These "deep structure"

characteristics influenced the recipes and rules used by the
students to negotiate their experiences just as the
"personality structure" of the Menominee affected the way in
which they approached life.
Goodenough (1981) cotnpared linguistic "drift" to
culture change.

He explained that the "modality around

which individual variance clusters itself will tend to
shift, changing considerably over the centuries without
anyone being

a~are

that change is occurring."

that culture pools constantly change and shift
are dropped, revised or added.

He concluded
?~

~LQuitions

He noted, "Through their

inventions and private discoveries, people are continually
adding to the

~

component of the culture pool" (Goodenough

1981, p. 113).
The "surface structure" of the students in this study
was a psychological "reception o:lrea" where new elements or
"~

components of culture arrived.

New referents for

reevaluating the ideas, recipes and beliefs were filtered
and assimilated through surface structure.

According to

Goodenough, such reevaluations may "strengthen commitment to
existing principles for conducting the business of life, or
they may weaken such commitment" (Goodenough 1981, p. 116).
I found the "deep structure" characteristics to be some of
the "existing principles" to which Goodenough refers.

These
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were deeply embedded elements of both individual and
collective expressions of culture.
According to spindler, the most acculturated Menominees
eventually became achievement-oriented in dominant culture
terms and were controlled around "different psychological
pivots" than the least acculturated.

He considerea 'Chis a

"positive psychological adaptation" tl'lat accompanied the
Menominees' being able to achieve success in the terms
acceptable to the dominant society (Spindler 1963).
"positive psychological adaptation" is akin to
shifts of commitment in relationship to "existing
principles" to which Goodenough refers.

To Goodenough,

adaptation or membership in a culture-sharing group is
determined by the extent to which individuals perceive and
reveal themself as competent in the standards they attribute
to other members of the group.

Spindler emphasized social

reciprocity in adaptation and the consequences when
commitment is not met in-kind with opportunity:
The lesson in this is that until a people in the
process of adapting to entirely new conditions
are accepted within the framework of those new
conditions there is no reason why the personality
appropriate to the traditional way of life should
undergo anything but regressive and demoralizing
changes.
If Spindler and Goodenough are correct in their
observations, the "existing principles" of the Tohono
O'odham students would be reinforced, changed, or adapted in
accordance to their reevaluation of new referents.

Change
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and adaptation would also be contingent upon "acceptance
within the framework of those new conditions."
For the Tohono O'odham students, "surface structure"
characteristics were their immediate referents as well as
the locus of their most adaptive cultural categories and
recipes.

"Deep structure" reflected the deep, underlying

principles of culture which would be changed, adapted or
reinforced, depending on the interaction of surface
structure characteristics with new cultural elements.

There

existed another set of categories which seemed to mediate
psychologically between surface and deep structure.

As the

students brought this foundation of cultural recipes with
them, Desert community College became the experiential
mediator in what Spindler would refer to as a "framework of
new conditions."
The shared culture of the students is represented in
the themes that follow.

These themes represent the basic

recipes and standards used by the students to evaluate their
experience and the behavior of others.

Although all the

students maintained their own unique "vantages" from which
to perceive and interpret their experience in the
educational setting, the following discussion about cultural
categories represents a generalized point-of-view analogous
to a discussion of a language without describing
specifically the dialects that comprise the language.
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survival
Survival was an adaptive category that linkeu deep with
deep structure.

It also created links with many other

aspects of world view.
not exist in the

Although the word "survival" does

C~~~~am

language, adapting from the "old

ways" to rapidly-changing circumstances and conditions was
found to be conceptually powerful in the students' world
view.

The complexity and insistence of this category were

least among the close context students, and greatest among
the open context students.
The agenda for adapting and surviving meant first
overcoming stereotypes and proving that Indians are capable
and equal.

Secondly, it meant assuming some key behaviors

necessary for success in the mainstream society, especially
the ability to be outgoing, verbal and assertive.

Finally,

the agenda involved employing the benefits of adaptation by
setting a good example, making a substantial contribution to
the family, and by using acquired skill to help others.
Education was integral to each students' survival
category.

To some, survival needs amounted to having the

qualifications to find a job.

To others, survival had

deeper dimensions, especially related to finding a rightful
place for Indian people in the American social landscape.
The theme of survival was not an individualistic
concept.

Each of the students indicated that the survival

of family, the O'odham people, or Indian people in general

[
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was linked to their own ability to survive.
I

Part of

surviving was setting a good example, or by being a role
model for others.

This helped preserve continuity and

function among those with whom the students identified.
For all of the students, maintaining control over
damaging change agents was an important aspect of survival
in both physical and symbolic dimensions.

Survival meant

establishing a firm disassociation from substance abuse and
negative role models, particularly those who couldn't
control drinking.
Failure to adapt meant poverty, dependency, substance
abuse, and having to survive on government handouts.

All of

the students linked survival with group and individual selfsufficiency.

They felt that dependency and alcohol had

weakened Indian people, preventing them from adapting for
self-sufficiency.

A major step away from these ills was the

further involvement in society which education offered.
Education afforded an opportunity to adapt and to gain
control over the forces that affect survival.

It was viewed

as a way to gain experience, either to satisfy immediate
needs, or to acquire information and more knowledge of the
world upon which decisions about the future might be based.
This view of survival created psychological tensions
for the students. They had to defy peer pressures and norms
while struggling for acceptance in a society they felt did
not view them favorably.

This tension engendered feelings

[
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of alienation from both the Indian and non-Indian worlds.
Previous research has not addressed the self-perceived
survival needs of Indian people to any extent, but much has
been written about the "cycle of dependency" which has
evoly~d

in the historical relationship between the

Government and Indian people (Cohen 1973).

u.s.

Murray and

Rosalie Wax 3ttributed a far-ranging spectrum of social
problems to "reservation cultures"

which have been created

as a result of Indian people being forced to surrender their
political independence and assume a position of subordinacy
and dependence \Wax 1964).
Although the Wax study, conducted on the Pine Ridge
Reservation in the 60s, is separated from the Tohono O'odham
experience by both miles and years, it is obvious that
issues of dependency versus self sUfficiency and autonomy
are pervasive concern to the Tahono O·odham.

All of the

students were concerned about the quality of life of Indian
people--particularly on the reservation.

They were also

concerned about lack of opportunity and the conditions of
dependency and subordinacy under which Indian people are
often required to exist.
The students saw survival linked to orienting
themselves to the future through education and not
retreating into traditional ways.

This finding, supported

by the literature, indicates that overarching social themes
such as the issue of dependence among Indian people are

II
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potent adaptive mediators that affect their cultural pointof-view.
A unique finding in this study is the sense of personal
responsibility that these students expressed about survival.
They were all aware of social problems among their people-especially substance abuse--which they felt threatened the
integrity of the Tohono O'odham.

They felt an abiding

responsibility to insure their personal survival by
rejecting substance abuse and setting an example for others.
Their sense of personal survival was linked to the larger
concern about the way Indian people are perceived in
society. It appears that both the urban and reservationraised students involved in this study looked toward
education as a significant source of opportunity and insight
which might link them with the means to survive.
Being Smart
From their vantage as insiders of the category "being
smart" the students positioned themselves in opposition to
those they considered "rowdy" or "not able to make it.;;
"Being smart," an adaptive category, represented a path away
from undesirable

inf!~ences

and a way to reach for the

presumed rewards of society.
None of the students viewed being smart as amounting
only to cognitive ability.

Rather, "smart" was also

associated with behaviors that tended to be reinforced in

r
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school--doing homework, good attendance, good classroom
behavior, and earning at least average grades. In most
instances, '!being smart" ran counter to prevailing norms of
their peers: therefore investment or commitment to one's own
"smartness" tended to distance the students from their
peers. "Being smart" was often perceived as "doing something
,

for yourself," or putting oneself above others.
To the students in this study, "being smart" was
viewed as a particularly potent competence because it was
associated with success in education. In turn, education
represented greater inclusion in the non-Indian world, a
link to survival. "Being smart" also indicated an implicit
willingness and ability to adapt to the dominant society.
It could be used as a "tool" of learning about the outside
world and to gain the kind of experience needed for
survival.
In the students' category of "self:;' "being smart" was
identified as a focal competence.

Even though some students

had multiple competencies, ranging from basket making to
athletics, they usually identified a competency which was
their "special" skill.

Competence, in their view, amounted

to developing or possessing a skill that will benefit
others, especially immediate and extended family.

"Being

smart" was a "special" competency that best suited them to
meet the demands of the future, and to help others meet
similar demands.
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In terms of their own development and potential for

I
I

contributing to

~~e

common good, the students had invested

in "being smart" as an area of competence, in the same sense
that traditional persons would be respected and admired for
their ability to demonstrate competence in a craft or skill.
However, school achievement was problematic for the students
because of the lack of peer acceptance.

Their sense of

competence was reinforced and controlled by persons other
than peers.

There was the sense that there was "no turning

back" as far as peers were concerned.

The students

expressed faith that education would replace peer acceptance
with success and survivability.
The theme of "being smart" demonstrates an adaptive
aspect of culture. The students, by committing themselves to
education, were making an even greater commitment to
alternative forms of cultural competence not highly regarded
among most of their peers.
Indian in Two Worlds
This cultural theme was a powerful mediator between
surface and deep structure.

All the students viewed

themselves as being outside of full participation in
society's culture by virtue of their Indian heritage.

They

also viewed themselves, as well as other Indian people, as
are marginal in relationship to the dominant society.
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The students also identified themselves as being
outside the Indian world.

Their "reality" encompassed

negative peer evaluation of their ambitions and goals as
they tried to participate in the wider dimensions of
society. Accordingly, the world view or "culture" of the
students did not lie solely in one dimension or the other
but occupied a space between the Indian and non-Indian
worlds.

In all three contexts--open, mixed transitional or

close--the students were both insiders and outsiders with
respect to the "ideal" of the traditional Indian or as an
equal and accepted member of the non-Indian world.
All the students possessed varying degrees of knowledge
about traditional ways, legends, and customs. As they
acquired new Dlowledge, they continued to use some of their
home-traditional knowledge base on which to evaluate new
information about the non-Indian world.
Some of the students expressed a desire for more
acceptance of Indian people in society, but none expressed
any desire to exchange their identity for another.

Their

ideal was equal membership and having the options
represented in both worlds.

They recognized, however, the

inherent difficulty in resolving the issues of different and
often conflicting sets of values and beliefs.

Daniel viewed

membership in two worlds--the ability to be successful in
society while remaining fully knowledgeable about one's
Indian heritage--as the life task of the modern Indian.
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The students lived with constant awareness of being
viewed and treated stereotypically as Indians.

Their sense

of being stereotyped was acquired in many ways--the mass
media, experiences related by their friends and relatives,
direct experience with non-Indians and, in many instances,
through negative experiences with non-Indian teachers.
Addressing the stereotype was an important motivating
factor for pursuing education for these students.

In all

but one instance, their personal lives had been deeply
affected by a close family member:s substance abuse.

This

heightened their sensitivity to stereotypes.
The students felt a moral obligation to prove
themselves and help break the stereotypes. There was a
strong sense of identity with other Indians that superceded
individuals' tribal membership.

They felt obliged to "set

the record straight" for all Indians.

They chose to do this

by capitalizing on the opportunities presented by education
and by trying to set a good example.
Society's view of Indians was a powerful motivator to
pursue and succeed in education, especially since the
students perceived a significant aspect of stereotyping as
having to do with intelligence.

"Being smart" proved that

Indians can compete with non-Indians, and can set themselves
apart from the "rowdy," drinking identification.

Succeeding

in education was very symbolic to these students in terms of
feeling a sense of equality with others.
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The implications for education are two-fold: first, the
students' view of their own development takes place in a
social context where Indian people are stereotyped and
perceived negatively. Secondly, the students viewed
education as a way to reduce their

~arginality.

They had

enjoyed success in their previous educational experiences
and fully anticipated that education would further open the
door to opportunity and social equality.
Previous studies have generally described American
Indians as having to manage two separate identities--one,
Indian and another suitable for the dominant culture
(LaCounte 1987).

Living in two worlds has been thought to

require internalizing aspects of two world views or mindsets.

changing or alternating these mind-sets, according to

Ross (1979) "can come dangerously close to intruding upon
one's own identity as a person, as well as the sense of
continuity and personal integrity so essential to
psychological well-being" (Ross 1979, p. 61).
In matters of education and Indian children, Ann Beuf
(1977) remarked about Indian children being caught between
"two worlds" and finding themselves in a position where they
"must choose between being a good Native American or a good
student" (Beuf 1977, p. 29).

Analyses of different mind-

sets have shown differences in such areas as "importance of
the family, prestige and how to attain it, and the purpose
and use of accumulated wealth" (Ross, 1979, p. 60).
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The Tohono O'odham students had to be able to employ
dif=~xent

behaviors depending on their location or the

persons with whom they were associating. Those who lived on
the reservation indicated they could "be themselves" when
they were off the reseL"ation and could indulge in behaviors
that would otherwise be subject to peer censure on the
reservation.
Although all of the students viewed themselves as being
"outsiders" with respect to tradition, they were affected by
the knowledge that they were part of a world that was
distinctly Indian and often at odds with non-Indian ways.
The students' perception they were participants in
"different worlds" was a significant aspect of their shared
cultural reality.

They were sensitive to the shifts of

perspectives when they moved from one cultural scene to
another.

I cannot agree, however, that the students were

alternating between bifurcated cultural realities.

Rather,

living in the midst of multiple dimensions and having to
negotiate and balance them
students.

~

the cultural reality of these

The recipes and forms they employed and

th~

particular form of cultural competence they had acquired
were to a great extent fixed in this reality.
Previous research has not exposed the raw, negative
influences of social stereotypes which,

cv~r

time, had

become a potent force within the individual spheres of
culture of the students in this study.

Little has been
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written about American Indians' cultural response to the way
they are perceived by the dominant culture.
OVerall. evidence from this and other studies indicated
the students' feelings of self-concept and confidence tended
to shift in accordance with different settings.

The Tchono

O'odham students were aware of the standards used by others
to judge them and felt less comfortable among non-Indians
than among their Indian peers.

The view the students

provided of themselves as Indians in society revealed the
depth of sensitivity Indian people have acquired about to
the way they are perceived by others.
Tradition
nTradition" was another significant cultural category
that mediated between surface and deep categories.

All of

the students viewed themselves as being external to, or only
partially connected to tradition.

However, tbey

acknowledged that tradition was "the past n handed-down by
the teachings of elders and parents and that tradition
represented exemplary values that should be honored.
Tradition represented a lived contradiction for the
students.

Although they believed that tradition should be

respected, they also viewed it as antithetical to "getting
ahead" and nmaking things better."

"Traditional n was viewed

on a continuum with "modern," and as "the past" in
relationship to the future.

The students viewed younger

II
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people as generally failing to learn and adhere to
tradition, and becoming more "modernized'; and oriented to
the future.
The students represented two basic

v~ews

One view held that tradition should be respected but not
necessarily maintained since it ?ill not help in the modern
world.

The other view was that tradition can and should be

learned and consciously maintained, but in a less
demonstrative manner than education is acquired.
The students felt that tradition alone would not insure
survival. However, none denied feeling a sense of the power
and authority of traditional people, and they maintained a
strong sense of respect for them.
The students' sense of respect for tradition had
implications for education.

The view that tradition was the

"real Indian way" and that education--which emphasizes
preparation for the future--was an antithesis to this way,
created internal tension for of the students. Juana viewed
the traditional world, or the "old ways," giving way to the
inevitability of the "modern way."

She explained it as

gradual change that occurs over time: "Every time someone
old in

ou~

village dies, something changes and tradition is

not the same."
Previous researchers have used "tradition" as a
reference point in determining the position of students on a
"continuwn of acculturation." Tradition was assumed to be a

I
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variable related to success or failure in education.
However, students' level of adherence to or belief in
tradition has been difficult to measure and the results have
never been conclusive.
Many studies associated "tradition" with residence on a
reservation.

Henderson (1979)

r?~orted

that the "best

adjusted" students seemed to be "characterized by strong
motivations either toward [high level of traditionalism] or
away [high level of acculturation] from reservation life"
(Henderson 1979: p. 301)

In contrast, Carroll (1978) found

"traditional" students psychologically maladjusted because
" .•• they had to cross the widest social space" (Carroll
1978, p. 11).
Ross (1979) reported that a chief cultural
characteristic of Yakima college students was their
motivation and commitment to preserve the Indian way.
However, she concluded that students concerned about
cultural continuity would find themselves at odds with the
college curriculum.

She also indicated that the expected

changes in values and attitudes associated with college
attendance might damage the self-concept of "a traditional
Yakima youth who wishes to acquire new knowledge for the
purpose of preserving traditional values, nlJt changing them"
(Ross 1979, p. 197).
None of the students in this study considered
themselves i'tradi tional" and none identified traditional

II
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ways or beliefs alone as inimical to their desire to seek
education.

The students generally regarded tradition as

"the old ways" but they respected these ways.

Moreover,

most of the Tohono O'odham students viewed education as a
_ . way to adapt and change and did not associate education with
the preservation of tribal traditions.

However, insofar as

"tradition" was a prominent mental category among all the
students, it remained a conceptually powerful, value-laden,
and often idealistic point of reference in their lives
regardless of variation in background and experience.
Experience
As a deep cultural category, this theme is one of the
most significant findings of this study in terms of its
implicatio~s

fer

~duc~tion.

Acquiring experience was a

dimension of survival, but also a category indicating a
focal life task.

Acquiring experience was viewed as an

active pursuit. It involved learning by participation,
demonstration, and direct observation.

Experience was the

foundation of wisdom, responsibility, and a respectable
adult role--prized characteristics of living life well.
Learning significant things in life, in the view of the
students, was acquiree through direct experience.
Experience was a necessary precursor to commitment, which,
in turn, linked the individual to some future condition or
responsibility.

In the students' view, the future is not

- I
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planned or pursued without links of experience. Decisions
about the future are not made solely on the basis of a
presumed aptitude or interest.

Rather, the future was

approached step-by-step, each step based on an increment of
experience upon which to make decisions about future steps.
Purposeful experience led to intuition or "instinct" which
in turn was used as a guide to the next step of experience.
All but one of the students had entertained notions of
joining the military as an alternative to college.

This

trend was linked to the desire for experience prior to
making commitments. since military service was limited in
duration it was viewed as an way to gain experience with the
outside world without creating permanence.
The students also had to have a sensation of
experience--that in which they were engaged was relevant to
expected inputs.

Some of the students could tolerate

greater levels of abstraction, but all would ultimately ask,
"Is this experience relevant and important to me?"
Experience was the essence of wisdom, the basis for
earning eventual, respectable exercise of responsibility in
the community.

The experienced person could competently

guide and counsel others and, because of the depth and
breadth of experience, would also be able to serve as a good
example and role model for others.

This was a key concept

related to the perceived role of the O'odham adult.
In terms of education, the students had to have a

I
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sensation of experience in order for them to feel they were
engaged in something meaningful.

Isolation from this sense

of direct experience defeated one of the

pri~ary

they associated with developing competence.

objectives

At this time in

their lives, they felt a crucial need for active experience.
In describing the characteristics of "new students,"
Barna et al (1977) observed, "their interest patterns show
them to lack interest in scholarly pursuits and to be
interested in activities that are decidedly non-intellectual
jn nature."

They note further that "new students" have

" ..• a low tolerance for ambiguity and aelayed gratification,
and have difficulty adjusting to the vicarious learning
tasks of higher education" (Barna et al 1977, p. Ill).
Barna's description of "new students" is representative
of a statement often made about other minorities in learning
situations.

It indicates an assumption that learning that

is not vicarious has a non-intellectual flavor.
Richardson et al (1983) did not place similar value
judgments on their assessment of four student orientations
they found in a population of students in an
community college.

~~izona

Among these orientations, they found a

category of students they referred to as specific
information users, stUdents who expected to apply what they
learned to some tangible and immediate objective.
Although the Tohono Q'odham students would not have fit
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neatly into anyone of the Richardson categories, they
tended to fit the

~~scription

of the specific information

users which Richardson et al describe as having "clear
educational goals in the sense that they were participating
with the definite intent of acquiring knowledge and skills"
(Richardson, et al 1983, p. 98).

As shall be demonstrated

later, this type of student may be at a disadvantage in a
community college setting.
Toelken (1975) states that in Indian societies there is
a higher priority placed on age than youth.

Emphasis is

placed on experience rather than potential.

He explains:

••• many young Indians today report that their
understanding of their identity is based on
recognition of past negotiations between themselves and culturally important contexts. In many
tribes, apparently there is not much for a person
to say about himself until he has become someone
(Toelken 1975, p. 9).
Although Toelken might not regard education as a
"culturally important context" as was the case with the
students in this study, his reflections are nevertheless
applicable and seem to confirm experience as the mediator of
identity and status.
For the students in this study, the category
"experience"
tasks.

was a powerful indicator of perceived life

It subtly dominated the substance of the cultural

formulas used by the students when they approached
education.

It indicated an inductive approach to life which

they associated with the acquisition of skill and wisdom.

I
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Ways to Learn Things
The students identified some ways that competence
experience are acquired.

a~d

Almost all of the students claimed

to achieve competence in a skill by watching it being
demonstrated and then practicing it on their own until they
achieved mastery.

Almost all of them expressed a preference

for step-by-step demonstration followed by a period of
practice, and then repeated demonstration until they "got it
right."

They also indicated a preference for mutual

problem-solving where individual members of a group, without
being assigned specific tasks, contributed what they could
in their own way to solve a problem.
"Ways of learning things" also engendered an immediate
sense that progress was being made and that experience was
being gained. Skill and experience were gained primarily by
following the example and direction of someone proficient
and esteemed for their abilities.
The students generally disliked learning situations in
which they didn't feel personally involved, but they also
disliked situations that focused attention on them as
individuals.

They expressed a preference for interactive or

cooperative learning situations.
In considering the differences in learning styles of
"new students" compared to traditional college students,
Patricia Cross (1976) compared field dependent versus field
independent learners.

"New students" tend to be field

I
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dependent learners relying on cues from the surrounding
environment or "field" for knowledge to be grasped.

Field

independent learners can learn abstruse material which bears
no relationship to the immediate environment (Cross 1976).
The Tohono O'odham students were oriented to a field
dependent lean1ing style.

Although open context students

like Daniel and Cecelia had also acquired field independent
traits, their actual learning preferences remained rooted in
the more immediate context.
In her study of Yakima college students, Ross (1979)
discussed a similar finding.

She observed that Yakima

students preferred to "see something demonstrated rather
than hearing it described before attempting it" (Ross 1979,
p. 197).

This finding is consistent with the visual orientation
described by most of the Tohono O'odham students, and it is
apparent that personal demonstration and seeing it with
one's "own eyes" is a significant theme in the O'odham view
of learning.

This personal or "field dependent" form of

learning bears a strong relationship to the category of
experience.

To these students, knowledge or information

which is not directly experienced or "seen" is questionable.
supportive Relationships
Bilateral family relationships served as the bedrock of
interpersonal social relationships of the students--even
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those raised away from the reservation.
I

Mutual survival was

the fundamental focus of these relationships.

The family

and well-being of its members, especially in time of crisis
or need, assumed priority over all else.
The students' networks of relationships were based on a
pervasive theme--supportive mutuality.

Their view of

interpersonal relationships was imbued with values related
to "helpingll and anticipating help when it was needed.

In

their families, time and resources were shared freely for
the good of the family.

Nothing was expected in return for

support except the right to belong and participate.

There

was a particularly strong obligation of younger family
members to assist grandparents.
Relationships were also based on respect.

This was

demonstrated by listening uninterruptedly to elders and by
showing care for those respected.

Extended families were

complete support systems wherein individuals took
responsibility for one another and shared their resources.
Members of families were expected to refrain from
selfishness and to contribute to the family domain in some
substantial manner, either through labor or material, or
financial contributions.

Sharing predominated the value

systems of the students' families, and the concept that
"What I earn is mine" was considered improper.
Humor was a common bond in relationships.

It lent

perspective, maintained solidarity, and allowed an informal
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but effective way to control the behaviors of others.
Significant relationships, whether witn family cr
peers, involved the assumption of personal responsibility
for others.

To insure S'lccess of a:lother, it was incumbent

on the individual to guide, encourage, teach, and
demonstrate--especially if a younger person was involved.
Allo~ing

another to fail or falter was violating the

standard of personal responsibility individuals assume for
those they respect and value.
The students in this study, all of whom had succeeded
in elementary and secondary schools, recounted experiences
with teachers and other adult role models in education who
approximated some of the ideals of interpersonal
relationships.

This appeared to be the key factor in their

"bonding" to education.

These relationships appeared to be

significant in terms of reinforcing the sense of competence
the students had acquired.
Although the students in the study identified their
independence as one of the potential benefits of education,
they used the term in a more abstract sense than usual.
did not mean individual separateness.

It

Independence was

viewed more as "not being dependent" and being able to make
a proportional contribution to the welfare of the family.
While impersonal roles and relationships are often
characteristic of dominant society dealings, they were not
consistent with the rules of the students in this study.
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The students indicated a streng preference for handling
problems through

thei~

network of personal relationships.

Another significant implication of supportive
relationships was the socialization of the students to
helping roles. This was evident in their choices of
potential vocations and in their overall motivation to
attend college in the first place.
The students envisioned many different ways to help.
The ability to help included skills of listening, being

empathetic, and providing common-sense advice.

Nothing was

ever expected in return for helping expect to be helped when
it is needed.
The category of supportive relationships is relevant to
education in two ways. First, it was closely related to
learning style.

The interdependence of the students and

their extended families was pervasive.

Their

e~~ectations

in the realm of social relationships outside of the family
were generalized from the family sphere.

The feeling of

being supported, valued, and integrated in an interdependent
social network was necessary for their functioning.

They

did not view themselves as "independent units" in the same
way that some non-Indian students might.
Secondly, responsibilities in the extended family
shifted in response to the needs of its members.

Family

emergencies, crises and even mundane needs were collective
responsibilities. They often assumed precedence over all
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other matters.

Failure to respond to illnesses, deaths, and

other family crises indicated disrespect for the family,
especially to elders.
Furnham and Bochner (1986), researchers in culture
shock, propose a "social support hypothesis" which says that
members of "particularly well-developed, culturally
responsive informal networks" are "highly sensitive to the
absence of social support."

They define social support as

"information telling the person that they are cared for,
heJd in high esteem and a member of a communication network
with

mutual obligations."

Also, according to Furnham and

Bochner, social support must be seen as "the availability of
helping relationships and the quality of those
relationships" (Furnham and Bochner 1986, p. 185-186).
Furnham and Bochner's hypothesis appears to be
especially germane to these findings.

This research

demonstrates that the students not only conceived themselves
as being integrated into support systems, but also extended
their mental categorization of anticipated support into
school relationships.

It was a pervasive aspect of the

"give and take" of their cultural formulas.
In their identification of four value clusters typical
of Hispanic communities, Ramirez and Castaneda (1973) found
characteristics similar to those found in this study.
characteristics denote the similarity of Hispanic
communi ties in the areas of family and communh:y

These
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relationships.

The first value cluster, Identification with

Family and community Group, is pervasive in Hispanic
communities and differs from the Anglo sense of separate
identity.

Another value cluster, status and Role Definition

in Family and Community, places greater emphasis on social
education than academic education.

Age and sex as

determinants of roles for children are distinct, and
children are not encouraged to cross role boundaries as they
are in Anglo communities.
Among Ross' (1979) main findings in her study of Yakima
Indians, several were directly related to the ascendancy of
social support itl Indian communities.

She found that an

individual's actions had to be coordinated with the needs of
other extended family

me~ers

and that Yakima students found

it disorienting to focus only on themselves and their own
needs. She also found that individual achievement was
subordinated to the needs of family or tribe and that
achievement motivation was largely oriented to the benefits
for family and community.
As the "social support hypothesis" suggests, the Tohono
O'odham students, like the Yakimas, are products of a
complex, extended social system that emphasizes
interfamilial and community cooperation over individualism.
Therefore, they would be highly sensitive to operating
outside of and without the aid of a supportive social
system.
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People, Not Bureaucrats
Stemming from their close system of family
relationships, the students viewed other people in a context
of close relational expectations. Daniel summed it best when
he stated, "I was always taught to regard people for who
they are, not what they are."
The idea that individuals assumed "roles" distinct and
apart from personalized relationships was often
contradictory to the expectations of the students.

Persons,

especially other Indians, who tried to assume roles which
separated them from the realm of personalized relationships
were perceived as "acting like big-shots," or "trying to be
better than others."
In terms of negotiating new experiences, the students
depended on personal, informal relationships rather than
attempt to utilize or consult with people in situational
relationships involving only their "roles."
Emphasis on relationships as opposed to persons in
"roles" had significant implications for educational
services and how they were perceived and utilized.

The

students spoke frequently of persons in their lives who
cared.

A teacher who "cared" was especially valued.

Such

teachers did not distinguish between good stUdents and poor
students but cared equally for all. This sense of care was
an expression of respect on the part of the teacher for the
student and denoted a willingness to share a personalized
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relationship with others beyond the enactment of a teacher
"role."

A person who cared was not aloof or inaccessible.

When people were perceived as insulating themselves with
their "roles," they were i:1"oided.
There are other examples where ethnic groups have
distinguishable patterns of relational preferences. Among
Asian students, Sue and Kirk (1972); Sue (1981) and Minatoya
and Sedlacek (1981) noted a general tendency to avoid
certain types of services, especially counseling services.
These researchers agreed that these use patterns denoted
cultural variables related to success and "family honor."
Ross (1979) found cultural variables also important in
regard to dealing with bureaucracies. Yakimas tended to
avoid various services of higher education institutions
altogether if they could not make personal contact.
Although they were not unfamiliar in dealing with
bureaucracies on the reservation, Ross concluded that
Yakimas learned to find persons within the system with whom
they could make personal contact.

This created problems for

Yakima college students when they were required to follow
established lines of authority.
LaCounte (1987) noted that Indian people in general
maintain a high level of mistrust of non-Indian officials
and are reluctant to enter situations where trustworthiness
has not been established.

She claims that the Indian value

of trust requires that trust be proven whereas in the non-
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Indian value system, trust is assumed until it is broken.
LaCounte's explanation indicates that the history of
interaction between Indians and non-Indians may partially
explain why students are reluctant to negotiate
bureaucracies, but it mostly appears to be related to the
interactional style implicit in

~~e

social relationships of

Indian people suggested in these and Ross' findings.
Students in community College Studies:
Compared to four recent studies, this research has
provided considerable detail about the complexity,
variation, and cultural characteristics of members of a
student subgroup as they entered a community college
setting.

Attention has been given to the life circumstances

of the students and the perceptions and cultural insights
they brought with them.

This "baseline," or student world

view, will allow in the succeeding chapter a deeper
understanding of the changes the students experienced and
the processes that occurred over time.
Previous studies (London, 1978; Weis 1985) investigated
cultural form as it was enacted within the institution.
This did not provide details about student world view and
the intimate perspectives which ultimately contributed to
"lived culture."

Richardson et al (1987) suggest that the

effect of learning situations is created through modal
interaction between students and instructors.

However they
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also fail to focus on the oackground contributions to
student orientation.

Erickson and Schultz (1982) conclude

that social positioning contributed to mismatches in
communication interaction style

~etwaen

counselors and

minority students but they also fail to provide information
about the fundamental conditions and characteristics
contributing to student style.
While these studies provide valuable points of
reference, the present study adds an important coordinate-the composition of student world view and cultural
competency at the point of contact.

The position taken in

this study is that there are multiple forms of culturesharing in society and institutions like community colleges
may embody only a narrow segment of those multiple forms.
Unlike the other studies which utilized external variables
and netic" frameworks of analysis, this study is grounded in
subjective experience.

This accounts for the variance of

prior learning and experience among individuals in a culture
pool, and of the diachronic processes involved in cultural
change.

It breathes life into the findings.

In Weist study, Between Two Worlds, the representative
issues were race and class.

In London's study, the

representative condition was social class.

In both studies,

students viewed themselves as outsiders to middle-class
reference groups, comparing themselves unfavorably in terms
of academic capabilities and intelligence.

Students in the

[

I
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Richardson study varied in their reactions according to
their orientations and the type of learning environment in
which they found themselves.

Richardson did identify

Requirement meeters as "modal students" who "derived status
by spending as little time as possible on school-related
matters" (Richardson et al 1987, p. 96).
The representative issues of the Tohono Q10dham
students existed as they themselves identified them.

This

chapter described their previous learning and experience or
the "culture" which drove the recipes, themes and formulas
they used to negotiate and evaluate their experience in a
community college environment.
This chapter closes with questions not addressed in the
previous community college studies. As students will
perceive the environment of the community college in their
own way, and based on their own experiences, how and why do
their cultural recipes and formulas fail?
the acquisition of additive competence?

What prevented
What are the

cultural "gaps" that exist between community colleges and
the students they serve?
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CHA?l'ER 12
THE ENVIRONMENT OF DESERT COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Proc,~eding

environment

~f

to the next larger unit of analysis, the
Desert Community College, this chapter will

examine how the culture of the Tohono O'odham students
interacted over time with the system of standards and
meanings represented in the institutional environment.
The main finding is that the Tohono O'odham students
and the college were operating from dissimilar and
arrhythmic cultural vantages.

The resulting enactment

inhibited any consequential or positive culture change or
acquisition among the students and, in fact, exacerbated the
social marginalization which was part of the their
experience prior to entering the College.
CUlture and the College Environment
This study accepts the theoretical position that
institutional environments are nenacted"--a process arising
from the blending of the patterns and meanings of an
institution with the students' recipes, rules and standards
for behavior.

Since the locus of culture is in mental

perceptions, participants create their own environments and
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realities.

This position is unlike the functionalist

perspective which treats organizations as relatively
homogeneous, boundaried "real" entities which serve both
manifest and latent "functions."
The concept of interactional arrhythmia is

pa~icularly

useful in analyzing the environment that was enacted in this
case study.

Erickson and Schultz (1982) reported this

concept in a study of interaction between ethnically diverse
students and Anglo community college counselors.

Th~~y

noted

that differences in the cultural styles of listening and a
speake='s behavior often resulted in interactional
arrhythmia.
moments.

It was " ••• likely to occur during uncomfortable

The counselor and the student did not seem to

understand each other well when arrhythmia occurred, and
they appeared to be ur.able to coordinate their actions
together adequatelY"(Ericks?n and Schultz 1982, p. 180).
Erickson and Schultz' concept of arrhythmia, although
used to describe instances of communicative interaction, was
situationally produced or enacted. certain cultural effects
were produced as a result of the arrhythmia. It is a
particularly useful concept to extrapolate to culture as it
is being treated in this study.
The Tohono O'odham students expected a supportive
response when they experienced difficulties.

Their recipes

for problem-solving were not constructed around a middleclass consumer paradigm.

Supportive programs at the College

I

I

I
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were constructed on the premise that students would act as
independent, active consumers who, perceiving problems,
needs, and solutions with relative sameness, would then seek
help from a "cafeteria" of services and programs.

The

reality that was constructed from these arrhythmic
expectations led to students' progressive sense of isolation
and ultimately, disengagement from the environment.
Previous ethnographic studies of community colleges
have also treated culture as an environmental "reality" that
was

situatic~~lly

1978).

produced or organized (Weis 1985; London

In these studies, environment and cultural reality

have been viewed as interrelated while participants organize
or mesh their activity in a context of shared, symbolic
meanings.

As roles are enacted, actions are infused with

shared meaning they otherwise may not have.

Collective

actions are treated as part of larger social networks.

Weis

(1985) argued that culture is produced in a particular site.
The community college she studied was viewed relationally
rather than as an isolated entity.

In her study, certain

elements of a "hidden curriculum"--staffing patterns, time
and attendance--emerged in reciprocal relationship to the
characteristics of the students.

This relationship created

a distinct cultural form characterized by elements of
chronic absence, tardiness, and drug usage.

London (1978)

ideLtified oppositional cultural practices of working class
students which resulted from transformation or rejection of
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meanings embedded in the institution.

These meanings--

mostly related to issues of social class--arose from the
interaction of instructors and students.

Absence, cheating,

low levels of performance, and incivility manifested
themselves as products "of the interplay between day-to-day
interpretations of community college life as well as the
concerns of identity and social class" (London 1978, p. 61).
In both of these studies, student "culture" was the
meaning of human behavior expressed as symbolic action.
Culture consisted of the acts as symbols, and their meaning.
Instructor attitudes or the perceptions about time were
treated as artifacts that participants in the cultural scene
shared.

The meanings that were generated through social

exchange over these artifacts constituted culture.
In the case of the Tohono Q'odham students, remedial
education produced culture which had the effect of
separating the students from their goals and purposes for
attending college, and the sensation of experience which
sustained major life tasks.

The institution operated on a

belief that students must be inculcated with adequate "basic
skills" before they can engage in the "real learning" that
college preserves for the prepared.

The resulting

arrhythmia of expectations imbued the students with feelings
of inadequacy, further sustaining marginality and social
isolation.

Gradual disengagement and withdrawal became the

only alternatives in student cultural form.

r
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In this study, culture is viewed as concepts,
principles, standards or recipes that have been learned.
L€arning is applied as a pattern or recipe for negotiating
and transacting with people and situations.

The locus of

culture is the private, subjective view of the world of
individuals.

Like language, there are no two identical

versions of culture.

However, cultural modalities exist

when learning is formed around similar experiences or points
of reference.
system~

Institutions, such as community colleges, are

based on mutual adjustment and

and standards.

blendi~g

of =ecipes

Like languages, they represent a range of

variance which mayor may not accommodate the cultural
"idiolect" or "dialects" of individuals or their subgroups.
The enacted environment, or "lived" culture, is based on the
principles and standards of individuals as they come into
contact with each other.

It is based on the interpretations

of recipes and customs people use to achieve their
objectives and satisfy needs.
CUltural reality in the London and Weis studies
consisted of shared acts and their symbolic meanings.

This

!:>tudy is based on the subjective "grammatical principles"
used by the students to discern artifacts as having
distinctive forms.

CUlt~ral

production or environmental

enactment occurred through the interpretation of events and
situations from a subjective point of view rather than
external symbols which participants mayor may not interpret
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in the same way.
Except for Anita, the reality the students experienced
at Desert Community College was not predictable in terms of
their existing patterns of recipes and expectations.
were too many cultural unknowns.

There

Significant gaps existed

between their range of cultural competence and the
collectivized assumptions or "patterns and meanings"
represented at the College.
of

Reality coalesced as a series

social and learning style "arrhythmias" and

~iscues,

wired expectations.
An important distinction between the Tohono O'odham
students and the students in the Weis and London studies is
the perception of the Tohono O'odham students of themselves
as relatively isolated individuals in the college
environment.

They did not perceive themselves as part of a

collective reference group within the institution but as
individual migrants who had ventured out to accomplish a
task generally opposed to reference group norms.

The

subjectivity of the framework of culture used in this study
is all the more appropriate for students who view themselves
in this unique context.
CUltural Arrhythmia
Each of the students experienced cultural "arrhytr...mias"
in different ways and to different degrees.

A modality

arising from "deep structure" perceptions served as a basis

---"

---

----
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upon which the students ultimately evaluated their
experiences_

~s

these evaluative modalities are identified

below, they are suggestive of cultural forms in Weist study
or the oppositional cultural practices of students in
London's study.

However, they are indicative of the wayan

environment is enacted when expectations, as they exist
within cultural recipes and formulas, do not coexist within
the same range of social interpretation.
Unless otherwise indicated, these windows of cultural
reality: were found to be significant in

va~ing

deg=ees

intensity in the subjective experience of the students.

The

most significant enactments are presented below in their
words:
•

Here you're on your own!

(Henry)

•

There's always my sisters at home (Anita)

•

They need me out there (Juana)

•

The biggest problem is that there's not enough
money (Cecelia)

•

I watch and then I'll do it

•

I can do anything now (Arlyn)

•

It's still a lonely place (Daniel)

•

The required stuff before you can get in (Henry)

Here You're on Your Own
Henry's statement alludes to the contrasts the students
sensed between the college environment, their previous
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educational experience, and their home and community
orientation.

This contrast was particularly evident in

relationships with instructors.

For the students,

instructors were at the heart of the college experience.
They evaluated much of the worth of their experience on the
basis of interaction with instructors.
The students had embraced education--especially during
their high school

year~--and

had acquired a recipe

constructed around a basic expectation that education would

continue to be personally supportive.

The students eften

characterized the class work at Dec as "like high school,"
but they perceived distinct interactional differences.

They

perceived their high school experiences--especially schools
with majority Indian enrollments--as "more like a family."
In contrast,

DeC was perceived as possessing "less

closeness."
The students all identified previous significant
relationships with teachers or staff members that positively
affected them.

High schools, especially the Indian boarding

schools, often recreated a family atmosphere comfortable for
the students.

Accordingly, the students who accepted

education and remained in high school through graduation
increasingly committed themselves to education as an ideal.
Close interaction between students and teachers provided the
students a feeling of security and models of behavior.
Schools were perceived as offering the students alternatives

r
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to the social problems they observed

aro~~d

them.

The recipe for learning embedded in ways to learn and
supportive relationshiDs included an expected relationship
of reciprocal responsibility.

A good teacher was someone

who took personal responsibility for student learning, as a
parents would for the learning of their children.

As

teachers exercised this responsibility, students
reciprocated with effort and respectful attentiveness.
DCC's instructors emphasized greater self-reliance and
initiative than high school instructors.

This emphasis

created the impression that the instructors "don't care as
much here" leaving the students feeling frustrated in their
attempts to operate in a learning environment without the
reciprocal responsibility which had sustained them in the
past. Instructors were perceived as being more aloof and
unconcerned about an individual student's problems or
learning needs.
The pace of instruction at Dee differed from the style
of high school instruction to which the student were
accustomed.

When the students felt outpaced, it

intensified their estrangement from personal interaction,
creating, especially in remedial coursework, feelings of
resentment.

The students' "ideal" of the teaching-learning

relationship was rooted in trust and existed with relational
expectations as to the way older, wiser people interact with
younger people.

A good teacher, like a "good person,"

I

I

I
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ass~~d

a personal interest and responsibility for students

I

and supported them to the extent that they were not
permitted to fail.

To these students, failing meant that

people didn't care and didn't exercise their proper
responsibilities.
The students' theme, being smart evolved, in part, from
personal reinforcement by past teachers. The perceptions of
the teachers and their treatment of the stUdents had a
pygmalion effect in terms of the students' own perceptions
of themselves.

Most of the Tohono O:odham

stude~ts

experienced a diminished sense of value and worth as they
perceived DCC instructors as aloof and non-reinforcing.
DCC was not a responsive environment as it was viewed
through the cultural lens of supportive relationships. It
became evident that students with a sense of an immediate
support system available to them, either in the College or
nearby in the community, did not experience the feeling of
"being lost" suffered by some. Students from the reservation
or those who had attended boarding schools suffered the
greatest disadvantage.
The environment of Desert Community College, in
contrast to social support, represented a
reality to the stUdents.
anything here,"

"marketplace"

They often remarked, "You can do

"It's so open," or "There are just all

kinds of different people here" (see the following theme, "1.
can do anything now").

The reality of feeling "on your
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own," as they experienced it at Desert community College,
was intense and difficult for most of them.
Several questions arose in my mind with this finding:
Can a community college be so dissimilar to the high school
experience of these students?

Why haven't the students

adapted to greater degrees of being on their own?

It seems

apparent that high schools serving Indian students-especially the all-Indian schools--have adapted to their
students.

Ross (1979) came to a similar conclusion in her

study of Yakimas:
•.• the teachers have learned to make adjustments
for both the Indian and Mexican-American students.
As one school counselor related about a school
district which has almost half Indian school children:
"The teachers either become Indian or leave; it's
as simple as that. They just can't survive
otherwise" (Ross 1979, p. 202)
Research involving other ethnic subgroups has indicated
a similar need for a sense of supportive environment in
education.

Ramirez and Castaneda (1973), report Hispanics

possess a mutual emphasis on interpersonal relationships and
close supportive networks. without these Hispanics often
fsel "marginalized" i;t higher education (Olivas 1986), and
feel that their psychological needs are not being supported
(Ramirez and Soriano 1982}.
Based on extensive interviews with minority students,
Saufley et al (1983) found that those who felt isolated and
alienated "occupy an exceptionally precarious position."
This isolation is doubled by separation from a supportive
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cultural community (Saufley 1983, p. 14).
American Indian students are particularly vulnerable to
presence or lack of a supportive environment.

wilson (1983)

identified the support of the extended family as a "primary
factor" in completing college.
Among the Yakima Indians, Ross (1979) found sudden
removal of students from the close kinship relationships of
the extended family to be a difficult emotional adjustment.
She also found that the typical college environment is the
antithesis of the supportive family environment.
Researchers have also concluded that faculty studentrelationships are a key variable in students' feelings about
institutions.

Ross (1979) noted that the distance and lack

of personal contact between faculty and Indian students
created feelings of alienation and "being out of place."
In both the

Wp.i~

and London studies, instructors

created an unfavorable environment for students by
transmitting middle-class values and proscriptions.

In

London's study, concerns about identity and social class
status arose among some of the students because differences
in the pedagogies of the training and academic instructors
"exacerbated self-doubts concerning mind, intelligence,
limited social mobility and what these said about oneself"
(London 1979, p. 61).
Weis (1985) viewed faculty consciousness and
"distancing" as shaping factors in student cultural form.
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In turn, student culture helped shape faculty

co~~~iousness.

The end result was that faculty distanced themselves from
the students and minimized their labor in the classroom.
weis claims that a !!dominant ideology" creates an inherently
contradictory situation by offering equal opportunity
(faculty jobs) while enabling faculty to distance themselves
from students.
While lack of personal contact did cause the Tohono
Qiodham stuaeJli::.s to feel out of place, they did verbalize
their reactions to teacher complacency or lack of concern.
These reactions were akin to the black stUdents in weis'
study who

crit·~cized

instructors for not encouraging a "fair

transaction."
Instructor interaction at

Dec,

consistent with Ross'

findings, made the stUdents feel "out of place," isolated,
and unwelcome.

Their recipe of close association and

cooperation with a learning model could not be enacted.
There was no "critical mass" of Indian stUdents with whom
the students could associate to overcome the abiding
feelings of lack of support.
There's Always My sisters at Home
Anita's statement also reflects the influence of the
theme, supportive relationships.

It denotes ambivalence the

students felt about their experience at DCC.

Although they

wanted to succeed, few of the students actively sought or
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participated in support programs available at the college.
As Anita's statement indicates, the students preferred to
rely on known sources of support when they needed help.
This reliance often produced effects contradictory to the
students' purposes and goals in education.
None of the students, except for Juana, were able to
establish consistent or substantive relationships with
academic advising or counseling staffs beyond superficial
entr~

interviews.

The few instances of interaction they had

with college staff were not positive experiences.

None of

the students could identify anyone in the institution who
could help them with either their subsistence or personal
problems.

And most never attempted to identify or contact a

source for help.
When the students experienced problems, their recipes
called for seeking support from known and trusted persons.
Anticipated mutuality was an important aspect of the
students' notion of a support.

It explains why help was

usually not sought from institutional resources when it was
needed.

As Daniel explained, "a true friend would know when

you need help."
for.

Help is not something one would have to ask

It was not sought from persons because of their

"=ole."

It was expected that need be "understood" or

anticipated by those known and trusted.
The students relied on education for the insights
necessary to secure their identity as Indian people within
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society and for training and skills needed for survival.
They expected, as in previous educational experiences, that
they would be able to establish close relationships with
role models and people who personally cared for and helped
them.

Without this, the students continued to reach out to

sources external to education--mainly their known supportive
network--when their needs became acute.

They had not

developed the behavior patterns in their operational
cultures which would have allc:wed them to utilize the type
of resources and programs available at Dec to resolve
identity questions and meet survival needs.

Nor were they

able to develop the same sense of trust that was inherent in
their network of social relationships.
Daniel often described efforts to find answers outside
of the supportive network as "taking risks." At Desert
community College, he invested himself in athletics as a
"risk." The other students were not as invested in risktaking.

Taking risks was a competency Daniel acquired in

which he had to invest his trust.

This allowed him to

explore and acquire operating competencies outside of the
network of supportive relationships.
The students encountered difficulties related to issues
of identity and life tasks, but they could not identify
resources at the College which could help remedy problems
and inconsistencies.

Nor did the students recipes oblige

them to seek answers in an impersonal environment where they
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did not sense trust and acceptance.
The students experienced their own series of private
dilemmas, leading eventually to their decisions to drop out
of school.

They fell away without ever having establishing

any substantive connections with the College. The students
had purposely chosen an urban public community college so
they could intensify their contact with non-Indians and
learn about the non-Indian world.

Once exposed to the

environment, they were ambivalent about taking risks and
exercising new strategies.

This ambivalence was greatly

strengthened by the lack of personal connection with persons
whom they could trust to guide them.
The students all regarded themselves as "insiders"
where education was concerned when they first arrived. They
gradually perceived themselves as "outsiders" where the
College was concerned.

with one exception--Anita--their

recipes did ]lot articulate with the processes and patterns
of the College.
Cohen (1973) also found Indian community college
students in California ambivalent about the way they adapt
to resources.

Indian students ruade their choices and

decisions based on their primary relationships such as
family members.

They tended to make fewer decisions or

choices based on contacts with the "wider network" of
teachers and counselors.

She also noted that they

approached education as individuals desirous of

I
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participation in the larger society, but experienced
confusion about the way to maintain identity as an Indian.
She found they tended to use a close network of resources at
first but expand their utilization of resources as they
become accustomed to the environment.
Among Yakimas, Ross (1979) found that maintaining
distance in uncertain relationships and dealing with friends
and acquaintances rather than with established procedures of
bureaucracies is a cultural trait. McGrath et al (1962) also
found that Indian students were reluctant to discuss
anything of a personal nature with college instructors.
These findings are consistent with the reluctance of the
Tohono O'odham students to seek assistance outside of their
supportive network.
Black students in Lois Weist

(1985) study perceived the

community college as a "mediator between two worlds."
Individually, they viewed education as a way to break away
from ghetto "street" life and operate within the "legit"
realm of the dominant culture.

However, contradictions

arose because of the opposing nature of the "two worlds."
Weis notes that in spite of individual aspiration, success
must be weighed in view of the security offered by the
collective (Weis 1985, p. 125).

This finding is similar to

the Tohono O'odham students.
The findings of these researchers attest to the
powerful influences of social network and community on
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individual negotiation of education.

The black students'

attempts to escape "street life" for a more "legi-:"
existence in Weist study are similar to the Tohono O'odham
students' efforts to leave behind the negative aspects of
their lives in favor of greater "survivability."

However,

to embrace fully the set of conditions offered by education
was to risk the security of primary relationships.
continued reliance on primary relationships and failing to
embrace these conditions increase the risk of failure.
The Tohono O'odham students, like the Indian stUdents
in the Ross and Cohen studies, faced the task of balancing
their identity and sense of security with the need to
utilize institutional resources in order to succeed.
institution was not sensitive to the dilemma.

The

In this

respect, stUdent-institutional "arrhythmia" was significant
and far-reaching.
They Need Me Out There
Juana's statement reflects the perception of the
students that they were integral, responsible participants
in the affairs of their extended families and communities.
Recipes for education and meeting family and community
responsibilities sometimes competed, creating conflict and
guilt when both could not be enacted simultaneously.
A few instructors were sensitive to the need of the
students to meet their family and community
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responsibilities, but students were usually penalized for

Dee

absences.

instructors--especially remedial course

instructors--tended to believe that regular attendance was
the only way to meet subject matter demands of a course.
All of the students reported beiLg penalized for the
absences related to familial obligations.

Those who met

attendance requirements and did not attend to home and
community obligations experienced guilt.
Attendance at funerals and death anniversaries was
obligator~

as a matter of respect for both the deceased and

the family.

In Henry's large, extended family there were

several deaths and death anniversaries during a short period
of time which affected his attendance both semesters. He
discussed the consequences:
I had to go out [to the reservation] for my uncle's
funeral and another's death anniversary. My cousin's
dad died, too, then another uncle got killed ••• I
missed quite a bit. My math teacher failed me for
missing too many days ••• I got a warning because my
grades were below 2.0.
Anita also anticipated consequences for absence:
You have to put in four hours a week. If you
miss more than six you get kicked out. I missed
~ver six because my Uncle passed away and I had
to go back home.
The extended family network was extensive and the
students could be called upon to attend to any number of
situations.

Illness of family members--particularly the

elderly--or helping others through crises were common
demands.

The immediate response required to meet family

[
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crises prevented the students
for their absence.

fr~'m

securing prior approval

If students didn't offer an explanation

upon their return, instructors made no effort to determine
if there were extenuating circumstances.

The students did

not attempt to negotiate with faculty over absences but
accepted the consequences passively.
The opposition of family loyalty and college attendance
requirements have been documented for Indian students in
previous studies.
that

Artichoker and Palmer (1959, p. 6) noted

"fa~ily cc~cer~s"

were among

probl~ms

more !!troublesome

and serious" for Indian than non-Indian students.

Ross

(1979) identified loyalty to family as part of the
motivation and support system of Yakima college students.
Conflicts arising from family loyalty and obligations
are not peculiar to American Indian students, but are common
to other

minorities, as well.

On the basis of their study

of minority college students in a California university,
Saufley et al (1983) concluded it is often a "double bind"
for many minority students.
The Biggest Problem is There's Not Enough Money
Although many students have financial difficulties in
College, those experienced by some of the students in this
study were far-reaching.

Financial problems were embedded

in the issues of control and dependency.

Recipes for day-

to-day survival took precedence over academic needs, often
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resulting in feelings of guilt over the inability to focus
on the primary objective, education.
Financial desperation caused the students to feel
negatively about themselves, especially those students who
viewed "being dependent" as a personal issue.

Financial

distress also magnified other ongoing negative experiences.
For students from the reservation, financial problems
greatly heightened their feelings of isolation from a
supportive environment.

They felt more "alone."

Financial

stress consumed inordinate amounts of emotional energy,
displacing the attention and effort needed to succeed.

The

students who experienced financial stress also spoke of
their diminishing sense of ability to compete effectively in
the world outside the reservation.
The students' management of finances was also affected
by their sense of responsibility for members of their
extended family.

When students acquired money, it was

shared with other family members in need.
denied.

They could not be

In two instances among the female students, they

bore the additional responsibility of supporti.ng unemployed
boyfriends.

The students' responsibilities as contributing

members of the extended family took precedence over the need
to conserve and allocate resources for educational purposes.
The students experienced mazes of bureaucratic
entanglements when trying to secure financial aid.

Most of

those who received aid complained bitterly about late
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cheCKS, Pell Grant forms that were returned for more
information and, worst of all, uncertainty of funding of
tribal scholarships from semester to semester.
Those students who became especially desperate did not
attempt to seek

emer~ency

assistance from the institution

but relied on loans, when they could obtain them, from
members of their extended family or friends. They did not
use emergency resources like the community food banks or
relief agencies.

Seeking aid from immediate family usually

provoked feelings of guilt over the use of meager resources.
The students in financial need attempted to find work, but
the frantic haste of trying to find a job while suriving
day-to-day also helped undermine their academic efforts.
In instances where there were financial problems, they
were a dominant factor which negatively affected all other
areas of some of the students' attempts to negotiate the
college environment.
In almost every attrition or retention study of
American Indians in higher

education~

adequacy of financial

resources was identified as a primary factor (Falk and
Aitken 1984; McGrath et al 1962; Patton 1972; Wilson 1983).
These studies have also concluded that Indian students are
far more dependent on financial aid that non-Indian
students.

Additionally, in 1971, Crossland identified

finances as one of four major barriers to education for
minorities.
Little has been written about the psychological impact

r
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It was

of inadequate financial aid on minority students.

clear the students who had desperate financial problems

were

not able to attend to the demands placed on college students
satisfactorily.

This

had

a

personal view of themselves.

significant

impact

on

their

It exacerbated feelings

of

insecurity and consumed them emotionally.
I Watch and Then I'll Do It
The Tohono O'cdham students' recipes for approaching
learning tasks often did not operate in

haL~ony

with the

expectations of their instructors. The students were group
and visually-oriented, and preferred persohal interaction in
learning situations.
Classroom arrangements and teaching style at DCC
assumed stUdents possessed independent-mindedness.
students described this as "being on your own."

The

Their view

of learning was an interactive relationship--not simply
transmission of information from sender to receiver in an
impersonal mode.

They disliked dry, humorless lectures, and

preferred learning situations which were hands-on,
interactive, and closely related to their areas of interest.
A reactive pattern emerged as the students' realized
that learning was expected to be student-centered.

An

example of the perceived shift from interaction to
individual was represented in DCC's use of instructional
technology.

Videotaped modules had been introduced in the
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automotive technology program as a way for students to work
at their own pace.

In Henry's view, videotapes could not

replace personal interaction.

In his recipe for learning,

personal interaction and demonstration were preferred.

He

made the distinction when he discussed his feelings about
use of video instruction:
I was telling my stepc;randfather, "you know, those
tapes are alright but then again it kind of gets me
bored." You just stand there and watch those tapes.
I think it would be more interesting to me if somebody
showed me how to do it. They show us how to do it on
those tapes--it's the instructors who made the tapes-but I'd still rather hear it from somebodv and have
them show me so I know what they're talking about.
If students had problems learning subject matter and
needed help at DeC, limited tutoring opportunities were
available.

They were reluctant to utilize tutoring

services, as well as most other college services.

They

feared being perceived as dumb by non-Indian peer tutors.
Some of the students attempted to make contact with their
instructors, seeking personalization.

They came away

disappointed and feeling rejected by instructors, increasing
their feelings of marginality and being "out of pla(.e."
The students did not react uniformly to instructors in
terms of learning style.

Open context students were

amenable to lecture classes provided they were interesting
and relevant. However, in their deep categorization of
"learning," these remained only
underlying preferences.

acceptable alternatives to

[
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The students' statements about feeling they were lion

I
'I

their own" were reflected in the notion of "systemic
individualism" which Saufley et al (1983) discuss in their
research.

They suggest--and it seems to be borne out in the

case of the Tohono O'odham students--that a major shift
toward individualistic attainment is made in college.
Often, minority students do not possess the same experiences
that Anglo students have had to support the shift.

They

note:
others become prey to the systemic individualism
fostered by the university--you must do it on your
own; knowledge is self-acquired--without seeing
that a whole cooperative network has helped the
traditional students to get where they are
(Saufley et al 1983, p. 9).
"Systemic individualism," sensitized the Tohono O'odharn
students to their learning preferences.

All of them

identified preferred ways of learning, usually associating
these with the teaching style of parents, elders and favored
teachers.

This style stood in contrast to most instruction

at Desert Community College.
Ross (1979) commented upon the adaptation that
reservation and Indian boarding schools are likely to have
made to their students' "cognitive style."

Institutional

accommodation may explain why Yakima and Tohono O'odham
learning style differences remained so marked:
Thus, it seems likely that the students who have
attended high school in either reservation area
schools or Indian boarding schools have experienced
an education which has made at least some adaptations
to the Yakima cognitive style. By contrast, the
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Indian population in the college and universities
attended by these students is so small-usually less
than l%--little such accommodation has probably
occurred (Ross 1979, p. 202).
Toelken (1975), writing about Indian college students,
noted that student learning style is often substantially
different from that of Anglo students, but higher education
institutions have done little to respond to the differences.
Higher education's emphasis has been focused on helping
minority students "catch up," when the problem should be a
matter of acquiring an understanding of the "informal,
traditional agencies " ••• interdependent and reciprocating
parts of deep structure of what we might call cultural
language" that mediates learning (Toelken 1975, p 4).
Toelken's words are relevant to the Tohono O'odham
students' own "deep structure" of learning preferences.
Some of the students seemed more adapted to "systemic
individualism," but they all described favored learning
experiences in the context of personal relationships with
respected teachers.

Ross' earlier observation that high

schools serving large populations of Indian students are
likely to have adapted to the learning style of students,
may account for the perceived discrepancy. Unfortunately,
their recipes which were based on a sense of

e~ected

close

collaboration in learning tasks, proved to be "arrhythmic"
in the context of Desert Community College.

[

I
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I Can Do Anything Now
I
I

Most of the students expressed a sense of
discontinuity, stemming from the way learning was organized
and structured at Desert Community College.

Their sense of

continuity was represented in the cultural theme, experience
--a standard that said worthwhile experience

~ossessed

structure and integration.
Where the students' previous experience in education
featured teacher-student reciprocity and more structure,
Desert community College created the opposite effect-greater freedom, minimal

st~ucture,

with almost all

responsibility placed on the shoulders of the student.
students were unprepared for this since their recipes and
expectations invariably involved a context of constituent
elements which seemed integrated and purposeful.
The students had difficulty adjusting to schedules that
included long breaks between classes.

Their rules for

approaching the tasks of education were organized around
continuous segments of time, interaction and place. In
response to the question as to what he disliked most about
Desert Community College early in the semester, Arlyn noted:
Well, it's mostly just my scheduling I really
don't like. It's all screwed up and spaced in
between. It really bothers me now. Mondays and
Wednesdays it's all spaced out--two hours apart in
classes. That really bugs me.
In contrast, Anita also complained during her first
semester, ..... all my classes are split apart and I can't get
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to class on time," but was satisfied with class scheduling
during the second semester.

By then, she had begun

coursework in the self-contained nurse's aide program which
scheduled classes in tight, daily clusters of class and
practica.
After dropping out of Desert community College, Renee
enrolled in a proprietary school.

She commented on the

differences, indicating her preference for greater
continuity and direct experience:
It was different going to one class instead of so
many classes. You don't have to keep a schedule
where you got a class here and you then have to
go this other way ••• At [DCC], just to be a nursing
assistant you have to take your basics f.irst, then
you'd finally get to what you have to learn as a
nursing assistant. At [proprietary], once you get
in you just start learning right off the bat
instead of taking all those other classes.
When they discussed the differences between college and
high school, the Tohono O'odham stUdents always associated
college class scheduling with an "open" environment.
was not necessarily desirable to them.
continuity--if they perceived it as

This

Structure and

~eaningful--reduced

ambiguity and allowed them to engage in tasks with a greater
feeling of support about them.

This reinforced their sense

of discipline and accomplishment. At the beginning of the
second semester, Daniel reflected on the quality of his
college experience and the effect it was having on his sense
of direction:
It's like high school. There's nothing new.
I'm doing alright but it's not me right now.

[
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:c need a good kick in the butt ••• more a sense
of direction. Right now I go in whatever way
I want.
structure contributed to the sense of continuity and
belongingness that was part of the home and community
experience.

I believe this also explains why the future

planning of almost all the students involved their
consideration of joining the military.

It was commonly

perceived among the Tohonv O'odham peer group that the
military was the best, if not the better alternative, to
education beyond high school.
The military offered structure, continuity and direct
experience, where college offered an indefinite, ambiguous
form of experience.

The students also perceived themselves

as part of the ordering and structuring of experience,
similar to the supportive and integral relationships of
their

ext~nded

families and the experience of boarding

schools.
In their research, Richardson and Bender (1987) also
commented on the popularity of the military among minority
youth. They noted that the military

~as

often chosen over

education because it was perceived as providin.g an immediate
payoff and provided a "way out" with career opportunities
(Richardson and Bender 1987, p. 132j.
The

Toh~mo

0' odham students sought a close and

responsible relationship with those who would guide them
through experiences toward competence and wisdom.

Their

I
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expectation was that these would be disciplined
relationships in which motivation to learn and acquire skill
would exist in relationship to the personal care and
behavior modeling of the teacher.

The "open" environment of

DCC did not embody these elements.
Ross (1979) found that Yakima students experienced many
problems in dealing with the bureaucratic aspects of higher
education which determine

sc~aduling

and format.

The

findings of the present study are similar.
Ross also observed that the organization of college
life for the convenience of administrators and faculty may
improve morale and promote order, but in terms of student
self-realization and creativitYr it has negative effects.
It's still a Lonely Place
Desert community College was also problematic as a
social environment.

While most of the stUdents chose to

attend DCC expressly to meet non-Indians, the routines and
atmosphere were not conducive to the socializing and
est~blishment

of friendships the students anticipated.

All the Tohono Q'odham students were aware that they
were among only a few Indian stUdents on campus, but
students from the reservation were most sensitive to feeling
distinct and "out of place."

The open context students were

the most relaxed and felt more habituated to non-Indians,
but they too were self-conscious about being different.
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The dissimilarity of classroom settings at Dec from
high school contributed to the uneasiness the students felt.
The formality of some classroom settings increased the
distance between students and instructors, and also between
students.

Over

ti~e,

this milieu of impersonalized

relationships enhanced the distance and isolation the
students felt.
Desert community College appeared to do very little to
facilitate the social involvement of Indian students.

As

they felt =ore isolated, they relied increasingly on
external sources of support, seeking
involve themselves socially.

few~r

opportunities to

Some of the students indicated

they would had felt "out of place" trying to socialize with
non-Indians.
Anita was the only student who reported satisfactory
social involvement in her close-knit,
training program.

short-te~

nursing

with this one exception, social contacts

were ephemeral and never approached the ,; family" experience
to which the students alluded in their secondary school
experience.
As feelings of

lonelina~3

and isolation overcame some

of the students, they blamed themselves.

Before dropping

out, Juana's discussed blame for her growing sense of
disappointment in the social aspects of Desert community
College:
I guess I'm disappointed in myself. I guess school
will be the way it's going to be. It's me. I just
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can't go out there and get excited about it.
Before I came out here I told myself I was going
to go out and make friends when I came to school.
I was real scared and just didn't feel like it.
The students' recipes for establishing new friendships
were devised for a less direct approach in meeting people.
They expected comfortable, indirect forms of contact such as
work activities, sports, or community activities.

with the

relative formality of classes, few opportunities like this
existed.
Much of the research on minority stUdents points to the
debilitating effects of social marginality:

Among black

students, feelings of isolation and alienation are a
constant concern on campuses dominated by Anglos (Smith
1986).

Black students also enter Anglo institutions

expecting social integration.

They withdraw to find social

validation among themselves when this does not occur
(Fleming 1985).
CUltural differences also
people interact.
disadvantage.

aff~ct

the manner in which

These can place some stUdents at a

Sue and. Kirk (1972) noted that "spontaneity"

is often considered desirable in dominant culture terms but
is considered bad manners to many Asians.

Likewise, Asians

typically restrain their feelings and this is often
interpreted as inhibition or passivity by non-Asians.
Yakima Indians possess cultural traits similar to those
of Asians.

These affect their social relationshjps with
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members of the dominant society.

They possess a trait of

maintaining quiet and distance in uncertain social
situations and expect as few words as possible to be
sufficient. They express personal beliefs only to their own
people, and expect references to a person's mistakes or
direct contradictions of another to be avoided at all times
(Ross 1979).

Since these attributes are often part of

middle-class social interaction, they tended to inhibit
socialization between Indians and non-Indians.
Daniel provided considerable insight into the
differences between "middle-class types" and Indians in
terms of the rules and values governing friendships and peer
socialization.

He perceived middle class transactions as

lacking sincerity--lIpeople using each other." He indicated
that these ways were unlike Indian ways which were based on
"closeness and feelings of trust."
propriospect

h~d

While Daniel's

assimilated these different rules and

attitudes, the other Tohono O'odham students had not.
Therefore, their rules for friendships were difficult to
enact in the environment of Desert Community College.
The Tohono O'odham students purposely chose an urban,
college so they could "lear!'. about" non-Indians.
did not

f~~ilitate

The milieu

these expectations, and ultimately forced

them to seek support and friendship externally.

OVer time,

they felt increasingly distant from non-Indians, further
inhibiting their desire to socialize.
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Required stuff Before You Can Get In
Tne College's extensive program of remedial education
had varying but generally negative effects on the students.
student testimony about their experience with remedial
education was highly suggestive of the "hidden curriculum"
noted in Weis' (1985) work and teacher-student "tensions"
cited in London's (1979) research.
For some of the students--especially the mixedtransitional students--the results of the basic skills
assessment testing shocked them and instilled a negative
theme which persisted during the short time they remained at
Desert Community College.

The optimism underlying the

theme, being smart and its associated sense of personal
competence, was eroded as they felt increasingJ.V' "out of
place" and removed from the experience they anticipated in
higher education.
Remediation had a wearying and tedious affect, even
among the students who were less perturbed by assessment
results.

The remedial skills classes were highly

structured, but not in the experiential sense the students
expectec.

They characterized the classes as requiring "a

lot of work" but failed to experience a sense of meaning and
purpose in their participation.
Concentrations of remedial coursework during the
initial semesters divorced the students from their real
interests and aptitudes.

Their cultural theme, experience,

-1
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was a significant mediator of their perceptions in this
respect.

They became outsiders to the "real work" or the

"interesting stuff," even though they were

ii

in college."

The sense of accomplishment they earned for graduating from
high school was dampened by dullness and repetition and
their treatment as inadequate learners.

About half way

through the first semester Juana expressed her
disappointment in the college experience as well as her
distaste fOL remediation:
I thought it [college] was going to be really
hard, We talked about it in high school like hew
you'd have to turn in papers like reports. And
that's what I thought it would be like ••• It is
kind of hard a little but not that much ••• I'd like
going to school if it wasn't so regular. It's a
cycle ••• the same thing over and over. It's just
the schedule: especially the math course. I do
like to learn certain things. I can't stand math
even though I was good at it.
The remedial classes had the effect of separating the
students from a sensation of experience. They also failed to
support and heighten the students' sense of competence--two
~ssential

reasons they had

ch~sen

to come to college.

After

dropping-out of the College, Daniel expressed feelings of
resentment about his first semester at

Dec:

Last semester? stupid classes ••• Reading? I
dislike busywork. Nothing productive. I knew
everything that was there already. It was easy to
me. It was a waste of time.
I took the classes
the assessment said but I feel like I got nothing
out of the first semester. Nothing at all. It was
just a waste of my time. It was a lot of work, a
lot of busywork, but it wasn't hard. Not at all.
You know, it wasn't challenging. I had at least
expected it to be hard.
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Renee observed that peers who managed to proceed
through the "required classes" had lost interest by the time
they were connected to classes associated with their
original

ca~se~

goals:

If you have something in mind like "I'm going
go to school to become this." But you have to
through so many classes--then you get to what
really want, then you say "no, I don't really
this!" and it gets boring.

to
go
you
want

In Arlyn's case, although there was no stated
prerequisite for the course in Western civilization his
parents recommended he take, the instructor told him he had
to show evidence of a certain reading level before

beir.~

allowed in the course. After enrolling in the remedial
courses, Arlyn felt a sense of exclusion from the "inside"
experience until be completed his "required" courses:
Thi~

past semester I was just
a few courses but I found out
the required stuff before you
just going to come part time,
take it easy for awhile.

planning to take
tuat I had to take
can get in. I was
get a job, and just

The students reported remedial classes emphasized
certain behaviors beyond the scope of subject :atter-procedures, attendance, and study skills.

To the students,

the classes amounted to a more intense and concentrated form
of the "remediation" to which they had become accustomed
during previous years of schooling. They had perceived
themselves as having undergone a major life transition by
graduating from high school, and they were disappointed to
find that

~~e

community college offered them only an

r
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extension the same subject matter of high school.

They had

anticipated new and challenging experiences that would help
them grow and achieve greater areas of competence.
Assessment and basic skills

c12s~es

of the students, conducted impersonally.

were, in the view
There was a

quality the students perceived in the assessment procedures
that greatly discomfited them.

Test results were presented

in a computer printout which served as "official
notification" of their "deficiencies."
personal

cont~ct

There was no

during this presentation. Alternatives were

limited by the printout because the students believed the
courses to be required and there could be no negotiation. No
opportunity was offered to challenge the findings, retake
the tests, or to discuss feelings about the results. These
practices and routines numbed the students' aspirations and
hopes, causing them to doubt their capabilities and the
efficacy of continuing in college to achieve their goals.
Remedial classes were organized in such a manner that
there was little personal

intera~tion

between instructor and

students. Basic mathematics instructors tended to lecture.
Reading instruction involved a multitude of discrete tasks
and students had to keep their own records.

~nstructors

monitored the students and checked records. Remedial writing
instruction was the least problematic for the students
because assignments were sometimes more interesting and the
instructors more flexible in their approach.
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A couple of the students fortunate enough to enroll in
non-remedial courses reported contrasting experiences.
Courses taught from an experiential base--either

inst~ctors

who could enliven their courses through accounts of their
own experiences or having the students engage in some sort
of experiential activity--were most valued. The inclusion of
a sense of experience in the transmission of information or
knowledge seemed to be an important cultural determinant of
the potential success of an educational experience.
Daniel did not find his psychology class to be
particularly easy, but he enjoyed an instructor who was able
to enliven the course with his own experience:
Then there's my psychology teacher and that's fun.
That's my funnest class. I'm not doing real well
in it--like average sort of. It's fun because the
teacher, he uses his own experiences. He really
gets into it. The way he teaches is outstanding,
especially the discussions.
Much has been written about the "hidden curriculum"
since Benson Snyder (1971) identified some of the "informal
aspects!' of educational environments.

Moreover, these

findings about remedial education reveal something about the
"contextual effect" of community colleges which Chacon et al
(1985) claim inhibit tran5fer and completion.

weis (1985) found that black students affirmed
knowledge as legitimate and powerful. It led to both
personal and collective enhancement.

Faculty perspectives,

howeve:r, were shaped by their negative view of the abilities

r
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of the students.

Students reC1cted to a "hidden curriculum,"

which was manifested in classroom practices that became
increasingly simplified and routinized.

The students in

London's (1978) study saw mind and intelligence as important
indicators of character and worth, but reacted to the
feeling of inferiority derived from their interaction with
instructors with behaviors that inhibited their success.
The reactive pattern that emerged in this study
suggests that some of the Tohono O'odham students perceived
relational "messages" from the patterns and meanings of
Desert community college.

Although they did not

specifically identify a "hidden curriculum," the nat.ure of
their perceptions about themselves in relationship to
society, coupled with their experience with remedial
education, bears great resemblance to the cultural
production described in the London and Weis studies.
Another commUIlity college case study by Richardson et
al (1983) enlightens the experience of the Tohono O'odham
students.

These researchers

fc~"d

"reciprocal effects"

arising from instructor perceptions of students and the type
of objectives or nethods they would devise to teach
student~.

The students not "kindled to great expenditures

of effort" by these objectives and methods, reacted with the
low levels of performance which gave rise to the instructors
perceptions in the first place.
students' view of

thems~lves

Their finding that

were molded by faculty
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perceptions repeats a significant finding of Doth the Weis
and London studies.
Richardson et al (1983) also found that basic skills
instructors emphasized "affective" objectives over cognitive
or psychomotor objectives in remedial classes and acted as
"directors" rather than instructors.

Often these classes

had a "procedural atmosphere" which seemed like an
elementary school classroom.

They found classroom

environments where basic skills became little more than
procedures that students performed under the directive and
watchful eye of the instructor:
Basic skill instructors, though ostensibly reading
and writing teachers, seemed more oriented toward
inculcating appropriate attitudes and behaviors in
their students. Learning to read and write became
essentially learning a set of classroom ~~~3viors
or procedures (Richardson et al 1983, p, 100).
As discussed in chapter 11, four "orientations of
student motives" were found in Richardson's study:
requirement meeters, knowledge seekers, specific information
users and nonspecific information users.

The specific

information users--the orientation that would best describe
the Tohono O'odham students--were

st~dants

who expected to

apply what they learned to some immediate goal or objective.
Richardson characterized this orientation as "learners who
viewed course work as a means to a well-specified end"
(Richardson et al 1983, p. 92).

I
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The program of basic skills at the community college in
the Richardson study concentrated on the "nonspecific
information users," students who sought to improve their
basic skills r but were vague about their goals and could not
describe how their goals would lead to a better job.
students of other orientations were seldom reinforced or
assisted by instructors.

Nonspecific information users, in

particular, experienced long-term delays in gratification
since the connection between employment opportunity and
basic skills seemed tenuous to them (Richardson et al 1983).
The findings of the Richardson study reflect the
experience of the Tohono O'odham students.

Tensions arose

because students felt removed from their interests and need
for relevant experience.

Like London's working-class

students, their prior learning was not the sole determinant
of perspectives.

They reacted to the "contingencies of the

school situation itself" when they attempted to enact their
cultural recipes--patterns or rules and beliefs they brought
with them.

This effected a novel cultural response--a sense

of personal failure and physical withdrawal when they
realized that the experience they expected was not

co~ing

to

fruition.
A significant tension among London' straining :stu'jents
was generated by their simUltaneous exposure to academic and
training curricula.

WhE .. they were exposed to the academic

curriculum it created self-doubts about their intelligence

r
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and abilities.

Although London's study involved different

types of actors in a different setting, the production of
interactive tensions is similar to the experience of the
Tohono O'odham students' experience with remedial education.
Like London's working class students, self-doubts about
intelligence and ability arose, but in the forum of remedial
rather than academic curriculum.

Tensions arose when low

scores on basic skills assessment tests forced them to
question their ability to compete.

Resentment grew as the

students realized remedial coursework separated them from
t!1eir interests and anticipated experience.

Their sense of

the contrast between academic and remedial courses came into
even sharper focus among

thos~

enroll in transfer courses.

students who managed to

They enjoyed the academic

courses, but their performance was framed in the context of
defiCiency, eroding their confidence in themselves.
Although the contexts and effects are different,

stu~ents'

exposure to curricular parall,els produced tensions in a
manner similar to those found

ill

London's study.

The Tohono O'odham stUdents resentment of remedial
coursework was fed by a combination of subject matter and
instructor demeanor.

Richardson et al (1983, p. 101) noted

that "The typical classroom environments at Oakwood
(community College] were actively hostile to students whose
motives emphasized knowledge-seeking or information-using."
This finding appears

sim~lar

to the experiences of the
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Tohono O'odham

student~.

The present study shows some of

the deeper dimensions of this "mutual" hostility, namely the
students' reaction to being labeled as deficient and
feeling isolated from the experience they had hoped to
acquire at the community college.
summary of Findings
The students arrived at Desert Community College
enthusiastic and confident in their ability to succeed. All
dropped out of the college before earning a certificate or
degree.

The disengagement of the students from their goals

and the college experience occurred over time, resulting
from the effects of eight dimensions of interaction
discussed in this chapter.
Several factors were primary contributors to cultural
enactment at Desert community College.

The

stud~nts

interacted with the meanings and patterns of the institution
mostly at the remedial education level
beyond it.

Few

~njoyed

access

Most of the students anticipated the close

personal support they
experience.

associa~~d

with previous educational

OVer time, a perceived lack of support

heightened feelings of marginality, especially for the
students from the reservation whose support network was the
most distant.
The students faced major life issues related to their
Indian heritage, escaping social stereotypes, and finding a

I

I

I
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place in society.

They anticipated that education would

refract these issues into a meaningful perspective.

The

perceived impersonal nature of relationships, combined with
more intensive exposure to an environment in which Indians
had an "invisible"

~ality,

tended to accentuate their major

life issues in a negative way.
The students experienced several types of dilemmas
which resulted in negative feelings about themselves.

When

they honored family obligations and responsibilities, or had
to attend to crises

a~d

financial problems, they were

penalized for missing classes.

Family matters were given

priority by the students but they would also feel guilty
about the consequences for honoring them.

Students faced a

similar dilemma in the use of college resources such as
While they recognized a need tor tutoring, they

tutoring.

would not seek it because of their sensitivity to the way
they would be perceived by others.
The students expected mutuality in the teachinglearning relationship.

Instructors at Desert Community

College did not offer the mutuality and support which had
served as a mainstay of the students' previous educational
experience.

The students viewed learning and experience as

being acquired through personal, interactive relationships
based on mutual responsibility.
~~ected

A responsible teacher was

to monitor and guide the learners, preventing their

failure. The students viewed instructors at DCC as "not

_J
I

r

I
I
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caring as much."
The college milieu was

a~iguous

to the students.

They

failed to find connections with the experience they
anticipated.
some

classes~

T~ey

acquired a sense they were "just taking

rather than making substantive progress toward

an experiential goal.
Assessment and placement in remedial classes set a
negative, persistent tone to the students' experience at the
College.

Although they viewed themselves as bringing

strengths with them, the institution emphasized their
"deficiencies" from the start.

They resented the form and

tone of remedial classwork which enforced their isolation
from experiential expectations.
A major finding of this study is that Indian students
perceived Desert Community College as having isolated them
from vital dimensions of experience.

Remedial education

alienated the students from the sense of competence and
accomplishment which served as a key variable in 't.heir
decision to pursue higher education in the first place.
Financial problems
some students.

cr~ated

exigencies and crises for

These consumed great amounts of time and

emotional energy which detracted from academic performance.
students felt guilty about consequences or the way
instructors would perceive them when crises demanded their
attention.
with one exception--Anita--the environment of the
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College did not facilitate trust or helping relationships
with faculty and staff.

The students wanted to associate

with non-Indians and succeed in education, but they did not
perceive the environment as conducive to establishing
relationships and getting help when they needed it.
The environment enacted created feelings and emotions
among the students which made further negotiating untenable.
The students viewed these feelings and emotions as harmful.
Their cultural rules dictated withdrawal to avoid

ha~.

The environment enacted at Desert Community College
further isolated and marginalized the students and
reproduced those conditions the students had hoped to escape
by utilizing the opportunities of higher education.
Theoretical Perspectives and the Findings
Juana reflected the sentiment of all the Tohono O'odham
students when she remarked before dropping out that Desert
community College "isn't exactly what I expected."

The

findings of this study have alternately referred to aspects
of the students' experience as

cultu~al

gaps, arrhythmias,

or dysfunctional recipes, but the main finding relates to
failed expectations.
Previous studies of culturally-different students in
higher education institutions have treated interaction as
"cultural conflict" or "dissonance" (Berry, i969).

CUlture

is shared by members of society in many complex ways.
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CUltural conflict--which denotes a collision of separate,
bounded entities or systems--does not create a full
understanding of the subtle processes that occur among
people living in a diverse society where many elements of
culture are shared and interwoven.
The expectations of the Tohono O'odham students were
embedded in the need to adapt and change, combined with a
relational view of Indian people who must exist in the
context of a "dominant" society.

These expectatio:1s did not

spring separately from different "spheres of culture" but
from participation in

multipl~

and overlapping aspects of

culture as they exist in a multicultural society.

Some of

the students' experience and learning was shared with the
majority, and some shared with a relatively isolated few.
The cultural recipes of the students were built upon and
inclusive of expectations derived from those with whom they
shared culture.

Goodenough described the reciprocal

relationship between networks of relationships, recipes and
expectations:
The r~sulting expectations become, in effect, a
part of the recipe--the right way to do it--for
the activity in question in the thinking of the
people who continually work together.
If a person
works with different groups of others in the same
activity, he will perceive the several groups'
different expectations as variant ways of
executing the same basic recipe; but if he works
only with the same group of others, he may
incorporate their expectations as to manner of
execution into his conception of the recipe
itself. There is thus a feedback relationship
between recipes and the behavioral routines for
executing them ••• As these expectations are fed
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back into recipes, they too become part of the
standards for doing a variety of things
(Goodenough 1981, p. 85).
The environment that was "enacted," or culture
"produced," at Desert Community College engendered issues of
intelligibility of expectations and insights on the part of
people who did not share a mutual range of cultural
decoders.

Using a the linguistic analogy, the cultural

"dialects" of the Tohono O'odham students and the "language"
_represented in the facets of contact within the institution
were not sufficiently comprehensible to afford mutual,
effective communication.

An obvious example of this was the

students' experience with remedial education.

The implicit

institutional expectation was that students would need
r.basic skills" and could not proceed without them.

The

students expected immediate and clear paths toward their
goals in an atmosphere of close, personal instructor-student
interaction.

The outcome of these arrhythmic expectations

was frustration and disappointment for the students and a
failu~e

of the community college to fulfill its mission.

Weis (1985) argues that student cultural form
reproduces the dynamics of the larger society.

The strength

and omnipresence of the students' cultural category, Indian
in two worlds, and the sense of macginality associated with
being insiders and outsiders of these worlds suggest that
s'_•..:ial reproduction was an effect of the students'

experience at Desert Community College.

Certainly, most of
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the students left the college feeling

t~ey

had failed and

substantially reinforced in their feelings of

~arginality.

London argued that students react to embedded meanings
within an institution which tend to reinforce their class
background.

Behaviors that evolve as symbols take on

meaning, especially as students come to view themselves as
comparative failures to their middle-class reference group.
The Tohono O'odham students also reacted to meanings as
they interpreted them over time.

Emphasis on remedial

education placed them in a context they neither expected nor
wanted, especially since it also evoked negativism and
stereotypes.

Class status was the basis for only a part of

their reaction. Their reading of the institutional patterns
and meanings also reinforced ethnic differences and feeling
"out of place" in the educational setting.
Weis and London proceed beyond previous studies of
cultural conflict by a viewing student cultural forms in
situ--culture that is produced situationally.
evolve in response to social interaction.

These forms

CUlture is

created by the participants rather than treated with the
notion of disparity when "different" cultures presumably
come into contact.
This study also describes elements of a culture as they
were situationally produced when participants came together
in a common enterprise. However, this study add elements of
prior learning and experience as emic criteria used by the

[

I
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students to produce culture.

This has been accomplished by

uncovering the uniqueness of detail about variation in
student cultural form as well as the dimensions of
individual experience which constitute culture.
and experience are the essence of culture.

Learning

It is useful to

understand how they help create lived culture.
As culture is lived, experience is evaluated during the
enactment of cultural rules and formulas. Evaluations of
what individuals see as their own and as alien traditions

change as social exchange occurs.

Additive cultural

competence is acquired as people assimilate new referents
and different or alternate systems of standards and beliefs.
An understanding of the emic criteria used by participants
to evaluate experience provides insight into "lived culture"
as part of the culture change process.

This allows a

determination whether cultural contact is beneficial or
regressive in its effects.
Lived culture at Desert Community College produced only
minor instances of positive cultural change
~lived

a~d

acquisition

among the students.

The effects of

notably regressiv-s.

Weis cit:=scribcd a "hidden curriculum"

which forced student culture in on itself.

culture" were

The experience

of the Tohono O'odham students seemed to possess a similar
long-term effect of reinforcing the insecurities they felt
in relationship to scciety.

Negative feelings and emotions

arising from their experience substantially inhibited their

r
I
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acquisition of expanded cultural competence.
CUltural effects in this study were situational as they
were in Weist
institutio~al

study.

However, these findings suggest that

patterns and meanings, unless they are

consciously mediated, do have the effect of recreating
social themes that have inhibiting, regressive effects on
cultural acquisition.

This does not occur on a overt level,

it is a byproduct of larger social dynamics.
Erickson and Schultz (1983) were invp-stigating
commur.icative interaction between persons of different
cultures, but they suggest a finding that is important to
the understanding of culture change. situational interaction
can override the effects of cultural differences.

the

acquisition of additive cultural competence can be
facilitated or mediated.
Erickson and Schultz also suggest that acculturation is
not unimodal and does not occur on a
was evident the Tohono

O'odha~

singl~

continuum.

It

students shared cultural

similarities but in different ways. Social experience, or
effects of "primary and seco:1dary networks, if greatly
diversified their existing ranges of cultural competence.
However, their overall range of operating culture was not
appra~ensible

in the college milieu.

This study's

description of variation and the differential effects of
socialization experience on cultural viewpoint suggests a
model for situational analysis which can be used

~o

diagnose
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and improve situational interaction.
Richardson et al (1983) contributed
perspectiv~

th~

valuable

that there are different orientations of

learners in community colleges. While the Tohono O'odham
students did not fit neatly into the categories they
described, this study does add insight into cultural
variables and criteria that constitute student orientations.
This study augments Richardson's findings by showing how
different aspects of community college services affect
students.

community colleges have adopted programs

presumably designed to serve a diversity of students.
However, these programs and services may have
unintentionally negative effects on some types of students.
This study is a case in point.
In the London and Weis studies, contradictions in
student culture were found.

Weis noted that the black

students perceived education as a way to dissociate
themselves from the ghetto and join the mainstream.

In

their "lived culture" the students embraced and rejected
schooling all at the same time.

The working class students

in London's study experienced a "double bind" whereii'J they
suspected their own abilities to work with ideas, leading
them to suspect the worth of working with ideas.

However,

they considered mind and intelligence indicators of worth
and status.
A similar contradiction existed for the Tohono O'odham

r
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students.

They wanted to succeed, but were unwilling to

aggressively seek out institutional assistance and resources
which could have helped them.

They had purposely chosen to

attend a public community college to learn the ways of the
dominant society.

They engaged in few of the activities or

behaviors that may have permitted them to do this.
These contradictions exist as a characteristic or byproduct of lived culture.

They indicate intentionality

without the appropriate operating skills.

In language, this

distinction is referred to as cornnrehension versus
performance. Individuals understand some of a language but
are unable to speak it sufficiently well to be understood.
w~is

indicat~s

that minority stUdents must adapt and

alter their culture in order to succeed.

She says stUdents

from different cultural backgrounds "possess the wrong
decoders to begin with" and will have a more difficult time
than dominant culture students (weis 1985, p. 138).

These

"decoders," in the case of the Tohono O'odham students,
amounted to the patterns of expectations and recipes they
tried to apply to their educational experience.
Weis noted in her study that lived culture was not a
"mirror image" reflection of institutional policies and
practices of society.

London

suggests that student

background cannot be the only explanatory factor.

The

findings of this study share these perspectives but also
support Richardson's findings that the adaptation of the

r
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community college to a "modal student" is maladaptive where
other types of students are concerned.
CUltural production and environmental enactment is
reality created during interaction.

It is reality that may

exist in spite of what might be intended.

At Desert

Community College, culture was situationally produced that
had inhibiting effects not only on the students'
expectations, but on their access to broader forms of
cultural competence needed to compete in society.
envi!."'o!"~ent

An

responsi"re to a "modal" "t:i""PE: of student will

have negative consequences on diverse students who do not
fit modal patterns.
this reality.

This study has served to demonstrate
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CHAPTER 13
IMPLICATIONS: RESPONDING TO

MULTI~JLTURAL

REALITIES

The findings of this research raise a number of issues
related to equality of results.
of other investigators

(L~ndon

1987; Weis 1985) who have

This study adds to the work
1978; Richardson and Bender

doc~ented

contextual effects

.;.r..
..

community college environments which inhibit minority
student success.

In this study, this was witnessed through

the subjective interpretation of students as they enacted
their cultural formulas within a context of patterns and
meanings represented in an urban community college setting.
The effects--or the culture that was produced situationally
--indicated a substantial lack of mutuality in domains of
cultural expectations.

This culminated in failed

opportunities, augmenting the students'

f~€lings

of

marginality and lack of social and personal worth.
This study adds elements of subjectivity and depth of
personal experience.

Previous studies which representee

cultural dissonance or functionalistic social reproduction
in their theoretical approaches did not account for cultural
reality as it was framed by the participants themselves.
While the findings and conclusions of this study are not

[
I
I
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unlike those which have embodied these theoretical

I

perspectives,--especially cultural dissonance--they were
drawn from participant perspectives.

This makes the

findings unarguably realistic, adding further credibility

t~

the evidence which suggests that change must occur in
education if minorities are to succeed.
The remainder of this chapter addresses the adverse
contextual effects of community colleges as a form of
ethnocentrism. This cultural hegemony sustains unequal
selection of minority students created in their previous
educational experience. Unequal selection continues in
community colleges with a "deficit approach."

The effects

are social marginality and a sense of failure.
Institutional assumptions about students fail to match the
cultural realities and expectations of minority students.
Cultural Capital
The contextual effects of community colleges evolve
from a form of ethnocentrism or "cultural arbitrary" which
Bourdieu and Passeron (1977) say reproduces a dominant set
of principles embedded in the power relations of a society.
Traditional forms of pedagogy or student services--such as
those represented in the community cQllege in
work as long as
e~~ipped

~~ey

~~is

study--

addresses themselves to stUdents

with the linguistic and

cultur~l

the dominant "cultural arbitrary."

capital that fits

I

I
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The community college is a product of and reproduces
socially dominant meanings and patterns.

Tne currency of

the linguistic and cultural capital of subgroups varies in
society.

Possession of the congruent accumulation of

cultural capital is manifested in the ability of students to
comprehend and enact the ways to operate within the pattern
and meanings of the educational institution--especially
those "which the system presupposes and consecrates without
ever expressly demanding it and without methodically
transmitting it" (Bourdieu and Passeron 1977 , p. 99).
The Tohono O'odham students arrived at Desert community
College unequally selected in terms of their cultural
capital.

Reservation schools, Indian boarding schools, and

even urb"n public high schools had failed to inCUlcate the
processes, forms, understanding, and language needed for
survival and success in a community college.

These schools

accommodated to stUdent characteristics, but had the effect
of restricting linguistic and cQltural capital to a form
unlike that needed to negotiate the dominant "cultural
arbitrary" in which the community college is embedded.
The stUdents' experience at Desert community college
reinforced rather than ameliorated the restrictedness
created by previous schooling, fostering further unequal
selection.

Explicit emphasis on remedial coursework--a

college function which had taken on a life of its own-magnified the extent of the students' differential capital,
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drawing them even further away from the insights, skills,
and resources of the dominant cultural system.
evident in two ways: the students'

~nability

This was

to acquire new

cultural attitudes and meanings by way of their experience
at Desert Community College in spite of their desire to do
so; and the fact that their college experience intensified
the social isolation and marginalization they already
associated with their ethnic and social class membership.
Differential cultural capital and unequal selection
were also in evidence in ether areas of the students'

experience.

While attending a community college, some

students concluded that the nilitary was a more efficacious
way to meet experiential and developmental goals.

As most

of the students progressively sensed themselves as misfits,
"not feeling welcome," or "out of place," in the community
college setting, they retreated to a social construct that
seemed "safer" and less conditional.

The cultural capital

of the students, which gave rise to the salience of the
military, was further reinforced

raL~er

than modified.

This

suggests that the inability of the stUdents to identify with
the patterns and meanings of the dominant "cultural
arbitrary" suppcrted existing patterns of behavior,
effectively restricting further accumulation.

This allows

unequal selection to continue.
contrasting elements of cultural capital were embedded
in such differences as the "marketplace" or "cafeteria
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approach" to student services in the community college and
the Tohono O'odham students' need for an environment of
close, reciprocal social support.

The prevailing approach

to student services in community colleges presumes the
existence of certain student values and behaviors.

The

ethnocentrism inherent in these presumptions produced
socially reinforcing effects beyond those which might be
associated with "cultural differences."

The students'

feelings and reactions were based on their internal
comparison of their sense of worth with the perceived worth
of others.

A sense of worth could not be sustained in an

environment where they felt themselves not as welcome or
less

va~ued

as individuals than others around them.

Differential cultural capital and unequal selection
produced an effect among 'the students that their social and
academic future was being affected by their lack of merit or
ability.

They tended to blame

L~e

adversity of their

experience fully on themselves, not aware that "in matters
of cultural absolute, dispossession excludes awareness of
being dispossessed" (Bourdieu and Passeron 1977 r p. 210).
The "revolving door" metaphor, often associated with
criticisms of community culleges, captures the essence of
these findings.

The community college has accepted the role

of serving diverse communities, but it needs to examine its
o~~

effects in terms of equality of results.

Providing

access without sustained effort or commitment to beneficial
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results--as I witnessed it in this research--has a
demoralizing and defeating effect on those who look to
education as a way to increase their prospects for a better
life.

A new level of consciousness about "effects" and

student multicultures needs to be fostered in community
c~lleges.

Institutional

~ssumptions

The dominant issue arising from this research is that
the community college, as it embodies a superordinate
"cultural arbitrary," generates interactive effects which
mitigate against minority success.

In this study,

differential cultural expectations and behaviors produced a
situational arrhythmia which had inhibiting effects on
learning, adaptation, and change among American Indian
students.
Richardson and Bender (1987) observed that middle class
values and traditions predominate in education and that in
order to succeed in the system, students "must understand
these values and function accordingly" (Richardson and
Bender 1987, p. 134).

This statement is fundamental to the

issue.
Many staff and faculty in community colleges embody
dominant customs and routines.

They exemplify the middle-

class attitudes and values which provide substance to the
institution in the first place.

London (1979) has described
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the effects of community college faculty socialization along
these lines in considerable detail.
The patterns and meanings of Desert Community College
were based primarily in the middle-class operational values
of individualism and consumership.

These values, which

reflected basic assumptions about individuals and how they
operate, permeated instructional settings and resource
delivery systems.

Students were expected to react with a

pattern of behaviors typical of individuals aspiring to
greater independence and autonomy.

As consumers, it was

assumed that students would enact a pattern of problem
resolution techniques similar to shopping in a mall.
Programs and services were available as individual
components.

Students were expected to identify those

applicable to their needs and combine their use accordingly.
Such institutional assumptions are based in the
dominant "cultural

~rbitrary."

However, many "arbitraries lf

exist in a culturally diverse society and the dominance of
one over others, unless judiciously compromised, assures
th~t

cultural ethnocentrism will mediate social dynamics.

In this study, institutional ethnocentrism not only failed
to accommodate differential realms of cultural capital but
failed to respond to basic differences at all.

While some

of the students had learned to operate partially within the
structure of the institution's patterns and meanings, it
proved to be only a fragmentary competence, similar to
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speaking a language only partially mastered. In the same
way, the institution possessed only partial competence in
terms of the "cultural arbitrary" of the students.
The Deficit Model Revisited
Fragmentary competence is in itself insufficient to
explain all of the effects of cultural production, namely
the feelings and insights, and the behavioral responses that
arose in the students' perceptions and instincts.

Insofar

as the stUdents left the institution Leinforced in the
insecurities they felt in their relationship to society
generally, did not, in fact, the College have the effect of
reproducing social structure as critics of community
colleges have claimed?
What is more likely is that cultural ethnocentrism as
it exists in an educational setting creates an effect of
social reproduction by superimposing the Dehavioral
expectations and relational patterns of the dominant
"cultural arbitrary" on everyone regardless of cultural
differences.

CUltural production then occurs in a context

of values and attitudes which are not sensitive to and
inclusive of the differences.

This form of institutional-

ized learning blindness supports an arrangement of meanings
and interpretations where the victims are blamed for their
shortcomings when failure occurs.

The victims are also led

to believe that their failure is due to their own
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shortcomings and deficits.
As creations of the dominant society, community
colleges embrace a set of overarching cultural customs and
values which constitute a modality of patterns and
expectations.

Modality suggests an exclusivity that cannot

possibly be shared in the same way by all segments of a
diverse society. Unfortunately, these segments are the
populations that community colleges endeavor to serve.
A significant and representative example reflecting
this central thesis is the area of

lin~~istic

competence.

The transcription of student interviews revealc.1 a number of
dialectal differences.

Indications of these may

b~

found in

the text of this study since none of the transcription was
edited for form.

With the exception of Daniel, all of the

students spoke a variant form of English--even those who had
no knowledge of the 0' odham language.

From my own

experience working on several Indian reservations in
Arizona, this dialect has a distinct form which Leap (1977)
describes as "Red" or "Indian English."

As Leap points-out,

this dialect, as a communicative mode, serves all the
purposes language is supposed to serve within the range of
its speakers.

However, many of the grammatical patterns and

items of vocabulary differ in form and meaning from those
used in the "standard" form of English.
Language is inseparable from cultural capital.

It is

more than an instrument of communication. It also provides a

II
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complex set of categories that determine the capacity to
decipher and manipulate complex structures.

The

understanding and use of language are major points of
leverage for educational assessment.

This "never ceases to

be felt: style is taken into account, implicitly or

explicitly, at every level of the educational system"
(Bourdieu and Passeron 1977, p. 73).
The stUdents' competence in their variant form of
English was negatively

reflecte~

in their performance in

areas where the standard form was

~~e

expected medium. The

basic skills assessment tests--even math with its word
problems--were conducted in this medium.

The assessment

tests were not designed to distinguish dialectal differences
or to qauge the interference created by language competence
peripheral to the standard range.

Treating the language and

the products of the students' language, such as test
results, as "remedial" and "deficient" contributed to an
unequal selection factor which would ultimately limit the
students' access to the realm of dominant performance.
The remedial classes in which the stUdents were placed
also did not distinguish native competence from performance

in standard English, or treat existing linguistic capital as
a base upon which to generate additive competencies. Rather,
the curriculum and style of remedial courses "tracked" the
students, separating them from the very competencies and
experience they needed to succeed.

There appeared to be no
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sensibility in the college related to this order of
linguistic differences.
dictated

~~at

Assessment and language programs

learners were either non-native speakers of

English or "remedial" learners.

Remediation in this context

of "deficiency" did not have remedial effects at all.
without sociolinguistic considerations, remediation as
it was practiced at Desert community College created adverse
psychological

eff~cts.

In terms of relational meanings, the

students had to confront their condition in an environment
of invidious comparisons.

Although the world of knowledge

and opportunity existed around them, their particular
experience created the sense that they were of lesser
relative worth and ability than others.

This negative

context further selected and limited cultural acquisition.
In the few instances where students had the opportunity to
take academic courses, they reported the courses to be
difficult and challenging.

However, they did not feel the

frustration and resentment engendered by the "hidden
curriculum" of remediation in basic skills classes.
The Tohono O'odham students are ..lot unlike the majority
of "new" students in community colleges.

The "remedial

function," now a dominant aspect or "mission" of community
colleges: deprecates existing competencies and has created
its own system of internal tracking.

To the students, this

tracking is seen not only as meaningless but deters them
from achieving their goals.

Tracking also instigates the
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type of social comparisons that are demoralizing to people
already sensitive to the relative worth of their competence
and abilities.
Ethnocentrism in an educational environment creates a
climate in which students must constantly evaluate
tbemsel ves in the terms of the "dominant arbitrary." A
deficit model of intervention establishes a standard for
validation which focuses on a narrow range of performance.
It does not focus on "appreciating" existing forms and
styles of competence.

Nor does this model create a

constructive atmosphere that impels minority students to
accumulate the cultural capital they need to succeed in the
mainstream.
Maguire (1988) notes that remedial labeling and
placement have long-term effects since they condition
society's attitudes toward exchanges with minorities. "The
educational tracking that begins with skin color, accent, or
idiom enlarges into social tracking and hounds these
minority students for too much of the rest of their lives
(~aguire

19&8, p. 30).

Maguire's words suggest that

cOlDlliunity colleges represent those "conditioned attitudes"
and exchanges of the dominant cultural arbitrary which
affirm rather than alter disparities in cultural capital.
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Toward Multicultural Literacy
The community college must allay its inherent
ethnocentrism if it expects to foster equal results in a
diverse society.

It must create bridges and transitions

between the dominant cultural arbitrary, which it
represents, and the multicultures it serves.

The community

college must create cultural fireception areas" which
recognize, value and accommodate the existing rer.ipes and
standards of students, utilizing their existing strengths to
foster and expand multicultural

l~arning.

If students are

expected to learn multicultural competencies, then community
colleges must embody and facilitate cultural diversity
within themselves.
Barriers to the acquisition of the dominant cultural
capi tal must be overridden.

~.

knowledge and understanding

of the dominant patterns and meanings which create problems
for minorities in education in the first place must be
acquired as part of cultural learning.

However this needs

to occur in such a way that self-valuation is not negatively
affected in the process.
Le~rning

environments must reflect sensitivity to

student life tasks, background and social insights.

Avenues

for cultural acquisition must be provided in non-judgmental
and non-threatening ways, allowing students to expand and
build upon their existing competencies in a value-added
sense. Learning environments should engender a healthy
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"hidden curriculum," replacing the various negative
contextual effects borne of cultural ethnocentrism.
Negative contextua: effects can be

media~~d

by

fostering an atmosphere of greater sensitivity to cultural
differences and constantly testing the production of culture
in order to determine forms and effects.

student motivation to learn and succeed is not in
itself sufficient.

That which Weis (1985) refers to as

institutional "decoders" need to be adapted to the realities
students bring with them.
Facilitating equal results is not accomplished by
simply accommodating the ranges of competence represented in
student populations so that they can operate in a safe and
familiar cultural mode.

This to some extent appeared in the

low expectations characteristic of the Tohono Q'odham
students' previous schooling.

This is a disservice to

students who must eventually, if they so choose, move and
operate successfully within the dominant society.

Community

colleges must create more distinct ana purposeful pathways
that will guide and facilitate value-added cultural
learning--that which adds to, but does not denigrate,
existing cultural capital.
As this and other research have

demonstrat~d,

the

"deficit model" engendered unhealthy "hidden curriculum." In
this study, students· feelings of competency and self-worth
were the victims of this model.

The example that language

[

I
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provides is generalizable to culture.

Learning occurs in a

context of positive interaction, mutual'intelligibility, and
shared meanings.

If community colleges are to respond to

the issues of equality of results, then they must reduce the
social distance and contextual effects which perpetuate
inequality.

While stUdents need to be guided toward

dominant culture linguistic and cultural competency, I would
suggest that those who guide should strive for competent
membership in multicultures themselves.
at a

tre=endo~s

disadvantage in

t~iing

Otherwise, they are
to understand and

serve the learning needs of diverse student populations.
suggest that

co~unity

I

colleges need to expand that which

Chilcott (1987) refers to as their own "literacy" in matters
of cultural variation and the effects of education.
The CUltural

Sce~~

CUltural hegemony in a community

colleg~

environment

and its negative affect on minority student acculturation
helps explain

t-~e

character of the attriticn orocess.

While "goodness of

"

fit~

and stUdent-institution

"congruence" theories enjoy considerable currency in
attrition research and student affairs planning, they are
too cursory in contrast to

~~e

way culturally diverse

students should be viewed.
In explaining "goodness of fit," Pantages and Creedon
(1978) explained that stUdents bring to college "certain

[
I
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skills, attitudes, and expectations" and the extent to which
students can meet the demands of the college and still
derive satisfaction "is the degree to which the student may
be expected to persist at the college."
Creedon 1978, p. 84).

I found the

(P~ntages

~ontext

and

of attrition to

be much deeper and more profound than what is suggested by
this notion.
"Goodness of fit" does not take into account the
implications of social context and its effect on enacted
culture.

Views of self in relationship to family; reference

group, and society among minority students differ
substantially from Anglo, middle-class students. These views
complicate the issue of "fit" in environments and require a
deeper understanding of the dimensions of cultural
experience which derive from historical patterns of social
relationships.
In this study, Indian students located themselves in a
unique multidimensional social space.

Their cultural

learning and experience took place from this pivotal vantage
point.

As they approached and experienced novel

environments and situations, their perceived their
differenc~s

in relationship to others, producing a great

sensitivi~y

to context.

As minority students begin to

define themselves in terms of those located around them,
there are several possibilities: They are reinforced in
their present view of themselves, view themselves in a more
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negative light, or they may evaluate their experience
positively, permitting them to assume multicultural
perspectives and attitudes.

The O'utcoilie depends on how

positively or negatively they view themselves in terms of
immediate context.
"Goodness of fit" presumes that students, minority
groups, and institutions are relatively hermetic in the
functionalist sense and that interaction depends on
congruency of their respective sets of features or
characteristics.

However, the

iss~e

is not one so static as

mere "fit"; it is rather an issue of the products of dynamic
interaction.

Students do not reflect a mirror image of

institutional policies and practices. In actuality, students
and institutions engage in a process of mutual definition.
This process of definition--or the culture that is enacted-determines whethar students will stay or leave.

For the

Tohono Q'odham students, a byproduct of cultural production
was their voluntary withdrawal.

They left rather than

tolerate heightened feelings of restrictedness and social
marginality that already permeates the experience of Indian
people.
If minority stUdents are to succeed, the "cultural
scel'le" of community colleges--a social environment that
exists in relationship to the larger society--must be
carefully gauged and mediated. If stUdents are to move
beyond their own sense of social incumbency,--and therefore
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succeed in education--they must have accessible sources of
value-added, cultural acquisition. The "cultural scene" of
the

comm~'ity

college is vital because it can potentially

foster multicultural values and competencies, especially
those that connect students to the cultural capital needed
to succeed in education and the dominant society. This does
not occur in an institutional vacuum.

Education should

provide some of the means for students to find definition
for themselves in society, as well.

CUltural learning

occurs best in environments where students perceive
themselves accepted, supported, and unthreatened.
Considerable attention should be tiirected toward the
"differential effects" community colleges h3ve on different
kinds of students which Richardson et al (1983) have noted.
Another area closely related to the cultural aspects of
community college is their developmental purposes. The
literature about community colleges suggests a lack of such
purpcses. As observed through the senses of the students in
this study, there was very little evidence of a rationale or
emphasis:m purposeful development except a few programs or
classes which students could undertake voluntarily.

In this

study, students had a vague anticipation or expectation that
the "experience" of college would help mediate important
life tasks.

They expected to find

st~~cture

and purpose.

Instead, students entered a "cafeteria" environment where,
with little or no guidance, they could pick and choose from
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a potpourri of programs and classes about which they had
little knowledge or guidance in choosing.
In this study, the Tohono O'odham students'
developmental issues centered around themes of social
stereotypes, operating in opposition to the values of peers,
and

managi~g

an identity for "two worlds"--all in addition

to the problems and transitions shared by all youth.
Developmental needs arose from a specific cultural
experience which was intertwined with a view of self in
relationship to the larger society.
If culturally diverse students are to succeed in
education and in society, they must be guided through the
life issues inherent in their cultural experience.
Explanations of

de~~]opment

as generalized and

preconceiv~d

patterns, levels, or stages, are not appropriate in
multicultural settings, especially without knowledge of
social effects.

Student development issues should be drawn

directly from the experience of the populations being served
and integrated into the form and focus of student
development efforts. Since student development in community
colleges has been widely criticized for its lack of purpose
and direction, population-specific approaches could add
purpose and definition to community college efforts in this
area.

[
I

I
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The Path Ahead
A solution to the problems raised in this study lies in
a streng and determined commitment to minority retention
that crosses all institutional lines--instruction, student
development, student support services, and administration.
commitment in only one sector will not foster the kind of
cultural environment needed to respond to the needs of
ethnic minorities.

without firm commitment from all

sectors, there is no focus.
Secondly is a commitment to special programming for
distinct populations such as American Indians.

Many studies

have attested to the efficacy of such programs (Suina 1987).
Community Colleges cannot continue under the misguided
notion that the "cafeteria approach" is going to reach or
respond to the needs of all students. A substantial knowledge of the world view of student populations is necessary
for an effective response to their needs.

community

colleges need to institute ongoing inquiry related to their
diverse students in order to acquire a better understanding of them.

This research provides a model for inquiry.

Richardson and Bender (1987, p. 64) note that one of
the "mcst promising signs" is the growing tendency for
community colleges to rely more on institutional research to
measure the effects of policies and practices.

They also

note that there is more emphasis on improving the available
data base for use in decision-making.

Some worthwhile

II
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research on minority students is available.

Community

colleges need to consider the implications of existing
research as well as design and institute "institutional
effects" research related to their own students.
The college curriculum is another significant way to
mediate cultural production.

Weaving a diversity of

perspectives and viewpoints through traditional disciplines
not only validates multicultural perspectives, but creates
the cultural "reception areas" students need to secure and
root new competencies and viewpoints.

Introducing the

unfamiliar through the familiar is a timeless and useful
teaching technique which should receive greater attention in
multicultural settings than it does.

Minority students feel

validated and appreciated when they are

a~are

that their

cultural heritage is of worth and significance in the larger
world of

knowla~ga:

trw~~,

and wisdom.

Diversifying the

curriculum also has a sensitizing effect on those who teach
and otherwise serve students.
Improving students' basic skills should occur in a
supportive medium which lies close to the stuuents! areas of
interest.

In some universities, basic skills development is

the responsibility of academic
function of its own.

depa~~ents

rather than a

A distribution of the responsibility

for basic skills development throughout the academic and
student services structures of community colleges would
reduce negative effects by creating greater involvement and
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responsibility on the part cf the entire campus community.
In addition to an obvious solution of hiring more
minority staff and faculty in order to create a
Eulticultural

enviror~ent,

it is imperative that existing

staff and faculty learn to relate to minority students in
substantive ways.

The findings of Erickson and Schultz

(1982) suggest that cultural and racial differences are not
consistently a bar to "particularistic comembership."

Their

findings indicate that individuals can learn to extend their
social network range, enabling

~~em

to establish rapport

with many different types of students.

These sensitivities

must be fostered among existing staff and faculty.
Faculty and other staff who provide direct student
services should be afforded training and opportunities to be
ethnographers of their own situation.

Faculty and staff are

often not aware of their effects cn the attitudes and
behaviors of students.

They usually are not

conscio~s

of

the ways their own values and belief systems--acquired
through their own educational experience and disciplinerelated campus socialization--create occupation-based
cultural forms.

With appropriate opportunity and guidance,

faculty and staff could generate the critical insights
necessary to identify problems and respond to them.
Students will not succeed if basic survival needs are
not met.

The single greatest stress factor among the

students in this study was lack of adequate financial aid.

r
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Although community colleges are inexpensive relative to
four-year institutions, it cannot be assumed that the
financial burden felt by students will be less.

community

colleges must facilitate effective financial aid planning,
provide training and orientation for economic survival, and
then diligently monitor students to insure their financial
viability.

Colleges with Indian enrollments also need to

work closely with Indian tribes which contract BIA services
and otherwise provide financial aid to college

student~

to

insure that awards are timely and consistent.
F~nally,

an issue related to the question of

institutional sensitivities is the political reality in
which community college must exist.

In

community college is enrollment driven.

Ari~ona,

funding in

Much of the

curriculum is painstakingly articulated with state
universities, leaving little flexibility in terms of content
and curricular diversification, especially among
transferable courses.
Improving the cultural ethos on community college
campuses will require some dramatic and deliberate changes
in the way planning, program development, instruction,
student services, and course delivery patterns are
approached.

The willingness of state legislatures to

support public community colleges which are seeking to
revi~e

programs toward a character and shape that differ

from those traditionally offered would probably meet
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resistance, especially during periods of intense competition
for resources.
suggest

The findings of this research nevertheless

program~

traditionally.

and approaches

~~like ~~ose

supported

They would be student-centered and specially

planned and designed.

Development of programs for diverse

populations would also require faculty and personnel with
substantial skills and training of a character not commonly
offered in colleges of education in the united states today.
Grea-t concern has been expressed about the year 2000
and the growing minority population of the United states.
There is an expanding underclass of people who will face a
more complex,
to compete.

tec~nological

future with

fe~er

opportunities

If community colleges are expected to continue

in their presumptive role of providing a viable path of
economic and social mobility for minorities, then they must
be provided legislative support and funding to do so.
Adjustments in the system should occur

~ith

quality

incentives and results in mind. Enrollment driven formulas
can be altered to focus more intensively on the transit of
minorities through the educational pipeline.

rnstitutions

with higher success ratios and transfer rates should be
rewarded with greater portions of available resources.
state universities that work closely with community colleges
in diversifying curriculum would also be facilitating
transfer and should be similarly rewarded with a greater
share of resources for demonstrating results.

r
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Conclusion

I

This study adds to the growing body of empirical
support for substantial changes in the way that community
colleges serve minority students.

Critics of community

colleges claim that class inequities are reproduced when
students fail and are otherwise deterred from their
ambitions. In actuality, the problem lies in the narrow
range of middle-class cultural insights, values, and customs
embodied in community colleges.

Minority students not only

fail to adapt to these, but they engender a negative "hidden
curriculum" which ultimately hinders the students' quest for
opportunity and mobility in society.
If community colleges expect to be effective purveyors
of economic and social mobility for minorities,
conscientious efforts need to be made to imbue students with
the cultural capital needed for success.

This can be

accomplished primarily through full commitment--at all
instituticnal levels--to meet the needs of diverse groups of
students.

It also requires developing an accurate knowledge

base about students upon which to build effective programs
and strategies to
competen~e

~aduce

the distance between student

and the demands associated witn the dominant

"cultural arbitrary."
Community colleges are more than an environment to be
managed.

Students arrive bearing many statuses and

perceptio~G

engendered by

pra~ious

uni~e

learning and experience.

r
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The perceived positioning of subgroups in the
multidimensionality of society varies considerably.
k~owledge

Since

and culture are forms of capital that lend

salience to each another, community colleges bear the
responsibility of cultural mediation as well as education.
If minority students are to succeed,

~~ey

must be guided

toward competence in society's knowledge base while, at the
same time, being afforded recognition and respect for the
realms of perception and cultural knowledge they bring with
them.

In this regard,

comm~nity

colleges must learn to

gauge and mediate the effects of enacted culture, as well as
expand their own areas of operating cultural competence.
Equality of outcomes for minorities is dependent

Oll

the

community college's ability to respond to the new and
engaging cultural realities their student populations bring
with them. As Richardson and Bender (1987, p. 134) point
out: "The community college for many of these students truly
represents the last frontier." For community colleges,
meeting the needs of minority students in terms of their
cultural realities, is part of that frontier.

Education

still represents a source of great hope and opportunity for
American minorities.

Community colleges, which face the

greatest challenge, also offer the greatest promise if they
can shape themselves to emerging realities.

r
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I

SUl!llIlary

I
I

The research questions that guided this case study
sought to determine the aspirations, perceptions and
motivation of American Indian students as they entered an
urban community college, and how these interacted over time
with institutional forces and influences.

The research

questions also inquired how this interaction, in light of
variations in student cultural perspectives, affected the
students' desire and willingness to

rev~~e

attitudes and

accept new norms of behavior. The purpose of the study was
to derive an understanding of the effects of community
colleges that lead to low transfer and completion rates of
American Indians and other minorities.
The students possessed three basic
cultural context.

("onfi(;JU~cations

of

Open context students were more

experienced with and committed to adapting to the non-Indian
world.

Mixed-transitional students, who had been raised

mainly on the reservation, faced a difficult task of
reconciling the perceptually disparate elements of the
traditional and modern worlds.

Close context students, who

had been socialized in Indian boarding schools, were
committed to their contributive roles and relationships in
the bilateral family and were the least invested in overt
change and adaptation.
The configurations of cultural context consisted of a
surface structure blending of

backgrolL~d

experience and
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adaptive responses to social and environmental demands and
influences.

A deeper and more consistent cognitive

structure of values, cultural formulas, and expectations was
found to exist beneath this range of surface variation.
This deeper dimension of culture was associated with the
unique experience, learning, values, and heritage
transmitted through the Tohono O'odham family and community.
A main finding was the students perceived the community
college as a way to disassociate

the~selves

from social

problems that marginalize Indian people and engender
stereotypes.

However, none of the students persisted for

more than a year or completed the programs they intended to
complete.

The hlending of student cultura' recipes and

expectations with the patterns and meanings of the community
college over

tim~

produced culture that undermined students'

belief in their own competence and profoundly intensified
their feelings of social marginality.

As a result, cultural

change and acquisition were inhibited tc
students viewed themselves regressively.

~

point where
Significant issues

that arose during the study revolved around differential
interpretations of the experience provided by the community
college: institutional assumptions about student support
needs as opposed to the students' self-perceived needs;
learning style differences; and conflicts over priorities.
student expectations varied considerably from implicit
institutional expectations.

The stUdents expected personal

I
r
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support, but found themselves isolated with no personalized
connection to the institution or its resources. They were
not

orient~q

to seeking assistance from institutional

programs offered in a "cafeteria" style.

Most felt the

military provided a more attractive alternative to gain
meaningful experience while being provided the necessary
social, supportive, and economic resources.
Remedial education was the largest contributor to the
negative contextual effects of the institution on the
students.

Basic skills

testi~g,

place~e~t

procedures, and

impersonal feedback initiated the students into an
atmosphere that devalued their abilities and separated them
from the "real work" of college.

The structure and regimen

of remedial classes created a sense among the students that
they were "out of place" and otherwise unfit for the true
enterprise of higher education.
The cultural capital of the Tohono O'odham students-the processes, forms, understanding and language--varied
considerably from the "dominant cultuL"al arbitrary"
represented in the patterns and meanings of the college.
The previous schooling of the students did not inculcate
them with the
success.

liu~~iotic

and cultural capital necessary for

The community college's response tc linguistic and

cuI tural capital that varied from the domina;it form occurred
in a context of remediation and deficiency.

The relational

messages engendered in these responses create effects which

II
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make it impossible for many "new" students to acquire the
linguistic and cultural competence needed to succeed in
dominant society settings.
If community colleges expect to move beyond equal
access toward equal results, services and programs for
culturally different students will need to be
reconceptualized.

Commitment to meeting the needs of

minority students must emanate from all sectors and
functions of education.

Lower level schools serving

minority populations must focus on more

~xacting

and

effective preparation of students in terms of cultural
b~

capital.

Minority students must

met at the doors of

commu~ity

college with full commitment of all sectors--

administration, instruction, and student support services.
They must also be met with full appreciation and respect for
their strengths and attributes.

Community College must

better situate and prepare themselves to guide and foster
the accumUlation of cultural capital needed by minorities
for success in society.
community colleges are virtually unaware of the actual
versus intended effects they have on culturally diverse
students. They need to examine these effects critically and
create a multiculturally "literate" climate which
anticipates and responds to the real needs of students.
Although the concept of "value added" has existed for some
time, its true meaning lies in the ability of institutions
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to literally "appreciate" the cultural capital of students
and utilize their existing strengths to draw them into
expanded forms of cultural understanding and performance.
In matching equal access with equality of results,

~his

study suggests that community colleges must consider a major
reconceptualization of their role in the education of
American minorities.
will be necessary.

Substantial changes and innovations
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